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Abstract 
No Job For a Lady: Women Directors in Hollywood. 
This thesis explores the position of female film directors working in Holly wood. It is 
intended to address an area in feminist film theory which has often been overlooked. 
Although it is incorrect to say there has been no feminist analysis of the "mainstream" 
woman director, most of the work which has been done concentrates either on finding the 
feminism or femininity of her films, or studies only a select few directors. This research 
widens the debate by validating the study of all women directors, and moves away from the 
search for definitive feminist meaning in the cinematic text. It employs a contextual and 
multi-theoretical approach to interrogate the multiplicity of meanings embodied by the 
phrase "woman director". 
The first chapter interrogates auteur theory because any discussion of female authorship 
must confront this critical perspective. The female director makes a problematic auteur 
since that figure is traditionally gendered as masculine. Chapter two is a "state of the 
industry" examination of the position of the woman director in Hollywood, with a special 
emphasis on mentoring. Chapter three examines the marketing of Mimi Leder's films The 
Peacemaker (1997) and Deep Impact (1999). Chapters four, five and six explore the 
construction of the woman director as "star", presenting in-depth case studies of Jodie 
Foster and Penny Marshall. Chapters seven and eight look at the reception of Blue Steel 
(1990) and Strange Days (1995) directed by Kathryn Bigelow, and Clueless (1995) directed 
by Amy Heckerling. 
Each chapter is designed to contextualise and historicise the woman director in order to 
better understand why her gender has prevented her from being seen as a "natural" director: 
that is, why directing has been viewed as a suitable job for a man but "no job for a lady". 
Introduction 
"IDlirectin2 was no job for a lady" (Lillian Gish)' 
In discussions about the subject of this thesis someone would inevitabl\ comment, "I didn't 
think there were any women directors working in Hollywood. I can't name any. " I mention 
this since such a reaction emphasises the need for a study of these directors, and helps explain 
my motivation for undertaking this research in the first place. 
While a disproportionate amount of material has been written about so-called *'a\ ant- 
garde" or "independent" female filmmakers (particularly White European and Antipodean 
ones), the women who make films from deep within the Hollywood "mainstream" ha\ e still to 
be given sufficient critical attention: be it in film studies generally, or feminist film studies in 
particular. ' For instance, the list of books on the subject of contemporary women directors 
working within "mainstream" Hollywood (rather than studies of female directors «hick draNN 
almost entirely on independent filmmakers as examples) is a short one. One can point to Ally 
Acker's Reel Women which catalogues most female directors, including the Hollywood ones, 
but is simply designed to provide a brief description of their career; Janice Cole and Holk 
Dale's Calling The Shots, which is a collection of interviews with a variety of women 
directors including several, such as Amy Heckerling, Martha Coolidge and Penelope Spheeris. 
who have made studio films; Jim Hillier's The New Hollywood which contains a chapter on 
the position of female directors in the contemporary industry; and Christina Lane's Feminist 
1 Quoted in Annette Kuhn, ed., Queen Of The 'B's: Ida Lupino Behind the Camera (Wiltshire: Flicks Books. 
1995) 43. Kuhn takes Gish's quote from Andrew Sarris. The American Cinema: Directors and Directions 1929- 
1968 (New York: Dutton, 1968) where it is used to back up his o\\n feelings that women do not make successful 
directors. 
2 It is obviously not practical to list every publication which explores the work of "independent" female 
filmmakers. Thus I will confine myself to stating that, at least until recently, feminist film critics have privileged 
the films of non-mainstream female directors, rather than those based in Hollywood, as the subjects of their \\ork. 
For example, in Women and Film: Both Sides of the Camera London and New York: Routledge. 1983) E. 
., 
\nn 
Kaplan writes exclusiN ely about independent feminist filmmakers. Similarlý it is these figures who recei\ e the 
most attention in LLic\ Fischer's Shot/Countershot: Film Tradition and Women's Cinema (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press. 1989), Barbara Koenig Quart's Women Directors: The Emerizence of a New Cinema (\ý estport. 
Connerticut: Praeger, 1988). and also in those essaý s which mention \\omen filmmakers in Issues in Feminist F] Im 
Criticism (Bloomington: Indiana UniNersity Press, 1990) edited b\ Patricia Erens: and Women apd Film: A Sight 
and Sound Reader (London: Scarlet Press. 1993) edited bý Pam Cook. It is not my intention to suggest that women 
directors N\ ho hi\ e \\ orked or do work in Holl), Nýood are ne\ er discussed (Judith Mayne's \\ork on Doroth\ 
Arzner isjust one example N\hich proves otherwise). nor to oN erlook the fact that some contemporary 
Hollywood which is an in depth examination of a number of previously neglected female 
directors, such as Tamra Davis, Darnell Martin and Martha Coolidge. There are also a number 
of titles, such as Yvonne Tasker's Working Girls, Rachel Abramo, ýw itz's Is That A Gun in 
Your Pocket?, and Linda Seger's When Women Call The Shots. «hich consider the position 
of women in contemporary Hollywood more generally: as producers. stars. screenýti riters and 
so on, as well as directors. In short, with a few exceptions discussion of the NNoman director 
working in Hollywood has been severely limited. 3 The first aim of my thesis is, then, to 
recognise this theoretical imbalance and go some way towards redressing it. 
In the event that contemporary "mainstream" female directors are discussed by 
feminist film criticism the same few individuals are referred to time and again: the most 
obvious example being Kathryn Bigelow. It is thus inevitable that this thesis ý, vilI also devote 
some attention to Bigelow because she is one of a very limited number of women directors 
who have had the opportunity to work on fairly high-profile and high budget studio-backed 
films. However it refuses to believe that Bigelow is the only viable candidate for this kind of 
study, and as a result does not overlook the careers of other female directors (or actor- 
directors) working in Hollywood, such as Penny Marshall, Amy Heckerling and Jodie Foster. 
Apart from the fact that the potential number of candidates for this kind of study is, 
thanks to the scarcity of women directors in the industry, rather limited any'ýwa}, one reason 
for this critical over-emphasis on Bigelow might be that she is a figure whose career (and 
indeed persona) exists on the borderline between "art" and "popular" culture, making her an 
easier target for feminist recuperation than, say, those directors who make teen movies or 
romantic comedies. Her intellectual and fine art background, combined with the perception 
(aided by her own comments in interviews) that she is interested in picking apart the 
"mainstream" directors are starting to be placed under the microscope of feminist film criticism. but rather to 
acknowledge the existence of the imbalance which I have described. 
3 Ally Acker, Reel Women: Pioneers of the Cinema (London: Batsford, 1991): Janis Cole and Holly Dale. Calling 
The Shots: Profiles of Women Filmmakers (Ontario: The Quarry Press. 1993); Jim Hillier The New Holk \\ood 
(London: Studio Vista. 1992). Christina Lane, Feminist Holly\ýood: From Born in Flames to Point Break (Detroit: 
Wayne State University Press. 2000). Y\ onne Tasker. Working Girls: Gender and Sexuali in Popular Cinema 
(London: Routledge. 1998): Rachel : \bramo\\ itz. Is That A Gun in Your Pocket? Women's Experience of Po\ýer 
in Hollywood (Nees York: Random House. 2000): Linda Seger, When Women Call The Shots: The Developing 
Power and Influence of Women in Television and Film (New York: Henry Holt. 1996). 
conventional narrative structures of cinema at the seams, make it possible to explain away her 
interest in, and contact with, the popular, the generic, the commercial (in other words the 
Hollywood film industry) because they suggest that she exploits them for her own (feminist) 
purposes rather than being exploited by them. In this way feminist film criticism's preference 
for those women directors who either reject the forms and practices of "mainstream" 
filmmaking and turn instead to independent or "avant-garde" cinema, or those ýý ho, thanks to 
their background in independent cinema and/or their cinematic self-consciousness, keep their 
distance from these practices, can be seen to put a specific feminist twist on "the art ' ersus 
business" conflict that Steven Bach has said "remains the dominating central issue of 
American motion pictures to the present day. "4 
In Women and Film for example, E. Ann Kaplan sets up the independent «omen's 
film as a positive alternative to Hollywood cinema which refuses to give women "a voice, a 
discourse, " and subjects their desire to "male desire". She also states that there is a necessity 
for a "debate" about what constitutes the most `correct' cinematic strategy. ' This idea is 
problematic because it assumes that the independent film is the best and most logical v ehicle 
for the assertion of a feminist point of view and thus takes a prescriptive approach to Nýomen's 
filmmaking. Kaplan, I would argue, is too quick to embrace a Hollywood film is 
bad/independent film is good dichotomy which is a huge over-simplification of the issues 
involved, not least because independent cinema (particularly as it becomes even more 
intricately entwined with the Hollywood film industry) can pose many of the same problems 
of access for women and other marginal groups as the dominant cinema. For example, Jesse 
Algeron Rhines writes that in 1990 New Line cinema called for screenplays by and about 
women of colour, yet never actually produced any of these projects. New Line was acquired 
by the Turner Broadcasting Corporation in 1993, and one is compelled to wonder if this 
merger had the effect of making executives more cautious about the kind of material they 
a Quoted in Richard Maltby and Ian CraN en, Hollywood Cinema: An Introduction (Oxford: Blackwell. 1995) 5. 
5 E. Ann Kaplan. Women and Film: Both Sides of the Camera (London and Ne\\ York: Routledge, 1983) 11. 
green lighted. 6 Whether or not this was the case in this particular instance. the fact remains 
that "independent" cinema, like "mainstream" cinema, is a \tihite male-dominated arena. To 
quote John Pierson, the "problem [of women directors' scarcity] isn't as pronounced in lovýer- 
budget independent ranks, but you won't find parity. (Women come closer to holding their 
own in the supporting role of producer. )"' 
All too often the search for the truly "alternative" feminist film, or the pure 
unadulterated "female" discourse, seems to have become the holy grail of feminist film 
criticism. As a result feminist film critics have been distracted from either considering \ý ork 
which has already been produced, or examining those filmmakers who operate from vv ithin 
the dominant discourses of Hollywood cinema. Yet would it ever be possible, or e'en 
desirable, to define this pure "feminine" space which is unsullied by Patriarchy? Wouldn't 
this work against the feminist filmmaker by proving that women do indeed naturally possess 
qualities which the dominant discourse has come to call "feminine" (even if they are re- 
envisioned as positive ones) and, as a result, justify the continuation of the very discourse 
which it seeks to undermine. A feminist counter-cinema, or indeed any concrete "feminine" or 
"feminist" aesthetic, might too easily be dismissed as something marginal or "other" since it 
refuses to work within the boundaries of recognisable cinematic discourse, either in form, or 
content, or both. This is not to say that such cinematic productions are never necessary or 
profitable, but that it is problematic to assume that they are the only or the best option. 
This thesis is designed to move away from the idea that popular art (in this instance a 
Hollywood film) and/or the popular artist (the female director who makes Hollywood films) 
must either be obviously feminist or woman-centred in theme, or else easy to interpret as 
feminist, in order to make it or them worthy of the feminist film theorist's attention. Such an 
idea is not only nave but also dangerous in that it immediately closes off a number of 
6 Jesse Algeron Rhines. Black Film/White Mgney (New Bruns\\ ick-. New Jerse\: Rutgers Unk ersity Press, 1996) 
88-89. For a discussion of New Line's acquisition b\ Turner see Justin Wyatt. : 'The Formation of the "Mal'or 
Independent': Miramax, New Line and the Ne\\ Hollvxvood. - Contemporary Hollywood Cinema. eds. Stevc Neale 
and Murray Smith (London and Ne\\ York: Routledge, 1998) 74-90. 
7 John Pierson. Spike, Mike, Slackers and Dykes: A Guided Tour Across a Decade ot'American Indepeiidew 
Cinem, (London: Faber and Faber, 1996) 102. 
4 
potentially interesting avenues for study. This is not to imply that Kaplan's previously cited 
view about the superiority of independent cinema for feminist filmmakers is the only one, or 
that all feminist film theorists are guilty of short-sighted thinking when it comes to the 
popular. For example, a significant number of feminist critics have given theoretical attention 
to the themes and structures of so-called popular "women's genres", such as soap operas. 
romance novels and "weepies" or melodramas, as well as the role they might fulfil in 
women's lives. 8 However, when it comes to popular Hollywood films directed by women 
feminist film criticism has been far less forthcoming. In order to counter such reticence my 
research sets out to distance itself from the frequently futile and arguably self-defeating quest 
to discover what makes a film (or indeed any other art work) truly "feminist": a quest Ntihich 
as I have already stated has tended to exclude those works made in spheres perceived to be 
hostile to feminism, such as Hollywood. I make it a priority of my work to avoid falling into 
the trap of assuming that only those we consider to make valid "feminist" films (which 
crucially assumes that there is a single, clear-cut definition of feminism rather than 
acknowledging that the term is mutable) are worthy of sustained analysis, while the others 
rightly deserve to be ignored. As Sigrid Weigel argues in a comment about literature \\hich is 
equally apt here: "The partisanship of feminist literary criticism must not be allowed to take 
the form of voluntarily sorting the sheep from the goats, that is, taking care of the goodies and 
leaving the baddies to the mercies of male criticism. "9 
In addition to arguing for the validity of researching the "mainstream" female 
filmmaker, my work also distances itself from the idea that biology ensures either the 
8 See for example, len Ang, Watching Dallas: Soap Opera and the Melodramatic Imagination (London: Methuen, 
1985), Christine Geraghty. Women and So4p Oper (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1991); Jackie Byars. All That 
Hollywood Allows: Re-reading Gender in 1950s Melodrama (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
199 1): Christine Gledhill, ed., Home is Where the Heart Is: Studies in Melodrama and the Woman's Film 
(London: BFI, 1987); Barbara Klinger. Melodrama and Meaning: Histo! y, Culture and the Films of Douglas Sirk 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press. 1994). Tania Modleski Loving With a Vengeance (Connecticut: 
Shoestring Press, 1982). Janice Radway, Reading the Romance (Chapel Hill: UniN ersity of North Carolina Press, 
1984), Helen Taylor Scarlett's Women: Gone With the Wind and its Female Fans (New Jerseý: Rutgers Lim\ ersitý 
Press, 1989); Charlotte Brunsdon. Screen Tastes: From Soap Opera to Satellite Dishes (London: Routledge. 1997), 
Joanne Hollows, Feminism, Femininity and Popular Culture (Manchester: Manchester Unk ersitý Press. 2000). 
9 Sigrid Weigel. "Double Focus: On the History of Women's Writing, - Feminist Aesthetics. ed. Gisela Ecker 
(London: The Women's Press. 1985) 60. 
5 
"feminist" or "feminine' content of a female-authored art work. A thesis which invests in this 
belief would be in danger of evolving into what one might refer to as a gy nocritics of the 
cinema. I refer here to the term coined by Elaine Showalter to describe her concentration on 
what she sees as the particular nature of women writers and their «riting. In "Toward a 
Feminist Poetics" Showalter posits the need to develop a framework for the anale sis of 
women's literature which is based on new theoretical models informed by the col lectiv e 
experiences of female writers rather than one which relies on male models and theories. 10 In 
"Feminist Criticism in the Wilderness" she also asks how we can "constitute women as a 
distinct literary group? What is the difference of women's writing? " Unlike ShoýNalter I am 
not searching for what supposedly makes a female director's films different from a man's, but 
like other women's. I do explore the marginality of these women (and I use the word 
marginality deliberately since separateness would suggest that these directors exist apart from 
Hollywood which they clearly do not) in industrial terms: for example, their lack of equalit\ 
within Hollywood when it comes to getting jobs, being given equal budgets, or the same 
access to A-list stars or projects. However I do not make a case for a shared thematic or 
aesthetic difference, but rather highlight the ways in which views such as those expressed by 
Showalter may work to sustain the woman director's, or indeed any female artist's, marginal 
position by endorsing traditional gender stereotypes, and investing in the idea that ",, tioman's 
art" (which for critics such as Showalter is erroneously seen to mean "women's art") is 
naturally different from man's rather than the product of social, cultural and political 
circumstances. " 
In my opinion the search for definitive "feminine" of "feminist" meaning in the 
female-authored text has lead to an over-emphasis on the textual which my , ýN ork sets out to 
avoid. A study which concentrates simply on what a female director's films "mean" tells us 
little about that figure as a historical subject and more about our own personal and theoretical 
10 Elaine Showalter. "Toward a Feminist Poetics. " The Ne\N Feminist Criticism: Essays on Women. Literature and 
Theory. ed. Elaine Showalter (London: Virago Press, 1986) 131. 
11 Elaine Showalter. "Feminist Criticism in the Wilderness. - The New Feminist Criticism, ibid.. 248. 
6 
biases as film critics. Of course these are not entirely unavoidable since all criticism is. a 
Richard Maltby has argued, subjective. '' On the other hand the insular nature of textual 
criticism may make this tendency more pronounced. As Christina Lane has said, directors do 
not exist in a "vacuum" but rather should be situated "within a series of complex 
discourses". 13 To this end my thesis seeks to put the woman director in context rather than 
concentrating on interpreting her filmic texts. Thus I do not primarily examine her films but 
instead the studio publicity which surrounds her; the various articles. interviews and 
biographies which have been written about her; the historical and biographical facts of her 
career; the reception of her work; the ways in which she has been theorised by others 
(academics and non-academics alike); the ways in which she has been "sold" as an image or 
product by others; and the ways in which she similarly "sells" herself. This contextual 
approach means that I do not have to find the "feminism" or "femininity" of the female 
director's films or rescue them for feminism, but am able to highlight the complexities and 
ambiguities of her position instead of explaining them away. 
In order to examine the role of the contemporary woman director in Hollywood I have 
taken what can best be described as a multi-theoretical approach. While I have drag n on 
feminist film theory to illuminate my work I have not used any particular form or mode 
(sociological, psychoanalytical, or otherwise) to read the films of a woman director: as I have 
already stated my interests are contextual rather than textual. If forced to categorise my 
research I would say it falls loosely within Judith Mayne's definition of a "women's cinema" 
approach to feminist film criticism. That is, a feminist examination of film history which 
entails "both exploring women's involvement with film production in the past and examining 
recent examples of women's filmmaking. "" In other words my primary concern is to explore 
the intersection between the woman director and the Hollywood film industry in all its various 
12 Maltb\ and Cra\ en 416. 
13 Christina Lane. Feminist Holl\r\N ood: From Born in Flames to Point Break (Detroit: Wayne State Uni\ ersity 
Press, 2000) 47. 
14 Judith Ma) nc. "Feminist Film Theory and Criticism, " Multiple Voices In Feminist Film Criticism. eds. Diane 
Carson, Linda Dittmar and Janice R. WeIsch (Minneapolis: The Universitý of 'Minnesota Press. 1994) 57-8. 
7 
permutations: namely theoretically, which requires that I examine «ays in which the cinema 
and the director have been conceptualised, and the female filmmaker's poor or uncomfortable 
fit within that theory (hence my exploration of auteur theory in chapter one); biographically. 
which means that I focus on the career of the contemporary woman director in Ho11y« ood and 
try to account for her precarious and unequal position within that industry (chapter t-, l o); 
commercially, which entails a study of the methods by which the female director and her 
films have been marketed, and indeed by which she has sometimes marketed herself (hence 
my examination of the marketing of Mimi Leder's action films in chapter three, and chapters 
four, five and six which consider the woman director's star image); and final I), in terms of 
reception by considering the ways in which reviewers have interpreted two female director's 
films (chapters seven and eight). Mayne's definition of "women's cinema" is perhaps a little 
vague, but I see this as a positive attribute rather than a negative one in that its indefinite 
nature allows me to study the role of the "mainstream" female director in an inclusive rather 
than an exclusive/exclusionary manner. Or to put it another way, it allows me to avoid t} ing 
myself to one specific theoretical area of film studies and providing a narrowly focused 
examination of this female figure. Instead it permits me to used varied theoretical approaches 
(auteur theory, star theory, ideas about the marketing of films, reception studies, general and 
feminist film theory and so on) to illustrate the complex, multi-layered nature of the woman 
director who must be understood not only as existing historically and biographically outside 
her texts, but also in multiple and sometimes contradictory guises: for example, as star, as 
auteur, as marketing tool, as the industry outsider who works inside the dominant system, as a 
Hollywood hack or a true artist, as a feminist icon or a feminist disgrace. 
In chapter one I begin my contextualisation of the woman director at what I believe to 
be the most logical starting point: auteur theory. Since the concept of the "auteur" was an 
attempt by film critics to conceptualise the role of authorship in the cinema, it follo'N s that 
any examination of the woman director must deal with this theoretical model. I address auteur 
theory from a feminist perspective, and explore the difficulties as well as the attractions of the 
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theory for feminist film criticism. For instance, the female director makes a problematic 
auteur since that figure is traditionally gendered as masculine. yet she may also feel 
compelled to embrace the ideas of auteurism if she is to assert her rights to authorship in the 
cinema. This chapter functions simultaneously as a feminist rebuttal to auteur theor\ and a 
consideration of what, if anything, it has left to offer feminist film criticism. 
In chapter two I move away from the overtly theoretical and undertake a "state-of-the- 
industry" examination of the position of the woman director in Hollywood. I look at the career 
path taken by these "mainstream" directors, highlighting the difficulties the majority of them 
have had in breaking into the industry and sustaining a career there. I contend that Hollywood 
is a business which is dominated by white males, and paint a statistical picture to prove this. 
As a result of this domination the act of male to female "mentoring" becomes a necessity for 
many female filmmakers, and indeed for many of the women working in Holly«ood in other 
behind-the-scenes capacities. Chapter two puts the notion of the "mentor" under the 
microscope, asking what problems it raises for both the women in the industry and the 
feminist film critic, while simultaneously questioning whether there are any viable 
alternatives, such as networks of so-called "minority" mentors (women, blacks, Latinos, 
Asians and so on). 
Chapter three begins my examination of the way women directors and their films are 
packaged and sold by Hollywood, and what this can tell us about the gender stereotypes and 
preconceptions associated with these individuals. In this chapter I consider the way in which a 
female artist's gender can be used as a marketing tool in the promotion of her films, 
eventually arguing that her biology can become one concept, one marketing hook, in the "high 
concept" film. I begin by offering some general observations on the subject, and then 
undertake a specific case study of the marketing of Mimi Leder's The Peacemaker (1997) and 
Deep Impact (1999). 
In chapters four, five and six I employ film criticism which has explored the role of 
the star in the film industry as a theoretical basis for an examination of the female director as 
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"star". These chapters are designed to illustrate that, as Allen and Gomery point out, 
filmmakers can exist as more than simply "credit lines on their films"- they can also be 
"public figures. " The " `facts' of their lives, their production practices, and their 
pronouncements are conveyed to the public via journalists, reviewers, their oNýn publicists. 
advertising materials for their films, memoirs" and so on, resulting in the creation of a 
"biographical legend" which functions as an "important historical background" against ýý h ich 
to read their films. 15 In other words these chapters argue that the "woman director" is as much 
a construction (both self-constructed and constructed by others) as she is a real person, and 
set out to evaluate the range of meanings of her media-created "star image". Chapter four 
works as an apologia for the use of star theory in this instance by arguing for the rele\ ance 
and utility of studying the director as "star". 
This introductory chapter is followed by the linked chapters five and six which 
provide case studies of the star images of two female actor-directors (Jodie Foster and Penný 
Marshall) and work together in a compare and contrast model. These directors were chosen 
because they possess star images which are almost the direct opposite of one another. 
Whereas Foster is most commonly represented as a female hero and/or feminist icon, 
Marshall is frequently depicted as an woman who is too "feminine" (too passive, neurotic, 
etc. ) to be a good feminist and/or a good director. These comparison chapters are structured 
around the complex and fluctuating meanings of "female" "feminine" and "feminist" which 
inform the star images of these directors and influence how they (as women directors) and the 
films they make are publicly represented and understood. If, as Richard Dyer has written, 
stars can be understood as figures who "speak to the crisis as to what a person is" (the crisis 
of subjectivity), then these three chapters could be said to speak to the crisis of what a woman 
is, and more specifically to what a woman director is (the crisis of female subjectivity). What 
expectations does her gender bring to bear on the way she acts, the way she looks, the kinds of 
1-5 Robert C. Allen and Douglas Gomcrý. Film I listor\: Theo! 3, and Practice (Ne\\ York: \lc(, ra\%-Hill, 1985) 88- 
9. 
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films she makes, and so on? How does she balance and negotiate these expectations %% ithin 
her star image? 16 
Finally chapters seven and eight are concerned with the reception of the female 
director's films. They explore critical reactions to the films (Blue Steel (1990), Strange Days 
(1995), and Clueless (1995)) of two directors, Kathryn Bigelow and Amy Heckerling. In other 
words they primarily consider the interpretation of each film as, to use Janet Staiger's term. L- 
an "event", rather than offering an opinion as to what they really mean (whether from a 
feminist point of view or any other). In this way reception studies is able to \ý iden tile ten-ns of 
debate by allowing the film critic to move beyond the frustrating and ultimately futile search I 
for definitive textual meaning, and into a consideration of what an individual text means or 
has meant to other audiences and why. Unlike the previous chapters on Jodie Foster and 
Penny Marshall these chapters are not intended to work as a direct comparison to one another: 
for one thing the Clueless chapter takes on a very different structure than the one ýN li lch 
discusses Bigelow's films because, by concentrating on a single film, it is far more narroNý ly 
focused. Rather they should be viewed as complementary studies which identify and account 
for the range of possible readings of a woman director's film and, more particularly, to 
suggest ways in which those readings might overlap with considerations pertinent to feminist 
film theory, such as gender and genre, and the image of woman and women in Hollywood, 
both on and off-screen. The analysis of a film's reception is particularly apt for this thesis 
since it illustrates that the film critic must, as Janet Staiger argues, study "available responses 
to a particular film" which "requires attention, not only to the film itself, but as much or more 
so to concurrent texts (both internal and external to the genre), as well as to interpretive 
strategies. " This is a method of contextual analysis which my research illustrates should not 
only be used to study the films of the female director working in contemporary Hollywood but 
16 Richard Dyer, Stars (London: BFI. 1984) 183. 
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also to better understand the existence of and the meanings attached to that simultaneousk 
real and imagined figure herself 
Having outlined my research I must now acknowledge and justifý- a few theoretical 
problems and/or paradoxes that might potentially undermine this study. Judith Ma\ ne has 
written that the term "woman's director" when applied to Dorothý Arzner had multiple 
meanings. It could simply refer to her gender, or be used as an explanation for the successes 
or failUres of her films, for her treatment of male characters or the way in which she directed 
actresses. It "defined her simultaneously as a woman's director because she ýN as a NN ot-nan, 
and as a woman's director because she was like other woman's directors". Similarly iny oNN n 
research is concerned with the different connotations of the term "woman director" beyond 
indicating the director who is biologically female: such as she who makes or should make a 
certain kind of film because of her gender, she who is not a natural director because she is not 
male, or she who is marginal in the Hollywood film industry; and the ways in vhich these 
connotations can harden into stereotypes that work to pigeonhole her and impede her progress 
through the industry. These are the stereotypes which women directors are constantlý forced 
to confront and negotiate as they attempt to carve out a career for themselves within 
Hollywood. '8 
Mayne has also argued that the term "woman's cinema" elides difference since it 
"alludes to" but also "represses the importance of contrasts and connections between women, 
by implying that all women are the same. " In other words, and to risk stating the obvious, 
women are not only defined (and do not only define themselves) by their gender, but also by 
their race, ethnicity, sexuality, class and so on. In terms of the "woman director" it is crucial 
to point out that in Hollywood this nearly always means white woman director. Almost no 
women of colour have directed films which have had the backing of a major studio, and few 
films which have enjoyed studio (or indeed widespread theatrical) distribution. 19 
17 Janet Staiger. Intelpreting, Films: Studies in the Historical Reception of Anicrican Cinema (Princeton. Ne%% 
Jerse\: Princeton UniNersity Press. 1992) 9.138. 
18 Judith Mayne. Directed By Dorothy Arzner (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana Universitý Press. 1994) 63. 
19 Judith Mayne 65-66. 
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According to Bronwen Hruska and Graham Rayman, as of 1993 Euzhan Palcv NN as 
the only Black woman director to have made a film which was produced and distributed bN a 
majorstudio: AD White Season (1989) which was financed by MGM. 20 Moreover Jesse 
Algeron Rhimes states that of the four hundred and fifty pictures released b,, studios and 
21 major independents in 1991 
, 
twelve were directed by black men and none by black women 
. 
To compare this to white women's position, Hruska and Rayman note that in that ý ear about 
twelve films were released by white female directors. In addition to Palcy one can also add 
the names of Darnell Martin, Kasi Lemmons, and the Indian born director Mira Nair. Martin 
directed I Like It Like That (1994) for Columbia Pictures; Lemmons' second film as director, 
Caveman's Valentine (2000), was partiaily produced and distributed by Universal. and Nair 
made The Perez Family (1995) for the Samuel Goldwyn Company, who also acted as co- 
distributers for Mississipi Masala (199 1). Miramax also distributed Maya Angelou's Down In 
The Delta (1998), and Leslie Harris' Just Another Girl on the IRT (1992). Since its 
acquisition by Disney in 1993 Miramax would qualify as, to use Justin Wyatt's term, a "major 
independent" which means it is certainly possible to view Angelou's 1998 film as straddling 
the divide between independent and mainstream cinema. 22 
My own research, however, set out to focus primarily on those female directors who 
are closest to the very heart of Hollywood. That is, those women who have had the most box 
office success in that industry; made several studio produced, distributed, and marketed films-, 
and have had a significant amount of material written about them in the popular media which 
I could utilise to discover how they are perceived in the marketplace. Given the fact that the 
Hollywood industry is itself a white male institution, and that many of the supplementary 
discourses which surround it (such as mainstream entertainment and film magazines) share 
the value system of this institution, it is not surprising that non-white, female directors should 
20 Bronwen Hruska and Graham Rayman, "List Growing, but Black Women Filmmakers Rare in Hollv%vood, - San 
Diego Union-Tribune 7 Mar. 1993: E8. San Diego Union-Tribune Online Archlýes, 12 Sep. 2000 
<http: //pqasb. pqarchiver. com/sandiego/index. htmi>. 
21 Jesse Algeron Rhimes 88. 
22 Justin Wyatt 74-90. 
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not only be almost entirely absent within that industry. but also that this absence should go 
unremarked upon in the popular press. Indeed chapter two tackles this issue by providing 
statistical evidence to illustrate the way Hollywood functions to exclude, or at least impede 
the progress of, the "other": he or she who is either not white. not male, or both. My thesis is 
in no way intended to be taken as an apology for the way Hollywood marginalises notjust 
women, but all so-called "minority" groups, or as a claim that only white women have been 
directors. It recognises that white women directors working in Hollywood are a specific group 
who cannot speak for the experience of all women directors, and understands that their 
experiences can only ever serve as a partial explanation for the rampant inequality which 
exists within the industry. Yet is also contends that the study of this specific group of 
directors is vital if feminist film theory is to move forward theoretically and begin to identify 
the wealth of hitherto neglected areas which would benefit from further, or even nascent 
analysis. It is the nature of research to throw up other topics for consideration. The stud,, of, 
for example, the absence of non-white female directors in the film industry, and their 
progression in the independent as opposed to the mainstream sector, especially vis-A-vis the 
position of the non-white "other" in the media generally, is one such topic which \Nould 
require a thesis by itself Christina Lane's excellent chapter on Darnell Martin in Feminist 
HollMood demonstrates one of the ways in which such a study might proceed. Lane explores 
the way Martin fits into a tradition of black independent filmmaking, and focuses on the way 
racial and gender stereotypes have impacted on her career as first an independent and then a 
studio director. She demonstrates how the female director's identity is not only constructed in 
terms of gender but also in terms of race. 23 
Of course in choosing to focus on the specific kind of woman director working in the 
very heart of the system (or as near as a female director can get to it) I am aware that I can be 
accused of maintaining an artificial distinction between the "mainstream" and the 
"independent", the validity of which I myself am compelled to interrogate at certain points in 
23 See Christina Lane 149-175. 
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the thesis. As I have already suggested the boundaries between these categories are not clearly 
defined but incredibly blurred. To counter this accusation I will emphasise mo related points. 
Firstly, that despite this blurring the distinction between the two categories apparentk 
continues to exist in many feminist film critics' minds, otherwise they \, vould not privilege the 
examination of the "independent" female director over other directors working within 
Hollywood, making this kind of study if not redundant then less pressing. Second]v. that since 
my intention is to address an only partially filled gap in feminist film theory (the examination 
of those women directors who work within the studio system) it is necessan, to maintain this 
somewhat contrived distinction for the sake of clarity, while simultaneously recognising that 
such a distinction will always be problematic. 
Finally this thesis raises two more potential problems associated ýk ith the study of 
women directors as a group. I might be accused of overemphasising the director at the 
expense of those women who have worked in different professions in the industry such as 
producers, screenwriters, actors, costume designers. To this I would say that this thesis neither 
claims to be exhaustive nor views directing as the only or best means of theorising authorship 
in the cinema (which is, after all, a collaborative art form). My interrogation of auteur theory, 
as well as my consideration of the figure of the "star-as-director" or Hollywood "hyphenate", 
prove that I am fully aware that the female director is not the only woman in Hollywood - she 
is merely the focal point of my research. 
It might also be argued that my claim that I am not writing a gynocritics of the cinema 
is potentially paradoxical given that I have chosen to group directors together by gender for 
the purpose of this study. Moreover, many female directors have fought to disassociate 
themselves from any such tagging by, for instance, avoiding making obviously "feminine" or 
"feminist" films, or denying that gender has had any influence on their career, since they 
believe that such labels increase the possibility of cinematic marginal i sation. HoýN ever at the 
risk of repeating myself I would say that at no point in my work 
do I argue that the films of 
women directors share some common female, feminine, or 
feminist themem hich mere 
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biology, or their existence as one link in a historical chain of women artists. has brought into 
being. Rather I am interrogating the processes by which women directors are saddled with 
gendered labels in order to destabilise these labels, and to illustrate that they are a cultural 
rather than a natural phenomenon. In short I problematise the term -wornan director", ýN hich 
works to pigeonhole and confine female filmmakers in a myriad of ways, even while I use it 
myself. I do not use it without reservations, but understand that it serves an important purpose 
as an organisational category for research, especially when the theoretical and historical 
('silence" of a number of cinema's female artists might be the alternative to not using it. A 
study which takes the female director as it's starting point is justified so long as it is self- 
conscious: it must question how it defines its terminology as it goes along, and demonstrate an 
awareness that such terms do not have one meaning but many, and are not fixed but constantly 
shifting. 
I have chosen Lillian Gish's comment, which is quoted at the beginning of this 
introduction, as the title of this thesis because it has considerable relevance to many of the 
themes of my work. The "was" in "directing was no job for a lady" suggests that the 
profession used to be closed to women but is no longer. My research, particularly chapter two 
which paints a bleak statistical picture of women's status in Hollywood, illustrates that many 
of those who hold power in the industry remain to be convinced of this fact. "No job" also 
indicates the scarcity of opportunities for women directors in Hollywood, as well as drawing 
our attention to the fact that the activity of directing has commonly been viewed as unsuitable 
or unnatural for women: an issue which is tackled at length in chapter one, but which also 
informs the entire thesis. "Lady" is significant because it introduces the issue of gender into 
the mix, and with it the endlessly circulating and frequently conflicting debates about 
feminism and femininity with which my research engages. The word evokes the idea that 
directing is somehow "unfeminine" and this feeds into the idea that women must someho-vv 
negotiate the inherent "masculinity" of the job if they are to be accepted as filmmakers. It also 
speaks to the fact that for many observers (both inside and outside the industrN ) the woman 
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director's gender cannot be viewed as separate from her profession: she is a woman director 
rather than simply a director. Her gender impinges on her career to the extent that it affects 
the ways in which she and her films are theorised, marketed, and read. Simply put. this thesis 
seeks to account for the many ways in which directing is understood to be --no job for a lady" 
in order to identify and make obvious the subtle and not so subtle gender-based prejudices 
which affect the female director who works in Hollywood. 
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Chapter One 
'-'IT]hese are the audacities of hommes de cinema": Towards a Feminist Examination of 
Auteur Theory' 
Annette Kuhn has written that "the concept of authorship 
... 
had already had a chequered 
history within film theory well before feminism came on the scene. "2 It follovs that notions 
of authorship are more likely to complicate rather than clarify the already complex and 
frequently contradictory field of feminist film theory. Despite this a thesis ý. Nhich seeks to 
study the female director would be foolish to bypass considerations of authorship entirek. 
Indeed they are unavoidable since the spectre of auteurism, which locates the director as 
cinema's author,, looms large over any attempt to theorise that figure. This chapter is a 
reassessment of auteur theory for feminist film criticism. It begins with an exploration of 
auteur theory as a gendered concept, and then moves on to a discussion of the way in which 
auteurist critics sought to distance film from the arena of "feminine" mass culture, thus 
ensuring its status as "Art". It also acts as a rebuttal to an auteurist view of cinematic history 
by calling for a rehistoricisation of the female director; and then, finally, asks xý hat, if 
anything, auteur theory has to offer the feminist film critic. 
The term "auteur theory" is actually a misnomer, and I use it here for no other reason 
than convenience. It was never offered as a unified theory by its French originators, but rather 
became one in the hands of its later disciples, such as the American critic Andrew Sarris. As 
such this "theory" is open for the feminist critic to rip apart and expose its shortcomings: to 
recognise the questions and difficulties it raises, and use them as theoretical gateways from 
which to write the woman director back into film history. 
Although the inadequacies of auteur theory prove that there will alway's be a tension 
in film theory between our conception of the director as author and maker of meaning. and 
1 Franqois Truffaut. "Une Certaine Tendance du Cinýma Franqais, " Theories of Authorship, ed. John Caughic 
(London: Routledge, 1981) 40. 
nd 2 Annette Kuhn. Women*s Pictures: Feminism And Cinema, 2 ed. (London: Verso, 1994) 2(),. 
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our understanding of the processes by which the reader (critic. audience) determines 
meaningý, this does not make a close study of the theory redundant. Such an examination 
actually forces us to emphasise this and other tensions within auteurism. It also teaches us 
that any theory which works to define cinema by the actions of one individual participant (the 
white male director) is ultimately an unsatisfactory one. Hence we are able to take the NNoman 
director as a focal point for study, while simultaneously taking care not to depict her as a 
subject who exists outside of history and ideology. 
The Masculine Bias of Auteur Theory 
The most obvious aspect of auteur theory with which feminist film criticism must 
take issue is its gender biased use of language. This is hardly surprising given Nina Baym's 
argument that "the verb 'to author"' has undergone a "facile translation... into the verb 'to 
father, ' with the profound gender restrictions of that translation unacknowledged. "' EdxN ard 
Buscombe writes that the "romantic conception of the director as the 'only begetter' of a 
film" was one which dominated Cahiers du Cin6ma. The use of the word "begetter" is 
significant since it refers to the masculine part in procreation: just as the man "begets" a child 
of the woman, and thus undermines her importance in the act of procreation, so the male 
director is formulated as he who "begets" a film, thus erasing the possibility that women also 
have a role to play in the creation of film . 
Viewed in this way auteurist criticism has much in common with earlier literary 
theory's conception of the figure of the artist. Edward Buscombe has commented on the 
similarities between Romantic literary theory's depiction of this figure as someone whose 
work "rises spontaneously from the vital root of genius; it grows, it is not made; " and that of 
the auteurist preoccupation with the distinction between the auteur who makes a film "truly 
his own", and the metteur en scMe who is unable "to disguise the fact that the origin of his 
I Nina Baym, *"Melodramas of Beset Manhood. Ho\\ Theories of American Fiction Excluded Women Authors. " 
The New Feminist Criticism. Essays on Women, Literature. and Theoty, ed. Elaine Showalter (London: Virago. 
1986)78. 
4 Edward Buscombe. "Ideas of Authorship. " Theories of AuthorLhSi. ed. John Caughie, 24. 
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film lies somewhere else. "' Such a romantic definition of the director means that a 
collaborative understanding of film is sacrificed in favour of a model of autonomous 
creativity. Andrew Sarris, for instance, shows his commitment to such a model v, hen he 
refers to the director as being analogous to a king. 
For Sarris cinematic authority rests in a patriarchal figure, and that figure is 
conceived of as analogous not only to a king, but also to a God: in The American Cinema: 
Directors and Directions 1929-1968 he refers to those directors he believes to be the most 
talented as "Pantheon Directors". In Sarris' thinking there is no room for queens or 
goddesses: like so many male literary theorists before him, the canon he created was 
exclusively male and white. While this bias is partially explicable as wilful prejudice on 
Sarris' part since he is clearly aware that potential female candidates for inclusion exist (he 
devotes one page to a list of female directors), it is also the logical conclusion of a deeply 
flawed theory in which the standards denoting artistic excellence are such that they are only 
achievable by men. 
Writing on the subject of female artists, Rozsika Parker and Griselda Pollack state 
that the male establishment which governs the art world has not only been instrumental in 
determining "the criteria of greatness" within that field, but also in controlling who has 
ccaccess to the means to achieve it. " For example, women artists were denied the opportunity 
to study the nude which was fundamental to the dominant art forms between the Renaissance 
and the mid nineteenth century. 7 For female directors (and indeed most non-white directors) 
access is an even greater problem since comparatively few women have worked in that 
capacity as opposed to female writers or artists. This is partially due to the relative youth of 
cinema as an art form. Women and other marginal groups have had less time to establish 
themselves, and established patriarchal and/or racist attitudes have had a shorter period in 
which to undergo change: a situation which is compounded by the difficulty of developing I 
5 Buscombe. "Ideas of Authorship" 24-5. 
6 Andrew Sarris, -ToNýards a Theory of Film Historv. - Movies and Methods VOILIT11C One, ed. Bill Nichols 
(Berkelcy: The UnIN erstN of California Press. 1976) 246. 
7 Rozsika Parker and Griselda Pollock, Old Mistresses: Women, Art and Ideology (London: Routledge. 1981) 115. 
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and exercising directorial skills on a purely amateur basis (unlike the tools of ýýriting, for 
example, the tools of filmmaking are prohibitively expensive). In addition limited access to 
traditionally white male enclaves such as film school, and behind the camera on a film set. 
have made theoretical as well as practical, on-the-job training more difficult for ýýomen and 
other "minority" groups. In the case of those women directors working in the mainstream. 
Hollywood's status as an industry which is financially high-risk and thus predominantl% 
commercially-motivated might also help explain their absence: women, ýNho are not thought 
to be financially astute by nature, and who are likely to have little or no experience of 
working on big-budget films to offer as a calling-card, find themselves left out in the 
professional cold. ' 
The problem of access is crucial since some auteurists have insisted that in order to 
be an "auteur" one must have completed a substantial body of work across a wide ý arietý of 
cinematic genres, whilst making reference to the same key themes and concerns from film to 
film in order to give the work personality and coherence. As Peter Wollen writes of Howard 
Hawks: "Hawks is a director who has worked for years within the Hollywood system 
... 
Hawks 
has worked in almost every genre 
... 
Yet all of these films exhibit the same thematic 
preoccupations, the same recurring motifs and incidents". 9 By these criteria quantity comes in 
part to stand for quality. Consider the words of Andrew Sarris when he argues that, 
"[c]omprehension becomes a function of comprehensiveness. As more movies are seen, more 
cross-references are assembled. Fractional responsibilities are more precisely defined-, 
personal signatures are more clearly discerned. 10 In Sarris' eyes the critic is able to better 
understand the auteur's thematic concerns by seeing a number of films directed by him. Since 
it is only by discerning these personal patterns or "signatures" that the true auteur is 
discovered, it follows that only those who have made a significant number of films will be 
judged as sign ificant in auteurist terms. This poses a problem for the woman director ýý ho 
8 For further discussion of the issues surrounding the female director's access to Hollywood see chapter two of this 
thesis. 
9 Peter Wollen. Signs and Meaning in the Cinema (London: Seck-er and Warburg. 1972) 8 1. 
10 Sarris. "Fo\\ards a Theory" 238. 
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frequently struggles to get one or two films made, and is seldom fortunate enough to be in a 
position to pick and choose between the widest range of generic possibilities and the 
available stars and scripts (especially when certain genres such as Romance or Comedý are 
believed to be more suited to her "feminine" abilities than others). Historicalk she has had 
less opportunity to fill the role of director and has made fewer films. leaving her forever 
trying to catch up with her male equivalent. Thanks to their ahistorical and selective methods 
of interpreting cinema it is crucial facts such as these which auteurist critics hax e chosen to 
omit. 
Auteur theory does not simply refuse to consider female directors but more 
accurately conceives of directing as a male pursuit, and consequently genders the director as 
mate. Take, for example, the words of Truffaut referred to in my title: auteurs are --men of the 
cinema" and nothing else. Similarly Andrew Sarris argues that even though Simone De 
Beauvoir would dispute Lillian Gish's comment that directing was no job for a lady, 
"relatively few women have put the matter to the test. " He declares this as if it was purely a I 
lack of interest on the woman's part which explained an imbalance in the ratio of male to 
female directors. " 
This refusal to conceptualise the director as anything other than (a white) male does 
not begin and end with the rise and relative fall (thanks to the critical challenges which have 
revealed its flaws) of auteur theory. On the contrary it is a notion which persists today, aided 
not only by the fact that many of the vestiges of auteurist thinking are still to be found 
circulating both inside and outside the film industry, but also by the continuing scarcity of 
female directors within that industry. For example the director's name is often used in the 
promotion of a film in much the same way as that of a star: Schindler's List (1993) is -A film 
by Steven Spielberg", and Titanic (1997) is "A James Cameron film". Similarly film critics 
continue to write about directors and their films in auteurist terms: Angie Errigo xN rites in a 
review of Eyes Wide Shut (1999) that the film is "definitely Kubrickian" and -imbued %% Ith 
1 'Andrew Sarris. The American Cinema: Directors and Directions 1929-1968 (Ne\N York: Dutton. 1968) 216. 
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Kubrick's uncomfortable personal vision". 12 1 have chosen to put the ýýords --a %ý, hite- in 
brackets when mentioning the standard way of conceptualising the director since although I 
am discussing the issue of gender in this instance, these bracketed words emphasise that the 
image of the "typical director" not only elides the absence of women in the profession. but 
also of blacks, Latinos, Asians and other minorities of both sexes. 
According to Jim Hillier the language employed to discuss directors and directinu, 
consistently finds its metaphors in typically "masculine" spheres such as sport, NNar and the 
Old West. Those in Hollywood, often refer to successful films as "'home runs". and directors 
as (. 4guns for hire". 13 In a chapter in Naked Hollywood which describes the position of the 
director in contemporary Hollywood Nicholas Kent compares production on a film to --a 
military campaign", and quotes from director/screenwriter David Mamet Mio inaintaitis that 
the director is "deferred to by the crew because of the legitimate chain of command M this 
sort of enterprise". 14 So pervasive is this terminology that female directors have been known 
to employ it themselves. For instance Martha Coolidge tells Ms. that the director is "the 
ultimate power on the set[, ] 
... 
the captain of the ship, where the buck stops. " 15 It is crucial to 
note how much ideological overlap there is between these male cultural/historical spheres. 
Roger Horrocks describes the way in which young men's participation in sports in nineteenth 
century Britain was held to promote those Victorian values (resourcefulness, team-work, fair 
play, physical superiority to "others", patriotism) deemed essential for the continuance of the 
British Empire, thus articulating an important link between sport and the military (as 
conquerors of other nations). He also argues that the cult of male athleticism which became 
prominent in this era functioned as "a sublimation of sexuality that kept white Englishmen 
Ipure' and away from women. " 16 This is an idea which is echoed in the mytholog), of the Old 
West. As Shelley Armitage states, this mythology casts woman in the role of -civilizer". and 
12 Angie Errigo. re\. of Eyes Wide Shut, Empire Oct. 1999: 13. 
13 Jim Hillier, The New Holk \\ ood (London: Studio Vista- 1992) 129. 
14 Nicolas Kent. Naked Hollywood (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1991) 62-3. Italics mine. 
15 EIlin Stein. -Careers In Movieland. - Ms. Julý 1984: 96. Italics mine. 
16 Roger I-lorrocks. Male Myths and Icons. Nlasculinity and Popular Culture (London: Macmillan. 1995) 149.150. 
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man as lover of the wilderness and eager escapee from civilisation (from the "ferniiiine". 
from marriage). " 
Horrocks maintains that hand in hand with the bureaucrat i sati on of sport in the 
nineteenth century came further justification for the "elevation of men over 
, vomen". 
Women, who were perceived to be "frail creatures", were restricted to the domestic sphere. 
while rnen were encouraged to seek ftilfilment Outside the home in -industrý', business 
... 
the 
Empire" and, allied with these areas, on the playing field. Faced with breaking into a sphere 
so firmly designated as male, women have either excelled in those sports deemed suitable for 
women, or struggled to gain access to "male" sports. Such a struggle has been required 
because sport (as a showcase for superior male strength, energy, aggression) has not 
traditionally been deemed a natural pursuit for women, and in this it has much in common 
with directing. ' 8 
In Hollywood, as one executive quoted in Mark Litwak's Reel Power points out, 
women are commonly seen as "developers" rather than "facilitators". In fact there is eN, eii an 
industry term which reflects this. The tag "D-girls" (development girls) was given to young 
female executives who were on their way up the career ladder. These women had enough 
power to turn down potential projects but not enough to give them the green light: that 
honour went to their male bosses. This split between facilitator (male) and developer (fei-naie) 
is merely a variation on the old masculine/feminine dichotomy represented by other 
supposedly "natural" (but in reality constructed) oppositions such as active/passive, 
aggressive/submissive, leader/fol lower. ' 9 
Martha Coolidge proves that she is all too aware of the woman director's "unnatural" 
position when she adds an incisive coda to her "captain of the ship" statement quoted above: 
"Women don't fit the role as that kind of authority figure. " Undoubtedly Coolidge has had 
17 Shel IcN Armitage. -Rawhide Heroines: The Ex olution of the Co\\ girl and the Mýlh of America. " The American 
Self MNth. Ideology. and Popular Culture, ed. Sam B. Girgus (Albuquerque: UniN ersity of New Mexico Press. 
1981) 166. 
18 l4orrocks 15 1. 
19 Mark Litwak. Reel Power: the Struggle for Influence and Success in the New Holly\\ood (Los. Anueles: Silman- 
James Press. 1986) 15 1. For a discussion of "D-girls"' see Rachel AmbramoNvitz. Is That a Gun in Your Pocket' 
Women's Experience of Power in Hollywood (New York: Random House. 2000) 134. 
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first hand experience of the difficulties this perception raises for female directors. She has 
said that a male teacher who interviewed her for a place to study film at New York L'nk ersitN 
in the late sixties told her, "You can't be a director, you're a "vornan 
. 
', 20 The teacher's %%ords 
reveal a belief that "woman" and "director" are mutually exclusive, as if directing %Nere quite 
simply a gender-based skill that required a "masculine" way of thinking. Theý also mask not 
only a past history of women's contribution to the field,, but also the reasons for their 
inequality within it. Although it would be foolish to claim that attitudes ha\e not shifted in 
subsequent decades allowing more women to train and work as directors, it would also be 
premature, given the still pitifully small number of women making films in Holh, wood and 
the snail-like pace of their progress, to argue that a belief in men's superior aptitude for the 
role has entirely disappeared, even if it is perhaps now less obviously expressed. 
Since the female director is, for some, "unnatural", the language used to describe her 
either attempts to render her natural or to confirm her strangeness in that position. In what 
might be seen as one such naturalisation strategy Kathryn Bigelow is often discussed as a 
woman who is very "masculine" in her approach to directing. Moreover both she. and to a 
lesser extent, Jodie Foster have been referred to as fulfilling auteurist criteria which has the 
effect of easing their assimilation into the all-male auteur's club. As evidence of another 
strategy one can point to the tendency to overemphasise the gender of the director and the 
accompanying "femininity" and/or "feminism" of her films, with the result that she is 
effectively consigned to the sidelines of the industry as "other" (not a director but a woman 
director). Sometimes, as Christina Lane reveals in her study of the director Damell Martin, 
this strategy can also overlap with issues of race and lead to a situation where a female 
director is not just "other" as woman,, but "other" as woman of colour. Lane argues that in 
Martin's case it was not only her "femaleness" which was manipulated by Columbia's 
publicity machine to sell her first studio film, I Like It Like That (1994), but also her racial 
identity, wh ich meant that she was doubly side-lined. She Nvas forced into týý o narrowk 
20 Abramowitz. Is That a Gun 10 1. 
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defined niches 
- 
the tradition of black (male) filmmaking (since Columbia's publiciv, 
department failed to acknowledge the existence of other Black female filmmakers) and of 
women's filmmaking 
- 
instead of one. As a result of such marginalising practices there is no 
need for the industry to account for the alien female in amongst the men, or the token black 
in amongst the whites, since she can be assessed as part of a parallel (but implicitlý inferior) 
feminine or other "minority" tradition 
.21 Sarris employs this strategy ýý hen he deals xý itli the 
existence of female directors by labelling them "a ladies auxiliary" and relegating them to a 
footnote in cinematic history: "A special footnote must also be devoted to the x, ýidow of 
Alexander Dovjenko" (which refers to her merely as somebody's ývife, rather than by her full 
name) and a "longer, more controversial footnote" to Leni Riefenstahl. If an attempt is made 
to accent rather than reconcile the woman's aberrance as director, on the other hand, it is 
often the case that this attempt takes the form of an attack. 22 
In a speech from the 1992 Women In Film Qystal Awards Lunch Barbra Streisand 
recognises this fact when she notes that language is used very differently in talking about 
women as opposed to men within the industry. Male qualities which are expressed in positk e 
terms are frequently transformed by language into negatives when they are clisplaý ed by 
women. For example she notes that a man might be called "forceful" whereas a xNoman is 
-pushy"; a man is "uncompromising" and a woman is a "ball breaker"; a man is -assertive" 
and a woman is "aggressive"; a man shows "leadership" and a woman is "controlling" and so 
on. 23 In this way a woman who dares to demonstrate the necessary strengths to succeed in a 
competitive business and asserts her right to take up a leadership role (the latter being 
particularly relevant for the director since she or he is still commonly perceived to fill that 
position during the making of a film) risks censure when she ventures into "male" territory. 
This censure articulates the "essential" differences between men andwomen, and reprimands 
women who choose to ignore these differences for acting against their "nature", for actim-, 
21 Christina Lane. Feminist Hollywood. From Born In Flames to Point Break (Detroit: Wayne Statc Unkersitý 
Press, 2000) 150. 
2' Sarris. The American Cinem 216. 
23 Reprinted in -WeAre The Girlz in the Hood, " Premiere Women In HoJINNNood Special 1993: 27. 
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I ike men. In short, to borrow a phrase of Linda Grant' s, women %N ho displaN the --foot- 
stamping and general unpleasantness" that are supposedly typical of the director are turned 
,, 
24 
"into sexless harriclans in the eyes of the world 
. 
To see evidence of this strategy at work one only has to consider comments which 
have been made about Streisand. David Thomson has said that Yentl (1983) is a "piece of 
magic" because the story by Isaac Bashevis Singer on which it is based is "strong enough to 
contain her [Streisand's] narcissism". 25 Thus credit for the film's quality is given not to its 
di rector- prod ucer- star but to the author who inspired it, effectively making the author into the 
auteur since the obvious candidate for auteur-status (Streisand) is judged to be unsuitable 
because she is too self-involved. This is particularly ironic given that great auteurs are 
usually celebrated for their ability to stamp their personality on a film. The Premiere -Poxýer 
Lists" have referred to Streisand in a similar fashion, calling her a -Diva Director" and a 
"Multitalented Narcissist". Both are titles which work to undermine her position of strength 
as director and the talents she possesses by qualifying them with negatives: her directing is 
supposedly compromised by her temperament, and her various abilities devalued by 
immodesty. 26 
In accordance with what Linda Grant refers to as "the model of the artistic genius as 
social misfit", the great male director can be, and indeed is almost expected to be, a difficult 
character since in auteurist terms a certain amount of social isolation (which is closely 
connected with aesthetic originality) is one of the criteria for greatness . 2' According to this 
logic a cinematic "genius" (such as the oft-cited Orson Welles) xvho sets out to question the 
status quo will almost inevitably be something of a loner since he is swimming against rather 
than with the culture's ideological tide, and it is out of this struggle that "real art" is created. 
By contrast a woman .s achievements (as we have seen with Streisand) are not supposed to 
come at the expense of social niceties, and as a result the -artist-as-rebel" myth 
has 
2' Linda Grant. "13o\ s Only in the Big Picture. " Guardian 21 Apr. 1998. CD-ROM: 8. Italics mine. 
2 5Da\ id Thomson, -\Vomen Call the Shots, - Guardian 17. Apr. 1998: 9. 
'"'The Power List. "* Premiere Ma\ 1996: 76-90. "The Po\ker List. " Premiere May 1997: 85-99. 
27 Grant. "Boys Only" 8. 
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traditionally been less open to them. When confronted by female directors "'kho do not appear 
to be as accommodating as stereotypes of femininity have led them to expect. some critics 
resolve this discrepancy not by questioning the validity of those stereotypes but bN 
interrogating the "femaleness" of the directors. 
In her article "Steel Magnolia" Elissa Van Poznak depicts Kathryn Bigelow as a 
hard, cold, uncompromising woman who is completely focused on her career. She uses ,. Nords 
and phrases such as "command", "control-freak", "remote", "controlled", "humourless" and 
"so business-like I almost froze". Then,, as if attempting to rationalise such unnatural 
(unfeminine) behaviour, she quotes Oliver Stone as once having referred to BigeloNN's 
"relentlessness" as "masculine". Even Bigelow's living room does not escape the 
interviewer's critical eye. Its Minimalist style is not interpreted as a design choice but read as 
symbolic of the director's "spare, uncompromising, almost impersonal" character. It is NNorth 
noting that Van Poznak also falls back on the kind of masculine imagery surrounding 
directing that I have already discussed, although in this instance it is used to reprimand the 
director rather than to praise her. Playing with military language, the article's sub heading 
informs us that Van Poznak "finds no chinks in her [Bigelow's] armour. " Within the piece 
itself this phrase is reiterated with a slight alteration when she states that "Bigelow reveals 
nothing about herself. There are no chinks in her denim. " Earlier in the article Van Poznak 
notes that the director is dressed in shirt, jeans and cowboy boots: a quasi western outfit 
which in the interviewer's mind acts as a modem day coat of an-nour wom by the "tough girl" 
of American cinema who is determined to live up to the standards of all those "tough guys". 
Whereas this armour imagery might have been employed to paint a picture of the brave 
auteur who suits-up to protect her artistic vision against the encroaching enemy that is the 
Hollywood system, or to establish the director as the film world's equivalent to a military 
I leader, Van Poznak uses it to symbolise Bigelow's supposed emotional inaccessibi 
lity. When 
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this female director wears "armour" it is not as a means of protection or a sign of poýýer but 
as a distancing device (from the feminine) and a mask of assimilation. 28 
One term which is often used in conjunction with the *'artist-as-rebel" myih is 
"maverick". Leslie Felperin traces the origin of the word to a Texas cattleman named Sam 
Maverick who refused to brand his steers. She notes that it "entered the vernacular through 
countless westerns" and when applied to directors such as Sam Fuller or Robert Altman it 
retains that "manly whiff of tobacco, whisky and the dusty road 
... 
Much like the term *indie'. 
there's something very boy's club about the notion. " Not surprisingly, argues Felperin, the 
term is seldom applied to female directors, although there are rare exceptions such as 
Kathryn Bigelow whose films have been deemed challenging, edgy and stylish enough to 
29 
earn her maverick (and auteur) status. In other words Bigelow's work avoids the "feminine" 
and as a result fits comfortably within the agreed parameters of male-determined cinematic 
significance. 
One of the reasons that "maverick" sits so uncomfortably with women (unless they 
are masculinised or at least de-feminised like Bigelow) can be discerned from a statement 
made by Felperin: 
The maverick lone rider must quarrel with and leave Belle back at the ranch so that 
he can roam free 
... 
Women feature in the movie-maverick mythology as so many 
disposable leading ladies, courted and cast aside like the maternal, engulfing arms of 
the studio system itself 
Just as the "maverick" figure of the Old West must run away from civilisation (which, as 
already stated, is symbolised by "feminine" things such as wife, family, home, domesticity) 
in order to be assured of that epithet, so the maverick-auteur must symbolically reject the 
dreaded "feminine" by sidelining his female stars and distancing himself from a 
commercial ly-driven studio system: a system which seeks to tame or domesticate him, and 
28 Elissa Van Poznak, "Steel Magnolia. " Elie Dec. 1990, U. K. ed.: 71-75. 
29 Leslie Felperin. "The Max ericks: Not Just a Boý's Game. " Obser-, er 14 Feb. 1994, Cinema sec.: 4. 
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subsume his individual talents. Here Hollywood cinema is conceived of as a form of 
threatening mass culture,, and the concept of the mass is one ý, ýli ich has often been ferninised. 
In "Mass Culture as Woman" Andreas Huyssen charts the gro"Ih in the nineteenth 
century of the notion that mass culture was "somehow associated with women while real, 
authentic culture" remained "the prerogative of men. " He notes that there ýN as an obsessive 
tendency within the various artistic, political and psychological discourses of the period to 
gender both mass culture and the masses as feminine, and cites Flaubert's Madame Bova! ]t' in 
which the heroine, Emma Bovary, is obsessed with "Trivial literatur" as one example of this. 
He argues that one of the corollaries to this "feminine" mass culture xNas-the emergence of a 
mate mystique in modernism". In Huyssen's opinion modernism is riddled \\ ith patriarchal 
bias and misogynistic thinking. He goes on to list the typical features of the ideal modernist 
art work,, which have much in common with those qualities which are often seen as indicative 
of the films of a true auteur. He writes that the great modemist work is "autonomoLis", that is 
to say distinct from the spheres of "mass culture and every day life". It is also -self- 
referential" and "self-conscious", and it springs from the mind of an individual rather thaii 
from a group of people. Similarly the great auteurist work is praised for its ability to stand 
apart thematically, structurally, ideologically and morally, from mass culture (or at least to 
critique it from within); to use the building blocks of cinematic narrative such as genre in a 
new, frequently irreverent, and always highly studied manner; and above all to be recuperable 
as the cinematic expression of one author (the director) whose personality is stamped all over 
it. 30 
Auteurism can be viewed as the logical culmination of a long running theoretical 
quest to legitimise cinema for, as Richard Maltby points out, the desire to elevate films to the 
level of "Art" was one which preoccupied even the earliest film theorists. 
31 In order to make 
films into "Art" one inevitably had to observe the standards by NNhich real art \N as measured 
30 Andreas HuYssen. --Nla,, s Culture As Woman. Modernism's Other. " Studies In Entertainment: Critical 
Anroaches to Mass Culture, ed. Tania Modleski (Bloomington: Indiana UnN ers, ty Press. 1986) 191.188-189. 
194,197. 
31 Richard Maltby and Ian Craven. Hollywood Cinema: An Introduction (Oxt'ord: Black-NN ell, 199 5) 416. 
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in other fields such as painting or literature, and these standards %Aere far from gender neutral. 
Among the guardians of high art the consensus was that truly great ýý orks stood apart from 
(and indeed repudiated) mass culture, and this was perhaps the greatest barrier to cinema's 
entry into the aesthetic canon since its status as popular entertainment would seemingl-Y put it 
on the "mass" rather than the "high" side of the culture divide. The ansýýer, according to 
auteurists, was in Lapsley's words to "distinguish authors from the anonymous mass of 
directors",, thus proving that artistic genius can transcend even a system (the Hol I,, NNood fi I in 
industry) which stifles creativity. " 
In Andrew Sarris' writing we see both the urge to establish auteurs as 1ndiN iduals 
whose films surpass those typically produced by Hollywood, and also the tendency to gender 
the masses as feminine. For example in "Towards a Theory of Film History" he argues that 
there are "weak and strong directors" just as there are "weak and strong kings", the 
implication being that only the strong are able to escape the constrictions of the studio system 
and take charge of their own work (in Sarris' words they are the individuals who -rule" rather 
than merely "reign") 
. 
33 The director-as-king metaphor calls to mind the idea of one man \\ ho 
rules absolutely over his people, over the masses, which in terms of the director translates to 
one man whose films are hierarchically superior to the other undifferentiated forms of mass 
culture which surround them. In addition "weak" and "strong" bring with them gendered 
connotations of "feminine" and "masculine" which, combined with the fact that the director 
is a king not a queen, illustrate that the woman's place in cinematic history is as producer. 
object and more frequently consumer of those mediocre works which endorse rather than 
challenge Hollywood conventions. 
In the same article Sarris uses the word "forest" to describe Hollywood because it 
,6 
connotes conformity rather than diversity, repetition rather than variation. " In this equation 
directors are "trees" and the best directors, or auteurs, are the -topmost trees": that is the ones 
32 Robert Lapsley and Michael Westlake. Film Theo[y: An Introduction (Manchester: Manchester Universit% 
Press, 1988) 127. 
33 Sarris, 
-, To\\ ards a Theory- 246. 
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which stand out from the mass. Following on from this Sarris chastises those he calls -forest 
critics" for dismissing all Hollywood filmmakers rather than recognising that there are a 
select few who have managed to produced "great" art despite the constraints of the sý stem. 
The "forest critic",, he argues, finds it impossible to "admit even to himself that he is beguiled 
by the same vulgarity his mother enjoys in the Bronx... [B]ut he continues to seek into movie 
houses like a man of substance visiting a painted woman. , 34 Although Sarris is critical of 
those who publicly damn Hollywood films while enjoying them in secret, he is clearly not 
prepared to champion these films unequivocally since he resorts to a ferninisation of mass 
culture. It is working class mothers who get pleasure from the unrefined product that 
Hollywood typically chums out; and the furtive viewing of these inferior films is akin to the 
kind of thrill a rich man gets from sleeping with a prostitute: both of them supposedly being 
financial transactions which are emotionally and, in terms of the film viewing, aesthetically 
empty. 
When it comes to the difficulties faced by those who would create "Art", \N omen are 
more likely to be seen as part of the problem rather than the solution. She, or more accuratelv 
the taint of femininity, is what great male artists must traditionally evade, or at the very least 
(in the case of, say, a work inspired by a woman) prove they have complete control ox er: they 
are master rather than muse, subject rather than object. For instance Nina Baym argues that 
many critics of American literature have conceived of women's writing (particularly 
"bestsellers") as a barrier to Art, as that against which "the best fictionalists" (in other words, 
. 
35 f auteurism as a horror of, and a men) have to struggle With this in mind one might simpli y 
reaction against, the three Us: consumption, corruption and co-option. All of which, as 
Andreas Huyssen has illustrated, are intimately bound up with a rejection of mass culture that 
is also a rejection of woman, of femininity. For example, Huyssen quotes Nietzche as saying 
that 
34 Sarris. "Towards a Theory- 241. Italics mine. 
`5 Baym 69. 
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The dangers for artists, for geniuses... is woman: adoring %vomen confront them NN ith 
corruption. Hardly any of them have character enough not to be corrupted 
- 
or 
4redeemed'- when they find themselves treated like gods: soon theý condescend to 
the level of the woman. 
36 
For Nietzche women exist in the artistic process merely as troublesome fans and 
ravenous consumers of the male genius' work ("adoring women"). They are sirens xN ho are 
driven to corrupt him and commodify his art by a process of feminine redemption and 
domestication. They weaken him with flattery and pampering (treat him like a god) uiltil both 
he and everything he creates have been brought down to their -xNomanly" level. 
At the heart of auteurist thinking lies a paranoid fear of, to borrow Huysseii's phrase, I 
"being devoured by mass culture" in the way that Nietzche describes. Hence auteurs are 
identified as those who refuse to replicate generic conventions, to make commercial 
considerations a number one priority, or to produce films which are merely entertaining and 
popular. Instead they are directors who set out to question and to challenge, to explore the 
rules and structures of cinematic style and narrative and to overturn them, to upset the status 
quo rather than accept it. In short to do anything in their power which will ensure they are 
viewed as strong creators and not passive consumers. The genuine auteur will never 
surrender to the "lure of mass culture" which causes him to lose himself "in dreams and 
delusions of merely consuming rather than producing. -37 Instead he will fight this compulsion 
like a general or a cowboy (or any of the other macho stereotypes that language can provide), 
and in the process create films onto which his strength of character and determination are 
projected. If he is strong enough he can even transform cinema's untouchable genres 
(melodrama, romance) into more than merely products for "weeping women" by utilising 
them to question the hold such mass cultural forms have over the people that enjoy them 
without reservation. For example, Barbara Klinger has described the NNaV Douglas S Irk NN as 
canonised as a "progressive auteur- because he was held to have made films \\ hich appear to 
" 111IN ssen 194. Italics Mine. 
37 199. 
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take the form of the melodrama or "weepie". but which are really interested in exposing and 
undermining the values of the consumer-obsessed and emotionall% bankrupt society in which 
they are set. The auteur's role is thus to build a fortress with his -Art" %ýhich will keep out 
mass culture/the feminine. Or, if he must come into contact with it (as in Sirk's case) he is 
able to distance himself by claiming that his purpose is to provide a masculine rational i sat ion 
and condemnation of it. 38 
Due to its use of such patriarchally biased language and ten-ninology auteur theory 
denies women both a theoretical and an actual place in film history: the one is the logical 
result of the other. Its intent is not to paint an accurate and objective picture of cinematic 
history, nor to consider the circumstances in which a film is produced and received. Instead 
specific values of the critic are put forward as universal. For example, personal opinions and 
biases about directors and their films are not recognised as such by the auteurist critic but 
offered as correct and objective facts, as though they have been proven by scientific 
experimentation. In the case of Sarris it is through these personal biases that an exclusk e 
rather than an inclusive cinematic canon is constructed. 
As Helen Stoddart points out, entrance to Sarris's Pantheon of directors ýN as based on 
"criteria 
... 
which remained entirely personal to Sarri S.,, 39 He offered no real explanation as to 
why certain directors were deemed to be cinematic gods, and others were not, above and 
beyond the fact that he had determined this should be the case. Indeed there was no 
explanation other than that these were the directors he liked best. Not that Sarris saw flimsy 
reasoning as an impediment to his desire to shape film history in his own image. Displaying a 
typically arrogant belief in his own opinions, and confidently side-stepping the issue of 
partiality, he once asked "[W]hy rank directors at all? " and answered himself with "One 
reason is to establish a list of priorities for the film student. , 40 
38 See Barbara Klinger. Nlelodrama and Meaning: History. Culture, and the Films of DOL11-11as Sirk (Indianapolis: 
Indiana UniversitN Press. 1994) 1-335. 
39 Helen Stoddart, "'Auteurism and Film ALIthorship Theor\. " Approaches to Popular Film. eds. Joanne Hollo%%s 
and Mark Jancovich (N lanchester and NeN% York: Manchester UniN ersit\ Press, 1995) 43. 
40 Sarris, -roxNards a Theory" 244. 
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When Sarris writes phrases such as "The most interesting films of the forties 
...... 
or 
"This particular study will start 
... 
with the movies credited to the most important 
directors... "41 
, 
the feminist film critic is compelled to ask: 'Interesting for Nv, hom9'-. 
'Important to whomT Having posed these questions her reassessment of auteurist thinking 
can begin: a theoretical journey whose end point will be a recognition that in criticism such 
as arris' aw ite, ourgeois, male view of the cinema masquerades as an unbiased, 
unmediated picture of cinema throughout history. For auteur theory's greatest crime is Sffelý 
its refusal to view directors in their historical context. As Janet Staiger has argued. the 
auteur's work is held to be universal rather than specific. to "transcend time and place and 
indicate a coherent personal vision. " Consequently the ideological factors -ý, N hich infonn 
filmmaking remain unexplored; questions of gender, race, class, politics and sexuality go 
unaddressed; the facts of production and reception stay hidden; and textual contradictions are 
smoothed over rather than laid bare. Auteur theory reveals only a single piece of a much 
larger puzzle, but wants us to believe that that piece will tell us all we need to knoNý. 42 
Auterism's Forgotten Women 
The recognition that auteur theory is not neutral but gender specific is oni), the first stagic in a 
feminist reassessment of it. The next step requires us to write the female director, as ýý el I as 
other forgotten or neglected women (screenwriters, editors, audiences and so on) back into 
cinematic history. This is an ongoing process, and one of the central aims of feminist film 
criticism since the seventies. Obviously there is neither time nor space in this chapter (or 
indeed in this thesis) to fully explore all the issues pertaining to this rehistoricisation, so I 
will confine myself to a brief defence of those female directors who have been overlooked by 
auteurist critics, and an equally brief consideration of the way in xvhich an auteurist readim, 
of film sidelines women whose contribution to cinema has been in professions other than that 
of director. 
41 Sarris. "'To\\ ards a Theor\ - 242. 
42 Janet Staiger, "The Politics of Film Canons, " Cinema Journal 24.3 (Spring 1985): 1 3. 
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Auteurists like Sarris would have us believe that no female director meets the 
necessary requirements for entry into the cinematic pantheon. HoýN ever there is I ittle 
evidence (save Sarris' one paragraph list of women directors discussed abo,, e) that these 
women's films were given anything approaching proper consideration. It appears that not 
even the proponents of auteur theory were able to rely on the abiliov, of that theory to iclentifý 
who the great artists were. Despite their conviction that one must viexN and xN rite about as 
many films as possible in order to discover who truly deserve to be hailed as auteurs, these 
critics obviously felt they could make an exception when it came to films made by vsoinen. or 
indeed by any other so-called "minority" groups. 
At the time of Sarris's writing it was certainly possible to point to wometi directors. 
particularly during the Silent Era, whose films would fulfil auteurist criteria. The 
documentary The Silent Feminists mentions two such women 
. 
43 Alice Guy-Blanche had a 
career as a director (both in France and the United States) which lasted twenty four years 
(1896-1920). She made hundreds of films, 
' 
and a quick glance at their titles reý eals that theN 
were as generically diverse as an auteur's should be: La Vie du Christ (1906). The Pit and the 
Pendulum (1913); The Heart of a Painted Woman (1915); The Vampire (1915 ). 44 Similark 
Lois Weber was one of the most famous and well-respected directors ýNorking at Universal: 
she even gave John Ford ajob as props man at the beginning of his career. She too made a 
number of films on a range of subjects and, as The Silent Feminists points out, it is possible 
to identify recurrent religious and moral themes at work in those films, thus satisf-ving the 
auteurist demand that the films of an auteur present consistent thematic pattern S. 45 Later 
candidates for inclusion might have included Dorothey Arzner or Ida Lupino, whose oeuvres 
were also extensive enough to permit this search for patterns to take place. Although it is 
possible that sorne auteurists may have been unaware of the existence of these ýý omen - it is 
43 The Silent Feminists, documentarý N ideo by Anthony Slide and Jeffrey Goodman, Connoisseur AcAeniý Video 
1992. 
44 Information taken from Ephraim Katz's The Macmillan International Film Encyclopaedi (London: Pan 
Macmillan, 1994). 
45 For example. according to The Macmillan International Film Encyclopaedia she made films like I he Female of 
theSpecie (1913). The Merchant of Venice (1914). The People Ns John Doe. (1916). and The Flirt (1916). 
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after all the rise of feminist film criticism that has been instrumental in recognising, their 
work 
- 
the very fact of their existence is another nail in the coffin of a theory , Oich seeks to 
tell the story of cinema through the actions of a handful of white men. 
By proclaiming the director to be the creative centre of a film auteur theorý is (-YulltN 
of a failure to account for film's status as a collaborative art. This failure can be traced back 
to the origins of auteurist criticism in French film criticism of the 1950s published in Cahiers 
du Cin6ma. As John Caughie points out, Frangois Truffaut's article -La politique des 
auteurs" set out to denounce the "tradition de la qualitC which was predominant in French 
cinema at that time 
. 
46 This tradition recognised the writer, or scenarist, as artistically superior 
to the director, whose job it was simply to bring the writer's words to the screen. To counter 
this literary view of cinema Truffaut championed the director, or more accuratelý a specific 
kind of director termed the "auteur". As mentioned briefly above, to be an auteur one had to 
offer more than merely a straight interpretation of someone else's ideas. Rather. one's 
personality had to shine through on screen. Hence the distinction between the director ýN ho 
was an auteur and the director who was merely a metteur-en-scMe 
. 
As Robert Lapsleý and 
Michael Westlake explain, the auteur, unlike the metteur-en-scýne, did not permit his 
individuality to be "effaced in remaining faithful to a film's literary precursor. -47 
With this division lying at the heart of auteur theory it is hardly surprising that it had 
little time for screenwriters, or indeed anyone else in the film industry. The director's artistic 
contribution to a film was considered to be the only one of any real value - all other 
contributors faded unrecognised into the background. To use Sarris' words the cry of the 
auteurist critic becanie, "That was a good movie 
... 
Who directed it? "48 By refusing the literal 
translation of auteur as author, because it implied a literary bias. critics like Sarris 
immediately consigned the screenwriter to the margins of film history: 
46 Caughie 35. 
47 Lapsley and Westlake 106. 
48 Sarris. *To\ýarcls a Theory" 250. 
J% 
Strictly speaking "auteur" means "author, " and should be translated %, ý hen the 
reference is to literary personalities 
... 
It is another matter entirely when Truffaut 
describes Hitchcock and Hawks as -auteurs. " "Author" is neither adequate nor 
accurate 
... 
mainly because of the inherent literary bias of the Anglo-American 
49 
cultural establishment. 
On the rare occasions Sarris does mention screenwriters he inevitably genders them as niale: 
they are referred to, for example, as "the fancy dude writers from the East 
..... 
ýO In Script Girls 
Lizzle Francke argues that this gendering of the screenwriter as male is something \N hich has 
persisted throughout Hollywood's history, despite the fact that screenwriting has been one 
cinematic profession in which women have excelled. Francke's comprehensive re- 
examination of role of the female screenwriter in Hollywood serves as one contribution to the 
feminist process of re-historicisation that I mention above. Not onlý is her work instrumental 
in rescuing the reputation of many female artists from relative or total obscurity. it also acts 
as a challenge to the idea that only directors can be auteurs. For example, she tells us about 
Salka Viertel who wrote several film scripts for her friend Greta Garbo, and often found 
herself in conflict with executives who either could not see the worth of these scripts or else 
demanded that she alter them. Viertel's struggle is analogous to the way in ,,. hich auteurs are 
usually depicted as being in conflict with a system (Hollywood) designed to inhibit their 
creativity. Similarly Francke contends that it is possible to find thematic consistencies or 
patterns in five scripts written by Leigh Brackett for director Howard HaxN ks. These facts 
problematise auteur theory's privileging of the director as the source of thematic unit,, - over a I 
series of films since we are compelled to ask whose concerns we are seeing on screen. the 
director's or the screenwriter' S? 
51 
Research such as Francke's is a vital part of the feminist corrective to auteurist or, in 
contemporary terms, neo-auteurist views ý, Nfhich continue to overvalue the director. For if 
49 Sarris. 
-Towards a Theory- 244. 
50 Sarris. 
-Towards a Theory- 247. The word -dude- is translated in The Oxford 1-jicyclopedic English Dictionar\ 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1991) as meaning "a fastidious aesthetic person. usu. male", and -a fello\%. a guý-. 
51 Lizzie Franck-e. Script Girls: Women Screen\ýriters in Holly\\ood (London: BFI. 1994) 35-3' and 80-84. 
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individuals other than directors are able to fulfil auteurist criteria then a pri% ileging of the 
director as the film's sole maker of meaning is rendered obsolete. This decentriniz of the 
director clears the way for a feminist re-evaluation of women's contribution to cinema in all 
areas. Stars like Greta Garbo, whose success Sarris attributes not to her acting abilitý but to 
the skills of the male directors who fixed her image on celluloid, can be reassessed as haN ing 
an active role in creating their own "images". 52 Women who have ýN orked closel) %ý Ith 
recognised male auteurs can be viewed as having played an important part iii the creation of 
their films. For instance Francke explores one-time secretary turned screenxýriter Joan 
Harrison's collaborations with Alfred Hitchcock, and I suggest,, ýe could also consider more 
recent creative partnerships such as those between editor Thelma Schoonmaker and director 
Martin Scorsese or producer Denise Di Novi and director Tim Burton. 53 Th is ýN ider stud,, of 
women"s contribution to Hollywood would also prove invaluable in raising awareness of the 
roles women of colour, who have been almost entirely absent as "mainstream" directors. have 
played in the industry. For example, Oprah Winfrey and Debbie Allen can count film 
producer among their numerous job titles. Winfrey's production company Harpo Films co- 
produced Beloved (1998) and Allen co-produced Amistad (1997). 
As C. A. Griffith, herself a black female AC (Assistant Cameraman) turned DP 
(Director of Photography), has argued, film scholars should learn not to overlook ýN hat she 
calls the "below the line" contributors to film. That is, those who are not the director, 
producers, or actors, but "the filmmakers that we call the crew, who compose 98 percent of 
the film production unit, the forgotten, invisible names that roll by in the credits long after the 
audience have left their seats. " Griffith's narration of the ways in which race, gender, class 
and sexuality have impinged on her career "below the line" illustrates not only that 
professionals other than directors are affected by sexual and racial inequality within the I 
52 Sarris, "Towards a Thcorý- 251. Sarris blames Garbo's popularity for taking attention aNýaý from the directorial 
abilities of Rouben Mamoulian on Queen Christina (1933) in Hollywood Voices: I nterNieNýs %Nit h Film Directors 
(London: Secker and Warburg, 1971) 17. Once again the auteurist critic views a feminine mass culture (here 
represented by Garbo's popular appeal) as a barrier to valid (male) artistic expression. 
53 Francke. Script Girls 55-60. 
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industry, but also that the study of these other professionals means the discovery of more of 
cinema's hidden contributors. The existence of these contributors shows that the traditional 
all-male,, all-white story of Hollywood is a fabrication. 54 
In short, there are numerous female executives and beh ind-the- scenes workers NN hose 
place in cinematic history has yet to be fully explored and understood. This is not to imply 
that I am advocating a simple inversion of the basic premise of auteur theory: namek 
exchanging a belief in the director as the film's true author for the screenwriter, producer, 
star and so on. My intention is simply to ensure we are mindful of the fact that a film has not 
one but many possible authors. This recognition is crucial for feminist film theorists since it 
enables us to open up the field of study to encompass women ýN, ho have occupied \ arious 
positions in the film industry rather than being limited to discussing the relatively small I 
number of women who have worked as directors. 
Equally we should not let the fear of side-lining other contributors act as a barrier to 
undertaking research which concentrates solely on female directors. This need not happen if 
we are careful to make the historicisation of the director and her films the prioritý- of our 
discussion. We must examine the various ideological, cultural and industrial structures which 
surround her and have bearing on the way she and her films are read, rather than simph. 
attributing textual meaning to her as the film's author/auteur. The issue is not what she makes 
her films mean, but what she and her films mean to other people. As long as it is done self- 
consciously and with an awareness of the potential theoretical pitfalls involved (as typified 
by auteurist thinking), a study which takes the figure of the female director as its subject need 
not be guilty of perpetuating rather than contesting flawed male conceptual models. 
Auteurism, Feminism and the Future 
Having successfully picked auteurist thinking apart at the theoretical seams two important 
questions remain: does auteur theory retain any use-value for feminist film criticism? 
And 
' OCO Artists. ed. S4 C. A. Gri Ifith. -BelowThe Line: Recalibrating the Filmic Gaze. - Black Women F, Im and 
Jacqueline Bobo (Nexv York and London: Routled, 
-, 
e. 1998) 156. 1 
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more particularly, what sort of problems does it raise for my thesis? It NNould be a mistake to 
simply consign auteurist thinking to the critical dustbin rather than taking the opportunaN to 
assess the impact it has had on film history, as well as theoretical spaces in ý\ Ii 1ch its 
influence continues to live on. Nor is it necessarily always a negative influence. For instance. 
auteur theory is crucial to my research on one level since it facilitated the serious 
examination of popular film. In the words of Robert Lapsley, auteurism displaced dominant 
thinking about film with its assertion "that a creative artist could work within the constraints 
of Hollywood" and "also that run-of-the-mill commercial products could in fact be \\ orks of 
ýý55 
art 
. 
As I have already demonstrated in my discussion of the auteurist approach to mass 
culture, this does not mean that auteur theory has a totally unproblematic relationship \\ Ith 
the popular. Andrew Sarris may have chastised "forest critics" for their indiscriminate 
dismissal of Hollywood films and filmmakers, but at the same time his own distaste for the 
majority of Hollywood's output was glaringly obvious in his hierarchical approach to 
cinematic classification. Nevertheless auteur theory helped to alter the way critics ý'iewed 
film in general, and Hollywood film in particular: "In retrospect, the auteurist phase can be 
applauded for having opened up popular culture to serious study 
... 
although it did so in order 
to elevate one small section of it to the status of high art .,, 
56 it is indicative of the per\ erse 
nature of auteurism that, despite its patriarchal bias, the legacy it has left has benefited this 
examination of women directors working in the "mainstream" film industry by kick-starting a 
breakdown of the barriers between popular film (mass culture) and avant-garde cinema (high 
art), although not removing them completely. 
When the feminist film critic opts to throw out auteurism without first considering 
the ways in which it might have influenced her research or shaped some of her assumptions 
about cinema, or undertaking a sustained analysis of the obstacles it has thrown up ýN hich 
have hindered attempts to theorise the woman's role in film histor-ý. she deprives herself of 
ss Lapsley and Westlake 106. 
56 Lapsley and Westlake 107. 
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the chance for critical invention. It is not useful to simply discard a part of theoretical film 
history because its values are so opposed to our own. 
As Nancy K. Miller states, "If women's studies is to effect institutional change 
through critical interventions, we cannot afford to proceed by a wholesale dismissal of -male* 
mode IS. "5' To do so risks playing straight into auteurist hands. Pam Cook argues that 
advocates of women's counter-cinema (whether based on avant-garde or Holl\wood models) 
such as E. Ann Kaplan or Claire Johnson, "ran the risk of confirming the marginal place 
allotted to women in society 
. 
"58By promoting a cinema distinct from that of men they could 
be interpreted as confirming the auteurist prejudice that women were either unxý illing or unfit 
to make the directorial ranks of traditional cinema,, and unintentionally justifying their owri 
exclusion from the cinematic canon. That is, their demands might be read as an admission 
that women were not suited to the traditional Hollywood cinema, and consequently needed to 
invent something entirely new, distinct, feminist and/or feminine in character. 
As an example of this tendency to abet one's own separation we can point to Barbra 
Streisand's Crystal Awards speech discussed earlier. Streisand ends her attack on 
Hollywood's double standards by declaring that women "contain the power of the feminine" 
and have "an obligation to reflect that in [their] work. " They should use their "collective 
female energy to make films which reflect [their] nurturing instincts". In this way her attack 
on Hollywood's gender bias inadvertently concludes by supporting it: she may abhor the way 
language decrees that a woman is "aggressive" and never "assertive- but equally her omn 
logic dictates that a man is tough whereas a woman is tender. Streisand is guilty here of 
fixing "woman" as a unified category rather than acknowledging her historical diversity. 
An eagerness to reject "male" models can result in the construction of alternative but 
equally limited "female" models in order to fill the critical vacuum. For instance feminist 
film criticism can take on distinctly auteurist undertones when it privileges the "Indie" or 
57 Nancy K. Miller, --Changing the Subjject: Authorship, Writing and the Reader. " , \uthorship: From Plato to the 
Postmodern, ed. Sean Burke (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press. 1995) 206. 
58 Pam Cook. The Cinema Book (London: BFI, 1985) 197. 
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"avant-garde" woman director over the "mainstrearn" one because her work, is believed to 
have a more authentic "feminist" voice. This opinion is often lent extra ýý eight if the --indie" 
director has penned the film script herself, giving her work a more easily discernible 
autobiographical stamp. A scaled-down emphasis on commercial considerations might also 
allow the female filmmaker more artistic freedom, and thus potentially the scope to tackle 
more blatantly feminist or female themes,, making her a far more attractive prospect for 
ferninist analysis. 
There is something of a tendency amongst feminist film critics to heap praise on 
those female directors they perceive as having rescued generic material for the "feminist" 
cause,. and to give a more lukewarm reception to those whose work they see as merely 
replicating popular conventions. To take just one example, Needeya Islam echoes the 
comments of many feminist critics when she argues that Bigelow's generically sophisticated 
work "indicates a critical project, and something beyond a mere clever homage to the 
Hollywood tradition 
.,, 
59 However it is only when all female directors are afforded serious 
consideration, regardless of the type of films they make or the production context xý ithin 
which they make them, that feminist film criticism can claim to have left the prejudices of 
auteur theory behind. If not the auteurist canon might find itself replaced by a feminist canon 
which is just as exclusive as the canon it seeks to replace. A new feminist pantheon based on 
the same kind of personal prejudices as Sarris', and which organises female directors 
hierarchically depending on their ability or inability to create "real" feminist art in the midst 
of a male-dominated industry, is no more welcome than the original. As Annette Kuhn 
argues, the very idea of the feminist canon which is raised every time feminist criticism seeks 
to reassess a neglected female artist forces us to ask "Whose work is to qualify for entry, and 
on what groundS?,, 60 To quote from Barbara Klinger, the formation of "political canons- maN 
have had a vital role to play in "displacing the power base of the more traditional, minorit-, - 
59 Needeva Islam. - "I Wanted to Shoot People': Genre, Gender and Action in the Films of Kathryn Bigelow. - Kiss 
Me Deadly. Feminism and Cinema for the Moment, ed. Laleen Jayaman (Sydney PoNver. 1995) 94. 
'0 Annette Kuhn. '"Introduction: Intestinal fortitude. " Queen Of The *B's. Ida Lupino Behind the Camera. ed. 
Annette Kuhn (Wiltshire: Flicks Books. 1995) 9. 
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blind canon", but this does not mean those canons themselves have not "operated in a 
classical canonical way to lock the text in question away from history and the -untutored' 
spectator. " This is not to imply that the creation of alternative female or feminist models is a 
mi stake per se, on the contrary they are a vital part of celebrating the ach i e,, ements of 
women, but to ensure we are aware that they bring their own pitfalls. or perhaps even the 
same ones, as those they are reacting against. 61 
Despite the many dangers of auteurism it would be a disaster for feminist film 
criticism to jettison the concept of authorship entirely. The "death of the author" may mean 
the "birth of the reader". ) and thus increased possibilities for the voices of marginal groups 
(women, non-whites, gays etc. ) to be heard. However it also results in the neglect of 
"minority" authorship and a failure to identify the historical interventions of these groups' 
artists (as writers, filmmakers, musicians and so on) into the dominant culture. Some critics 
have even suggested that the decline in author-centred theory at this time was no coincidence, 
but rather a direct result of the growth of feminist theory: "I am not alone in pointing out that 
it is hardly surprising that the auteur ceased to be a central issue in film theory just at the 
,, 
62 
moment of the burgeoning of feminist literary criticism in the 1970s 
. 
While it \Nould be 
na*fve to cry "conspiracy theory" it does seem rather convenient that a major shift in critical 
theory occurred at a time when the concerns of "minority" groups were just beginning to be 
theoretically expressed. 
It is all very well for feminist critics to denounce the idea of the author as indicative 
of essentialism, but the alternative is surely a theory in which women (rather than the 
theoretical "woman") have no place. If a feminist film criticism is to respond to auteur theory 
simply by declaring that the author is dead, then the problem remains of what to do with the 
very real women whose filmic achievements remain undervalued or unrecognised: surely 
such a declaration will mean that they ýN, ill continue to be so? A move to de-centre the auteur 
is beneficial up to a point, as long as it does not lead us to ignore the figure of the director 
61 Klinger 33.34. 
62 Maggie Flumm. Feminism and Film (Edinburgh: Edinburgh I'nixersity Press. 1997) 97. 
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completely. Despite the wane of auteur theory the director remains one of the most visible 
characters (and that word is used deliberately because it suggests an indk idual ýN ho is as 
much a fictional construct as they are real) in cinema. One might even say that thanks to the 
rise of the di rector-as- star (and star-as-d i rector) they have become even more N isible since the 
seventies. By forcing the woman to disappear before she has had time to full,., reappear 
. 
N, e
risk losing her entirely. In short the articulation of female authorship is not a luxury but, to 
borrow Judith Mayne's words, a "political necessity". 63 
As this chapter has illustrated this does not mean that we can accept author-centred 
theories such as auteurism without reservation. In the context of my research I have to 
acknowledge that auteur theory presents something of a paradox. Obviously by xN riting a I -- 
thesis which concentrates on women directors I am, at least on a surface level, agreeing ýý ith 
the auteurist premise that the grouping of films by director is in some way useftil and 
enlightening. Yet at the same time one of the aims of my research is to interrogate the wa,, 
patriarchally biased film theory has read cinema, to expose the flaws in its reasoning, and 
ensure that excluded or marginalised women are afforded the critical attention they deserN e. 
The problems experienced by the feminist film critic who might feel duty-bound to 
reject auteur theory, and at the same time is unsure about where this leaves her attempt to 
theorise the female director, are hinted at in Feminist Hollywood by Christine Lane. Lane 
grapples with the many flaws in auteurist thinking (its failure to contextualise the work of the 
director and address ideological issues, its construction around personal bias, its ignorance 
that subjectivity is fragmented rather than stable, its patriarchal view of cinema) and states 
that it is her intention to move "beyond the lone individual in the directors chair. , 64 At the 
same time she sometimes employs the tools of auteurist criticism in her reading of female- 
directed films. She notes that the directors whose work she examines would fall under the 
category of "progressive" authors because their films fit Cahiers du Cinema's-E- 
63 Judith Mayne. The Woman At The Keyhole: Feminism and Women's Cinema (Bloomington and Indianapolis: 
Indiana Unk ersit\ Press, 1990) 97. 
64 Lane, Feminist Hollywood 40-45.43. 
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categorisation; she recuperates the notion of the *metteur-en-sc&ne" in order to val ]date the 
talents of those women who would not be considered to be auteurs; and also identifies 
recurring female or feminist themes in the work of some of these directors. For example. 
Martha Coolidge's oeuvre is said to be concerned with the issue of "female friendship". "5 I 
mention this not to criticise Lane's methods or reveal some hidden weakness in her 
arguments, but rather to illustrate the difficulties a project such as Lane's, and of course my 
own, entails. How do we make use of some of the elements of established and frequentlý 
gender-biased film theory without simply repeating its mistakes? What form should our own 
theoretical path through an extremely complex field take? 
Lane's solution is to simultaneously address auteur theory (borrowing from it as 
necessary) and also move far beyond it, proving that it in itself cannot -explain" the director 
Her research involves consideration of other factors such as marketing, reception, 
biographical details, star image, the context of production, which paint a more balanced and 
accurate picture of the ways in which the director functions as both real woman and cultural 
construct inside and outside the film industry. In other words she recognises that some 
aspects of auteur theory can have positive uses for the feminist film critic, while refusing an 
auteurist position that demands we look to the director in order to ascertain a film's true 
meaning. While Lane offers her personal opinion about the thematic concerns which 
preoccupy individual female directors, at no time does she claim that this is the only or 
correct way to interpret their films. As she says, "the textual analysis sections [of the book] 
are not meant to provide authoritative conclusions about how these films are, or should be, 
, 
66 
rea 
. 
As I hope this examination has proved, the feminist critic can never afford to take 
auteur theory at face value. She must recognise its propensity for, to use Buscombe's words, 
er, : personal bias for objective fact, "smuggling in 
... 
one thing under the guise of anoth - 
historical figures shaped by the ideological systems \\ ithin which they exist for timeless 
65 Lane. Feminist Hollywood 42.45-46,67. 
66 Lane. Feminist HOIIYWOO 18. 
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directors of genius, and most importantly for feminist film theory. the attempt to disguise the 
patriarchal prejudices of the white, male, bourgeois critic as anything but. 67 
By focusing on women directors in Hollywood it is clear that I am not readý to give 
up the idea of authorship. In my opinion a feminist criticism which chooses to do so risks the 
devaluation of the woman's voice,, her autonomy, consigning it to circulate anonymouslY 
amongst all the other textual voices rather than affording it privileged attention. For if \\e 
scrap the notion of the author entirely, what is there to put in its place? Hoýý ýN ill the female 
director's contribution to cinema then be theorised? Auteur theory may not provide the 
definitive answer,, but it can certainly serve as a useful place to start. As Christina Lane 
illustrates,, women directors face the problem of whether there are any practical alternatives 
to being labelled an auteur on a daily basis. They may resent being saddled with a notion that 
has such patriarchal undertones, but also realise that a failure to assert their right to this label 
might weaken their position as directors even further. To use Lane's words these \N omen 
"both internalize and struggle against the tenets of auteurism at the same time. " 
Whether or not women refuse to wear the tag "auteur" it is almost certain that the 
"great" male directors will happily continue to do so. Thus such a refusal would likely lead to 
a deepening rather than a narrowing of the split between male and female directors, and a 
situation where women are in effect complicit in their own cinematic marginal isation. 
Women directors seem to be aware that only if the film industry rendered the term "auteur" 
obsolete could they ever afford to reject it, and that shows no signs of happening. As it is 
there are valid commercial reasons for continuing to invest in the notion of the auteur since it 
'6eiiables Hollywood participants" (as well as those making films outside the so-called 
"mainstream") "to assign credit to particular contributors and commodify film products ,, vith 
ease". Consequently women's acceptance of auteur-status should be seen in the context of its 
importance not only for their artistic reputation but also for their chance at box-office 
67 Buscombe. "Ideas of Authorship" 29. 
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success. Moreover by simply demanding their right to the auteur tag women directors are 
instrumental in helping to debunk auteur theory rather than becoming its dupes. 68 
This chapter does not pretend to offer a solution to all the problems raised by the 
encounter between feminist film criticism and auteur theory. Indeed if auteurism teaches us 
anything it is surely to recognise that no means of interpreting cinema exists as a neat 
theoretical package which can never be opened: eventually if enough dissatisfied critics pull 
at tile wrapping, the contents will spill out for everyone (including feminist film theorists) to 
examine. 
The woman director's name (actual and theoretical) must be invoked in order to 
ensure that she is permitted to take her rightful place within cinematic history. This does not 
mean that we should forego the vital task of questioning the assumptions we make when \,, e 
use her name. While she may exist critically, historically, biographically, her existence 
should never be an excuse for making theoretical short cuts. My work may not choose to give 
up the authorial figure, but it remembers to displace her from the centre of the work from 
time to time. 
68 Lane, Feminist Hollywood 219.218. 
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Chapter Two 
spent twenty years p-ettint! to where I am, which is at the be2inninE! of mv career. " 
(Martha Coolidge): Women Directors Breaking in, Hanging On and Droppinjj Out of 
Hollywood' 
Director Martha Coolidge's words are the catalyst for the following examination of the 
female director's entrance into, and frequent exit out of, the mainstream film industr-N. My 
purpose here is to demonstrate that Coolidge's statement applies not only to her oxNn situation 
but also to the careers of many other female directors who often spend years proving 
themselves in different fields within the industry (as actors, writers, editors, television 
directors, independent filmmakers and so on) before they are finally permitted to tackle a 
studio feature. It is also my intention to discuss an issue Coolidge leaves unsaid: once women 
have made that first feature a sustained career in the mainstream is far from assured. even if 
they happen to make a film which strikes gold at the box office. In fact the xN, oman director's 
entrance into the industry is fittingly illustrated by a cartoon in the 1993 Premiere Women in 
Hollywood Special which highlights the differences between male and female roads to r) n 
Hollywood success (see appendix A, fig. 1). While the male path is depicted as a road, the 
woman')s is a complicated maze. 2 The metaphor of the maze is certainly a useful one, 
indicating as it does the twists, turns, and dead ends that most female directors face as they 
seek to become feature film directors. It also suggests that they will need to demonstrate a 
fair amount of problem solving ability along the way. 
My argument starts from the premise that Holly-wood has always been, and remains 
today, a male-dominated industry, or to refer to the frequenthr used phrases, an "old-boys I 
network" or "boy's club" in which men hold nearly all the power as well as the ability to saý- 
1 Ally Acker, Reel Women: Pioneers of the Cinema (London: Batsford. 1991) 37. 
2 Caroline Kirk Cordero. "The Numbers Never Lie. Tracking the Progress of Women in the Industry. - Premiere 
Women In HollyNý ood Special 1993: 36. 
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who gains membership to the "club". Moreover entrance to this "club" (in terms of 
employment opportunities) is most commonly earned by networking with the "right- people. 
who, following the logic of the "boy's club", are usually male. This is not to say that \\omen 
have no power in Hollywood. Female executives (including some who ha,. e reached the 
prestigious position of studio head) are more numerous than ever before, and some female 
stars are credited with the ability to open movies and are rewarded accordingly x\ ith large 
salaries, production deals and so on. I am not making any claims for a male-authored 
conspiracy in which all men in the industry spend their days plotting neNN , vavs to keep 
women out. It is important to point out that achieving success in Hollywood is difficult for 
everyone, man or woman,, and as a result to acknowledge that some of the problems 
experienced by women directors are more universal than specific. Yet it is also crucial to 
draw attention to the subtle (and sometimes not so subtle) ways in which inequalit,, 
permeates the industry, so that we are left with a framework within which to examine the 
location of women directors in Hollywood. ' 
As a final point of introduction it is essential to provide a working definition of the 
term "mentor" which I shall refer to repeatedly in this chapter. The Oxford Encyclopedic 
English Dictiongy defines "mentor" as someone who is "an experienced and trusted 
adviser",. and explains that it comes from the mythic Greek character Ment6r who acted as 
adviser to Odysseus' son Telemachus 
.5 It is fitting that the word should refer to a quasi- 
paternal relationship between a man and a boy since this piece sets out to explore the role of 
the mentor relationship as a common means of getting one's foot in the door of the 
Hollywood film industry, and draws attention to the way women have negotiated a space for 
themselves within that traditionally male on male relationship. As the flip side to this it xN ill 
3 For examples of various women within Hollywood referring to the industry in these terms see Linda Seger. When Z-- 
Women Call the Shots (NeýN York: Henry Holt and Company, 1996) 52; Jim Hillier, ! he N, 'C\\ Hollywood 
(London: Studio Vista, 1992) 127, John Andrew Gallagher, Film Directors on Directin (Greenwood Press: 1989) 
228. and Janis Cole and Holly Dale, Calling the Shots: Profiles of Women Filmmakers (Ontario: The QuaM 
Press. 1993) 28. 
4 Mark Litwak quotes an executi\ e \\ ho estimates the success rate in Holl\ \N ood to be around one percent in Reel 
Power: The Struggle for Influence and Success in the Ne\ý Hollywood (Los Angeles: Silman-James Press. 1986) 
118. 
5 The Oxford Encyclopedic English DictionM, (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1991). 
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also look for instances where an alternative hierarchical model (mother to daughter rather 
than father to son) based on the relationships forged between 
.ý omen (Ný hat some have called 
the '. 'old girls" network) is celebrated as a viable option in the struggle for equal it-Y. INN III be 
using "mentor" to refer specifically to situations in which powerful men \ý ithin the industry 
have helped women directors gain career opportunities, and more generally to indicate a 
business culture which, regardless of one's gender, revolves around social relationships. 
contacts, and networking in order to move up the career ladder. I will also demonstrate that 
the notion of the mentor is a problematic one for feminist criticism since it both sustains the 
belief that women can only succeed with the approval of a man, and is also commonlý read in 
terms of a woman's sexuality: she is presumed either to have a romantic relationship ,N ith the 
mentor, or seen to be like her mentor (that is, male). In this way I intend to put the concept of 
the mentor under scrutiny while simultaneously drawing attention to its importance. 
Women Directors in the Industry: Building a Statistical Picture 
To set the scene for this discussion of the female director's position ý, N ithin the 
industry it is useful to consider some statistics. Between 1949 and 1979 the number of films 
directed by women was fourteen out of a total of seven thousand three hundred and thirt,, 
two; and between 1983 and 1992 it was eighty one out of one thousand seven hundred and 
ninety four. 6 Bearing in mind that these figures include both films made independently and by 
major studios, I should also point to a report which considered only films made b,,,, nine major I 
studios between 1988 and 1997: women directed ninety four out of one thousand three 
hundred and eighty four films, or six point eight per cent of the total. 
' Such inequality is also 
evident when we consider the percentage of women members within the DGA irector's 
Guild of America), or of days worked by women directors out of the total number of day's 
6 Statistics taken from Christina Lane. Feminist Hollywood. From Born in Flames to Point 
Break (Wayne State 
University Press: Detroit. 1000) 37; and Rachel Abramowitz. Is That a Gun in Your Pocket? Women's Experience 
of Power in Holl\\Nood (Ne\\ York: Random House. 2000) 141. 
7 Da\ id Robb, -Minoritý Directors: Inaction! " Hollywood Reporter 19-21 June 1998. Hollywood Reporter Online 
Archives 30 Dec. 1998 <http: //N\ \\ \\. ho I Iywoodreporter. com/search. asp>. 
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worked for all directors. For the years 1992 to 1993 women made up twentý per cent of DGA 
members. This number had fallen to just over twelve per cent in 1997, and reached txventy 
two per cent in 1998. Between 1983 and 1999 the number of days worked neý er exceeded 
eleven per cent, and in fact 1997 actually saw the lowest percentage (seven per cent) since 
1983 (two per cent),, with the figure creeping back up to ten point mo per cent in 1999.8 
It is vital to point out that it is not only white female directors who fare badly in the 
Hollywood equality stakes but also so-called "minority" groups such as black, Hispanic and 
Asian filmmakers. For instance in 1998 minorities made up seven per cent of DGA members, 
and in the report examining films from nine top studios between 1988 and 1997 that I refer to 
above minorities directed seven and a half per cent of the total. With regards to black \wnien 
directors, one report states that in 1997 only one hundred and ten black women belonged to 
the DGA, and of them only twenty one were directors. 9 An awareness of such figures is \ ital 
since it avoids giving the impression that it is only women who find it difficult to make 
headway in Hollywood, or that all women are alike in that they are discriminated against 
purely on grounds of gender. If white female directors are a rare species in the mainstream 
film industry, then black women are even rarer. In fact their virtual invisibilit" is exemplified I 
by the statistics I have just quoted because they give no indication of whether black women 
are counted as part of the "minority" group, within the female group, or in both. 
By concentrating so heavily on the position of women directors ýN ithin the 
Hollywood film industry I am acutely aware that I might be deemed guilty of 
overemphasising the director at the expense of other women within the industry such as 
screenwriters, actors, editors and so on. This is a possibility which has concerned other critics 
such as Christina Lane. Lane is aware of the dangers of privileging the director and ignoring 
film's status as collaborative art, while simultaneously recognising the historical and 
8 Statistics compiled from Caroline Kirk Cordero, "The Numbers NeNer Lie, " Premiere Women in Ho I Iv%ýood 
Special 1993: 34. Christine Spines. "Behind Bars. " Premiere Women in Hollywood Special 2000: 4-5. Robert W. 
Welkos. "Behind the Lens Men Still Rule, " Los Anj? eles Times 17 Julv 1998. Calendar sec.: F-2. LosAm-, cle's 
Times Online Archives II Oct. 1999 <http: /, /\\-%%, \\-. Iatimes. com>. Abramowitz, Is That a Gun 416: and Duncan 
Campbell, -Wh\ Hollywood Still Hates Women. - Guardian 30 June 2000: 3. 
9 David Robb, ': DGA Fetes Black Wornen Helmers. - Hollywood Reporte 20 NoN. 1997,. Holly\\ ood Reporte 
Online Archives 30 Dec. 1998 <http: I ý\N ww. hol ly\\ oodreporter. com/search. asp>. 
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theoretical importance of that individual. 10 In relation to this potential criticism I refer to Pam 
Cook's article "No Fixed Address: The Women's Picture from Outrage to Blue Steel- in 
which she advocates that we shift our critical focus from the women director to ýý omen NN ho 
pursue other cinematic careers, who have other roles to play in the film industr,,. Cook NN riteý) 
It is possible to argue that the focus on marginalization and exclusion that has 
preoccupied feminist criticism for more than twenty years needs to be rethought, and 
the historical contribution of women to cinema across the board recognized. This 
involves a shift in perception 
- 
away from counting the relatively small numbers of 
female directors towards a more historical and contextual analysis of different points 
of entry into the industry by women, in what is, after all, a collaborative medium. ' 1 
Although, as I argue in chapter one, feminist film theory must surely benefit from a ]der 
study of women's contributions to the film industry, it would be dangerous and premature to 
scale down our studies of the woman director's place in film theory and cinematic history 
before she has even managed to gain a reassuringly solid foothold (particularly in 
Hollywood). To write off a century of struggle by women directors to gain equality in the 
film industry with the suggestion that there are "other fields to conquer 
... 
World politics for 
example", as Linda Grant does in the Guardian, risks making these women invisible, and 
implies a tacit acceptance of the traditional assumption that this thesis sets out to counter: 
that they are just not meant for the job. It also risks playing into the hands of a system which 
thrives on gender inequality since silence might be read by some as an indication that women 
directors have achieved all their career goals and are well-established in the industry because 
they are no longer being written about in terms of these issues. 12 
Cook's argument is problematic because it seems to overlook the fact that gender 
inequality (or in her terms "marginal ization and exclusion" within the Hollywood film 
industry) does not simply occur in certain careers, but rather should be viewed as an industry 
10 Lane, Feminist Hollywood 27.46-7. 
11 Pam Cook. "No Fixed Address: The Women's Picture from Outrape to Blue Steel. " Contemporary Hollv\ý ood 
Cinema. eds. Ste\ e Neale and NI urray Smith (London: Routledge, 1998) 244. 
12 Linda Grant. -Boys Only in the Big Picture. " Guardian 21 
. 
-\pr. 1998, CD-RONI ed.: 8. 
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wide trend. 13 Which is not to say that there are no exceptions. or that some careers ha\ e not 
seen women make more sustained inroads than others. For instance there is evidence to 
suggest that women are making progress as executives with a steadily growing number of 
them, such as Sherry Lansing, Amy Pascal, Lucy Fisher and Paula Weinstein. filling 
important studio posts. Similarly some actresses, like Julia Roberts who according to 
Premiere received twenty million dollars to star in Erin Brockovich (2000), are beginning to 
eam comparable salaries to their niale colleagues. However, as the statistical picture of 
Hollywood I am building will demonstrate, it is crucial to note that the majoritý of these 
women are still most likely to be white, emphasising the fact that gender is not the onk basis 
on which the industry discriminates. For instance, it is difficult to think of manv black 
actresses who command the same kind of power, and have similar access to A-list roles, as a 
Julia Roberts or a Jodie Foster. 14 
Women have enjoyed considerable success as make-up artists, costume designers, 
script supervisors and editors: the kind of jobs which fall within what Mark Litwak has 
referred to as the "pink ghetto". That is, those careers which are not usually positions of 
significant authority, thus suggesting why they have been more open to women. Of course in 
labelling these roles in this way Litwak could be criticised for disregarding the importance of 
such professions in the collaborative process of filmmaking, and once again fm, 'ouring the 
director,, the producer and so on, above all others. 15 However it is worth asking ourselves NA'hy 
women have been more readily accepted in some areas of the film industry ( that is, in careers 
which are, or at least are perceived to be, more collaborative in nature) and not in others 
(such as director or studio head) where real power is seen to reside. Along with this one must 
ask why there are so few women working in technical professions such as grip, lighting 
technician or cinematographer. The statistics are revealing. The Premiere Women In 
13 Cook (243-4) does state that her intent is not to diminish the problems faced by women directors working in 
Hollywood. as \ýell as commenting that there is an absence of statistical information about the standing of women 
in industry careers. This absence is something I hope this chapter will begin to address. 
14 
-The Power List. " Premiere Ma\ 2000: 80. 
15 Limak 15 1. 
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Hollywood Special 1993 provides figures for the number of female members of various 
unions between 1992 and 1993. Whereas women made up sixty per cent of the Costume 
Designers Guild, sixty five per cent of the Make-up Artists and Hairstylists union. and eighty 
six per cent of the Script Supervisors union, they made up only fifteen per cent of the 
Cinematographers union, three per cent of the Grips union and four per cent of the Lighting 
Technicians union. ' 6 
To support my claims that sexual inequality is an industry-wide phenomenon I ý\ III 
point to another source which proves that this is indeed the case. In Hollyýyood's America 
Stephen Powers, David J. Rothman, and Stanley Rothman studied a random sample of the 
writers, producers and directors of the top grossing films between 1965 and 1982 (a cross 
section of what they refer to as the "Hollywood elite"). Using the questionnaires that these 
individuals completed they gave the demographics of the group as nearly ninety nine per cent 
white males. Obviously there are problems with taking such statistics at face value, and to do 
so would be to ignore two important points. Firstly a sample of a group is just that 
-a sample 
- 
and as such can only ever give us an impression of reality; and secondly these figures 
consider a Hollywood elite active during a period before most female directors, or indeed 
women in general, had yet to gain a preliminary foothold in the industry: virtualk all the 
women directors I reference in my thesis did not make a "mainstream" film before the early 
eighties. " 
So what is the value of these statistics? In relation to the first point the snapshot these 
figures give of a white, male Hollywood is supported by the statistics I refer to earlier in this 
chapter. They also assist us in establishing a contextual background against which to assess 
the difficulties women directors (or in fact any other "minority" groups) have had breaking 
into the industry. They show us just how rare women filmmakers were in Hollywood, and 
help us to realise, somewhat paradoxically, that any increase in their numbers (howeý er 
16 Kirk Cordero 34. 
17 Stephen Powers. David J 
Motion Pictures (Colarado: 
Rothman and Stanleý Rothman, Hollvxwod's America: Social and Political I liciilk:, in 
WestN leNN Press, 1996) 5- 13.53. 
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small) could be considered a triumph. Yet they also indicate that the small numbers of fernale 
entrants into the industry are likely to have a hard time making an immediate and sustained 
impact on a white, male-dominated arena. 
The Premiere "Power Lists": a Case Stud-, 
- 
In addition to compiling a rudimentary statistical overvieý% of women's place in the 
industry I also wanted to carry out a case study which would strengthen my depiction of 
Hollywood as a predominantly white male power centre. 18 To do this I examined a decade's 
worth of the Premiere "Power Lists" which annually record the hundred most powerful 
people in Hollywood. While it is vital to acknowledge that these lists are subjective because 
they are based on the magazine's perceptions of who is powerful rather than who necessarilý 
is, this does not mean that they cease to have value for such a study. As a film magazine 
which tends towards a serious or "film buff s" take on cinema (devoting time to in depth 
interviews and articles,, state of the industry pieces and so on) rather than a light-hearted or 
ccpopular" one, Premiere's powerjudgements are lent some credibility. Even if some of the 
judgements made are subjective rather than objective, the idea of who is Perceived as 
powerful still has meaning: in a business which thrives on images the perception of NN ho you 
are and what you signify is arguably as important as the reality. 
When considering the power lists I chose to focus on certain key areas. I wanted to 
establish how many female directors were listed each year and what their power rankings 
were in relation to the number of men; to find out which women (director, actress, or other) 
were the highest ranked each year and which of these groups were the most numerous; and 
finally to record the number of women out of the hundred who appeared on the list each year. 
I should point out that I have included within the category "director" those women who are 
more accurately star-directors or "hyphenates", a fact which is in itself revealing since if I 
18 In saying this I acknowledge that statistical information on the status of women in the industrý- is perhaps not as 
readil% available nor as complete as \N e might wish. Moreo\ er such information is subject to change from year to 
year, but it is only if statistics continue to be gathered. quoted, and assessed on a regular basis that we \ý III be able 
to formulate an overall picture of women's progress (or lack of it) in Holl\ \% ood o\ er time. 
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had chosen to list them in the actress category the figures would have been eý en lower or 
non-existent. " 
In 1990 Barbra Streisand was the only woman who made my directors list, and she 
was ranked at number eighty nine. In contrast there were fourteen male directors on the list. 
The "other" category was the most numerous and contained the woman -,. N ho ranked the 
highest in the list at number forty two. In total ten women appeared on the list. 
In 1991 Streisand was again the highest ranked director at number seventy seven, but 
was also joined this year by Penny Marshall at ninety three. Male directors took eighteen 
spots in the list. This time an actress was the highest ranked, and they were the most 
numerous group. Once again ten women made the list. 
Moving on to 1992 three women directors were ranked (Streisand at forty three, 
Jodie Foster at fifty two and Penny Marshall at seventy two), and twenty male directors. An 
actress was ranked the highest at number thirty two, but women directors were the most 
numerous. In all women took six out of the hundred spots on the list. 
1993 saw an equal number of male directors and the same three women directors on 
the list as the previous year, with Marshall ranked highest at thirty three, Foster at thirtý' four, 
and Streisand at forty four. An actress again ranked highest at thirty two, and they were the 
most numerous group. Women held nine list places. 
In 1994 Nora Ephron (ranked eighty four) was added to the previous three directors 
on the list. Marshall was ranked forty five, Streisand fifty three, and Foster was highest at 
thirty eight. A total of twenty one male directors were ranked. A woman from the "other" 
category ranked highest at number seven, and actresses held the most places. Eleven women 
in total made the rankings. 
In 1995 Jodie Foster was the only female director to make the list and ývas ranked at 
number forty seven. By contrast twenty two male directors made the list. The highest ranked I 
19 1 use "other" to stand for women who are mainly in executi\ e positions. producers. agents etc. 
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woman (at nine) was once again from the "other" category, and they were also the most 
numerous. As with the previous year eleven women were ranked in total. 
In 1996 Barbra Streisand (ranked eighty five) reappeared to join Foster (ranked fifty 
five) on the list once more. Male directors numbered nineteen. For the third time in a row a 
woman from the "other" category was ranked highest at fifteen, and actresses were the 
biggest group. Twelve women in total made the list. 
Once again 1997 saw only Streisand and Foster make the list, being ranked at ninety 
three and fifty seven respectively. Nineteen male directors appeared on the power list. Yet 
again the highest female ranking went to an "other" (thirteen), and they were also the most 
numerous group. Thirteen women were ranked this year. 
Two female directors, Foster (ranked forty) and Ephron (ranked ninety) appeared on 
the 1998 list. They shared the list with nineteen male directors. An "other" gained the highest 
ranking at twelve, and this group were equal in number to the actresses (six rankings each). In 
total fourteen women appeared on the list. 
In a repeat of the previous year Foster and Ephron were the only directors to make it 
onto the list in 1999, and they were ranked at forty three and eighty nine in that order. 
Fourteen male directors were listed, an "other" again ranked highest at seven, and actresses 
were the biggest group. This year thirteen women gained a place in the rankings. 
Finally in the power list from 2000 Foster and Ephron were once again on their own 
(at numbers forty nine and ninety three) with fourteen male directors for company. The 
highest female ranking stood the same and actresses were again most numerous. The number 
of women ranked overall had this year crept up to fifteen. 
What are the conclusions to be drawn from these power lists? Firstly. that the overall 
power of women in Hollywood (based on the total of women ranked on a year-on-year basis) 
has increased between 1990 and 2000, but neither dramatically nor without an occasional dip 
in numbers. Secondly, that "others" and actresses always rank higher on the pov, er scale than 
women directors, and are nearly always more numerous. Thirdly. that the number of women 
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directors making the list has shown no substantial increase. and has actually decreased so that 
the figures for the last five years (1996-2000) are the same as for 199 1. Fourthlý. male 
directors are always at least five times more numerous than their female colleagues. It must 
also be noted that many of the women in the "other" group are listed in partnership with a 
man. 20 When the producers Kathleen Kennedy, Lili Zanuck or Laura Schuler Donner appear 
on the list it is usually in conjunction with their husbands (Frank Marshall, Richard Zanuck 
and Richard Donner) 
.2' This phenomenon could be interpreted in two ways: as an indication 
that women are more successful in, and more acceptable to, Hollywood if theý' are in 
positions of power shared with men, and/or as a sign that Premiere sees no problem with 
listing them in this way rather than as individually ranked figures in their oNý n right. 
Whatever the case James Horn reveals that Laura Schuler Donner is certainly annoyed NN hen 
her husband, the director Richard Donner, gets some of the credit for the films she produces. 
Horn notes that not only is the parking pass at Warner Bros. (where the production company 
she and Richard Donner share is based) under her husband's name, but he also received 
congratulatory notes for her film Dave (1993) even though she hadn't collaborated ýN ith h irn 
on a project since Radio Flyer (1992). While on one level it may make sense for Premiere to 
list the Donners together in the "Power Lists" since they share a production company. it also 
helps create the false impression that they always develop films together, and that he (as 
evidenced by the parking pass) is the powerful half of the partnership who really wields 
influence within the industry. 22 
To make one final point about the "Power Lists" it is important to recognise that 
women of colour are virtually absent from the rankings, and "minority" men do not fare much 
better either. In terms of actors and directors, only a handful of black male stars, a f6N non- 
white male directors, and a couple of black female stars make it onto these lists: Eddie 
20 Out of one thousand and one hundred rankings there ýN ere forty nine women in the "other" categorý'. Lind of 
these txN enty four NN ere listed alongside a man or men. 
21 Lili Zanuck might ha-v c also made it into my director category since she directed the film Rush (199 1 ). However 
since this is the only feature she has made. and since her po\\er is centred around her position as a producer \Nho 
has directed rather than as a star/director or -hyphenate- like Streisand or Foster, I chose to label her as "other" in 
this instance. 
22 James Hom. "Lauren Shuler Donner. " Premiere Nov. 2000: 89. 
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Murphy is ranked ten times (every year except for 1996). Denzel Washington four times 
(1995,1996,1997,2000); Wi II Smith four times(] 997,1998,1999.2000); Wes le\ Snipes 
once (1993); Spike Lee three times (1990,1991,1993); John Singleton once (1992). John 
Woo three times (1998,1999,2000); M. Night Shyamalan once (2000), Whoopi Goldberg 
twice (1993,1994); and Whitney Houston once (1996). Significantly no non-white female 
directors are listed at all. As a whole these figures support my claim that HollyxNood is not 
only an arena dominated by men, but white men as well. It also illustrates the difficult double 
bind of racial and sexual discrimination in which black, Latino, Asian or other female 
directors hoping to break into Hollywood so often find themselves. 
If this case study has proved anything it is that the time has not yet come to stop 
discussion of either women's unequal position with the film industry or that of any other 
marginalised groups. While white women have made if not great strides then medium ones in 
some areas, in others (directing) there has been less a steady rise in numbers and more of a 
stagnation. There is no affirmative action legislation in operation in Hollywood, and the 
DGA's decision in the early eighties to file charges with the Federal Equal Opportunities 
Commission against studios such as Warner Bros. amounted to nothing when the suits ý, N ere 
quickly dismissed and never re-filed. 23 Of course such an action would inevitablN raise its 
own problems such as, for instance, critics being able to claim that those women ýN ho gain 
opportunities through such legislation are there purely because of the legislation, and not 
because of their talent. This creates the potential for a situation where women filmmakers 
once again find themselves marginalised within the industry. Yet there is evidence that 
affirmative action policies can have positive results for women working in the film industry. 
Linda Seger states that Canada has introduced these policies and as a result has one of the 
24 
best records for employing women in the film industry 
. 
Christine Spines has pointed out that unlike female directors in Australia, American 
women have not benefited from a comparable situation to the one in xNhich the -Australian 
23 See Abramo\\ itz, Is That a Gun 141-2. 
24 Linda Seger, When Women Call the Shots (Ne\\ York: Henn, Holt and Company. 1996) 92. 
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government's initiative in the '70s to start a national film industD, "' led towomen being given 
equal access to available filmmaking funds from the very beginning. As Australian director 
Gillian Armstrong explains, this means that women have been working solidly in that countrN 
and have "set an example to backers [here] that women's films can make money. 
Following the logic of Armstrong's comment one might speculate that the long and 
established history of cinema in America is actually one of the female director's biggest 
obstacles. That is, leaving aside the success of a few women directors in the Silent Era. male 
directors have been in a dominant position since the industry became just that 
- 
an industrý 
- 
whereas women directors have repeatedly been denied career-making opportunities. The 
Australian film industry, on the other hand, was established in the seventies, and its history 
was consequently synonymous with that of second-wave fernimsm and the Women's 
Movement, which presumably meant that patriarchal attitudes were not able to take root in 
the same way as they had done elsewhere. According to Armstrong, two decades worth of 
sustained cinematic output from women directors (rather than the fits and starts that typifý, 
the career of the female director in Hollywood) have allowed Australian women to establish 
themselves,, and to prove that gender is no bar to being a good filmmaker. 
Having established a statistical picture of the relative position of women ýý ithiii the 
industry I will firstly turn to matters of a more specific (reference to the careers of women 
directors), and secondly a more theoretical (the mentor and issues of mentorship) nature. 
Behind the Statistics: A Case Study of Women Directors' Career Paths 
For this section I examined the careers of twenty six female directors in order to get an 
impression of the different routes female directors have taken into the Hollywood film 
industry. Obviously this is not an exhaustive list but rather a sample based on the 
biographical information available to me, as well as considerations of a time-based nature. 
The sample is not confined to women who have only made films for "mainstream" studios - 
25 Spines 48. 
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many of them have worked in the --independent" sector as well 
- 
but it does require them to 
have made at least one film which was either produced or distributed by one of the -major- 
studios. In differentiating between the problematic terms "mainstream" and "independent- in 
this way I am indebted to Christina Lane who recognises that the boundaries between the mo 
grow increasingly blurred, and makes the decision to define an "independent" film as one 
which is "not distributed by the major studios or their related subsidiaries. " As a xNorking 
description of a term which is extremely difficult (and probably even impossible) to pin down 
I feel this is as good as any, which is not to say that I do not also recognise that my distinction 
between the two is still somewhat contrived. However it is women directors in, rather than at 
the edge of, Hollywood that this thesis explores and so I maintain that my distinction is 
justified. I should also point out that the statistics I quote here which are designed to iI lustrate 
the various backgrounds of this sample of women directors do not assign one type of 
background per director. That is, a woman might have made both documentaries and music 
videos, for instance, and thus is counted in both categories. 26 
Jim Hillier has commented that career paths into directing for both men and xý omen 
are very similar. 27 This is a fact which my own research into the career backgrounds of a 
number of female directors seems to support (see appendix A, Table 1). For example, seven 
out of the twenty six women directors I looked at had attended film school. Prior to directing 
their first features eight had experience of directing for television. four had made 
documentaries; four had directed music videos; two had backgrounds in exploitation film 
working for New World; one had an art school background; one had worked as a journalist 
and novelist, and so on. Thus even this briefest of glimpses into these women's backgrounds 
supports Mark Litwak's contention that there are numerous possible routes into directing. 28 
Yet it is also intriguing that ten of the twenty six women I studied had acting experience prior 
to directing, and six of them would certainly fulfil the criteria of either big name film star 
26 Lane, Feminist Holl\ wood 21.27-8,33-4. 
27 Hillier 134. 
28 Limak (131-5) lists such possibilities as \Nriting a screenplaý. directing a short. %Norking in e\ploitation film. 
directing theatre, and making an independent film. 
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(Jodie Foster, Barbra Streisand, and Diane Keaton), well-kno, "n telex ision star (Pemiý 
Marshall and Betty Thomas), or well-known film actress (Sondra Locke). Once again this 
tempts us to conclude that a background in acting is one of the surest NN aý s for XN omen to 
break into directing. This is possibly because, as I discuss in later chapters on Jodie Foster 
and Penny Marshall, the actress, if she is famous enough, can capitalise on the povver of her 
name to create career opportunities, or at least make use of the industry connections she has 
formed. On the other hand I would suggest that a similar sample of male directors (although 
there are of course male actors who have turned to directing) would not reveal such a high 
proportion to have had acting experience. 
Although the female director's entrance into Hollywood is similar to her rnale 
colleagues, her progress once, and if, she gets there is frequently quite different. Some 
commentators on the subject have stated that a woman director's career progress is generallý 
much slower than a man's,, arguing that it takes her much longer to establish the kind of 
cinematic track record that helps secure attractive directing jobs 
. 
29As Coolidge's comment 
within the title of this chapter demonstrates, this belief has also been voiced by v, omen 
directors themselves. In addition to Coolidge, Penelope Spheeris has been quoted as saying, 
"I would have already peaked in my career and be on a downslide by now like most of my 
male cohorts in school if I hadn't been a woman. I've had to fight harder. I've had to work 
harder. , 30 Beverly Gray has argued that this slower career progress inevitably puts ýN omen in 
a Catch 22 situation: to get financing for film projects and to be offered attractive directing 
jobs a director usually needs a proven track record, but it is impossible to get this track record 
31 if no one will hire you in the first place 
. 
An examination of the time frame of Coolidge's career supports her claim that her 
progress through the industry has been on the slow side. She began her filmmaking career in 
21) See Seger, 86. Sharon Bernstein, -A Change in Direction')- Los Angeles Times 12 March 199 1. Calendar sec.: 
F-1. Los Angeles Times Online Archives 10 Nov. 2000 <http: //pqasb. pqarchiver-corrvlatimes>. 
30 Cole and Dale 223. 
31 Beverly Gra\. -The Women's Boom, - Hollywood Reporte 
. 
19 June 1998. 
-S-9. Holly\\ood Reporter Online 
Archives 30 Dec. 1998 <\\ \\ \N. ho II yNk ood reporter. co in'search. asp>. 
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the late sixties, but it was not until 1983 (having already made three documentan shorts and 
a documentary feature) that her first two independent features (Cijy Girl and Valley Girl) 
were released. The following year finally saw her first studio feature ( The Joy of Sex for 
Paramount) make it to the screen. However this was not the beginning of a sustained career in 
feature directing for Coolidge. There have been fairly long gaps between features (nothing 
released between 1985 and 1988,1988 and 1991, and nothing since 1997) -ý, Nhich she has 
filled primarily with jobs directing for television. This is not to claim that no male directors 
experience problems finding work directing features, for in a business which is as 
competitive as Hollywood such a claim would be absurd. A statistical study which sought to 
prove definitively (which I believe it would do) that women directors have a tougher time 
getting on in the industry than their white male colleagues is still to be undertaken, and is 
beyond the time available to me here. Women throughout the industry continue to comment 
that they feel discriminated against when looking for work, and available statistics suggest 
that this is indeed the case. Thus the problems faced by women directors clearly cannot, and 
should not, be evaded with the argument that breaking into directing is equalIN difficult for 
everyone making the issues of gender and racial discrimination irrelevant. 
Christina Lane has identified a flaw in Hollywood's argument that women directors 
tend to miss out on opportunities to direct big budget projects because they lack experience in 
that kind of filmmaking. As she points out, male first-time directors David Fincher and 
Michael Bay were both music video directors who made their feature debuts vvith the big 
budget science fiction/horror and action films Alien 3 (1992) and Bad Boys (1995) 
respective ly. 32 Christine Spines also draws our attention to the fact that unlike their male 
equivalents (such as Quentin Tarantino or Spike Lee) many women directors , N-ho make an 
initial splash on the cinematic scene with films that win rave reviews and generate a media 
buzz at film festivals, such as Cannes or Sundance, subsequently seem to disappear for a fexN 
years, or else sink without a trace. She gives the example of Katt Shea NN ho won excellent 
32 Lane. Feminist HoIIN, \\ood 179. 
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reviews for her film Poison lyy at the 1992 Sunclance Film Festival. ýý here Quentin 
Tarantino's Reservoir Dogs also received a huge amount of attention. Unlike Tarantino, 
Shea's only reward was a screening of the film along with earlier ones she had made for 
Roger Cori-nan at MOMA in New York, followed by six years of unemployment. Spines goes 
on to list a number of directors who,, like Shea, made a promising debut only to find it 
difficult to translate this into a sustained career: Martha Coolidge, Joan Micklin Silver. 
Darnell Martin, Tamra Davis, Susan Seidelmanan, and so on. 33 
During the course of my research I discovered that a large proportion of female 
directors either have careers which show long gaps between directing films (even if their 
previous one had been extremely successful) or evidence of having disappeared from 
directing "mainstream" (and sometimes also "independent") films altogether 
. 
3' Frequently 
these women who have "disappeared" are to be found working as directors of tele% ision. For 
instance Mira Nair has been directing for television since the release of. Kama Sutra (1996). 
Martha Coolidge has directed and produced for television since making her last feature, Out 
To Sea (1997); and others like Euzhane Palcy, Joan Micklin Silver, Susan Seidelman, and 
Darnell Martin have been directing independent features and television programmes since 
making their last "mainstream" films. 
The crucial question to ask in relation to this move into directing for television is 
how far is it by choice, and how far by necessity? Zina Mapper has argued that television 
producers are more likely to give untested directors a chance since "[i]f you don't know what 
you're doing, the producer is protected, because he finds out in three hours, not three weeks. 
That makes him more willing to bank on a new director 
- 
and that's an advantage for 
33 Spines 45. As an example of this positive critical response to Poison Ivy consider that the New York Times 
referred to it as a -commercial art film. " Quoted in a re\ ieNN bý Peter Travers, Rolling Stone 28 %la\ 1992. The\ 
Went That Away: Redefininp, File Genres, ed. Richard T. Jameson (San Francisco: Mercury House. 1994) 304. 
34 For example, Penn\ Marshall made The Preacher*s Wife in 1996 and her next film. Riding In Cars With Boys, 
has not yet been released as of September 2001. Similarlý Arný Heckerling's Clueless was released in 1995 and 
her latest film Loser was released in 2000, and Jodie Foster directed her second feature Home For The Holida\ s in 
1995 and, as of 2000 is directing her third, Flora Plum. As examples of women \ý ho have seemingly turned their 
back on directing one can point to Elaine May. director of the disastrous Ishtar ( 1987) who has returned to writin-9- 
and acting. and Amy Holden Jones who has been working as a scriptwriter since 1996. 
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women. 35 In this scenario female directors make the decision to direct for television 
primarily because they are allowed to rather than it necessarily being their first choice. As the 
one time independent filmmaker turned television director Karen Arthur says, she prefers 
working for television because "I don't have to wait eight long ý ears to do it 
... 
I'm a director, 
and a director direas. -)936 
In The New Holly)vood Jim Hillier suggests that directing for tele-vision is x ie\\ ed as 
inferior to directing features (a poor second choice as it were). Hillier argues that it is seen bý 
many as purely a career stepping stone, or something to fall back on if other directing 
opportunities dry up. 37 In this case women directors' relative success in the field of teleý ision 
directing could be read negatively as evidence of their being forever consigned to second-rate 
directing careers: a reading which would be overly simplistic. To view female directors as 
trapped in television hell against their will is not only erroneous but potentially \ er, N 
insulting. 
As Hillier himself suggests, the boundaries between television and film are graduall,, 
breaking down. More directors are willing to work in this supposedly "lesser" medium, and 
realise the advantages of, for example, directing movies for cable, such as the opportunity to 
tackle more controversial subject matter. 38 1 would add that since Hillier's book was 
published (1992) the dividing line has become even more blurred. One only has to consider 
the fact that The X-Files television series crossed over onto the big screen as X-Files. Fight 
The Future (1998); that James Cameron produced the television series. Dark Angel (2000- 
present), or that many actors who have made a name for themselves in hit television shows 
_y 
The Vampire Slaye have begun to such as Friends, The X-Files, Mad About You, and Buff 
cross over into film acting, to see evidence of this blurring at work. Although it should be 
Zina Klapper. -Movie Directors: Four \Vomen Who Get to Call the Shots in Hollywood,  
Ms., November 1985: 105. 
36 Acker 35, 
37 Ifillier 99-109. 
38 Hillier 118-119. Hillier's point is echoed in Ted Elrick's recent article. -*Mo\ es for Television: A Director's 
Medium, " DGA Magazine Sep. 1999: 46. The director John Frankenheimer is quoted as saying that he feels the 
advent of neNx technology is breaking down the demarcation line bemeen each medium all the time. and sutc. 's that 
the four cable rnov ies he has directed could neN er have been made as commercial features because the) deal with 
subject matter that mqior studios \\ould find far too controversial. 
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noted that the stigma of television has not completely disappeared since, to giý e one example. 
the media consistently criticises television actors they believe are incapable of taking on reýil 
acting roles on the big screen. 
Women directors have spoken of working in television in positive terms as an arena 
which provides welcome opportunities and creative pleasures rather than just functioning as a 
consolation prize. Referring to her direction of several episodes of HBO's 
-Sex and the 
CitN 
Susan Seidelman has said, "Cable is an excellent alternative to film especialk xN hen 
commercial film seems so geared toward teenage boys. " Similarly Martha Coolidge has 
stated that making the film Introducing Dorothy Dandridge (1999) for HBO was "one of the 
most creative experiences I've ever had. There was total creative trust from HBO. Tlie" really 
gave me the freedom 
... 
to accomplish my vision. " 39 
Leaving these comments to one side it is possible to put forward the argument that 
women directors' careers have more of a tendency to become if not exactly trapped in 
television (a word which is problematic since it implies victim status), then stalled there. 
Christina Lane does make an excellent point when she envisages the career of Susan 
Seidelman in terms of the director's ability to make use of ever expandingjob opportunities 
outside commercial Hollywood, such as a return to independent filmmaking or the 
"expanding 'niche' possibilities of television", but I would argue that she is seeing onlý part 
of the picture. The careers of the women I studied demonstrated less a sense of being able to 
move back and forth between the two mediums in a comfortable and easy movement and 
more a sense of working there as a viable alternative to directing features. Susan Seidelman 
has directed only one independent short film ( The Dutchmaster (1994)) and one independent 
feature (A Gaudi Afternoon (2000)) since making Cookie in 1989. Even taking into account 
Seidelman's aforementioned reservations about working for Hollywood it is probably safe to 
assume that a record of having directed only one full length feature in eleven years ýN ou Id not 
have been her first choice, and is indicative of the difficulties so many independent 
39 Lane, Feminist Hollywood 6-1: Darrell L. Hope. Antroducing Martha CoofidLe. - DGA Sep. 1999: 
-18. 
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filmmakers have in raising finance for their projects. Similarlý in an intervieNý vý ith Darnell 
Martin Christina Lane asks the director whether she would prefer to pursue "mainstream or 
counter cinema venues" in the future. Martin answers that she is -inclined to go ý. N ith 
whoever gives me money 
... 
and a certain amount of freedom. " Yet Martin has directed only 
one feature, Prison Song (2000) for New Line, since her debut film I Like it Like That iii 
1994, finding work directing episodes of the television series Oz (1997) in bemeen. This is 
hardly a prolific output by anybody's standards, and one which must certaink be considered I 
in the context of the percentage of days worked for women and "minorities" that I refer to 
40 
earlier in this piece 
. 
In short,, while Lane's celebration of the new opportunities for women directors 
created by the ever narrowing gap between "independent" and "mainstream" cinema, 
between film and television,, are important they must not be allowed to overshado,,, Nthe fact 
that women directors are still less likely to gain from these opportunities than their (white) 
male colleagues. For instance Linda Seger notes that although about fifty per cent of prime- 
time television series have at least one female producer, and about twenty five per cent are 
written by women, female directors still account for only around fifteen per cent of all 
television directors. 
41 
It has been widely acknowledged that Hollywood is first and foremost an industry 
which, regardless of gender or race, revolves around the ability to network and the cultivation 
of personal and business contacts (which are inextricably intertwined). As Mark Litwak has 
written,, work within the industry is frequently obtained thanks to ivho you know rather than 
what you know, and job opportunities are rarely advertised. Within this atmosphere (as 
Litwak illustrates) women and other minorities inevitably suffer because they have not been 
established long enough in Hollywood to make the kind of important contacts that are 
necessary for success there. 42 Consequently groups such as the WIF 
(Women In Film) and the 
40 Lane, Feminist Hollywood 17-S 
41 Seger 98. 
42 Litwak 120,148. 
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DGA, as well as organisations which represent the interests of other minority groups (such as 
the Black Filmmakers Foundation and The Los Angeles Latino International Film Festl\ al), 
have made it a priority to organise networking events where new filmmakers can meet people 
43 
within the industry and establish contacts 
. 
As Harriet Silverman the executive director of 
WIF has said, the major goal of that organisation is to bring about better mentoring for 
women trying to break into the industry. One of the primary aims of these organisations is 
thus to fight back against what Linda Seger sees as the tendency of male executives who ha\ e 
been mentored by white men themselves to continue the established pattern and mentor other 
44 
white men, leaving marginal groups in an isolated position 
. 
Hence the importance of the mentor relationship for women directors and indeed all 
women trying to forge a career within Hollywood. In my study of twenty six women directors 
I found evidence that a large number of them (sixteen) had benefited from the help of men at 
crucial stages in their careers 
. 
4' This figure is not surprising given that such relationships are 
crucial for anyone, man or women, attempting to break into the film industry. Yet it is 
noteworthy that so many of these women found their entrance point into the business and had 
doors opened for them by men, sustaining as it does my earlier claim that men are still the 
predominant power brokers in Hollywood. In the following section I intend to give some 
specific examples of these mentor relationships at work, noting once again that I am using 
"mentor" to indicate any individual who has practically assisted a woman director's progress 
rather than in its strictest sense as indicative of a more intellectual or spiritual advisory 
relationship between two people. 
43, For further information about the BFF, which is a non-profit organisation designed to support emerging Black 
filmmakers b% setting up information sharing and networking opportunities, see Surfview 13 Jan. 2001 <http: // 
NN-Wýýr. su fvie\\. com/ seresbff. htm. >. For information about the Latino film festival LALIFF which gi\es new 
Hispanic directors the opportunity to show their films and attend workshops, panels and so on. see Los Angeles 
Lating International Film Festival 13 Jan. 2001 <http: H \ý\\\\. latinofilm. org. >. 
44 Harriet Silverman. quoted in Kirk Honeycutt. "Int'l Center Objective for WIF's Second 20 Years, " Holl\, \%ood 
Rep. grter, 12 Dec. 1995. Hollywood Reporter Online Archives 30 Dec. 1998 <http: 1 w\ý\\. hollywoodreporter. 
com/search. asp>. Seger 54. 
4S This is not to saý that the others \\ere not invol\ ed in similar mentor relationships \ý hich I failed to find 
evidence of, and thus have not acknowledged. 
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Two of the women directors out of the fifteen I refer to above ha,. e garnered 
opportunities to direct thanks in part to the intervention of their husbands or partners. 
According to Ally Acker, Joan Micklin Silver was aided by her husband in financin_ý her 
directorial debut Hester Street (1975) after her other attempts to break into directing NN ere 
unsuccessful. Acker writes, "Silver readily admits that she might never have become a film 
director if it weren't for her husband 
. 
-)-)46 SiM ilarly the actress Sondra Locke has stated that 
her involvement with Clint Eastwood allowed her access to Eastwood's production company 
Malpaso, and Locke's first feature, Ratboy (1986), was produced by that company in 
association with its parent studio Warner. 47 
Two other directors, Penny Marshall and Sophia Coppola, were helped by famllý- 
connections. Coppola's first feature-length film, The Virgin Suicides (1999), was produced 
by her father's company Zoetrope, and thanks to her family name she received the kind of 
media attention that most neophyte directors could only dream about. On Saturday the 
fifteenth of April there was a cover feature about her entitled "Sophia Coppola: It Runs In 
The Family" in the Guardian, and also one in the Sunday Times Style section that same 
48 
weekend 
. 
Marshall gained her first opportunity to direct on the television series Laveme 
and Shirley which was produced by her brother Garry Marshall, and in which she also 
starred. In this we might compare her to the director Betty Thomas who was ushered into 
television directing thanks to a helping hand from the producer Steven Boccho. '9 Marshall 
has also been given career opportunities by other powerful figures within the industry such as 
her friend the producer Larry Gordon who asked her to step in as director on Jumping Jack 
Flash (1986), and another friend, James L. Brooks, who asked her to direct Big (1988) for his 
company Gracie Films at Twentieth Century Fox 
. 
50 Brooks' decision to offer her the career- 
making aiýg might be compared to the way Lome Michaels (the creator of Saturday Night 
4" Acker 34. 
47 IntervieN\ed in Hillier 129. 
48 Suzle MacKenzie, --Sophia Coppola: It Runs in the Familý. - Guardian 15 Apr. 2000. \\ eekend sec.: 6-12: 
Sarah Bailey. "Sofia*s Choice. " Sunday Times 16 April 2000. Style sec.: 6. 
41) See Dann\ Leigh. -*'Fhere*s Something About Bettý. - Guardian 16 June 2000. Review sec.: 12. 
50 See LaN\ rence Crown. Penny Marshall: An Unauthorized Biopraphy of the Director and Comedienne (Los 
Angeles: Renaissance Books. 1999) 92, and Abramowitz. Is That a Gun? 295. 
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Live) offered his one-time colleague Penelope Spheeris ajob directing her first mainstream 
studio feature, Wayne's World (1992). 51 
Finally it should be said that the careers of the women directors I looked at contained 
several incidences of established male directors who acted in a mentor capacitN. and often 
these names occur more than once. Christina Lane reports that Spike Lee helped Darnell 
Martin get accepted at New York University to study film after she had been rejected twice. 
Having met her when she worked as Assistant Director of Photography on Do The Right 
Thing (1989) he made a telephone call to N. Y. U on her behalf 
. 
52 The director of Tank Girl 
(1995) Rachel Talalay began her career as the producer of several of John Waters' films, 
which eventually led to production work on the Nightmare On Elm Street series and the 
opportunity to direct Freddy's Dead (1991) for New Line. Martha Coolidge Ný as put on the 
payroll at Zoetrope after Francis Ford Coppola saw her documentary Not A Preqy Picture 
(1975), and she also found that director Renny Harlin's help was crucial in getting her sixth 
feature Rambliniz Rose (199 1) made: his then girlfriend Laura Dern was attached to the 
project and Harlin managed to convince the production company Carolco to bring it to the 
screen. 53 In addition Kathryn Bigelow found the assistance of Oliver Stone, who she had met 
when she made The Loveless (1982), to be important in helping her raise financing for Blue 
Steel (1990), on which he was also a producer. 54 
With regards to the same male director's names appearing more than once ýýe can 
point to Martin Scorsese and especially Steven Spielberg. Scorsese has been mentioned as 
someone who had an impact on the careers of Amy Holden Jones and Allison Anders. Jim 
Hillier writes that Scorsese was ajudge at a film festival where a documentary made by Jones 
won first prize. She later wrote to him and was taken on as an assistant on Taxi Driver 
(1976). 55 In the case of Allison Anders the production notes of Grace Of My Hea (1996) 
5' Spheeris had previously \Norked as a producer for Michaels. See Cole and Dale. 217-218 
52 Lane, Feminist HolIN Nk ood 155. 
51 See AmbramoNvitz, Is That a Gun 146. Lane. Feminist HolIN wood 69. 
54 See "Walk on the Wild Side, " Monthly Film Bulletin NoN. 1990: 312-3. 
55 Hillier 50-5 1. 
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inform Lis that he collaborated with her closely on that film in his role as executive producer. 
These notes also reveal that after attending film school Anders wrote several letters to the 
director Wim Wenders who eventually came to Los Angeles to see her first super 8 film. and 
subsequently gave her work on Paris, Texas (1984). 
It has been acknowledged that Steven Spielberg has career-making power. and on the 
evidence of his involvement in the backgrounds of two of the women directors I studied this 
certainly seems to be the case. " Rachel Abramowitz reports that it was Spielberg XN ho 
advised Penny Marshall that she would make a good director, having seen her abilit" to 
interact with all the creative types who gathered at the house she shared with her then 
husband, Rob Reiner. He told Marshall's agent Mike Ovitz that she should consider moý ing 
into directing. " Spielberg provided director Mimi Leder with her first opportunity to direct 
features, offering her the big budget action movies The Peacemaker ( 1997) and Deep Impact 
(1998) for his studio DrearnWorks. He knew Leder through her work as director on ER, the 
television series which he had been involved in producing. 58 Finally Spielberg's name also 
appeared at a relevant point in the career of Martha Coolidge when, as Rachel Abramowitz 
states, he helped get her film Crossing Delancey (1988), in which his girlfriend Amý Irving 
was to star, off the ground. '9 
This catalogue of examples illustrates three main facts: firstly that success in the 
industry rests partially on one's ability to network, to translate personal and business 
connections into job opportunities; secondly that most female directors find themselves 
mentored by powerful men rather than women (although the last section of this piece wi II 
suggest that this may be changing); and thirdly that it is principally white men who are the 
power-brokers and career-makers in the film industry, and that in some instances the strength 
of their word can open doors faster than simple evidence of one's talent ever could. It is this 
56 For example Mick Garris, one of his team on the TV series Amazing Stories has said -'ýN'hen Steý en Spielberg 
hires you, all the people who wouldn't even read your scripts find them brilliant. " Quoted in John Baxter. Ste\ en 
Spielberg: The Unauthorised Biography (London: HarperCollins, 1997) 283. 
57 Abramowitz. Is That a Gun 295. 
58 See Peter Bart, The Gross: The Hits, the Flops 
- 
The Summer that Ate Hollywood (NeNý York: St %farlin*s 
Griffin. 2000) 84. 
59 Abramowitz. Is That a Gun 139. 
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last fact which begins to identify the potentially problematic nature of the mentor relationship 
for women in Hollywood. Mentoring is essential because it allows an individual access to 
those who have the power to say "yes" to projects, but it also continues to represent a 
hierarchical structure in which the mentor (nearly always male and white) is perceived to 
hold al I the power, and the women being mentored to be largely powerless. 
Which is not to say that women directors have not spoken positi,.,, ely about their 
experiences of mentorship. Indeed it would be unlikely that they had not since these 
relationships have in many instances helped shape their careers. Kathryn BigeloxN has stated 
that without Oliver Stone's support Blue Steel. might never have been made. 60 Martha 
Coolidge has been quoted as saying that meeting and being helped by Coppola w-as an 
"incredible, pivotal, significant event, because to an East Coast independent filmmaker. 
Hollywood seems extremely far away. Particularly to a woman. I had no relatives in the 
business or [any] reason to think I would have an easy access . -)-)6 1 Finally, Allison Anders has 
been eager to publicly acknowledge the assistance she has received from her mentors 
Scorsese and Wenders. 
In the Premiere Women In Hollyýyood Special 1996 she refers to the extensive notes 
that Scorsese provided during the making of the film, joking that she calls them '*the Lord's 
List of Favored Takes". and that she and her editor often refer to him as "Our Father Who Art 
,, 
62 in Manhattan. The production notes for Grace Of My Heart declare that -Anders without 
hesitation, gratefully acknowledges the men in her life who have been supportive of her 
career and while grounding her fictional characters in reality, related on a very personal level 
to the central relationship in the movie. " Anders then goes on to describe one of her film's 
characters, Joel Millner who is the female protagonist's manager. as a kind of mentor figure: 
"For every Denise Waverly there was a Joel Millner, and I wanted to portray his role in her 
life for being supportive and encouraging. I wanted her to have one guy she could count on 
60 
"Walk on the Wild Side" 313. 
61 AbramoxN itz. Is That a Gun 146. 
62 Josh Rottenberg. -The Big Picture, " Premiere Women In Hollywood Special 1996: 
7-3 
and it wasn't about sex. " Thus the help Anders has received from men ýý ithin the inclustrý is 
not only publicised by her,, but becomes part of the marketing strategy in the sellin-, 
-, 
of one of 
her films. 
However in a. Sight and Sound article published a year before Grace Of My Heart 
was released Anders expressed some regret at speaking publicly about the vvaý she had sent 
letter after letter to Wim Wenders before she secured her first directing job since she was 
now receiving the same treatment from "a slew of wannabe boy directors". In this article 
Anders insists 
I didn't do it because I thought Wim would help me make movies or make me famous 
or anything. I just loved his movies. I was an obsessed fan 
... 
These kids seem to ha\ e 
an agenda in mind, to become famous or get their films produced. but I ne\ er did I 
guess I wasn't very ambitious. 63 
On one level Anders' words can be understood as a statement from a woman who is tired of 
receiving correspondence from would-be filmmakers who are desperate for her help. On 
another it might be interpreted as suggestive of a few underlying tensions in the mentorship 
issue 
- 
as indeed might her earlier quip which refers to Scorsese as a God-like and hence 
traditionally patriarchal figure, and implies a relationship where he is held in great admiration 
and respect but in which his considerable authority is also acknowledged. Perhaps Anders 
does not want to be viewed as someone who aggressively pursued her career (like those 
"wannabe boy directors" who keep writing to her). Or perhaps she realises that others might 
be encouraged to see her as someone else's creation, rather than considering her and her 
films on their own terms. 
Before I move on to a fuller consideration of the reasons why the concept of 
mentorship is problematic for women directors it should be noted that the relationship 
between two individuals (one with power, one without) is potentially as beneficial to the 
mentor as it is to the one being mentored. One might suggest that for indix iduals like 
B. Rub), Rich. --Slugging it Out For SurviN al. " Sight and Sound Apr. 1995): 16. 
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Spielberg or Scorsese to be seen to be helping women directors (or indeed anyone else of 
either gender for that matter) get on in the industry can only be good for their o\\ n public 
image. This statement is not meant to be read as a completely cynical vieNN of the action-, of 
such individuals, nor to imply that their actions have not had extremely positiN e effects on the 
careers of individual female directors, and potentially on those of all female directors. By 
showing confidence in Leder's ability to direct big budget action films Spielberg sends a 
message to the rest of the industry which might encourage them to act in the same Ný ay. Yet it 
is meant to indicate that self-interest as well as altruism might have some place in these 
actions. For example Peter Bart relates that Leder was chosen to direct Deep linpact after 
Spielberg decided to pull out of directing duties. Bart writes, "No one can duck out of a 
project faster than Spielberg... if something goes awry; in this case, when he learned of 
Armageddon (1998). The director had no intention of finding himself in a competitiN e 
situation, even if he had a clear head start. , 6' As a result Spielberg's choice of Leder had 
considerations beyond the desire to help her career, and was presumably aided b,,, his 
knowledge that she was not only talented but available, relatively inexpensive, and able to 
bring a film in on time and on budget, as she had done with The Peacemaker. Similarly John 
Baxter argues that Spielberg has been known to depict himself as a benevolent father figure 
who likes to guide his "children" (new filmmakers) into the industry under his tutelage. 
Hence the fact,, claims Baxter, that the Amblin' building has been referred to as "The 
Vatican" with Spielberg as its Hollywood pope 
. 
6' The example of Spielberg is intended to 
prove that one must refrain from making quickjudgements about the dynamics at work in 
these mentor relationships since they are inevitably more complex than they might first 
appear. 
66 
64 Bart 84. 
6-' Baxter. 267,283. 
66 1 might also hax e used the example of Roger Corman to illustrate this point. In his autobiography How I Made a 
Hundred Films in Hollywood and Never Lost a Dime, (Ne%ý York: Da Capo Press. 1998) Corman likes to 
represent himself as a great mentor and champion of young filmmakers. He states (216) that-The Corman school 
had an unusually high "enrolment' of promisitig women... I aký a\ s felt inclined to gi\ c women an equal shot, e\ en 
xploitation in those days. - While it is certainl. v true that Cornlýln though not many women were keen to work in eI 
helped young filmmakers. including several women, get their first break, this fact must not simpl\ be taken at 
face 
value but also considered in the context of the knoxvledge that Corman himself (as he freel. y admits) benct-ited Crom 
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Christina Lane raises a similar point in a discussion of Kathr3-n BigeloxN. ýhe Ný rites 
that one of the director's most well known collaborations is Nvith her now ex-husband Janie, 
Cameron,, and goes on to argue as follows: 
That Bigelow was married to him raises the uneasy issue for feminists about how to 
approach the work of women who seek production opportunities and financial 
success by making use of their male connections 
... 
Rather than attempt to 
-, 
I oss oN er 
these relationships, which are inevitable in a male-dominated industry, by positing a 
binary opposition in which a female author either exists alone or not at all. we need 
to acknowledge this kind of partnership as a valuable and fruitful aý eime for 
women's access into mainstream film and as a pragmatic necessit-N. 
However Lane also goes on to challenge the assumptions we make Ný hen NN e sImpIN assurne 
that Cameron was the member of the partnership with the most power 
- 
the one %ý ho %ý as 
always able to get projects pushed through. Lane states that in an intervie%N ýN ith BiueloN% she 
learned that it was she who suggested that Cameron be brought in as executive producer on 
Point Break (1991), and thus she was creating career opportunities for him in this instance 
rather than the other way round. As Bigelow says, "[W]henever analysts... stud,, the career of 
men and women in the entertainment business, they assume that any collaboratk e effort 
between a man and a woman, somehow is more beneficial to the woman than the man. -67 
Lane's subsequent conclusion is a valuable one: that feminist film theorists must 
never cease to interrogate "the nature of male/female collaborations v, ithin mainstream 
production 
. 
3i, 68 It is also what this chapter attempts, although xN ith the realisation that this is a 
potentially huge area for study which is still to be fully explored. As a similar example to that 
proposed by Lane I would mention the way in which Jon Peters is often said to have helped 
give his then girlfriend Barbra Streisand the confidence to try directing. For example the 
only hav ing to paN his emploý ces a meagre salary. and (in the case of women) the realitý that Corman"s '. - fe 
. 
minki" 
sympath ics were far from consistent. For instance he rex eal s( 18 1-2) that the Private Duty N urses . -\ ssociati on 
complained that the New World film The Student Nurses (directed bý Stephanie Rothman) portraý ed nurscý, in a 
sexual manner that was offensi \e and inaccurate. He saý s that th is complaint led to h is dec isi on to name the -, cq uel 
Private Duty Nurses. 
67 Lane, Feminist Hollywood 102. 
68 Lane, Feminist Hollywood 103. 
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producer Polly Platt has been quoted as saying, "I do believe that if hadn*t been for Jon. she 
wouldn't have directed ever. He pushed her. " Yet Peters began his career as Streisand's 
hairdresser, and subsequently made a name for himself in the industry after becoming I- 
involved in a relationship with the star and appointing himself as her manager. In this context 
Streisand is clearly the powerful one of the couple with the ability to make careers. Lane's 
comments force us to question the validity of the assumptions xý e make about the poxN er 
relations within a seemingly clear cut mentor and mentored construction. Although it is still 
the case (as the statistical evidence strongly suggests) that white men hold the most poNNer iti 
Hollywood, one must also recognise that their power is also upheld by the perception that 
men are inevitably more powerful than women. As a result there is a real danger that some 
women who want to work in Hollywood will allow this perception to undermine their 
attempts to work in that arena. 69 
There are Never Any Easy Answers: the Problematic Nature of Mentorship 
Why then might the idea of mentorship pose so many potential problems for vvomen? 
It is worth looking to a theory of poetic history advanced by Harold Bloom in The Anxiety Of 
Influence to begin answering this question. Bloom's contention is that strong poets make 
history by misreading one another and clearing imaginative space for themsek es. He 
envisages poetry as an Oedipal struggle between a metaphorical father and son, ,ý ith each 
new poet having to confront the poetic legacy of his father before emerging as an artist in his 
own right. In Bloom's model women are consigned to the position of muse: they are there to 
inspire male creativity but not to be creative in their own right. I mention Bloom here because 
it is possible to find similar theoretical tendencies at , vork in the construction of film history. 
As I comment in chapter one the conception of the director as auteur primarily attributes the 
69 pollý, Platt is quoted in Abramowitz. Is That a Gun 98. Jon Peters produced films such as A Star Is 
Boni ( 19-6) 
and, al'ong Nvith Peter Guber. Flashdance (1983). He is also credited bý Justin Wyatt in High 
CmiccptAIo\ ic, and 
Marketing in Hollywoood (Austin: The UmN ersitý of 1'exas Press. 1994) as a keý plaý er in the birth of the "Ifigh 
Concept" film (134-9). 
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creative force behind a film to a strong male director, while women (as actresses. 
screenwriters, etc. ) are frequently consigned to a secondar.,,,. muse-like role. 'O 
If we consider a work such as Gerald Mast and Bruce F. Kaýý in's A Short HistorN of 
the Movies it is possible to draw comparisons between the way it structures film historN and 
Bloom's poetic model. Mast and Kawin evoke the sense that there is a masculine lineage 
which runs through cinematic history, with young directors stepping in xý here their directorial 
ancestors left off and using these ancestors generic legacy as the creative base for their oN% n 
films. For instance they write that the directors "Ince, Ford and Hart would later pass on these 
legacies 
- 
the power of movement within vast western vistas and the dignity of the good-bad 
men who inhabit these spaces 
- 
to their successors: Ford's younger brother, John, as xNel I as 
Howard Hawks, Sam Peckinpah, and many others. " As additional examples the "new 
American auteurs" of New Hollywood are referred to as being "film authors in the fullest 
sense of a Griffith 
... 
Ford,, Hitchcock, Godard, Fellini, Bergman. or Kurosaýýa... ": and 
Woody Allen is compared to Harold Lloyd, Buster Keaton, Groucho Marx and Charlie 
Chaplin. " 
When women directors are mentioned by Mast and Kawin they are either reeled off 
in a rapid list (as in the case of a page which documents merely the names and films directed 
by some American women s ince the seventies), or spoken about as if they are c reat iýeIN 
connected by their ownfemale orfeminine lineage (as in the case of French directors like 
Germaine Dulac, Marie Epstein, Agnes Varda and Nelly Kaplan ýý ho are said to have "gk eii 
France the claim to the longest of female centred cinematic narrati,, e traditions"). Mast and 
Kawhi's book also reveals the tendency to consign women to the role of muse when thev 
write that Giulietta Masina "is the soul of [Federico] Fellini, his Nvife offscreen and the 
central figure of many of his fi, MS., -72 
70 Harold Bloom, The Anxiety of Influence (Oxford: Oxford UniN ersitý Press. 197 1) 5- 14. 
71 Gerald Mast and Bruce F. Kawin. A Short History of the Movies (New York: \kicmillan Publishilip- 
CompanN, 1992) 107,443.444. 
72 Mast and Kt\\ in 37 1.538.326. 
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In this way constructions of literary and film historN ýý hich rel% on identitý in, 
-, 
the 
connections between "great men" over time are inevitably un,. ý-orkable , N-hen it comes to 
recognising and identifying the place of women artists in the equation. As Judith Mayne has 
said of Dorothy Arzner, the existing myths and structures of cinematic histor,, (based on the 
lives of men) made for a problematic fit when applied to the story of Arzner's career in 
Hollywood. It was not enough simply to substitute woman for man mhen telling that tale 
since such models were founded on male rather than female experience. As a more current 
example of this we might point to John Baxter's biography of Steven Spielberg. Baxter refers 
to an anecdote which has become part of the Spielberg legend. Namely that as a young maii 
trying to break into the industry he simply walked onto the Universal lot one day and acted as 
if he worked there. As a result he developed contacts such as studio executi\ e Sidney Jay 
Sheinberg who, fittingly for the aforementioned concept that Hollywood's historý,, is the story 
of metaphorical father and son relationships, is said to have regarded Spielberg as a 
4 r. surrogate son". While this anecdote is based on truth it also fulfils a role as part of the 
"Spielberg myth", depicting as it does a man who was so determined to succeed as a director 
that he took his fate into his own hands. As Baxter says, Spielberg himself has been vague 
about the amount of time he spent hanging around at Universal, often altering dates to fit in 
with another aspect of the Spielberg myth: that he had his first directing job before lie vý as 
twenty-one. It is doubtful that such mythic elements would work for a female director since a 
women walking onto a studio lot in the way Spielberg is said to have done ýýould not only be 
more noticeable, but also unlikely to be mistaken for the nephe,, v of the studio chairman 
(another incidence of the patriarchal model at work) in the way that Spielberg is said to haN e 
been. " 
Mayne argues that Arzner's success as a director was explained by some 
commentators in relation to her connections with men. That is. the 
biographical fact that she 
was the daughter of a Hollywood restaurateur, as Nvell as the erroneous assumption 
that the 
71 Baxter 50-4. 
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director James Cruze helped Arzner to get her first director's contract, became the reasons 
why she achieved what she did: because she was a woman director the perception NN as there 
had to be a reason for her achievements because her success was so unusual. Thus xN e haN e 
identified one of the potential dangers of mentorship for women directors. The male mentor 
is apt to be interpreted as the reason for her success rather than a nurturer of her talent. For 
example one only has to consider the way critics of Penny Marshall*s work have maintained 
that she owes her career to nepotism rather than ability. " 
Another danger is that this relationship can be read in sexual terms. Christina Lane 
has argued that any discussion of mentorship requires that we "critically circumvent the Iong 
history of the ideology of 'sexual favours'... through which women's hard work and 
i, 15 professional authority are undermined by sexual innuendo. Any history of Nýomen in 
Hollywood certainly could not fail to recognise that such beliefs are well-established (think 
of the idea of the "casting couch" for instance), with the result that women's talents are 
reducible to their appearance, to their bodies, rather than being conceived of in intellectual 
terms. In this way men's power to control their progress in the industry is reaffirmed. As an 
example of a woman director being referred to in these terms we might point to comments 
made to Producer Lawrence Kasanoff about Kathryn Bigelow. Kasanoff reports that after he 
hired Bigelow to direct Blue Steel several people asked if he was interested in her 
romantical ly. 76 Nor is it only female directors who receive such treatment. Rachel 
Abramowitz notes that the studio head Sherry Lansing, who has had had several powerful 
male mentors throughout her career, has been accused of sleeping with everý' man she has 
ever worked with. Lansing, as Ambrarnowitz reveals, has been relentlessly sexualised 
throughout her career. Her appointment to her first major studio job in 1979 was even 
" Judith Mayne. Directed BN Dorothy Arzner (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana Uni\ ersity Pre,, -,. 1994) 
151-2. 
75 Lane, Feminist Holl\, \Nood 102. 
76 See Bernstein. "A Change in Direction"" 
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reported in the New York Times with the headline "Sherry Lansing, Fon-ner Model. \amed 
Head Of Fox Production Sý-). 77 
Bearing in mind the dangers of the mentorship model for women one N%ould expect 
feminist critics to treat it with some reservation. It is possible to tease out such reservations in 
a comment made by Hilary DeVries about Jodie Foster. De Vries praises Foster as a female 
star who is unique because she has achieved success as a director on her oxN n rather than 
being assisted by a powerful man. The implication here is that the female director \\ ho stands 
alone, or at least creates the impression that she does, is more credible and perhaps e% en more 
feminist than the women who looks to men within the industry for help. This celebration of 
the female loner might also be identified in the way Kathryn Bigelow has been ýN Htten abOLIt, 
although in Bigelow's case I would argue that she has been criticised by some for being 
quasi-masculine (a privileged member of the male action director's club) even Ný hi le others 
have celebrated what they see as her exceptional strength within a male-dominated industry. 
DeVries statement also reveals the shortcomings of making assumptions about the poýý er 
relationships between men and women out of context. She writes that Barbara Streisand ýý as 
aided by her "powerful producer boyfriend" Jon Peters without identifying Streisand"s role in 
making Peters powerful in the first place. She also fails to situate her comment against the 
backdrop of an industry where the careers of both men and women are forged from personal 
78 
and business connections. 
Reservations about women's role in the mentorship equation, and more generally as 
participants in an industry which is structured on the hierarchical relationships between 
(usually white) men, might usefully be considered in the context of feminist antipathy 
towards male forms and structures in general. Incidentally I put the words "usually white" in 
brackets deliberately because as Jesse Algeron Rhines notes, successful black male producers 
and directors (and presumably other non-white male executives) haý-e sometimes forged 
77 Abramowitz. Is That a Gun? 155-6. 
, 
cles Times II Dec. 1994' 16, LosAngeles Times Online 78 Hilary De Vries. --Command Performance. " Los Anv 
Archives 27 Jan. 1999 < http: /, pqasb. pqarchi\ cr. com]atimes> 
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bonds with one another that have worked to exclude women of colour. 79 In Camera Politica 
Ryan and Kellner write that early feminists saw feminism not onlý as a critique of the 
" content of patriarchal society" but also of "its organizational forms" ýý hich ,, N ere 
"antithetical to feminist ideals of equality, democracy and participation. " The-\ go on to 
describe how the late seventies and early eighties saw the feminist moN ement sp I it bet\\ ceii 
mainstream factions who saw acceptance into the male business world as indicati\ e of sexual 
equality and more radical factions who believed that the success of the movement rested on 
remaining apart from that world. 
To illustrate this split the book reproduces two covers of the magazine Ms., one from 
1976 and the other from 1986. The earlier one depicts a battered woman Nvith a black eN e. 
and the later one shows an archetypal eighties career woman dressed in a poNNer suit and 
holding a pen. The message that such a juxtaposition carries is clear. Women's priorities haý e 
shifted from raising awareness of their oppression at the hands of men, to aping the male 
structures that underpin that oppression. Consequently the entrance of women directors and 
others into the mainstream film industry (another arena which is perceived to be organised r-I 
along patriarchal lines) can be interpreted as one of the possible instigators of these \ er\ 
tensions. Tensions which might also serve as background to the split in feminist film theory 
between those who have argued that the female filmmaker's best chance for autonomous 
expression lies firmly outside the Hollywood film industry (in documentarN making. feminist 
counter-cinema and so on), and those who believe integration is not only possible but 
desirable. 80 
If the dominance of male mentors and industry networks predicated on the 
hierarchical relationships between men pose problems for women. is there a viable alternatiN e 
to either of these things? Mark Litwak has identified the efforts of organisations like the WIF, 
as well as organisations created to cater to the interests of black filmmakers, Latmo 
79 Jesse Algeron Rhines. Black Film, 'White Money (New Brunswick. New Jerse\ - Rutgers Unjvcr,, tý Press. 1996) 
99. 
80 Michael Ryan and Douglas Kellner. Camera Politica: The Politics and Ideology ot'Contemporar\ 1jollv\%ood 
Film (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press. 1990) 30.1 336-7. 
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filmmakers and so on, to set up events where these groups can meet up and help one another 
as "something of a counterpoint to the old boys network. "" Elsewhere Irene Lacher charts 
the growth of new fernale-centred networks in Hollywood which have formed around the 
steadily increasing number of women gaining powerful executive positions in HollyxNood. 
Lacher writes that these groups have their own bonding rituals based around what is ofteti 
referred to as the "power shower" (baby showers, wedding showers, birthday showers, job 
showers) which act as a counterpoint to those enjoyed by Hollywood men (pla\ ing sports 
together, Jeffrey Katzenberg's legendary all-male rafting trips etc. ). She also quotes 
Columbia Tristar Vice Chairwoman Lynda Obst as saying that this neýN type of nemork is 
like "a tree of girls 
- 
enormously dense branches and strong interrelations, and a very high 
quality of both mentoring and alliances. " In this new fon-nulation women on the rise set out to 
mentor other women trying to get a foothold on the career ladder in the same NN aN that men 
have always done. 
82 
Lacher also offers evidence that these new networks have begun to haý-e positi\ e 
effects for women in the industry. For instance she reveals that Nora Ephron mentored Eynda 
Obst when they were both working as magazine journalists in New York in the seventies. 
Years later Obst was able to return the favour by recruiting Ephron to make her directing 
debut (This Is My Life (1992)). One might also point to situations wliere fernale stars have 
helped other women win job opportunities. Geena Davis chose Martha Coolidge, ýý hom she 
knew through her then husband Renny Harlin, to direct Angie (1994) in preference to 
Jonathan Kaplan; and Meryl Streep helped persuade ABC films to hire Nora Ephron to write 
Silkwood (1983 ). 83 Female directors have also sought to help their female colleagues. 
Christina Lane reports that Martha Coolidge, who has been consistently outspoken in 
Hollywood on feminist issues relating to film, wrote two articles for American Film in the 
seventies with the intention of providing addresses of festivals and showcase opportunities 
81 I-awak 149. 
82 Irene Lacher. -A NeNN Kind of NeM ork-ing, " Los Angeles Times 2 Man 1997. Home ed. Calendar ý, cc .: 8. I, oý, 
Anaeles Times Online. Archives 20 Nov. 1999 <http: //pqasb. pqarchi\ er. com/latimes>. 
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which might benefit other independent directors. " She is also quoted in Lacher's article as 
saying that she tries to work with other women whenever possible. In addition B. Rub), 
- 
Rich 
notes that Allison Anders and Kathryn Bigelow have both been acti,,. e in the Independent 
Feature Project mentoring program which seeks to encourage young female filmmakers. "ý 
Despite the undeniably positive side of the construction and promotion of 
"alternative" networks one must nevertheless approach them theoretically \ý ith the same 
caution afforded the original structures (the "old boys network") which they seek to replace. 
Just as I turned earlier to Bloom's theory of poetic influence as a theoretical backdrop to 
issues of mentoring, I intend to use the work of Elaine Showalter. who has answered theories 
such as Bloom's with her own alternative conceptual isation of literary histor-ý, in this 
instance. 
In "Feminist Criticism in the Wilderness" Showalter advocates that feminist critics 
refrain from using male critical theory since "So long as we look to andocentric models for 
our most basic principles 
- 
even if we revise them by adding the feminist frame of reference 
- 
we are learning nothing new. " Instead she calls for "a feminist criticism that is genuinely 
women centred, independent, and intellectually coherent", although she adds some\, N hat 
paradoxically that she does "not mean to endorse the separatist fantasies of radical feminist 
visionaries-)-,. 86 1 say paradoxically since it is hard to imagine how a rejection of male theory 
and the embrace of a true feminist criticism (if in fact that is not an impossibility in itself) 
could be classified as anything other than separatist or marginal. In another essay Showalter 
suggests that one of the organising principles of this new feminine/feminist theory of literary 
history should be the relationship between mother and daughter rather than father and son: 
"As the death of the father has always been an archetypal rite of passage for the Western 
hero, now the death of the mother as witnessed and transcended by the daughter has become 
84 Lane. Feminist Hollywood 68. 
8S Rich. 
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one of the most profound occasions of female literature. "" This alternatiN e conception of 
literature as a kind of artistic relay race between mother and daughter finds parallels in film 
history. For instance in the preface to Cole and Dale's book of inter-\ IeNý s Ný ith women 
directors they include a photograph of Ida Lupino beside her director's chair xý hich is 
emblazoned with the phrase "The Mother Of all Of Us". The caption to this photo twists this 
phrase round to read "Ida Lupino: The Mother Of Us All". 88 In this way the authors use 
evidence of Lupino's preference for referring to herself as "mother", which according to 
Louise Heck-Rabi she actually felt expressed the "feminine" and nurturing wa,, she handled 
her crew, as a means of representing a symbolic mother figure from which a succession of 
women can trace their directorial heritage. 89 
As another example we can refer to Quentin Curtis' article on Gillian Armstrong in 
which he states that the director is "a pioneer and a role model", and that other Australian 
women directors view her as "the mother of modem women's film. "90 Or Jodie Foster's 
interview with Ingrid Sischy in Interview magazine (discussed at length in chapter fix e) in 
which she is photographed looking like Dorothy Arzner, and thus utilises the image of a 
pioneering female director which would be widely recognised by feminist film theorists to 
infon-n her own debut as a film director. In other words the daughter draws on the inother 
director whose work she wishes to emulate and perhaps even surpass. 
However this alternative model brings with it its own problems. For one thing it 
relies on a simple reversal of the old male structures with the result that some of the 
underlying flaws within those structures may remain unchanged. The old hierarchies which 
privilege powerful white males as the power-brokers and career-makers of Hollywood could 
simply be transformed into new ones which move towards greater equality by admitting 
white women in this capacity, and yet fail to consider whether these structures could be made 
87 Elaine Showalter. "Toward a Feminist Poetics. " The New Feminist Criticism, 13-5 88 Cole and Dale 13. 
89 Louise Heck-Rabi. Women Filmmakers: A Critical RegýptLon (New Jersey and London: The Scarecro%k Prc,, ýý,. 
1984) 241-21. 
90 Quentin Curtis. 
-The Mother of Modem MoN les. - Independent On Sunday. 19 Mar. 1995, CD-RO\l ed.. 30. 
Italics Mine. 
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fairer by making more fundamental changes or overhauling them completely. Or to put it 
another way, the idea of "The Mother of Us All" does not do enough to acknowledge the 
differences between women which are based on things other than gender. As a %% hite. female 
director Ida Lupino may not be so easily embraced as a symbolic "mother" fi ure by female 9 
filmmakers of colour who wish to stress the contribution of non-white women directors to 
film history. In addition the celebration of an "old girls" network based on x\ hat are perceived 
as common interests between women rather than men (Irene Lacher notes that sonle fernale 
studio executives see motherhood as the "glue" which holds them together) is in grm e danger 
of becoming locked in essentialist thought patterns by failing to acknowledge the differences 
which divide women, and which may have a bearing on their career within the industry, as 
well as the things they have in common. 
The tendency of this alternative structure to search for female role models and 
pioneers to celebrate also has the effect of putting pressure on women in Hollywood. 
Although it is true that visible role models are important if women are to be encouraged iii 
thinking that there is a place for them within the industry, the other side of the coin is that any 
woman who is held up in this way ceases to be simply a director and becomes instead a 
symbol of something deeper, such as the triumph of female tenacity in a patriarchal areiia. 
The potential result is a situation where every decision she makes is subject to intense 
feminist scrutiny and possibly censure, and every personal success or failure also becomes 
the success or failure of women as a whole. Gillian Armstrong has said that having directed 
her first film (My Brilliant Career (1979)) she felt that she "was actually carrying all women 
in Australia on my shoulders. "91 Similarly Mimi Leder has expressed concern about the'ýNay 
several women held her up as a "poster child" for female directors because she had directed 
the big budget action film The Peacemaker: Leder's job opportunity became a symbol of 
hope that the industry was gradually becoming more female director-friendly. and the director 
91 Seger 89. 
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felt this laid an enormous amount of responsibility at her door. 92 Both male and female 
directors are subject to the same career finishing box office flops (Elaine May's Ishtar ( 1987) 
and Michael Cimino's Heaven's Gate (1980) for example). but it is onl) women for whom 
personal failure can be extrapolated into a representation of women's tendenc,, 
- 
to fail as a 
whole. As Todd McCarthy argues, Elaine May probably -set back the cause of women 
directors in Hollywood by ten years... [E]very negative notion that an-y male executi\e might 
want to have about how difficult it might be to work with a woman director xý as confirmed b\ 
her. , 93 It is hardly surprising then that some women directors should balk at being labelled as 
feminist icons in this way. 
To summarise this last section it is clear that there is no simple solution to the 
problems inherent in the idea of Hollywood as either an "old boys" network or an -old girls'" 
one. Instead one has to recognise the possibilities offered to women by these alternative 
female structures while realising that they will not automatically solve all the problems faced 
by marginal groups within Hollywood. There is a danger, as recognised by Christina Lane, 
that we as feminist critics become caught up in an ahistorical romanticisation of the 
connections and bonds between women filmmakers rather than making a clear-headed 
examination of the facts. Lane states she is aware of this, yet she also writes that the 
emerging female counterpoint to the "old boys" network is one which "emphasizes 
collaboration and connection over competition and isolation". " This statement implies that a 
female or feminist network is more caring and sharing and less cut-throat than its male 
equivalent: an argument which not only buys into the idea of women*s essential difference 
from men, but which must also be examined in light of the fact that women in power do not 
necessarily act in vastly dissimilar ways to their male colleagues. Martha Coolidge has 
argued that at least in the early days of women's attempts to break into Hol IyNN ood the lack of 
career opportunities meant that it was every woman for herself As a result of this our 
92 See Susan Karlin, "Rank and File, " Ho]IN, \Nood Reporter 9 Dec. 1997: 4, Hollywood Reporter Online Archi\c, 
31 Dec. 
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celebration of the new avenues to success which are opening up for some women in 
Hollywood should not preclude an examination of how those avenues themselves are 
structured. 9' 
To conclude, this chapter has set out to demonstrate that mentorship is not onlý a 
necessity for female directors but for anyone trying to break into the film industr\. To 
advocate that women reject it because it represents an inherently "masculine" ý\ ay of doin, 
-, 
things is a mistake since the result would be to marginalise women even further. Yet as I have 
argued it is also a problematic concept, both for feminist film theory and for real women 
working in Hollywood. 
Much of this piece has been concerned with historicising and contextualising the 
ways women directors have entered into the industry. In doing so I am addressing a need 
identified by Rosalind Coward, although in relation to film rather than literature. She -,, N, rites 
that "we need to know about the institutions which make a piece of writing available". OnIN 
by examining how the industry itself is structured, and learning about the cinematic 
institutions that make film available is it possible to understand women's position -ý. N ithin that 
96 industry 
. 
It is possible that some feminist critics may interpret this research xN 1th its 
concentration on the unequal position of women in Hollywood as regressive, since theN 
desire that we move away from the expression of "female victimhood- towards a more 
celebratory examination of the achievements women have made. Certainly there are risks 
involved in viewing Hollywood simply as a "boy's club" or a "closed shop" since such 
metaphors can give women the impression that there is no point even trying to gain access to 
such a male-dominated arena. Nevertheless such risks must not discourage us from our 
attempts to provide an overview of the unequal situation of the female director, and by 
extension all marginal groups, in Hollywood as it stands. As long as we acknowledge that 
there are some positive tales to tell, and that all women ý, vithin the industrý- do not experience 
95 Abramowitz. Is That a Gun? 147. 
96 Rosalind Coward, "Are Women's Novels Feminist Novels? " The New Feminist Criticism. 226. 
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exactly the same problems (nor necessarily gender-based problerns), such an oý erv 1eNN has 
much to contribute to feminist film theory. 
Christina Lane has argued that we should rethink the idea that poýý er floýN s on 1ý top 
to bottom in the film industry and view it as also flowing out into local power centres, 
meaning that everyone potentially has power and thus women and other minorlties are inside 
rather than marginal to that industry. She locates this potential power in the ability of people 
to embody both dominant and resistant discourses at the same time, and in the fact that 
neither a film nor its director can embody a single unifying theme to the exclusion of all 
others. While I agree that women and minorities need to be considered as insiders, and their 
contributions to the mainstream film industry embraced rather than rejected or hidden, I 
would add an important point that Lane apparently overlooks in her statement, and ýN li 1ch this 
chapter has tried to address. In simple terms of numbers within Hollywood x,, -omen in 
positions of power are vastly outnumbered by men, and this also applies in the ratios of non- 
white women to non- white men in the industry. Few women possess the power to greenlight 
films, and there are few or no women sitting on the boards of companies who control the 
finances of major studios. As a result women's lack of power at the top seems to filter doNý n 
to the rest of the industry, creating a situation where women directors, producers, 
cinematographers, grips, and so on are still less likely to be employed than their male 
counterparts. To ignore this fact for fear of being judged too negative is to ignore something 
vitally important. Not only to this particular study of women directors but to feminist film 
studies in general. 
97 
97 Lane, Feminist Hollv%Nood 28. 
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Chapter Three 
"It's Like Paintine Toys Blue and Pink": Marketing and the Female-Directed 
Hollywood Film' 
While it may remain a distasteful fact for those film critics and fi lmgoers ýN ho equate an ever 
more commercially motivated Hollywood with evidence of artistic bankruptc, y, in an industr, N 
where production costs are always on the increase and consequently higher returns must be 
guaranteed, film marketing (whether it be merchandising, tie-ins, press ads. trailers. or 
anything else) is phenomenally important. 2 However, the relationship between ýN omen 
directors and the marketing of their films has always been difficult. As women directors are 
still comparatively rare, their gender is frequently used as a marketing tool in the selling of 
their films. This chapter is designed as a preliminary examination of the ,Na, ý in ýý hich 
female-directed films are marketed. Section one will offer some brief observations on the 
subject, and section two will provide a case study of the way in N,, ýhich Mimi Leder"s -action" 
films have been marketed. 
Female Directors and Film Marketing 
It is my contention that women directors working in Hollywood have not traditionallý- 
received the same opportunities as their male counterparts when it comes to the marketing of 
their films. One reason for this stems from the fact that they have consistentlý been given 
smaller budgets to work with, which automatically means that the funds available for 
marketing their films are lower as well. For example. the Premiere Women in Hojl3! 2vood 
Special 1993 states that the average cost of a male-directed film in 1992 was txN enty eight 
million dollars, whereas the average cost of a fernale-directed film NN as eighteen point five 
1 This N% as a comment made bý the film director Martha Coolidge in Jamie Diamond's -Get Real. " Premiere 
Women in Hollywood Special 1996: 118. She \\as commenting on the way marketing often ghettoises the \%oman 
director's work. 
2 In '"On The Grill. " HoIIN wood Reporte 26 Nlaý 1998. Holly vood Reporter Online Archi\ cý, I Jan. 1999 
<http: /,, '\\ \\ \v. hot ly\\ oodreporter. com> T. L Stanleý states that film making costs ha\e risen bý one hundred and 
sixt\ six percent in the last decade. 
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mi on. 3 Nor do things seem to have improved greatly since then. %limi Leder is the onk 
women to have worked with budgets of fifty million and above, and it is interesting to note 
that in 1997, the year that she directed The Peacemaker for fifty million dollars, the avera-ge 
cost of a studio film was still slightly higher at fifty three point four million dollars. ' 
The kind of films most commonly made by women directors working in Hollywood 
(dramas, romances, and especially comedies) are also the kinds of films ýN hich usual IN, ha\ e 
budgets at the lower end of the scale, rather than the kind of special-effects filled 
blockbusters which demand all the financial muscle that a studio can muster. Moreox er, it is 
the latter of these two kinds of film which are more likely to secure the kind of promotional 
deals (both with other divisions within the studio's parent corporation and xN ith outside 
corporations) that can augment a film's marketing budget, and improve its chances of turning 
a healthy profit. 
As Janet Wasko has argued in Hollywood in the Information Age, corporate America 
tends to be conservative in the kinds of films it chooses for cross-promotional deals, 
believing the safest financial bet to be the kind of film which has already proven financialIN 
successful, and does not take unnecessary risks, such as a hard to sell ("feminine") genre or 
an untried (female) director 
.5 Consequently, we are unlikely to 
find a female-directed film 
which has lucrative deals with corporate giants, such as a fast food company or a tox., II 
manufacturer, attached. This is not to say that women directors' films are neý er promoted by 
rnajor corporations. For example, America Online were linked with Nora Ephron"s You've 
Got Mail (1998), although the fact that this film starred Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan, who had 
previously appeared in Ephron's hugely successful film Sleepless In Seattle (1993). meant 
that it was risk-free for promoters in a way that an "unknown" romantic comedy could never 
be. 
3 Caroline Kirk Cordero. "The Numbers Never Lie: Tracking the Progress of Women in the Industr\. " Premiere 
Women In Hollywood Special 1993: 33. 
' Stanlc%. Pr 
ge: Beyond the Siker Screen (Cambridge: Polit\ Janet Wasko, fjolly%v od in the Information A2 c,,, ý. 
1994) 2 16. 
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In relation to this there is a tendency in some feminist film criticism (particulark diat 
written more than a decade ago) to view women directors who embrace or merelN accept the 
commercial practices of Hollywood filmmaking as less worthy in feminist ten-ns than those 
who remain outside the mainstream. For instance, Barbara Koenig Quart xN rites that Susan 
Seidelman's 
Desperately Seeking Susan is in danger toward the end of turn ing into just the 
complacent kid movie for the teens in the malls that Seidelman scorned, as the tNN o 
couples lean back cozily and laugh 
... 
Seidelman, having left Wren pitifully adrift at the 
end of Smithereens 
... 
chose with the ending for this 
... 
film to stay much closer to old 
patriarchal formulas, and to resolve everything through the couple. 
By comparing Seidelman's first mainstream film with one of her earlier independent ýNorks. 
and finding the former lacking, Quart strongly implies that the director has sold out to 
Hollywood. The problem with such thinking is that it denies women directors the desire to 
participate fully in all aspects of commercial filmmaking, when in fact there are cases Miere 
women directors working in the mainstream have pushed for more marketing opportunities 
for their films. For example, Amy Heckerling has said that she tried to persuade Paramount to 
set up a deal with a toy manufacturer to make tie-in dolls for her film CluelesS (1995), but 
7 
was not successful until the film was made into a television series by ABC 
. 
The bottom line is that (in most cases) the more marketing opportunities a film has, the 
greater its potential for commercial success. Promotional deals can and frequently do bring in 
immense financial rewards for the studios involved. For example. Chuck Crisafulli reports 
that Steven Spielberg's Jurassic Park (1993) made more than a billion dollars from the sale of 
related merchandise. This figure actually exceeds the film's worldwide box office gross 
which the Internet Movie Database gives as nearly nine hundred and twenty million dollars. 8 
6 Barbara Koening Quart, Women Directors: The Emerp-ence of a New Cinema (Westport. Connecticut: Praegcr. 
1988)64-5. 
7 Chuck Crisafulli. -Screen Gems. " Los Angeles Times 14 July 1996. Home ed.. Calendar scc.: 8. Los Anpzelcý, 
Limes Online Archk es 20 Nov. 2000 <http: //pqasb. pqarchi-% cr. corn latimes>. 
8 Crisafulli, See The Internet Movie Database <http: /, \\N\NN,. imdb. com>. 
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Perhaps one possible reason for the troubled relationship bemeen ýwmen directors and 
the marketing of their films is the perception that, for women. artistic considerations are inore 
important than commercial ones. The "woman's film-or "chick flick" has traditionally been 
viewed as less commercially viable than those genres which are judged to appeal to the entire 
audience (and especially men). Instead they are frequently tagged as X-, hat Elaine Dutka calls 
"class acts": little arty gems of movies which add a bit of variety and prestige to the studio's 
slate of bigger budget fare. 9 While I am not suggesting that a "woman's film" has to be 
directed by a female director, I would argue that the female director and \\hat is considered to 
be "female" or "feminine" subject matter can become blurred to the extent that theN are 
conceptualised as having a symbiotic relationship. That is, the fact that a filin is directed by a 
woman often results in its being read as a "woman's film" as well as a filin bN a \ýonian. 
Even when the female director in question is not working with stereotypicalk -feminiiie" 
material (as with Kathryn Bigelow for instance) there is often a temptation to search for 
female and/or feminist meanings within the text and ascribe them to the director's gender. 
Although there is some evidence to suggest that industry perceptions about the "chick 
flick" are in the process of changing as studios realise the commercial benefits of targetmiý 
female audiences, there are still cases in which such tagging has proved unhelpful. " Gillian 
Armstrong has said that studio executives originally failed to see the commercial possibilities 
of her film Little Women (1994) since they considered it to be a film which would onlý 
appeal to little girls, but on seeing it tried to get it wider support-' 1 Yet the film's poster is 
quite obviously aimed at a female audience, depicting the March sisters side b\ side in front 
of their beloved home, and including a small photo of Marmee within the graphics of the title 
(which are in turn rendered in old fashioned script to give a period feel). The film's male 
characters are excluded from the picture. While it might have proved a difficult challenge to 
9 Elaine Dutka. 
--Dressed for Success: For HollyNýood's Long-suffering Leading Actresses. there's a Nc%% 
Optimism About their Abi I ity to Open and Carry aN lo\ ie. ". Los Angeles Times 17 Dec. 1995 
. 
Home ed.. Calendar 
sec.: 4, Los AnReles Times Online Archives 10 No\. 1999 <http: / pqasb. pqarchi%, er. com/lati'iiic:, 
. 
10 In "Growing Up In The Dark. " Premiere Women In Hollywood Special 1999: 86-97 Jill Bernstein write,, about 
Hollywood's attempts (especialk post-Titanic) to make films which appeal to teenage girls. 
'' Karen Cusolito. "Expanding Ranks. " Hollywood Reporter 12 Dec. 1995. Hollywood Reporter Online ArchkeN 
29 Dec. 1998 
-littp: H\\\\\\. hollNN\, oodreporter. coiii search. asp>. 
market the film to a mixed audience it should also be noted, as marketin(-, executive Paula 
Silver has said, that if a film "looks really sappy. women go ýýith their girlfriends" ýNhlle the 
men usually stay at home. 12 In spite of Armstrong's defence of the ýý a., v the studio sold her 
film, the general perception remained that Little Women, ýNas an indisputable %hick flick" 
As David Hunter remarks, it is a film whose -rnarket" is --seemingIN limited to Nýomen big 
and little. " 
13 
Ironically the idea that for women art and commerce are a poor mix finds a parallel in 
feminist thinking, with that which is popular and commercial viewed as upholding rather than 
interrogating patriarchal ideology, and therefore treated with suspicion. Joanne HolloxN s 
writes, "it was common for feminists to claim that a whole range of popular forms and 
practices 
- 
from romance-reading to dressing up 
- 
locked women into feminine identities 
which made them blind to, and collude in, their own oppression. '"" A variation oil this belief 
can also be found in some feminist film criticism which posits that the female filmmaker sta\ 
away from making big budget Hollywood films for the masses, since her more -natural- 
expression is the small-scale, low-budget but high-quality film in which her oxNii distinctive 
"feminine" and/or "feminist" voice can be heard. Thus, independent cinema becomes the 
female director's only chance for positive feminist expression, since it is the onlý ýýaý she 
can be sure to avoid the replication of those cinematic codes, structures and practices NN 11 1ch 
"dominant cinema" uses to oppress wornen. E. Ann Kaplan has written that "in Holly,. Nood 
films 
... 
wornen are ultimately refused a voice, a discourse. " Whereas, "independent ýN omen's 
films, " on the other hand, "attempt to discover for women a voice and a subject, N, i ty. -I 5 EN en 
though Kaplan made this statement nearly two decades ago, mainstream xN omen directors are 
still to some extent being overlooked by feminist film criticism, possibly because their work 
does not deliver a clear feminist message. While I am obviously aware that feminist dialogue 
12 Dutka 4. 
13 David Hunter, Rev. of Little 'Women. Hollywood Reporte 
. 
14 Dec. 1994. Hollywood Reporter Online Arý: h,,,, 
2 Jan. 1999 <http:, //NN-NN \ý. holh \\ oodreporter. com/search. asp>. 
14 Joanne HolloN\s. Feminism, Femininity and Popular Culture (Manchester: Manchester UnIN ersitN Pre, ý'. 2000) 
20. 
15E. Ann Kaplan. Women and Film: Both Sides of the Camera (London: Routled-ge. 19831) 7. 
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can be used to discuss non-feminist texts and vice ýersa, I would also argue that many of 
these female directors are not being talked about in anY terms by feminist film criticism. For 
instance, in Multiple Voices In Feminist Film Criticism Diane Carson proposes an outline for 
a course on "Women Filmmakers". Incredibly, the only Hollywood directors she proposes to 
study are Dorothy Arzner, Ida Lupino (both directing features before the seN enties) and 
Euzhan Palcy (who made A Djy White Season for MGM in 1989). Her reasoninu becomes 
clearer when we discover the basis on which she praises the numerous avant-garde, 
independent filmmakers she includes in the course. For example, she ýN rites of Chantal 
Akerman's Jeanne Dielman, 23 Quai du Commerce 1080 Bruxelles (1975). 
-BN refusing to 
sensationalize the subject matter or to titillate the viewer, Ackerman's understated approach 
reveals much about mainstream cinemaýs voyeuristic exploitation of women. -16 
As Hollows' use of the words "it was common" makes clear, such beliefs are no longer 
as widespread in feminist theory in general, and feminist film theory in particular, as they 
once were. Popular feminism has ceased to be a dirty word for many feminists, ýN ho ha,, e 
started to look non-judgementally at the forins and genres that many women have and do 
enjoy, either as consumers or producers. For instance a great deal of work has been done 
within the field of cultural studies which sets out to give so-called popular -, feminine" genres 
(such as soap operas, women's magazines, and romance novels) serious feminist attention. 
Similarly film theorists have turned their attention to other previously devalued genres like 
the "woman's film", "shopping films", and female friendship movies. '" 
Despite this undeniable shift in feminist thinking, my own research on women I 
directors working in the mainstream film industry reveals that there is still a dearth of 
attention paid to certain figures, such as Penny Marshall and Nora Ephron, v, hose films are 
often structured around the themes of love, romance, and relationships. That is, women 
16 Diane Carson, Linda Dittmar and Janice R. Welsch, eds.. Multiple Voices In Feminist Film Cri. ticism 
(Minneapolis: Unk ersitý of Minnesota Press. 1994) 456-7. 
17 For a discussion of -shopping films" see Charlotte Brunsdon, Screen Tastes (London: Routleduc. 1997) 
81 
-102. - 
and for female friendship movies see Y\ onne'fasker, Working Girls: Gender and Sexuality 
in Popular Cinema 
(London: Routledge. 1998) 139-160. 
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whose work deals overtly in the currency of the so-called in emotions rather than 
actions. Of those female directors who are discussed by feminist film critics the same names 
crop up with a persistent regularity: Arzner. Lupino and, in contemporar\ Hollywood. 
Kathryn Bigelow, to give just three examples. Obviously I am mN are that this is partial IN 
explained by the fact that the potential candidates for examination are limited since onlv a 
few women have directed films within Hollywood. Nevertheless a director like BiQeloxN maý, 
prove more attractive to feminist film criticism because she has well-publicised roots in the 
field of avant-garde art/filmmaking, as well as being someone whose work (with its play on 
so-called "male" genres like the western, the horror movie and the crime movie) studiously 
rejects, or at least is perceived to reject, any hint of the "feminine-. While it might be time, 
according to critics like Pam Cook, to turn our back on the old feminist thinking \\ hich 
concentrates on Hollywood's marginalisation and exclusion of women, and look toNN ards a 
recognition of the contribution of women to cinema in all its forms, this does not mean that 
we should continue to write about only those women whose careers make the most attractive 
feminist reading. 
18 
The belief that certain kinds of films are best suited to women directors helps to 
maintain the status quo in the male-dominated Hollywood film industry. It makes it harder for 
female directors to secure the same kind of big-budget projects and A-list stars as their male 
counterparts. Martha Coolidge, for example, has complained that she has been denied the 
opportunity to direct action films: 
"About 90% of what comes my way are 10 different kinds of breast cancer stories, 10 
different kinds of divorce stories 
... 
I do those. I care about them deeply. But one does 
want to do more. " For years, Coolidge sought to do an action film based on Michael 
Crichton's 
... 
book... 'Eaters of the Dead'. The movie got made... [b]ut it ýý as directed 
by John McTiernan of 'Die Hard' fame. '9 
18 Pam Cook, 
-No Fixed Address: The 'ýVomen's Picture from Outrage to Blue Steel. - Contemporar-N liolIN ý%ood 
Cinema. eds. Steve Neale and Murray Smith (London: Routledge, 1998) 229-246. 
19 AmN Wallace. -Shooting for a Role in a Male Film Genre. " Los Angeles Times 25 Sep. I 9Q-, ýA1. Los: kngcle, ý 
Times Online 10 Nov. 1999 <http: I/pqasb. pqarchi\ er. com/latimes> 
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Women directors have been known to echo this perception themselves. In the press kit for 
Grace Of My Heart (1996) Allison Anders is keen to stress that her film is first and foremost 
a"woman's film": "It's ajourney of a woman, literally and metaphorically. searching for her 
voice and finding it 
... 
In that sense the film resonates for me on a very personal IeN el". In fact 
Anders has said elsewhere that she really only feels the need to consider her "chick audience" 
when making a film: "[A]fter a while I thought, But I have a female audience, and although I 
want men to come to the movies why do I need them? "20 It is interesting that the press kit 
seeks to downplay its mainstream cinematic connections (it was made by Unix ersal Pictures) 
by emphasising aspects such as the fact that it was produced by Martin Scorsese, \\ ho has a 
history of working with "independent filmmakers". It is as though by aligning itself \\ ith the 
independent sector the film's treatment of a woman's story will automaticallý be percei\ ed of 
as more serious, more credible. This suspicion of the commercial is particularl. ý ironic since 
the press kit actually emphasises that the film's main selling point is its music, 
.ý 11 ich can be 
bought on the soundtrack. 
The danger of viewing women's cinematic production as best suited to a separate, 
independent "female" sphere, whether it comes from studios, critics, or women directors 
themselves, is that it can result in marginal isation. In marketing terms this can result in a 
situation where the female director's film is marketed as having exclusive appeal to \ý omen, 
often given a limited release, and consequently earns less than it could at the box office. For 
example, the film How To Make An American Quilt (1995) was sold in Britain as a woman's 
alternative to watching the Euro 96 football tournament. 21 
Mimi Leder: a New Concept in the High Concept Film 
The press kits issued by Dream Works/Paramount for Mimi Leder's second feature film Deo 
Impact (1998) can be used to provide a case study of the strategies employed in the sellln&) of tý 
a "mainstream" NNoman director's film. I will also make reference to the press kit for her first 
20 Quoted in "Rebel Yells. " Premiere Oct. 1998: 90. 
21 Angie Errigo. Re% 
. 
of How To Make An American Quilt. Empire Jul), 1996: 30. 
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film, The Peacemaker (1997), in order to provide an earlier example of these marketing 
strategies at work. 
I am not trying to argue that the way in which these films ýý ere marketed is somehoNN 
emblematic of the way all female-directed films are positioned in the marketplace. or indeed 
to suggest that every film made by a woman filmmaker is automatically sold to the public 
with reference to her gender. Having said that, this remains a strong tendenc. N In tile 
marketing of women director's films. The press kit for Martha Coolidge's Angie (1994) 
quotes one of the actresses in the film as saying that with Coolidge "at the helm there is an 
automatic understanding of some of the intricate details that are unique to \\omen. - Similark 
in aii interview with Empire designed to publicise the release of Little Women Winona 
Ryder remarks that there is "an unspoken understanding" when you are ýýorking \\ ith a 
female director rather than a man, and female directors, unlike men, are more able to -talk 
about sexuality and sensual ity.,, 
22 In another article aboutLittle Women (,, N here Ryder again 
talks about the film as a female-bonding experience) director Gillian Armstrong challenges 
Ryder's views when she strongly denies that her gender had any bearing on the way the film 
was made. She states that she is merely a "film director and an artist", and stresses the film's 
entertainment factor rather than any feminist message. 23 This suggests that tensions can exist 
between the way a film is marketed and the way the film's director might Nvisli it had been 
marketed: that is, without such stereotypical references to gender. In Mimi Leder's case such 
tensions are evident in her willingness to talk about her desire to bring changes to the action 
movie, but her refusal to state that such changes are directly motivated by her gender, even if 
the press kits for her films strongly imply it. Thus she tells Amy Wallace, "What 
differentiates this movie [The Peacemakeffrom others in the genre is that we put a human 
face on the terrorist. Is that because of my femaleness? I don't know. , 24 
22 Jeff Dawson, 
-1-ittle Miss Perfect, " Empire Mar. 1995: 79. 
23 Larissa MacFarquhar. *"'-)\\eet 'N' Jo. - Premiere Jan. 1995: 76-7. 
24 Wallace Al. 
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It is my contention that Mimi Leder was used to provide meaning differentiation in 
what has typically been classified as a generically "male" commodity: the big-budget action 
movie. To this end, I will also be referring to equivalent publicity materials for Armageddon 
( 1998), whose producer Jerry Bruckheimer's name has become a by-ýý ord for this kind of 
commodity, since this and Deep Impact are similarly therned films which fought stronglý to 
differentiate themselves in the marketplace in order to ensure success in the summer 
blockbuster season. 
Before embarking on a discussion of gender-based differentiation in the marketing of 
Deep Impact, it is necessary to demonstrate the ways in which the film simultaneouslý and 
paradoxically positions itself as confon-ning to the type of films from which it also seeks to 
distinguish itself By this I mean it does not completely reject all recognisable aspects of a big 
budget action-disaster film, but rather seeks to demonstrate that it has used them in a different 
way. 
To illustrate the ways in which the film demonstrates a conventional marketing 
strategy, it is useful to refer to Justin Wyatt's book High ConMt. Although V'ý att argues 
that high concept theory does not apply to all Hollywood films, only those \\ h 1ch possess a 
very specific set of traits, (for example, he says the true high concept film is distinct froin 
other Hollywood films because it demonstrates a stylistic excess, resulting in a situation 
where the viewer appreciates the surface of the film, its formal construction, over and above 
its depiction of character and narrative) much of what he says can be applied to post-classical 
film in general. In fact this is one of the central weaknesses of his theory. However since 
much of what he says does apply to Deep Impact, I am using it to give a sense of the typical 
marketing tactics employed to sell many big budget Hollywood films in order to illustrate 
how Deep Impact both uses and transcends them. 
Wyatt argues that high concept is "perhaps the central development 
... 
NN ithin post- 
classical cinema, a style of filmmaking molded by economic and institutional forces--'ýý He 
25 Justin W\att. High Concept: Movies and Marketing in Hol I\ \\ood (Austin: The UniversIty of Tcvi, ý Press. 
1994)8. 
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defines the high concept film as one which has a very strong sense of style. %ýhicli is generic 
and which relies on recognisable character types. Most importantly, it is also one %Nhich 
possesses strongly marketable elements or "marketing hooks" such as being based on a pre- 
sold property (such as a bestselling novel, or a previously successful film). haN ing stars and 
an appealing soundtrack. In short, it is a film whose central narrative idea can be 
encapsulated in a "one-line concept", and a simple but striking visual image and/or logo r-I 
which finds its way onto the film's posters and other publicity material. One recent example 
of this strategy at work can be seen in the poster designed to advertise the film Lake Placid 
(2000). This poster deliberately references the poster design for Steven Spielberg's JaNN, 
-s 
(1975), depicting the huge open jaw of a crocodile coming out of the water. and a ýN oman 
floatingjust in front of it. It also has a tag line ("Part Mystery. Part Thriller. Parts Missing-) 
which manages to sum up the film's generic content in a single line: that is, a Thriller-cum- 
Mystery-cum-Comedy Horror movie. 
In several ways Deep Impact fits Wyatt's model of a high concept film. It is genericallý 
based, or more accurately it is a generic hybrid, incorporating elements of the disaster film. 
space film, love story, family melodrama, action film and so on. It makes use of stock 
characters like the old hero (here an astronaut) brought back from retirement for one last 
battle,, and the ambitious young reporter trying to make a name for herself. It might also be 
considered to be based on some pre-sold elements since it capitalises on a topical subject 
(pre-millennial angst), and also on the reputation of Steven Spielberg as one of the three men 
behind the studio, DrearnWorks, which put the film into production. 
If we turn to the film's marketing campaign, the various press advertisements used to 
sell Deep Impact also fit Wyatt's argument. The name of the film is written in bold, graphic 
type and serves as an "identifiable logo" that acts to "identify the film \, isually". In fact two 
of these ads merely consist of the film's logo, and the logos of the three studios imo I Ned in I 
its production, on a dark background, effectively cuttina out any unnecessary and distracting 
visual clutter, and turning the film's title into a kind of brand name. The image choscil to 
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represent the film is also visually striking, -instantly recognizable- and able to -define the 
film's theme" in a way that might identify it as high concept in nature. It superimpose-s a 
shot of a couple embracing over a scene of a huge comet-induced tidal ýN a\ e about to etl, 
-, 
ulf 
New York. This image, along with a tag line which sums up the narrative in six ýýords 
("Oceans Rise. Cities Fall. Hope Survives") works to distil the film's contents into a neatIv 
packaged cinematic commodity which provides the audience ý, ýith knowledge of ý\ hat to 
expect before they even enter the cinema: a disaster movie, human drama. special effects. 
action, excitement, and so on (see appendix B, fig. 1). 
The image which appears on Deep Impact's poster is also reminiscent of the one \\ hich 
was used to sell the film Titanic (1997). Both images depict a young couple embracing in the 
top half of the frame, while below them a disastrous scene (in the case of Deep Impact's tidal 
wave) or the signifier of an impending disaster (in the case of Titanic's illustration of the boNN, - 
of the ship) is depicted. This is not surprising when we consider that Paramount ýý as MN oIN ed 
in the making of both films, and obviously saw the phenomenal success of Titanic as a rneans 
of improving Deep Impact's chances at the box office. In order to achieve this the studio 
chose an aspect of Deep Impact (the love between a teenage couple set against a background "I 
of impending disaster) which is only a part of the narrative to function as the film's key 
selling point, and forge a connection with another film, Titanic, in which the love affair 
between two teenagers is at the centre of the narrative (see appendix B, fig. 2 and 3). The 
studio also tied the films together by using the same musician (James Horner) to v, rite both 
soundtracks, and including a trailer for Deep Impact in screenings of Titanic. 27 In addition the 
executive who presided over Paramount's marketing campaign for Titanic (Arthur Cohen) 
was, according to Peter Bart, Paramount's advertising chief during the marketing of !? M 
Impact. `8 As T. L. Stanley reveals, Cohen also used to ý, N, -ork for the cosmetics company 
26 Wý att. LLigh Concept 4.122. 
27 Rod Dreher, "For -impact" Studios, The Earth Moved.  New York Post 12 \la% 1998, \C\ý York Post Online 10 
Jan. 2001 <http: //promotions. nypost. com/0-ý 1298' 173 I. htm>. 
28 Peter Bart, The Gross: The Hits, the Flops 
- 
The Summer that Ate Hollywood (Nc\\ York: St Martin's (infl-in. 
2000) 171. 
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Revlon which suggests that he came to the film industry ýý ith extensive experience of 
marketing to women which could then be exploited in the campaigns for films like Titanic 
29 
and Deep Impact 
. 
Writing on T--itanic, Peter Kramer has argued that the film was sold primarily as a 
"woman's film", emphasising as it did a strong female protagonist. as well as the tragic love 
story at its centre. He goes on to argue that it was by appealing to this female audience. %Nhicli 
Hollywood is usually guilty of neglecting, that the makers of the film ensured its financial 
success. Kramer's assumption that women have "preferred genres" such as the 'Toý e Story- 
is potentially dangerous in its essentialism (not every woman who saýý the film necessarik 
saw it because the romance of the story appealed to her), but it is fair to assume that elements 
such as romance, emotion,, human relationships and so on are perceived as being attractive to 
woman by those in Hollywood (usually men) who set out to establish a female audience for 
their filMS. 30 
As I have mentioned above, one way in which this is achieved is by using a semi- 
romantic image on the film's poster in order to create certain audience expectations. Another 
way is also similar to a strategy used by the makers of Titanic whereby theý ensured that the 
advertising for the film "clearly indicated that there would be more to Titanic than tile 
spectacle of disaster", that it was a "different kind of blockbuster": one which would appeal 
to women 
.3' The publicity material surrounding Deep Impact is intent on stressing that this is 
not just another action/disaster film, but one which cares about the characters it depicts, and 
wants the audience to care about them too. The press kit for the film tells us that, "[A]n 
audience will be very surprised by this picture 
... 
They may go in thinking it's a big 
spectacular kind of picture. And while it's epic in size, they'll be surprised to find themseh,, es 
carried away by the personal stories. " There was also a lobby card for the film ýý Iiich 
depicted the female Journalist played by T6a Leoni superimposed over a picture of the comet 
29 Stanlev. 
30 Peter Kramer. -\Vomen First: 'Titanic' (1997). Action-adventure Films and Hollywood's Female Audience. ' 
The Historical Journal of Film, Radio and We\ ision 18.4 (1998): 599-619. 
31 Kramer: 606.6 10. 
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hitting earth (see appendix B, fig. 4). In this way the marketing indicated that a %Noman %%as 
central to the film's narrative: a factor which Lizzie Francke has identified as a key feature of 
the "woman's film". 32 
The selling of Deep Impact as, in part at least, a "woman's picture" in the mould of 
Titanic is not the only way in which gender crept into its marketing. The film's publicitN also 
creates a situation where a woman director becomes a useful tool in selling the film as 
something different (and implicitly more "feminine") than its generic markers might lead 
audiences to expect. It can even be argued that Mimi Leder as female director becomes a ne\\ 
concept in the high concept film. Moreover, by examining the press kit for The Peacemaker 
we can see that this began with the first feature film she directed. 
The creators of The Peacemaker are eager to point out that their film is not just another 
"traditional action movie", but one which approaches its material "in a fresh ýNaý that... set[s] 
it apart from the genre. " To begin with the production notes for the film attempt to establish 
the serious nature of the project by informing us that it evolved from an article by a pair of 
veteran investigative journalists about nuclear weapons smuggling in the former So\ iet 
Union, which was turned into a well-researched and plausible narrative scenario b\ tlie 
screenwriter (Michael Schiffer). Added to this, they explain, the plot is different from that of 
the "traditional action movie" because it provides a complex motivation for its terrorist 
villain rather than relying on racial/national stereotyping, and also takes into account the 
human events which drive the larger narrative. As Leder herself is quoted as saying: -I didn't 
approach this as an action movie, but instead as a dramatic human story. It does encompass a 
vast, large scope, but at the core is one man's personal tragedy which drives the action. " 
The implication that such a novel approach comes courtesy of a woman director is 
more clearly spelled out when we are told that, -[a]lso setting -The Peacemaker" apart \ý as 
the choice of a woman to direct the film. Making her feature film directorial debut, Mimi 
Leder became one of only a handful of woman directors to break into the action arena. " 
With 
32 1-11zle Francke. -Girls On The Side. " Premiere. U. K. ed., June 199-5: 33. 
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this statement the women director becomes the one ý, Nho can breathe new life into an old 
genre, who can utilise her supposed "femininity" (as indicated by the fact that tier 
-, 
ender 11., 
deliberately drawn attention to) in order to cut through the traditionally 
-masculine" 
stereotypes of the action filin. Her gender,. and the different slant on things that this is 
., een to zD 
give her, are used to differentiate the film in the marketplace. 
When it comes to the press kit for Deep Impact, we do not find any statements ýN Ili ch 
are quite as obvious in their intent as the one above. Direct references to the director's gender 
are bypassed in favour of a more subtle approach which draws attention to the content and 
feel of the film as a marker of gendered difference. Unlike Armageddon, the press kit for 
Deep Impact concentrates on the humanity of the situation over and above its potential for 
extravagant special effects. Thus we get statements such as, "For all its epic sweep and 
stunning images, it is above all a human story, as each individual struggles in the face of 
extinction to find what matters most to him or her. " As well as, "Inevitably special effects are 
going to come into play, because you can't tell a story of this scope without them. Here 
they'll enhance the human drama and provide a background for the whole story to come 
alive. " 
The film is pitched as one which is character-driven, emotional, concerned v, ith the 
philosophical questions raised by confrontation with an apocalyptic event, such as -Hoxý 
would you live today, tomorrow, next week, if you knew the world might end in a,. ear? " In 
fact it could be argued that Deep Impact is on one level being marketed as an issue-based 
drama, and as such is lent extra significance by Leder's association with the television series 
ER, which might also be categorised in this way. As is indicated in the press kit for The 
Peacemaker, it was Leder's work on that programme which led DreamWorks to approach her 
to direct the film: 
She had originally corne to the attention of the producers for her award-winning work 
on the series ER 
... 
The producers recognized that her ability to blend fast-paced action 
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and human emotion- which are the hallmarks of the series- made her the perfect choice 
to direct this film. 
Deep ImpAct's press kit is similarly keen to inform us that Leder is best-kno\ýn for her \\ork 
on ER when they write that the "threads of this immense human drama are brought together 
by director Mimi Leder. A two-time Emmy winner for her work on teleý, ision's ER. '* In this 
way ER becomes a point of reference so that to some degree the audience knox\ s what to 
expect: character-driven yet action-packed drama, which treats the issues it raises in a 
serious, intelligent way. These expectations are further underlined ýý lien Nve are reassured that 
this film is not just there to entertain, but also to get audiences thinking and asking 
themselves questions. As Leder herself is quoted as saying: 
This movie is not just about special effects and disasters... It is about the people- about 
us- about what we would do were a comet to hit the earth. There's a multitude of 
choices in the character's lives 
... 
and hopefully one [sic] will walk out of this movie re- 
evaluating their lives and the choices they've made. 
Leder's description of her intent here comes close to implying that she is offering a message 
with her film. That is, we should think about what we have done with our lives, and x\-hat \ýe 
still have left to do, before it's too late. This is noteworthy because, as Linda Seger has 
argued, many women filmmakers are careful to avoid espousing anything close to a messa0e 
in their work for fear of being typecast as "feminine" or "feminist", and thus being 
marginalised. Seger writes, 
Issues make good drama... [But] these topics are not easily sold. Putting the positive 
into one's work is not always seen as dramatic, high concept, or commercial ... Most 
mainstream women filmmakers shy away from any desire to do message drama ... In 
33, 
fact, most understand the dangers of dealing with issue-oriented material . 
If we want to see evidence of such marginalisation at work in ten-ns of Deep Impact ý\ e can 
point to a review of the film on video in Empire magazine. Ian Nathan comments that \\ 
ith 
33 Linda Seger. NN Ilen Women Call rhe Shots: The Developing Power and Influence of \Vomen in Tele\ ision and 
Film (Ne\\ York: Henrý, Holt. 1996) 240-2. 
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this film "Mimi Leder elects to play soap 
. 
ý, ith a bunch of realk dumb characters", and that it 
is "so laughably a TV movie, it makes Armageddon look like rocket science. -' By 
comparing Deep Impact with both a TV movie and a Soap opera, Nathan picks out mo 
genres which are frequently associated with both issue-based drama and a "ferninine- 
sensibility. By calling the film a TV movie he refers to an area of filmmaking ýN here man\- 
women directors have had considerable success, often using it as a career stepping stone to 
greater things, but uses it in this case as a derogatory term. His comment could also be 
interpreted as a veiled criticism of Leder since, as I have previous]y remarked, she began her 
directing career in television with series like LA Law, China Beach and ER, as ýý ell as 
directing several TV films. 35 
Words like "personal", "poetic", "emotions", "emotional", and "intimate" NN hich are 
used in the publicity for Deep Impact could be said to have feminine connotations. Theý are 
words which evoke a sense of that which is passive and interior (popularly stereotý ped as 
feminine) rather than active and exterior (popularly stereotyped as masculine). B,, the 
constant repetition of such words the makers of the film seem to want to make the epic into 
the everyday, and by doing so to catch an audience who might be put off bN a more tý pical 
action-disaster film (and in the minds of Hollywood executives such people are usually 
thought to be women). Such an approach is particularly intriguing when compared Ný 1th that 
taken by the almost identically therned film Armageddon which was released a few months 
later. 
Since it was produced by Jerry Bruckheimer, who is well-known for massively 
successful action blockbusters like The Rock (1996) and Con Air (1997), it is not surprising 
that Armageddon opted for a more traditional marketing strategy for a blockbuster. selling 
itself primari ly on the sheer size of the spectacle it had to offer the audience. On the official 
Armageddon web site Bruckheimer is quoted as saying "I love stories that are bigger than 
34 Ian Nathan, ReN 
- 
of Qgo_lm act. Empire Dec. 1998: 138. jL- 
35 For example Randa Haines, who NNent on to direct the AcademyAward winning film Children of a Lesser God 
(1986), began her career in this \\ay. Morco\cr. maný \\omen film directors ha,, e \\orked in tele\ ision before 
making feature films. including Martha Coolid-Le. Mimi Leder. Penny Marshall and Bett\ Thomas. 
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life". The director Michael Bay says that they "wanted to make an epic film". and a special 
effects man comments that it was "the biggest film I've done". Unlike Deep Impact the 
makers of Armageddon do not try to downplay the role of the special effects in their film: the 
web site devotes a great deal of time to explaining how the effects ýN ere achieN ed. to the 
36 
extent of telling us the quantities of materials used to construct the film's asteroid., 
Whereas Deep Impact depicts itself as a gentler, more woman-friendly blockbuster, 
Annageddon revels in the macho nature of its narrative and protagonists. The ýýeb site tells 
us that the film is about the "simplicity of real flesh-and-blood men up against the chaos of 
this asteroid"; that the main character (Harry Stamper, played by Bruce \vVillis) is "a hard- 
nosed guy 
... 
[who] comes from a long I ine of independent men", and, just in case %ý e'x e 
missed the point, Bruckheimer throws in a handy comparison by telling us the film is like 
"the Dirty Dozen in outer space. " Yet it should also be noted that despite their eagerness to 
emphasise the film's testosterone level, the makers of Armageddon apparently also ýý anted to 
make sure there was something for the women in the audience. According to Rod Dreher. 
they sought to repeat Deep Impact's success with women filmgoers and make their film 
known to a female audience by re-cutting the film's trailer to be less "hardNN are-oriented" and 
ý-) 37 
more "people-oriented 
. 
They also ran trailers on Ally McBeal which emphasised the 
romance between one of the characters (played by Ben Affleck) and his girlfriend (played b-ý, I 
Liv Tyler). 38 
Some of the marketing techniques used to sell Armageddon differ vastly from those 
used to sell Deep Impact. Both films employed the kind of high concept advertising discussed 
earlier in this chapter, but only Armageddon had product tie-ins such as a deal with Nestl6. 
who made chocolate asteroids and "Nuclear chocolate" for the occasion, and a book about the 
making of the film. This is unsurprising since Armageddon was made by Touchstone xN ho are 
36 Originally available \ ia a link on The Internet Movie Database 6 Mar. 1999 <http: /, '\ý-Ný-\\r. uk. imdb. com>. NNo 
longer a\ ailable on the \\ cb. 
Rod Dreher, -The Hitch On Trailers. " New York Post 28 June 1998, Ne\\ York Post Online 28 Mar. 2000 
<http: I\\ \\ \\,. n\, post. com>. 
Richard Corliss. -. Aieee! It's Summer! I. - Time, II Nla\ 1998.151.18. Time Online Arch'114 Cý, 21 Sept. 2o0l 
, --http: /, \\\\\\,. tirnc. com time nw, -, aAiic'archi\es-. 
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owned by Disney, a corporation who capitalise on related merchandise %ý ith e-ver\ film the\ 
release. What is surprising is that Deep Impact, which was made by a studio jointly o%% lied bý 
one of the moguls of merchandising, Steven Spielberg, did not have anv such tie-ins or 
promotions. One explanation for this could be that the film was rushed into production so that 
it could be released prior to Armageddon, leaving an insufficient time to organise such deals. 
However, it might also be that Deep Impact chose to stay away from such actiý ities as 
another way of marking its difference from previous summer blockbusters: to shoNý that it 
was more serious and more worthy because it was not as blatantly commercial as the others. 
Armageddon's marketing strategy can be seen to trade purely on its adherence to the 
non-ns of the big-budget action film. On the other hand Deep Impact sells itself as a film 
which uses these norms as a framework yet seeks to go beyond them. This is something 
which I have argued occurs primarily through its positioning of the film as both afeniale (in 
terms of its director) and afeminine (in terms of narrative content) text. In sa\ ing this I am 
aware that I could be accused of implying that Deep Impact's marketing strategý ýý as 
narrower than it actually was. As Peter Bart reveals in The Gross, Paramount felt that it could 
not afford to be too subtle in its marketing campaign for the film and, despite the objections 
of some of its creative team, they ran television ads and trailers which concentrated on the 
destructive power of the comet. 39 It is not my intention to imply that the positioning of Deep 
Impact as "female" and "feminine" was the only strategy used to sell the film, but that it was 
certainly one of the key strategies. In the wake of Titanic's success with female moviegoers 
(a Newsweek article states that the films' audience was sixty per cent female) the makers of 
Deep Impact obviously felt that they too could capitalise on the industry's latest rediscovery 
of the female audience, and included elements in the marketing of their film (romance, 
relationships, emotions) which they perceived would appeal to that demographic. " Yet. as 
with the marketing of Titanic which also played on its status as the latest film from the 
39 Bart 17 1 
-1 
40 David Ansen. "Our Titanic Love Affair. " Ne\\s\\eek. International ed.. 23 Feb. 1998: 47. 
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acclaimed action director James Cameron, this did not preclude Deep Impact from also 
reaching out to a wider demographic. 
To conclude, it is not surprising that the makers of Deep Impact, and also The 
Peacemaker used Leder as one way of differentiating their films in the marketplace. si nce 
choosing a woman to direct such films was the kind of unique event that helps to create 
interest and publicity. In fact it would have been more unusual if theY had not done so. With 
a woman director at the helm of a different kind of action film. both Deep Impact and The 
Peacemaker had something to make them stand out and be noticed, and judging bý seN eral 
articles and reviews which mention Leder's name in this context it xý as a tactic ýN li ich ser,, ed 
them well. To take three examples, at the time of The Peacemaker's American release Am,, 
Wallace commented that "women action directors might bring something different to the 
screen" (In Leder's words a "'smart' action movie"), and argued that Leder was a director 
who was "not afraid to be a woman at work. "" Similarly Michael Willington states that The 
Peacemaker proved that DrearnWorks were "trying to give us a progressive variation on the 
usual high-tech clich6s. The director and one of the good guys are both women". " Leila 
Segal also wrote a piece on Leder in the Guardian prior to Deep Impact's British release in 
which she argued that the director had managed to breathe new life into a traditionalk 
masculine genre 
. 
4' By stressing the "femininity" of Deep Impact and The Peacemaker (and 
Leder's role in developing that) the filmmakers were seemingly intent on detracting from the 
more conventional elements of these films in order to make them appear more novel, and as a 
result more attractive, to audiences. 
It is vital to point out, however, that using a woman director to sell a film in this ýN aý is 
problematic in that it equates a director's gender (female) with certain thematic concerns 
(feminine), and consequently reinforces rather than overturns traditional stereotýpes. 
female director's gender might serve as an interesting topic for discussion in the media, 
41 Wal I ace A 1. 
42 Michael Wilmington. "Peace Offering. " Chicago Tribune 26 Sept. 1997. CN ed.: A. Chicaýo Fribune Online 
-Archixes 
26 May 2001 <http: /, 'pqasb. pqarchixer. com/chicagotribune>. 
43 Leila Segal. 
-A Piece of the. Action. - Guardian 19 Nlaý 1998. CD-ROM ed.: 7. 
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bringing her much needed recognition, but it can also quickly result in a situation %N here that 
is all that is discussed. As a result many women directors (especially those N%orkin-, 
-, 
in 
Hollywood) demand to be referred to simply as directors since, as they point out. male 
directors are never gendered. It is significant that many of Deep Impact's critics made a link 
between the fact that the film chose to concentrate on people rather than explosions and the 
fact that it was directed by a woman. For example, Janet Maslin xý rites that Leder -directs 
with a distinct womanly touch. Within the end-of-the-world action genre, ifs rare to find 
attention paid to rescuing art, antiques, elephants and flamingos. "" Similarly. in a People 
Online review of the film we are told that,, 
director Mimi Leder brings 
- 
how to say this without sounding patronising? 
-a 
woman's touch to the disaster genre. Although she includes several obligator,,, let's 
blow stuff-up special effects sequences, Impact's midsection is devoted to touchy-feelý 
scenes of characters who 
... 
strive to get their relationships in order before the cornet 
hits. " 
Like Titanic before it, Deep Impact is a film which can be viewed as turning maný of the 
traditional ideas about blockbusters and their audiences on their head. Warren Buckland has 
stated that the blockbuster is "aimed at an undifferentiated popular audience rather than at anv 
particular sector of the viewing population. "" However both Deep Impact and Titanic clearly 
sought to target a female audience within the structure of a much wider campaign addressed to 
a mass audience. In other words the female demographic were viewed as a niche market who 
could be lured into the cinema on the promise of seeing a new, more female-friendly 
blockbuster (one with less emphasis on special effects and more on characters). 
The danger of such a strategy is that it is still predicated on the assumption that there 
are "men's" and "women's" movies which have almost exclusive appeal to the corresponding 
44 Janet Maslin. Rev. of Deep Impact. New York Times 8 May 1998. NeýN York Times OnlineArclikes 2 Sept. 
2001 <http: //,, earch. iiN, times. com/search>. 
45 Leah Rozen. Rev. of. Deep Impact. People '25 May 1998. PeopleOnline MoNle Database 10 Julý 1998 
<http: //N%, NNNN,. people. aol. conVpeople/moN ic-rex lex\, s/98'deep. html>. 
46 Warren Buckland, "A Close Encounter %\ ith Raiders of the Lost Ark: Notes on Narrati\ e Aspects ot'the \e\ý 
Hollywood Blockbuster. " eds. Ste\ e Neale and %lurraN Smith Conteniporar\ Hollywood Onema (I. ondon: 
Routledge. 1998) 166-7. 
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gender. To argue, as Peter Kramer has done, that Titanic 
-ý as able to secure a mixed audience 
because it had enough action to interest -Hollywood's main target audience of Noung, males" 
is an inadequate explanation for either that film or Deep Impact since it makes stereotý pical 
assumptions about what attracts women or men to see a film (love and romance for the 
women, and high-tech action for the men), without taking into account that the many different 
women who viewed these films would not all have had the same reasons for seeing them. '- In 
addition, when a female director is factored into the equation (as Leder was in the marketillu 
of The Peacemaker and Deep Impact) the temptation is to suggest that her gender Is 
inextricably tied up with the elements of the film which are gendered as female in a cause and 
effect model. As a result of this her contribution to the action side of the equation is 
downplayed, and the possibility of naturalising a woman in the role of action director is oiilý 
partially fulfilled. 
On a more positive note Deep Impact's success can be seen to have a potentialk 
beneficial effect for other women directors. Unlike some female-directed, fernale-themed 
films,, Deep Impact managed to create a situation where the mention of those things which 11: ý 
society typically deems womanly (relationships, emotions) did not minimise the potential 
audience. In addition the makers of the film may have actively sought to appeal to a female 
audience but they did not assume that it would only appeal to a female audience. thus ensuring 
that the film had a high-budget marketing campaign, and a high-profile Summer release, 
opening in over three thousand locations. 
This case study of the marketing of Leder's films highlights some of the maný 
ambiguities inherent in being a woman director working in Hollywood. On the one hand b,, 
revealing that one's gender can be packaged and exploited (often without one"s agreement) as 
a marketing tool it demonstrates how difficult it is for female filmmakers to escape the 
"woman" part of the phrase *, vvoman director". On the other hand it proN es that Ný omen caii be 
taken seriously as the directors of highly commercial, mass-marketed and mass-distributed 
47 Kramer 600. 
films, which is extremely important in an industry like Hollywood 
-, xhich prefers to off-set 
financial risks by using filmmakers who bring with them a track record of financial success. 
Mimi Leder may have only had experience of directing for teleý ision ýN heti she ýN as given the 
job of helming The Peacemaker, but this was unimportant since Steven Spielberg's 
involvement as one of the owners of DreamWorks was enough of a guarantee in itself. After 
all, only by tackling the widest possible variety of films will women directors e\ er break out 
of that Catch 22 situation which dictates that a woman director cannot be trusted \\ ith genre X 
because she has no experience of working in genre X. but she can only get that experience if 
the opportunity of working in genre X is open to her. However it remains to be seen ýý hether 
other women directors will be able to capitalise on Leder's entrance into action blockbUster 
territory, or if they will remain simply a marketable novelty in that generic arena. 
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Chapter Four 
A Woman in Man's Clothing: The Androgynous Nature of the Female Director as 
(-'-Star" 
The premise of this chapter is that material which has been written by film theorists under the 
banner of star studies is also useful in examining the place of the director in the film 111dustr-N. 
Like stars, many directors present a certain image to the public: an image which is, in Richard 
Dyer's words, created from "media texts that can be grouped together as promotion, 
publicity, films and commentaries1criticism. "' According to Dyer, these -star images" are 
inherently polysemic and as such are shifting and complex rather than fixed and transparent. 
To this I would add that the female director's star image (if she has one) is more complex and 
contradictory than most, since a negotiation of the stereotypical director (male and xý h ite) is a 
prerequisite for its construction. 
I begin my discussion with a brief apologia for the relevance of star theorý, to the 
study of the director, and then move on to an examination of the way appearance functions in 
the creation of the female director's star image. I have chosen to concentrate oil the -1ook" of 
the woman director because it is the role that physical appearance plays in the development 
and sustenance of a star image that is potentially the biggest obstacle to accepting that 
directors can be read as stars. That is, one of the defining qualities of a star is the way theý I 
look: it is one of the things that makes them attractive to us, as well as one of the elements 
their publicity machine can focus on to encourage us to become attracted. Yet by 
demonstrating that appearance also plays an important role in the development of a director's 
image I intend to overcome such reservations, and narrow the theoretical gap betvý-een 
director and star. I argue that appearance is especially important to a discussion of the female 
director as "star" since women are traditionally read by and constructed through the x\ ay they 
look far more often than men. Moreover because NN omen are not N iewed as natural directors. 
1 Richard Dyer, Stars (BFI: London, 1979) 68. 
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because they are not male, their presence in that role must somehow be explained and 
negotiated. One method of doing this is to project a "masculine" image b,, ýý earing %%hat I 
could be perceived as male dress, which leads me into a discussion of cross-dressing, and 
androgyny. The way a director looks is an important part of the "ay they are perceived. 
Unfortunately for women, the archetypal director "looks" male, leaving them in a position 
where they too may have to "look" like this in order to be taken seriously. For example 
Kathryn Bigelow picks up on this when she states that since she "can't haN ea deep, 
bellowing voice on set, at least I have size. " In other words, she may not sound like a mail, 
but at least she has his physical presence. However appearing to be too "masculine" can also 
be a problem for women directors, resulting in a situation where commentators are compelled 
to search for evidence of their "femininity". 
Star Studies and the Director 
It is essential to begin by contextualising the relevance of star studies to a 
consideration of the director. There are precedents for such an undertaking in, for instance, 
the work of Charles Maland on Charlie Chaplin (as both star actor and star director) and 
Robert E. Kapsis on Alfred Hitchcock. Broadly speaking both works explore the ýN ax in I 
which these directors' star images were constructed, sustained, and frequently altered or 
undermined by the film industry within which they worked; the social and historical context 
in which they lived; and by the men themselves. Following on from more conventional 
studies of star actors Maland and Kapsis examine the "media texts" surrounding the star in 
order to identify the "complex and shifting set of meanings, attitudes, and mental pictures" 
associated with Chaplin and Hitchcock. 2 Both studies demonstrate that the public images of 
directors, like those of film stars, are complicated constructs which tell us as much about the 
beliefs and value systems of the world in which those individuals exist as theý do about the 
stars themselves. Although there is not a huge amount of theoretical material in existence 
2 Charles Maland, Chaplin and American Culture: The Evolution of a Star Imape (Princeton: Princeton Um%ersit\ 
Press. 1989) xix. 
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which reads the director as star, the phenomenon of the celebrity director. as xNell as the 
utilisation of the clirectorýs name as a marketing tool in selling films, is not exactiv ne%%. 
Kapsis writes that the use of the director's name to promote films can be traced back to 
European film culture in the twenties. For instance, in 1925 Hitchcock informed a 
-group at 
the British Film Society that "it was important that the public learn to associate the name of 
the director with a quality product. "' 
Despite the fact that, according to Paul McDonald, star studies "emerged in part as a 
reaction against auteurism", the advent of auteur theory has further enabled the formulation 
of the director as "star" by casting him or her as a figure whose personaliij- is the 
organisational force behind a series of films. In this way, as Paul Smith points out. auteur 
theory enables "a body of work" to be "discursively attached to a particular name and 
1,4 popularly understood to 'belong' to that name 
. 
This is a process which has become 
especially crucial in the contemporary Hollywood film industry. This statement is supported 
by an article in the San Diego Union-Tribune in which two directors, Bryan Singer and Joel 
Schumacher, describe how being a director in Hollywood in the nineties is ver,, much like 
being a star. Singer explains that you are built up in the press as soon as you haý ca Couple of 
box-office hits, and "[I]t's almost like being a movie star. " Consequently, lie contIfILICS. %OU 
are also "on the line, just like a star" (you have to attract the audiences \N ith your product) 
and so are allowed fewer opportunities to make a mistake than directors used to be. Similarly 
Joel Schummacher comments that in today's Hollywood "directors get gobbled up like 
celebrities. If you're hot, it's great 
... 
If there's no heat on you, you don't exist. " In other 
words you have to have that certain something (for instance, a history of box-office success, 
or endorsement as "the next big thing") in order to succeed, and the image you project can 
play a big part in helping you show the rest of the world that you have At". As Jim Shelle\ 
has xNritten, "In Hollywood 
... 
reputation is everything. You are NN hat you are perceix-ed to be 
3 Robert E. Kapsis. Hitchcock: The Nlakinp, of a Reputation (Chicago: The Uni\ersitý of Chicago Press. 1992) 16 
4 Paul McDonald, "Star Studies. - Approaches to Popular Film, eds. Joanne HolloN\s and %lark JancovIch 
(Manchester and Ne\\ York: Manchester Uni\ ersity Press, 1995) 80. Paul Smith. Clint East\ý ood: A Cultural 
Production (London: ( ICI Press. 1993) xi\. 
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5 by the media, the public and the studios. You are your image 
. 
The pursuit of success in an 
ever more commercially competitive film industry has meant that directors. like stars. haNe 
increasingly come to be packaged as a set of character traits and personal beliefs %ý hich 
shape, and are shaped by, the films they make. The packaged director becomes a useful tool 
in the promotion of his or her films in the marketplace. For example directors frequently 
travel allover the world to give interviews and appear at film festixals. using their persona I ity 
to sell their work. The emphasis placed on image within the industry also helps explain why 
studios are so eager to hand over the directorial reins to actors who already ha\ e \\e I I- 
established and well-known star images which can be built upon in order to market them as 
directors. 
The director's name is frequently transformed into a kind of aesthetic "brand name- 
which identifies what the audience (or consumers) can expect from the film (or product). The 
best example of the "director-as-brand-name" in contemporary Hollywood is undoubtedl\ 
Steven Spielberg. As John Baxter has commented: "Historically, Steven Spielberg and his 
films were inevitable. The McDonald's movie, the Coca-Cola cinema, mass-marketed to a 
waiting world" 
.6 Directors like Spielberg who have a name which is immediatel-, 
recognisable to the film going public, find themselves in a much more po\\erful position than 
their peers. As the. Hollywood Reporter's "Director Power" Survey 1998 states, they are able 
to "attract audiences, attention, financing and 
... 
other talent in front of and behind the 
camera 11 
, 
by virtue of "their last names alone". Not surprisingly the directors who the 
Director Power survey tells us possess this ability are exclusively male. ' 
This is not to imply that all male directors are predestined to rise to the rank of 
superstars, while all women directors will remain uncelebrated on the cinematic margins. As 
studio executive Russell Schwartz has noted, the -director's name as a personage is limited to 
5 Bernard Weinraub. "Film Directors are Hollywood's Nc\\ Stars. " San Diego Uiioii- Inhune 13 Junc 199 1 6ý 
San Diepo Union-Tribune Online Archives 20 Oct. 2000 <http: Hpqasb. pqarchi\er. com , andiego/Indcvhtml>. 
Jim Shelle\. 
-TA is Burning. '* Guardian 23 Dec. 1995. Weekend sec.. CD-ROM: 12. 
6 John Baxter. Ste\ en Spielberg: The Unauthorised Biograph\ (London: Harper Collins. 1996) 408. 
7 John Burman, "Director Po\wr. " Hollywood Reporte 20 Oct. 1998.. Holl\-\\ood Reporter OnlineArchI\es 30 
Dec. 1998 <http: /, www. ho I ly \\ ood reporter. com 'search. asp>. 
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just a very few. "' However it must be said that male directors are far more likely to find 
themselves to be one of those "very few" than their female equixalents. If nothing else the 
statistical imbalance between men and women working in the profession ensures that thi, 
--, 
%%ill 
be the case. Leaving this to one side, Schwartz's quote has the potential to undermine the 
theoretical basis of this chapter: if only a handful of directors ever achieve true star status 
then how can those outside this group, and especially women directors, be in possession of 
star images? In response I would argue that the director"s ultimate success or failure in 
becoming a recognisable public figure is separable from the creation of his or her star ima, 
-, 
e. 
The texts which surround a particular director and the films he or she makes (such as 
interviews, articles, press releases, biographies, film reviews and so on) come together to 
form a discernible (star) image for that director, regardless of whether that image becomes 
recognisable enough to pass into the public consciousness and truly make that director a I 
44star". 
Stepping Out From Behind the Camera: the "Look" of the Woman Director 
I will now turn to a consideration of the role of appearance in the construction of a 
director's star image. By appearance I am referring to the ways in which the physical 
appearance of a star, his or her "look", is not only visible on screen, but also ho\\ it is 
presented and represented in words and photographs within the numerous media texts 
surrounding that star. Obviously considerations of appearance are not going to have quite the 
same resonance for directors as they do for stars, whose bodies are effectivel) raxý material to 
be worked and reworked in establishing their image, and whose "look" on and off-screen 
(clothes, hair, gestures, body shape etc. ) is always a key selling point for both them and their 
films. Most directors, on the other hand, are not written about or photographed frequently 
enough to make this the case. Yet a focus on appearance certainly has been. and still is. part 
of the process of fabricating a recognisable image for an individual director. For instance. 
Burman. 
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Kapsis writes that Alfred Hitchcock developed a simple line draNýing of his face NOich Ný as 
subsequently used in publicity for his films-9 
Appearance seems to figure very differently in the star image of a woman director 
than it does in that of a man. Whereas writings on male directors tend to drop in details about 
appearance in a rather incidental and infrequent manner, noting perhaps that an individual has 
a beard or grey hair, those on women directors frequently overemphasise ph) sical details, 
commenting at great length on the clothes she wears, or her perceived attracti\ eness. If ail 
article draws attention to a male director's appearance, or presents us with a photograph of 
him, these representations sometimes use physical details as shorthand to eý oke the setise of 
power, wealth, ability, strength, intellect and so on, connected with that indi\ idual. In an 
article on Steven Spielberg Richard Corliss writes that the director has a -cute bald spot- on 
44an otherwise fertile scalp that sheathes his even more fertile brain. "10 The accompanying 
photographs also help support the impression of intelligence. One depicts Spielberg smiling 
kindly and dressed in a casual sweater, but with the suggestion of wealth evident in his 
expensive-looking glasses (which give him an intellectual air) and his well groomed 
appearance. Behind him is the head of the Tyrannosaurus Rex from Jurassic Park (1993) and 
The Lost World (1997), its jaws opened menacingly as if about to attack. The caption reads 
"Paterfamilias: Living the role at home and at work. " The fact that Spielber- looks 
unperturbed by the monster behind him gives the sense that he is someone who is completelý 
in control, who metaphorically shares or even exceeds its power. By calling him a 
"paterfamilias" both in his private (as represented in the photo by the wedding ring clearly 
visible oil his hand) and professional life (as represented by his mastery over the T. Rex). the 
article depicts him as a benevolent patriarch who is not only the head of his real family, but 
of his Hollywood family as well (see appendix C, fig. 1). 
In the case of women directors an emphasis on physical appearance is far more I lkelv 
to be tied to perceptions about sexualit\ and/or femininity. It is as though her av"-pical 
() Kapsis 20. 
10 Richard Corliss. 
-Peter Pan Gro\\s [ Jp. But Can lie Still Fl\? " I-Inic 16 June 199-1, International ed.: 101. 
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position as a woman who directs can only be naturalised b3, making reference to either the 
physical markers of her "womanliness", or her lack of it. This is not to say that a NNoman 
director's physical characteristics are never presented or interpreted as markers of poNN er. or 
intelligence (as the case of Jodie Foster will demonstrate), but that they are ý'er\ rarel\ 
presented as denoting only these qualities. 
Why does this disparity between representations of appearance in male and female 
directors' star images exist? As Judith Mayne suggests when she states how difficult it has 
been to view women as anything other than "objects of the cinematic gaze", this might be due 
to the fact that one of the commonest, if not the commonest, and literally most visible places 
for women in the film industry has been as an image on screen rather than as the director of 
those images. As a result emphasis has inevitably been placed on how a woman working in 
Hollywood looks, more often than on what she does. Consequently Judith Maý ne N\ rites of 
Dorothy Arzner: "[A]s a woman in Hollywood, she had to have looks. "" The director Nlartliýi 
Coolidge also recounts an anecdote which illustrates this point well: 
I wanted to be a director,, but this one commercial producer who 
... 
kept hiring me as 
an assistant editor 
... 
said... "When you apply for these jobs-- these were on-set jobs 
- 
"get your nails done and make sure you wear eyelashes. Make sure yoLi look like a 
secretary, even though you're schlepping equipment. " 12 
Evidently the woman who directs is a figure so alien that she necessitates a struggle to 
reconcile popular perceptions about what a director is (male, authoritative, a creator of 
images) with what a woman in Hollywood has been (decorative, passive, image). Whilst 
these perceptions are problematic because for one thing directing is a more collaborative and 
co-operative process than such a stereotype would lead us to believe, and for another women 
throughout Hollywood's history have actually overturned these narrow definitions. theN 
remain prevalent. 
Judith Mayne. Directed By Dorothy Arzner (Indianapolis: Indiana Unk ersity Press. 1994) 172.153. 1- 12 Quoted in Rachel Abramowitz. *'The Company Of Women, " Premiere Women In HollyN%ood Special 1993: 110. 
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A noticeable by-product of the need to represent ýý omen who ýý ork in Ho I IvN% ood i ii 
terms of the way they look is the way in which material about women directors often 
conflates the film-star with the director, as though the woman behind the screen can onlY be 
rationalised by the woman on it. Martha Coolidge has been described b-, one ýNriter as havin,! 
a "throaty voice" which "rises to the warbling musicality of Jean Arthur. and she projects 
something of the Arthur magic". 13 Similarly Nora Ephron has been compared to the character 
played by Meg Ryan in Sleepless In Seattle. 14 However perhaps the most striking example of 
this tendency is, as Christina Lane has also suggested, to be found in representations of 
Kathryn Bigelow. 15 
In common with the star images of numerous actresses, Bigelow's star image is 
highly sexualised. One article about her in the Los Angeles Times is entitled -Black Leather 
Director in a Business World"; and Clarke Taylor writes that-swathed in black leather and 
endowed with an icy, daunting beauty, she looked like the world's highest priced 
dominatrix. " 16 Sarah Gristwood has even observed that the "[flall, elegant, dressed in black'" 
Bigelow gave interviews about Strange Qpys (1995) at the Venice Film Festival -In front of a 
poster which read: "You want it really. " While this phrase is actually the tag line for Strange 
Days, Gristwood's mention of it in conjunction with Bigelow's appearance gl\ es the 
impression that the director is something of a sexual ly-charged and sexually provocative 
figure herself Over and over again the media texts surrounding Bigelow reveal themselves to 
be obsessed with her appearance. Virtually every article written about her is compelled to 
13 Paul Attanasio. "'The Road To Hollywood, - Washington Post 7 Aug. 1985: C2. Jean Arthur played a large 
number of mainly comic roles in films betNN een the twenties and the fifties, such as Mr Deeds Goes To To%N n 
(1936) and The More The Merrier (1943). 
14 Rand), Sue Coburn, "'An AtTair To Inspire, " Premiere July 1993: 58. 
' 5Christina Lane, Feminist Holl\ wood: From Bom in Flames to Point Break (Detroit: Wa\ ne State Univcrý'it\ 
Press. 2000) 103-4. 
16 Clarke Taylor. "Black Leather Director in a Business World. - Los Angeles Times 9 Oct. 1988. Home ed.. 
Calendar sec.: 28. Kathr\ n Bigelow Website 12 Nov. 1999 <\\-\v\\-. kathr,, iibiLeloN\-. comlarticieý, 'Iatimes. html>; 
-The Director Wore Black. " Vognic Oct. 1995. U. S. ed.. Kathryn Bipelo\\ Website 12 Dec. 1991) 
<http: /I; IN\ \\ \\. kathr), nbigelox\ coni'articles vogue. html>. No author's name supplied. 
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comment on her style, her poise, her striking beauty. So much so in fact that many ý% riters 
sound like fashion journalists waxing lyrical about the latest supen-nodel. '- 
Jamie Diamond has described Bigelow as looking like an old-fashioned movie star: 
"Even though she* swearing jeans, cowboy boots, and a T-shirt fu II of holes, she comeýs the 
sort of glamour that movie stars used to. " 18 Angie Errigo describes her as -Tall and slim as a 
model 
... 
dressed in clothes just too well cut to be American. giving off an overall poise as 
cool as any great glacial screen goddess. " 19 Nor are Diamond and Errigo alone in their 
opinions. Bigelow is frequently discussed and photographed as though she were a visible 
presence on celluloid. Jim Shelley comments that hiding her -striking good looks behind dark 
glasses", and answering few questions about herself, her image is that of the -enigma-. 20 
This is a statement which brings to mind the stereotypical heroines of film noir (those 
attractive, mysterious women with a dangerous edge), and film noir also happens to be a 
genre which Bigelow has cited as an influence on her own work 
.2' By association Bigelo,,, N, 
finds herself cast as one of those feminine riddles: a contradictory and unreadable ýNoman 
whose generically complex films complicate her image rather than clarifý it. This impression 
of Bigelow is further enhanced by the photograph which accompanies Jim Shelley's article: 
the shot is of her upper body, and her hands are laced and held out in front of her. Her face is 
partially hidden by her hair, giving her a veiled, mysterious look (see appendix C, fig. 2). The 
way in which the photograph is lit is reminiscent of the kind of lighting techniques v, Ii ich are 
often said to be typical of film noir: David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson write that 
key lighting has usually been applied to somber and mysterious scenes. " This gives the effect 
of -chiaroscuro, or extremely dark and light regions within the image. ""' 
17 Sarah Grismood, '"The Unflinching Woman. " Evening Standard 26 Oct. 1995, Kath[yn Bigelow Wchslte 12 
NoN. 1999 <http: //wNN NN. kathrynbigeloNN-. com/articies/grist. html>. 
18 Jamie Diamond. 
-Kathryn BigeloNN Pushes the Potentiality Ený elope, " New York Times 22 Oct. 1995. Kathr% n 
Bigelow Website 12 NoN. 1999 <http: //NN \N NN,. kathrynbigeloNN. com/articles/nýlime. html>. 
19 Angie Errigo, 
-Action! - Empire Dec. 1991: 76. 
20 Shelley. 
2' For example. in -AValk on the Wild Side. " MonthIN Film Bulletin Nov. 1990: 31 3. she stateý, "I'm a hup-e fan of 
film noir. but I'm less interested in updating it than in rem\ enting it[. ]*' 
22 Da\ id Bordwell and Kristin Thompson. Film Art: An Introduction. 4" ed. (Ne\N York: McGraw-Hill. 199 1) 15t) 
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In order to provide further ammunition for the argument that Kathr-% n Bigeloý% is a 
figure who blurs the boundaries between star and director, we can point to a comment made 
by Jamie Lee Curtis, the star of Bigelow's Blue Steel ( 1990). Curtis says that she felt like a 
"fat dwarf' compared to the director, and adds that -you don't ýý ant to be on the same set 
with her on the other side of the camera". 23 By physically comparing herself to her director, 
and judging herself to be less attractive, Curtis is effectively undermining her status as Blue 
Steel's star (in the sense of the word "star" being used to indicate an actor whose ý alue is 
partially measured by physical appearance), and placing Bigelow in that role instead. Witli 
just a few well-chosen words a woman like Bigelow can be transformed into both the 
director and the directed. 
This conflation between film star and director can be viewed as indicati\, e of a desire 
to conflate the differences between women and formulate a stable category: *'\\oman". B\ 
this I mean that the potential threat posed by the woman who acts as a maker of images is 
negated by merging her with the woman-as-image, and consequently returning her to a more 
acceptably "feminine" place. This statement must be qualified, however, by stressing that the 
conflation between female director and female star in a given star image might, on some 
level, be actively encouraged by the director herself As Yvonne Tasker has argued: 
Laid back publicity shots enhance her image: Bigelow in shades, tailored suede, 
jeans, leather, with a moody expression, looking like an extra from one of her own 
movies. She may distance herself from perfon-nance art in interviews, but the crafting 
of her persona is a performance in itselfl .] 
21 
Tasker's words suggest that Bigelow is involved in the creation of her star image; that she 
uses the way she looks as a means of attracting publicity for her films; and that her --look" is 
as much a performance as it is natural. The use of the word --performance" here is 
particularly significant since it is a word used by Richard Dyer in his m, -riting on stars. He 
states that "performance is what the performer does in addition to the actionsfunctions she or 
23 Quoted in Elissa Van Poznak,. "Steel Magnolia. " Elle Dec. 1990. U. K. ed.: 73. 
24 Yvonne Tasker. "Bigger Than Life. " Sight and Sound May 1999: 1 33. 
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he performs in the plot and the lines she or he is given to say". He also identifies some of the 
signs of performance as facial expression, voice, gestures and body posture. Although 
Bigelow is not an actress, her repetition of certain expressions and poses across ý arious 
publicity photos (her "tough girl" stance, her serious almost sneering expression) suggests 
that star performances are not limited to the on-screen behaviour of actors. 'ý 
I am not trying to suggest that male directors have never been compared %N A the 
characters in their films. A key part of Spielberg's star image, for example. is that he shares 
with his characters, such as Peter Pan or ET, a kind of childlike, other worldly innocence. 26 
Yet with women directors this comparison is often formulated with a different end in inind. 
That is, as a way of reconciling the tension between the woman on-screen and the Ný oman in 
charge behind it. Conflation becomes a way of naturalising the woman in the unexpected role 
of director, and giving us once again a stable and unified category called "woman". 
Women directors often have a "look" which draws upon the stereotypical appearance 
of the contemporary male director. This look is depicted in a Premiere article which includes 
photos of what they believe typical Hollywood types, such as directors and producers. look 
like. The "director" is pictured as a middle aged, white male, wearing a baseball cap, 
sunglasses, headphones, and a lens around his neck. His clothes are casual and spom- 
(waterproof jacket, shirt, jeans) and the magazine describes him as "[n]ot dressed for school 
exactly, and not dressed for work. " (see appendix C, fig. 3). " Empire identifies this look as 
having originated with Steven Spielberg claiming that, "His influence on mainstream 
Hollywood is incaluable 
... 
even setting the stereotype 
-jeans, sneakers, baseball cap - for a 
,, 
28 directorial dress code. 
These established codes of appearance are sometimes adopted by,, Nomen directors. It 
is possible to point to countless pictures of women directors looking like a female ý ersion of 
25 Dý er 15 1. 
26 The previous]\ cited article b\ Richard Corliss on Spielberg is called -Peter Pan Grows Up". and one ofthe 
chapters in Baxter's biographN is called "The Man Who Fell to Earth". 
27 Premiere Sept. 1990. U. S. ed.: 95. 
28 Ian Freer, "The Feat ot'Ste\ en. - Empire Nlar. 1998: 98. 
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the aforementioned Premiere "director". Take two articles from DGA \Iajzazine (the 
magazine of The Director's Guild of America, and so presumably a crucial forum in ý%hich to 
present a strong image which will appeal to the rest of the industry) about Jodie Foster and 
Mimi Leder. In the Jodie Foster article one photo shows her directing Little Man Tate (1991 ) 
dressed in a sweatshirt, wearing a baseball cap and headphones. and peerin-g through a 
camera lens. Another shows her on the set of Home For The Hol idays (1995) wearing a 
checked shirt, waterproof jacket and another baseball cap. The Mimi Leder article pictures 
the director on the set of The Peacemaker (1997) dressed in the ubiquitous baseball cap. 
anorak and shades (see appendix C, fig. 4 and 5 ). 29 Christina Lane has commented that Jodie 
Foster is often 
posed wearing markers of "butch" lesbianism, such as denim, leather, or men's 
clothing. This is particularly true in photos that came out around the release of The 
Accused... It is also true in photos that depict her as a film director, a conýentional IN 
masculine role. In the late 1980s,, Elle magazine labelled Foster's fashion choices as 
"lumberjack chic". 30 
Viewed in this way Foster both literally and metaphorically wears the male director's clothes 
as a means of blending into, rather than standing out in, what Lane calls -a conventionall% 
masculine role. " Leder and Foster are not alone in their symbolic transvestism. There are 
other photographs of women directors wearing clothes that, combined with additional aspects 
of their star image, have the effect of making them seem more stereotypically "masculine" 
than "feminine". One of the ways in which Kathryn Bigelow's "tough girl" persona is either 
expressed by tile director (if you subscribe to the opinion that it is a deliberate strategy on her I 
part) or simply referred to by those who wish to make her fit certain gendered categorisations 
(such as "this is what a female director of action movies should look like"), is through her 
29 Jon Ste\ ens, "Jodie Foster Goes 'Home' for her Second Feature. " DGA Magazine Jan. -Feb. 1996.. D(jA 
Magazine Online Archives 2 Sept. 2001 <http: i 'w\N NN. dga. org/index2. php3>. Patricia Troy. *Alimi Lcdcr Helms 
DreamWorks First Feature. " DGA Magazine Sept. 
-Oct. 1997. DGA Magazine Online Archke,; 2 'S)ept. 2001 
<http: //\v\N \\. dga. org/inde\2. php3>. 
10 Christina Lane. "The Liminal Iconography of Jodie Foster. " Journal of Popular Film and Tele\ ision Jan. 1995. 
The Author's Jodie Foster Webs'te 4 No\. 1999 <http: / \\ w\ý. geocitiesxorn Hollywood, set 24171irninal- 
icon. html--. 
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choice of clothes. In a photograph which accompanies an Elie article about the director called 
"Steel Magnolia" Bigelow is dressed in jeans and a Marion Brando-esque (circa the 1953 
fi I rn The Wild One) leather biker jacket. She adopts a pose ýýhich echoes that of the 
stereotypical fifties rebel, as played by Brando or James Dean: her hands are in her pocka, 
and she wears a confident, "don't mess with me" look to go with her leathers (see appendix 
C, fig. 6). This association between fifties rebel and maverick director is further endorsed bý 
the fact that the first feature film Bigelow directed, The Loveless (1982). xN as a study of a 
fifties motorcycle gang, and Brando's character in The Wild One was actuafl\ a biker named 
Johnny. 31 
Continuing the androgynous theme one might point out that Nora Ephron often poses 
for photographs dressed in mannishly cut suits reminiscent of the kind worn by classic 
Hollywood actresses such as Marlene Dietrich, Greta Garbo and Katherine Hepburn. These 
give her the kind of businesslike, no-nonsense look that goes well with the assertive and 
32 
capable image she likes to project. Ina Guardian article Ephron is pictured ýNearing a 
classic cream three piece suit; and in a piece on Sleepless In Seattle for Premiere she poses iii 
front of the Empire State building, dressed again in a lightly coloured three piece Ailt, her 
hands casually in her pockets. This choice of shot also has a significance beyond the fact that 
the final scene of Sleepless takes place atop The Empire State Building: it juxtaposes Ephron 
with New York in a similar way to some publicity shots of Woody Allen (see appendix C, 
fig. 7,8 and 9). Moreover the article itself actually encourages the reader to make a 
comparison between Ephron and Allen by revealing that Ephron brings an 'urban edge" to 
the romantic comedy, that she is "an intellectual Jewish woman from NeNN York" m, 
hose 
famous novel (Heartburn, 1983) and directorial debut (This Is My Life, 1992) v, ere both 
about "Jewish women from New York". and most importantly that she knoNN s Allen 
because 
she had a cameo role in Crimes and Misdemeanors (1989), and is working ýN ith one of his 
" Van Poznak 71. 
I skind. -The \N*orld According to Nora, " Premiere Mar. 
1992 ( 
-1 -6) N arious people who '2 For instance. in Peter B, 23 
kno%ý Nora, such as her sister Delia. the actress Carrie Fisher, and the producer LN nda Obst. remark thLit 
Ephron is 
a xen, self-assured and un-neurotic \Nornen. who is completek 
decisiNe when it comes to directing. 
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cinematographers (Sven Nykvist) on Sleepless. In an earlier intervie,, N Ephron has even said 
that there are scenes in This Is My Life which are reminiscent of -the kind of thing that 
Woody does. " In this way Ephron not only demands to be seen as a -serious" director 
because she looks like one, but because she works like one as kýel 1.33 
Obviously it should be noted that such clothes are worn by directors for reasons other 
than symbolic: considerations of fashion and personal style must also be taken into account. 
The kind of casual clothes male directors wear on set are chosen because theý, are practical 
for the job they do (no-one would expect to see a director on set dressed in evening vý ear). 
and so it follows that female directors will be similarly attired. Yet it is important to 
remember that in some cases the director (or her stylist or publicist) ýý ill have chosen clothes 
with a particular photo shoot in mind, which raises the possibility that her look maý on some 
level be fabricated with a certain end in mind: such as the desire to appear tough or 
businesslike. An article of clothing like the director's baseball cap has a meaning abo\ e and 
beyond its literal one. As the above comment about Spielberg from Empire demonstrates, it 
has come to symbolise the typical contemporary Hollywood director, who is neark aký aý s 
male. The baseball cap is also more likely to be identified as a male article of clothing rather ltý 
than a unisex one thanks to the associations it has with sport (an activity ýN hich is 
traditionally deemed masculine). Sport has also been used as a metaphor for filmmaking. As 
Linda Seger explains, the "traditional definition of power depends on competition ý, N here 
someone is on top, others below, some winning, others losing. Traditional ly the world of 
business has been defined by the male metaphor of sports and competition. The film 1ndustrN 
is no different. " To support her claims she gives the example of one television executive who 
notes that the extensive use of sports metaphors in industry conversations are probablý due to 
the fact that both sport and cinema are historically male-dominated fields. He sa\ s. It's all 
33 Xan Brooks. -The Mother Confessor. " Guardian 19 Feb. 1999: 3. Coburn 54-8. Biskind 21. 
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about playing the game, keeping your eye on the ball. going to bat for the script. and 
winning". 
34 
These connections between sport, sports clothes, and filmmaking are particularly 
relevant to a cover shot of Penny Marshall which accompanies an article in New York Times 
Magazine. Marshall is pictured standing in front of a sign which reads -Columbia Studios". 
and wearing a baseball catcher's uniform. The Headline on the cover reads -Director Penn-, ý, 
Marshall: Making It in the Majors" (see appendix C, fig. 10). The most obx ious reason for 
Marshall posing in this manner is because the interview discusses her new film (A LeaRue of 
Their Own (1992)) which is about baseball. However on a deeper level the picture links the 
subject matter of the film (women who find success in the male-dominated arena of sport) 
with Marshall's experiences as a woman director in Hollywood (a woman ýN ho has found 
success in the male-dominated arena of directing). Marshall is dressed in a catcher's uniforrn 
which echoes the position League's heroine Dottie plays in the film: thus equating the 
director with one of her characters. The title -Making It in the Majors" (a linguistic play on 
Major League baseball) makes reference not only to the way in which League's characters 
prove that women can competejust as well as men in the gruelling world of baseball, but also 
to the way Marshall has proved that a woman director in Hollywood can -hit it big" at the 
box-office (the Columbia sign is the visual reference to the Major League in ýN hich Penily is 
competing). To lend credence to this interpretation of the photo the article's author, Peggy 
Orenstein, also makes the comment that "Like the heroines of 'League'... Marshall 
... 
has 
succeeded in a man'S game. " In this shot Marshall goes one step further than her baseball-cap 
wearing peers by donning full baseball attire in order to publicise her film, and perhaps also 
to take on a little of the strength that this image projects thanks to its connections ýý 1th the 
6ý masculine" 
Admittedly Nve do not knmý whether the choice of pose Nvas Marshall"s. her 
publicists, or the inagazine"s; but this is less important than the fact that the content of tile 
34 Lincla Seger. When Women Call The Shots: I'he Developing Po\\er and In I] Lierice of Women in Telc\ ision and 
Film (Nc\\ York: Henr)ý Holt. 1996) 59. 
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picture and the words which accompany it are proof of the popular cultural association 
between what is categorised as male attire (sports clothes) and the oumard display of one's 
power. In spite of this Orenstein's article, as I demonstrate in chapter six. is paradoxical Iy 
concerned with undermining Marshall's apparently powerful image by commenting on her 
tendency to display stereotypically "feminine" behaviours on set. She also reveals that 
League does not fulfil the criteria for a "feminist" film because it is far too cinematically and 
politically conventional. For example she comments on Marshall's decision to shoot a scene 
so that Geena Davis does not appear too much taller than Tom Hanks. Evidently for 
Orenstein simply adopting the symbols of male authority does not an acceptably -feminist- 
woman director make. Yet perhaps this is also one reason why Marshall and/or her publicists 
are compelled to create a visual image of the director which is determinedlý non "feminine": 
one which stresses the Sports movie side of League rather then the emotional, -v, omen's 
film" elements that Orenstein also picks up on. " 
The director Penelope Spheeris has said, "I do believe that if I was a man %ý ith a 
beard and a baseball hat like you're supposed to be if you're a director, theý ý\ould probablý 
,, 
36 listen to me 
. 
Perhaps, then, the adoption of masculine dress as part of a female director's 
image is motivated by the desire to be listened to and taken more seriousIN, and to promote an 
image (particularly in industry publications such as DGA Magazine) that saý sý ou mean 
business. Nor is this anything new for the female director in Hollywood. In Directed By 
Dorothy Arzner Judith Mayne undertakes a detailed examination of Arzner's image, pointing 
out that the director "adopted a persona that can best be described as butch: she wore 
tailored, "masculine" clothing; her short hair was slicked back; she wore no make up; and she 
struck poses of confidence and authority. " While Arzner's "butch- image begs to be 
interpreted in the context of her status as a lesbian director (and indeed is b,, Mayne) ts also 
revealing in the wider context of her existence as a female director in Holk ý\ ood. The 
35 lleggý Orenstein. --Nlak-ing It In The MEýjors. - New York Times 24 May 1992: 18.24. 
36 Quoted in Janis Cole and Holk Dale. calling the Shots: Profiles of Women Filmmakers (Ontario: Quarrý 
Prcs, 
1993)224. 
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woman director's adoption of a "masculine" persona through the medium of dress maN or 
may not only be interpreted as a signifier of lesbianism, but can also be read as a means of 
presenting an image of oneself as competent, businesslike, an industr. y insider and a member 
of the male director's club,, with the baseball cap serving as your badge of membership. -'- 
The idea that a baseball cap might function as a badge of membership, or to put it 
another way as an accessory of power, can also be extended to other inanimate objects or 
props that sometime appear in publicity shots of women directors. Countless numbers of 
them are pictured either next to a film camera (or other technical equipment) or looking into a 
lens, as if (to distil the image to its simplest form) to make the statement that, "Yes, ýN omen 
know how to work technology" (see appendix C, fig. I 1- 14). Of course, as Judith Maý-ne 
suggests in her work on Arzner, such images work in far more nuanced A ays than th Is. As 
Mayne says, the juxtaposition in a visual image between woman and camera --foregrounds 
one of the major preoccupations of feminist film theory 
- 
the difficult relationship between 
women and the apparatus of the cinema" 
. 
38 Indeed I believe that the simple visual statement 
mentioned above can actually be read as a rather unsubtle means of negotiating this difficult 
relationship, and asserting the right of the woman to enter the "masculine" sphere of 
filmmaking: a sphere filled with the kind of technical equipment that women are not 
naturally supposed to understand. Of course by depicting the woman director on her oýN n. 
either using a film camera or with one somewhere in the frame, this kind of image also 
glosses over the contribution of others, such as the cinematographer. to the process of 
shooting a film. David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson have remarked, "For a director to 
orchestrate the labor of shooting and assembly does not mean that he or she is expert at everý 
job 
... 
Within the studio mode of production, the director can delegate tasks to trusted and 
competent personnel; hence the tendency of directors to work habitually xN ith certain actors. 
cinematographers, composers, and so on. "-9 Clearl., an image of a director \ý ith his or her 
37 Mayne. Directed By Dorothy Arzner 2. 
38 Mayne, Directed By Dorothy Arzner 170. 
1 19 BordxN ell and Thompson 30. 
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camera is not so much about reflecting what she or he does (it is the cinematographer and not 
the director who is responsible for the technical aspects of photography. lighting and 
camerawork), but more about presenting an image of authority "hich. if it is important for a 
male director, is even more crucial for a female one. 
Another less high-tech prop which has been used to convey this impression is the 
megaphone. Both Arzner and Jodie Foster have been pictured using one in publicity images. 
and in a recent article about Betty Thomas there is a picture of the director using her 
megaphone and an individual picture of it which accompanies the text. In the picture of the 
megaphone we can make out that the words "This belongs to B Thomas" are xN ritten on it, 
and the picture's caption reads "Even while silent, Thomas's megaphone someho\\ manages 
to deliver a blaring message. " (See appendix C, fig. 15 and 16). On one level this comment 
refers to the author's description of Thomas as a woman with a loud voice ýN ho doesn't mi nce 
her words. Hence Bernstein writes that while directing a scene Thomas "grabs a microphone, 
something she really doesn't need"; and tells us about her penchant for swearing. Yet it also 
functions as a symbol of Thomas' control over the filmmaking process. Control \N hich is 
emphasised by the fact that she has labelled this visual signifier of authoritý Ný ith her oNN n 
name, and in the process symbolically asserted the right for her voice (as projected bý the 
megaphone) to be heard and, more importantly, to be listened to and respected. 40 
In this way the megaphone, along with the baseball cap, the film camera, and articles 
of masculine clothing, can be said to fulfil a metonymic or synecdochic function. In How To 
Read A Film James Monoco defines "metonymy" as a connection of "associated details -ý, N ith 
ideas" and synecdoche as "comparisons of the part with the whole. " He argues that a shot of 
somebody looking at their reflection in a broken mirror can be used to signifý' schizophrenia, 
and the depiction of industrial machinery can stand for the whole of urban society. Although 
he also acknowledges that these terms are hard to define precisely because there is a 
significant amount of overlap between them. Using Monoco's definitions \\e can argue that 
"000: 60.62.63 40 Jill Bernstein. "The Wedding Planner. " Premiere \\ onien In Hollywood Special 
'10 
the megaphone is synecdochic because it represents the director as a ,N hole. and metonN mic 
because it stands for the idea of the loud, forceful. traditional I,, masculine voice as 
representative of power and control. The cinema camera can be seen to fulfil a similar 
function as an object which represents both the director and the industr\ as a xý hole: but 
which is also associated with the idea of someone who has authority over the mechanics of 
representation (the way in which an image appears on-screen). This explains its effectiveness 
as a symbol of belonging in publicity shots of female directors. 41 
A Woman In Man's Clothing: Strategic Androgyny 
Inevitably this discussion of the woman director who adopts "masculine" stý les of dress 
raises the related issues of cross-dressing and androgyny. The female directors I discuss are 
not cross-dressers in the literal sense of the ten-n; they are not trying to "pass" as men, so I am 
using the phrase broadly to refer to the act of merely appropriating elements of male dress 
and/or "masculine" accessories. Writing on the subject of transvestism in film Chris Straayer 
claims that the motivation which drives most cross-dressing characters is usual IN related to 
"getting a job, or escape": in other words it is related to the "problems of access". VIe,, ýed in 
this way the woman is driven to put on male clothes because they enable her to gain entrance 
to forbidden or restricted male spheres, which explains Straayer's later statement that most 
female celluloid cross-dressers are at first reluctant to give up their transvestism when the 
narrative demands it because of the "freedom" it permits them. For Straayer the act of cross- 
dressing clearly has the potential to be a radical act. That is, while she acknowledges the waý 
in which it depends on the conventional "system of codes commonly used to signify gender" 
in order to have meaning (such as a dress, make-up and high heels meaning "woman" for 
42 
example), she also argues that it may simultaneously deconstruct those very codes 
. 
41 James Monaco. HoNN To Read a Film: The Art. Technology. Language. Hjstorý. and Theor-, of Film and \Icdrcl 
(NeNN York and 0\ford: Oxford UniN ersitý Press. 1981) 135-40. 
'2 Chris Straayer. Deviant Eyes. Deviant Bodies (New York: Columbia UniNersity Press. 1996) 44.49.53). 
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Stella Bruzzi appears to argue along similar lines when she states that a -questioning 
and blurring of gender identities 
... 
occurs when characters do not wear the clothes deemed 
socially appropriate to their sex. " Unlike Straayer. however, she makes a distinction bet-%Neen 
cross-dressing and androgyny. She sees the former, which side-steps the issue of sexualitN 
and adopts the clothes of the "other" for primarily comic ends. as less subversiN e than the 
latter, which is charged with eroticism and puts questions of sexual ambiguit-\ in the 
foreground. According to this definition a woman director who simpb, ' puts on male clothes, 
rather than being an androgynous figure, would fall into the less subversive category of cross- 
dresser, and most likely be held to reinforce rather than question the status quo. Like Penw. 
Marshall as represented in Orenstein's article, she would be wearing the uniform of power 
but troubling nobody's preconceptions about gender. Jodie Foster. on the other hand. might 
arguably be seen to belong to the latter category since on occasions her image appears to blur 
the boundaries of both gender and sexuality, making herself (to use Bruzzi's phrase \ý hich 
-13 
refers to Marlene Dietrich in Morocco) "the point of multiple erotic identification. 
If we consider the photos of Foster which accompany an Interview article by higrid 
Sischy we see that the director adopts a variety of poses, some of which are reminiscent of 
female stars from the thirties and forties such as Greta Garbo or Lauren Bacall, and others 
which ape publicity shots of the director Dorothy Arzner. " Yet, as I also argue in my chapter 
on Foster, there is definite blurring between both kinds of pose so that it is difficult to know 
where the star ends and the director begins. In some shots her glamorouslN made-up face, 
perfectly coiffured hair and bold costume jewellery is somewhat at odds with her severely- 
tailored clothes and casual beret. In another picture she wears a very casual. almost preppy 
outfit, while simultaneously making a gesture towards a more traditional pin-up pose b\ 
wearing nothing under the jacket. In this way Foster comes close to Bruzzi's androm, nous L-. 
figure because she does not, unlike the cross-dresser. split the transvestite figure into two: 
43 Stella Bruzzi. Undressing Cinema: Clothing and Identity in the Movies (London: Routledge. 1997) W. 1-3. 
175.176. 
44 Ingrid Sischy. --Jodie Foster: The One and Onlý. - Interview Oct. 1991: 79-85. 
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that is, man and woman, male and female, and in the case of a star/director like Foster the 
"masculine" Hollywood business woman/director and the "ferninine" sex sN-mbol star. Rather 
she can be seen to play with the ambiguities that the "androgynous body" briii, 
_, 
s into focus. 
to blur the strict definitions between "male and female, straight and gay. real and 
ý05 imagined 
. 
One might argue that by using Arzner's image which, as Judith Mayne explains. 
in recent times at least has become "a straight-forward ima e of lesbian identit" ". Foster is 9 
not only borrowing the "look" of a critically established female-auteur, but also to\ ing Itli 
the lesbian undertones which others have identified as present in both her on-screen roles and 
her off-screen reality. However this quasi-butch identity is tempered by those elements of the 
poses which conform to the traditional "pin-up" image (Hollywood glamour and the sexual 
display of the female body). In short this complex and contradictory image (or set of ima, 
-, 
e,, ) 
mixes eroticism with hornoeroticism, the stereotypically "masculine" with the stereotypically 
"feminine'% and the woman in front of the camera with the woman behind it, lem iqg us 
asking, "Will the real Foster please stand up? "" 
Bruzzi is also more sceptical than Straayer that a desire for greater access to the male 
world is the primary motivation behind a woman's desire to put on masculine clothes. She 
argues that the idea that a woman who wears male dress does so purely as a "political" act or 
for reasons of expediency, such as greater power and status, is extremelN reductiN e. Not only 
does it assume that such an act contains "no pleasure... for the woman" but it also implies that 
"men's clothes carry significant symbolic status that women's do not. " Although I agree with 
Bruzzi that the motives behind cross-dressing are far more complicated than such a simple 
explanation suggests (the images of Foster in the Ingrid Sischy article being a case in point), I 
do not think we should allow this argument to prevent us from continuing to ý'iexN the 
woman's adoption of "masculine" dress as a potentially political or practical act. It is a ýN a, 
'5 Bruzzi 176. 
41, Mayne, Directed By Dorothy Arzner 177. It is also worth noting that Ma\ ne admits that she is suspicious of the 
term -androg) ny"' because. although it is not a homophobic term. it might be used as a coded way ofsaying "not 
necessarily lesbian" (175). Mayne also makes reference to the shots of Foster in Inter-\-ie\\. although she doen*t 
interpret them as successfully blurring star and director in the same \\a\. and accuses Foster of carrviiiL' Out a 
Aind 
of 'de-dyking' of the Arzner persona" (174). For a further discussion of Mayne's thoughts about these photos and 
m\ response see chapter si\ of rily thesis. 
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of saying I belong here", I fit in", rather than one ý, ýhich is primarily motkated by des Ire or 
fantasy. Moreover this adoption of male attire still has symbolic meaning eN en if NN e are 
unable to prove that the director in question (and not a stylist, publicist. the jourrialist. 
photographer or marketing person) has chosen it herself, or intended it to make a statement 
(political or otherwise). 
In spite of Bruzzi's words to the contrary, it is my belief that men's clothing or 
masculine styles of dress do possess (or perhaps more accurately are belieN ed to possess) a 
symbolic power that women's do not. For example, if male dress does not carry a sense of 
credibility which is lacking in typical "feminine" dress then why did the late seN enties and 
early eighties witness the growth of men's tailoring for women (as pioneered especialk bý 
Giorgio Armani) which then became the uniform of career women everywhere. Eighties 
"power dressing" may have been partially about glamorous "feminine" excess (Ileavy 
perfume and make-up, flamboyant costume jewellery) but it was also surely about the 
adoption of severely-cut suits which (thanks to the aid of shoulder pads) made the \ý carer 
seem even bigger, even more "masculine" in the workplace. Consider the ýNa,, Diane Keaton 
is depicted at the beginning of Baby Boom (1987) as an ambitious career woman dressed in a 
Yuppie-style white shirt and pinstripe suit; and ends the film as a happy adoptive-mother NOo 
wears a selection of sweaters and flowing, floral skirts. If we accept that Hol 1ý wood is both 
an image-based and image-obsessed societý,, then one might reasonably argue that a politics of 
dress exists which affects not only a handful of actors or actresses, but numerous others o, lio 
are associated with the industry, whether in front of the camera or behind it. Indeed. the 
existence of the American magazine In Slyle which, via interviews with and photo spreads of 
the people it writes about, is dedicated to telling its readers where the reaffi, st-, lish 
individuals who work in Hollywood get their hair done, buy their clothes, and so on is highlý 
suggestive of this very fact. Clearly for those associated xN ith the industry hoýN ou look. and 
'vv hat that savs about you. is of vital importance. It is certainly possible, then, that x\ omen I 
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directors (or the people that help construct their images) should use clothes not just 
practically but as visual signifiers of their ability to do the job of making films. " 
In a brief discussion of Barbara Streisand's "transvestite" role plaN ing a young 
Jewish boy in Yentl (1983) Yvonne Tasker refers to Marjorie Garber's argument that 
Streisand's role as director of that film (a traditionally "masculine" role). and the fact that in 
it she plays a woman who is trying to "pass" as a boy, are somehoNN logicalk connected: 
"Garber emphasises the image, the significance of Streisand as director and as director of this 
particular film, emblem of her 'manliness. ' Does producing and directing make a %voman 
4manly', even to the extent that she might dress as a boy? " This observation leads Tasker to 
point out that representations of Streisand. in the popular media commonly construct her as 
both a "manly, aggress ive... 'bal I 
-breaker"' and as a woman whose narcissism indicates that 
18 
she is also "feminine" (perhaps it is implied too "feminine"). In fact in her biography of 
Streisand, Anne Edwards actually sees a connection between Streisand's allegedlý aggressive 
and uncompromising behaviour as a director, and her concern with her own appearance. She 
reports that during the filming of The Mirror Has Two Faces (1996) Streisand fired a member 
of the camera crew because she was unhappy with the way she looked on screen. 
I refer to Tasker's discussion here because it is possible to argue that the way in 
which Streisand is constructed as both "masculine" and "feminine" by the popular inedia is 
duplicated in media representations of other female directors, and what's more that this 
duality is frequently achieved by reference to their appearance . 
49For instance, the potential 
44masculinity" of the woman who directs is often "softened" by drawing attention to one or 
more of her-ferninine" physical attributes (both linguistically and/or visuall'y'). In Xan I 
Brook"s article on Nora Ephron he tries to reconcile the "tart, abrasive 
... 
tough cookie-of a 
director with her "sweet, sentimental movies": as if (and this is supposing one agrees ýN Itli 
Brooks that her work can be so easily categorised) the elements of romance and witty 
47 Bruzzi 179. 
48 Yvonne Tasker. Working Girls: Gender and Sexuality in the Cinema (London and N'c\\ York: Routledge. 1998) 
203-4. 
41) Anne Edward, Streisand (London: Orion. 1996) 511. 
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cynicism are mutually exclusive (a number of Woody Allen films ýN ould swunzest otherý% ise). 
He acknowledges that Ephron's reputation as a'*Dorothy Parkeresque-, vit" and a --merciless 
scourge of ex-husbands" precedes her, but also provides small details about her which seein 
designed to soften the spikiness of her persona. He says that she has a "soft hairdo" and a 
4(slight-frame"; that at one point during the interview she "holds up one bird-boned hand". 
and patronisingly calls her sarcastic reaction to his accusation that You've Got Mail (1998) is 
"shockingly conservative", a "strop" which is "so transparent it's charming. " It is hard to 
imagine a situation in which a male director responding to criticism would be called 
"charming". Similarly writing on Martha Coolidge Paul Attanasio claims that ý\ ith her IoN ely 
Jean Arthur style voice, the director has "the soul of a cutie-pie and the mind of an iron 
competent hardhead. " This, he claims, might well be the "ideal combination" for a ýýoman 
director in Hollywood, given that they have not been in the business for long. A statement 
which is revealing not only in its historical inaccuracy (its not that women haven't beeri there 
for long 
- 
there were women directors in the Silent Era 
- 
but that they have been fe\\ in 
number and have lacked visibility) but also in its claims that the best way forward for \ý omen 
is to ensure that they do not allow their (masculine) abilities (their intellect and 
determination) to rob them of their essential "femininity" (their sweet nature and 
-, 
entle 
spirit). 'o 
In Kathryn Bigelow's case the physical attributes which are remarked upon are the 
markers of her "feminine" attractiveness, such as her pretty face, model-like poise and, as 
Yvonne Tasker says, also her "long hair". " In addition two journalists have made the 
following comments about Bigelow: Dan Yakir writes that "While soft-spoken in person. 
Bigelow makes tough and gritty movies". and Jay Carr comments that during an interviev,: 
"She has never raised her voice during the entire conversation. and she doesn't raise it noNN ". 
On the evidence of Judith Mayne's research. these remarks are strikingly similar to the kind 
of things which vvere written about Dorothy Arzner: '*[T]here is a need to remark Lipon 
50 Brooks 2.3.. Attanasio C2. 
51 Tasker, Working Girls 203. 
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Arzner's masculine clothing, and then immediately to search for some feminine attribute: her 
soft voice and small figure are conveniently present to temper the butch persona... The voice. 
then, provides a way of remarking on a feminine trait in the sea of supposed masculinity 
signified by Armer's clothing, hair, and face. -ý52 Although in Carr's article BigeloxN's 
"masculinity" is not signified by her looks, it is nevertheless implied in comments about her 
adventurous nature ("[she is] a woman who had herself strapped into a plane ýN ith a parachute 
on so she could photograph sky-diving bandit Patrick Swayze jumping in 'Point Break"'), her 
tough demeanour ("[she is] a woman who says she doesn't encounter much resistance"). and 
the violent content of her current film, Strange Days ("Suddenly, at a theater near N oLi. it's 
flak jacket time again 
... 
The film 
... 
is going to make waves 
... 
[Y]ou see rapes and killings, 
you see them from the rapist's or killer's point of view. This ratchets film*s usual \-o\ eurism 
into new territory. ") Happily for Carr, however, he can console himself with the fact that 
Bigelow "doesn't look like Hollywood's only high-impact woman director", but rather like 
an art-world intellectual who should be attending "a seminar 
... 
at the Whitney Museum. " It is 
a fact which has also proved consolation for other critics such as Betsey Sharkey ý. N ho notes 
that Bigelow "seems the antithesis of what one might expect the director of a visceral, 
chillingly bloody thriller to be. She has a Rececca-of- S unybrook- Farm look and a quiet, 
-53 
cultured voice. A mane of chestnut brown hair... [frames] a nearly model-perfect face 
. 
On the strength of this evidence it is tempting to conclude that in some cases the 
woman in power, or in what is thought of as a powerful position (such as director), only 
becomes acceptable or at least understandable if any signs of masculinity (which it appears 
are often perceived to be an inevitable result of doing a so-called "man' s job") are balanced 
by opposing signs of femininity. The most obvious way to achieve this is apparently bN 
52 Mayne, Directed by Dorothy Arzner 157. Italics mine. 
53 Dan Yakir, 
-Making a Futuristic Chiller with a Warm Heart: Director Bigelow saý s Hope sets 'Strange Days' 
Apart, " San Francisco Chronicle 7 Oct. 1995. San Francisco Chronicle Online Archix es 16 Sept. 2000 
<http: /, INN ý Ný. sfgate. com/cgi-bin/article. cgi? file= chroniclel archiN e! 1995110/07/ DD52524. DTL>: Jay Carr. "Like. 
It's 1999: Kathr\ n Bio'elo\\ Makes a" Wake-Up Call' about the Coming of the \lillennium. " Boston Globe 8 Oct. 
1995: B28. Boston Globe Online Archi-ves 12 Oct. 2000 <http: //ýN\\\\. boston. com/globe search/>, Betse\ "'harkey. 
"Kathryn Bigelo\\ Practices the Art of the Kill. " Ne\\ York Times II Nlar. 1990. Kathryn Bigelow Weh, ýItc 12 
NoN. 1999 <http: / /\\ \\, \N,. kathrynbigeloN\. coni'articies ny-times. htmI>. 
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drawing attention to the woman's physicality, her appearance: possibl,,, - because this is the 
attribute upon which women in general. and women ýýorkin(, in Hollywood In particular. 
have so often been judged; and by which they have frequent]\ been understood. 
Thanks to her perceived "alienness" in a traditionally masculine profession, the 
woman director is frequently viewed as a woman first, and a director second. As one possible 
means of negotiating this problem the woman who directs may project a more masculine 
appearance (and an appearance which screams "director" at that) in order to upset this 
established way of seeing her. Richard Dyer has argued that a star's image is -characterised 
by attempts to negotiate, reconcile or mask the difference between the elements, or else 
simply hold them in tension. " Thus it is possible to understand the director's dress as this 
tension and negotiation made visible upon her body. The adoption of "male" dress can act as 
a mask with which to conceal her essential difference from the directorial norm. It might 
function as a way of reconciling her with that norm by bringing her closer to the archetypal 
director (male), and simultaneously preserving her essential femininity. It might also be said 
to solve nothing, merely acting as a sartorial signifier of the blurred space within the industry 
that women directors are widely held to inhabit (neither man nor woman, true director or 
quasi-director, but somewhere in between. ) 54 
Women directors are constantly in the process of negotiating their alien status, and 
the visual nature of their star image (dress, pose, etc. ) might be utilised, either by them or by 
others, as a means of blurring the boundaries between masculine and feminine in order to 
make their gender (which is nearly always referred to when they are discussed as directors) 
far less visible. However the fact that some articles are eager to ensure that this gender 
visibility is maintained by managing the potential masculinity of their image implies that this 
blurring technique is not completely successful. As the comments made about Dorotllý 
Arzner reveal, the techniques involved in this management of masculinity have not altered 
radically over a period of more than half a century. It seems almost unbelie\ able that the 
54 Dyer 72. 
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woman who directs is still so potentially threatening that journalists should need to assert her 
femininity in details about the softness of her voice or the colour of her hair. It is also 
revealing that women should apparently need to take refuge in androgyny or cross-dressinu in 
order to appear more competent as filmmakers: why do you have to look like a director ( that 
is, a male director) in order to be taken seriously as a director? A question which in relation 
to the following chapters on Jodie Foster and Penny Marshall should be rephrased as -\ý hy 
do you have to act like a director in order to be respected? Of course one must be careful not 
to negate the power women directors may have in shaping their own images, otherwise \ý e 
risk painting a picture of the woman director as someone who is coerced into projecting a 
masculine image just to get a job. As my chapters on Foster and Marshall demonstrate, 
female filmmakers are not simply assigned their star images by outside agencies, they also 
have a vital role (thanks to the persona they project in interviews, or the things they reveal 
about their "real" lives) in creating them. This chapter began as ajustification for the use of 
star studies in examining the role of the director, and sought to prove its relevance by 
examining one of the major stumbling blocks to its use: the fact that directors, unlike stars, do 
not usually appear on celluloid, and therefore can not possess images which revolve around 
the way they look. Having argued to the contrary, it ends by showing how fraught with 
tensions and contradictions the image of the woman director is (or to refer to my title, how 
androgynous). This is an observation which the following chapters will illustrate further. 
1 -19 1 
Chapter Five 
A Tale of Two Star Imap-es Part One: A Case Study of Jodie Foster, Hollywood's Neis 
Dorothy Arzner 
ITIhe construction of the 'director' as fiction is part of what 'vve' read. Film 
critics and theorists have been interested for some time in the nuances that the 
work of the star image and the work of particular performers can bring to 
popular cinema. The framing of women as film-makers seems equally 
intriguing[. ]' 
Whereas the previous chapter dealt with the star image of the director in the abstract. the 
following linked chapters offer a detailed examination of the star images of two -v, omen 
directors, Jodie Foster and Penny Mat-shall, or to use the terminology of Tasker's statement 
above, a "reading" of Foster and Marshall as "fictional" constructs. 
Although the choice of these two directors may appear arbitrary, tlie,,,, actuall\ make 
for an invaluable comparison since they illustrate two diverse representations of the female 
director in Hollywood: the competent, artistic, "powerhouse" who is widelý, heralded as a 
feminist, or at least female, icon (Foster), and the unprofessional, insecure, Holl\ \\ ood "sell- 
out" whose "femininity", or at least lack of an obvious "feminism", is a cause of 
embarrassment (Marshall). Hence the reasoning behind the title of both chapters which refer 
to Foster as the "new" Arzner (a director who has received sustained and positive attention 
from feminist critics), and Marshall as the "new" Lupino (a director who, generally speaking, 
has not). Whereas Dorothy Arzner and her films have been written about at length b,, critics 
such as Claire Johnston,, Pam Cook, and Judith Mayne, Ida Lupino and her work have. as 
Annette Kuhn points out, been treated with more reservation. 2 Kuhn notes that to the extent 
that Lupino and her work are -known- they 
Yvonne Tasker. Working Girls: Gender and Sexuality in Popular Cinema (London: Routledge. 1998) 204. 
See Claire Johnston. ed.. The Work of Doroth\ Arzner: Towards a Feminist Cinema (London: Briti, ýh Film 
Institute. 1975). Pam Cook. "Approaching, the Work of Dorothy Arzner, " Feminism and Film Theory. A 
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are considered somewhat problematic as far as feminism is concerned. Tlie 
films 
... 
have been characterised as "conventional, even sexist"... [Studies of Lupino's 
work were] never developed into a detailed treatment of the order of that accorded to 
Lupino's Hollywood predecessor, Dorothy Arzner. 3 
The kind of criticisms levelled by feminists against Lupino have much in common -with tho,, e 
made against Penny Marshall, as does the fact that little feminist analysis has been \\ ritten 
about either director. As I will illustrate when I discuss the way in which Marshall is 
criticised for addressing "women's issues" in a dubious way, she too has been effecti\ el\ 
accused of "treating 'feminist issues from an anti-feminist perspecti-ve. '" Marshall, like 
Lupino, has to use Kuhn's words again, proved -difficult to claim for feminism. "' Foster, on 
the other hand, has presented no such difficulties. Feminist critics have written about her 
extensively, judging her work (as actress and director) and also the nature of her star-image 
(as a strong female/feminist icon) to be more satisfying in feminist terms than Marshall's. As 
each of the following chapters demonstrates, the star-images of Foster and Marshall ha\ e 
significant points of overlap with those of Arzner and Lupino. By posing for photos in ýý h ich 
she is dressed to resemble Arzner, Foster actively pursues the comparison ýý ith the intention 
of transforming herself from star-actress into star-auteur. By contrast, Marshall does not use 
Lupino's image to enhance her own, and given the way most feminist film theorists have 
viewed Lupino this may not have been viable anyway. Rather, she makes comments and 
demonstrates behaviours which are reminiscent of her predecessor's. with the result that she 
receives a similarly frosty reaction from feminist critics. Of course the star images of both 
women are more complex and contradictory than these descriptions suggest, but they serve as 
a useful starting point. 
In these chapters I discuss the influence which Foster and Marshall's pre-established 
star images as actors had on their neNN images as directors. That is. the image of a **star- 
Constance Penlc\ (London and New York: Routledge, BFI. 1988) 46-56. Judith Ma\ ne. Directed By Doroth\ 
ers'tN Press, 1994). : Nrzne (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana Uni I 
Annette Kuhn, ed.. Queen of The 'B's: Ida Lupino Behind the Carnera (Wiltshire: Flicks Books, 1995) 4. 
4 Kuhn, ed., Queen of The 'B's 4.5. 
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director" or "hyphenate" in Foster's case, and a star turned director in Marshall's. I draN% 
upon a variety of media texts, failing within categories defined by Richard D\ er as 
promotion, publicity, films (or in Marshall's case, television) and commentaries'critic ism, in 
order to track and evaluate the development of each woman's star image over time. 5 My 
intention is not only to illustrate the way in which Foster and Marshall*s images are 
constructed by the texts which surround them, but also to point to thevvavs in ýOilch their 
images are self-constructed. 
Despite the fact that both women have a high-profile in Hollywood, Foster garnered a 
great deal more positive publicity when she turned to directing than Marshall. In the course 
of my research I found nothing written about Penny Marshal I to compare with the liý perbol ic 
celebrations of Foster's directorial debut that we find in Richard Corliss's article for Time, 
and Ingrid Sischy's article for Interview, which I discuss in greater detail in the chapter on 
Foster. Articles about Marshall have treated her far less seriously, judging her to be. at best, a 
fairly talented and competent director of standard Hollywood fare and, at worst, an 
incompetent hack whose films are irritating and overly sentimental. The purpose of these 
linked chapters is to find out why it is Foster and not Marshall who receives such favourable 
attention in the press and academia. Why has the former and not the latter been held up as the 
more acceptable face of the woman director in Hollywood, both for feminist and non-feminist 
critics alike? The answer to these questions lies in the very different but equallý contradictory 
natures of their star-images. 
"It seemed only a natural progression for Jodie Foster to evolve into a first-rate 
6 
director". Jodie Foster: Female Role Model and Feminist Icon 
Without a doubt Jodie Foster the "image" means many things to many people, but 
one of the most popular ways of reading her is as a female and/or feminist icon. The roles 
5 Richard Dý er. Stars (London: BFI. 1979) 68-72. 
6 Jon Ste\ ens. --Jodie Foster Goes 'Home' for her Second Feature, " DGA Magazine Jan. -Feb. 1996. DGA 
Map, azine Online Archives 2 Sept. 2001 <http: /, \vxN-Nv. dga. or& indc\2. php3>. 
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Foster has played on-screen, and her "real" life off-screen (a realit'. ý ,ý hich is alN%-a. N s 
questionable since, as Allen and Gomery have pointed out. it is on]% knoN\n to us throu, 
-, 
h a 
process of mediation) are seized upon by numerous intervieýýers, biographers, academics. 
critics and fans to build a portrait of Foster as one of, if not the most, credible ývomen in 
Hollywood. ' The characters she played as a child in films like Alice Doesn't Live Here 
Anymore (1974) and The Little Girl Who Lives Down The Lane (1977) are collecti\ek 
understood as being tough and precocious tomboys, rather than decorative little girls. Ný li Icli 
has led to Foster being cast as a new kind of female born out of second-wave feminism: a 
young girl in whom the new possibilities for women made available by the a7lro\ýih of the 
Women's Movement were made flesh. As B. Ruby Rich states, -Foster 
... 
quicklx came to 
represent a different kind of woman. " A point which is lent additional emphasis bý a 
comment from Evelyn Foster (Jodie's mother): "Jodie was never a traditional-looking oirl 
... 
It 
ltý 
was just at the beginning of women's liberation, and she kind of personified that in a child. 
She had a strength and uncoquettishness [. ]9ý8 Joanne Hollows has remarked that '"femin init-N 
was constituted as a "problem" in second-wave feminism" with many feminists interpreting 
"feminine values and behaviour" as "a major cause of women's oppression. " Rich's 
statement makes reference to this belief, arguing that Foster's appeal was based on the fact 
that she did not play out typical feminine behaviours. 9 
Even Foster's oft-remarked-upon tendency to play out female victimisation on 
screen, most famously in The Accused (1988), is widely interpreted as positive in feminist 
terms, since it is frequently viewed as a stage the actress had to pass through in order to 
establish herself as the quintessential female/feminist hero (Clarice Starling) who uses brains 
instead of machismo to defeat the bad guy. " For example, James Kaplan reads The Silence of 
7 In Film HistoD,: Theo! j and Practice (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1993) Robert C. Allen and Douglas Gomery 
write that the public cannot kno\\ a star's off-screen personality directly but "only certain representations of that 
star mediated through \ ariety of sources: the films themsel\ es and their attendant publicit\ materials. gossip 
columns, interviews. newspaper articles. and so on. " (172-3). 
8 B. Ruby Rich, 
-Never a Victim: Jodie Foster, a Ne\\ Kind of Female Hero. " Women and Filrriý A Siglit ýind 
Sound Reader. eds. Pam Cook and Philip Dodd (London: Scarlet Press. 1993) 50-1. 
9 Joanne Hollows. Feminism, Femininity and Popular Culture (Manchester: %lanchester Univers1tv Press. 2000) 2. 
'0 1 am not Suggesting that Foster's portra) al of characters like Sarah Tobias in The Accused ha\ e been stamped 
\N ith some -feminist" seal of approval. Since \\hat constitutes feminism and -feminist art- is constant1v being 
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The Lambs (1991 ) as "an artistic and perhaps psychic turning point for the actress. NN ho has 
gone from playing victims to playing a determined. if thoroughly human pursuer. " Foster. he 
maintains, is thoroughly at home playing the female hero, despite Holly-wood's poor track 
record at representing this figure on celluloid. " 
As is the case with all film stars, Foster's on-screen roles have become entanuled 
with her existence as an individual off-screen. Her "real-life" is frequently utilised as a means 
to confirm her status as female/feminist icon. The media makes much of the fact that she has 
always been a tomboy: able to scrub up and look glamorous for photo shoots and aNN ards 
ceremonies,, and when a role requires it, but really happiest without make-up and wearing 
casual clothes. In addition the information that from an early age she ýN as able to support her 
family financially through her acting, successfully replacing her absent father as the 
breadwinner, becomes another key component of this "heroic female" image. 
On several occasions Foster has related a real-life anecdote which actively 
encourages us to read her as female/feminist icon. In Jodie Foster: A Life on Screen Philippa 
Kennedy quotes her as follows, 
Jodie recalls: 'I remember sitting under a lemon tree outside my house when I was 
five or six when my mom came out and said: "You know, you are just so luck,, to be 
a woman now because you can do anything you want to do. " The message, I realized 
even then, was that she couldn't and that I was going to be different. 12 
By using these words Foster situates herself as someone who grew up during a period of great 
and positive change for women, and who subsequently took advantage of all the opportunities 
this provided (as expressed by the words "I was going to be different. ") The anecdote has a 
contested. there has inevitably been criticism of the roles Foster has played. Yet many of those critics NN ho do 
express reservations about the \N ay The Accused deals with wornen* s and/or feminist issues ha\e still praised 
Foster for her ability to bring female strength to a weak role. For example, in Popcorn and Sexual Politics. 
(California: The Crossing Press, 1991) the self-titled feminist critic Kathi Maio writes, -There are plenty of aspects 
to The Accused that are handled badly 
... 
But there are. on balance, e\ en more to recommend it. Chief among the,,.! 
is Jodie Foster's stirring performance as Sarah 
... 
You feel her pain. And you feel her anger. which springs from 
inner-strength and self-respect. She is, at all times. a sur\, i\ or. " (119-20). 
'' James Kaplan, "Dark Victory: No Longer Playing the Victim, Jodie Foster is Calling The Shots in 'SI lence Of 
The Lambs' and as the Director of 'Little Man Tate'. - Entertainment 'Weekl% I %lar. 1991, Entertainment WeeklN 
Online Archi\ es I Mar. 2000 <http: /, \\ \\ \\. e\\. com/e\%7/archi\ e 0.1798,113324ýOlDarkO/o2hVictorý. 00. htmi>. 
12 Philippa Kennedy. Jodie Foster: A Life on Screen (New York: Birch Lane Press. 1996) 10. Italics mine. 
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mythic quality about it. Foster states that she was only five or six years old when her mother 
talked to her, but also claims that she realised. at the time ýýhat the implications of the 
conversation were. Even taking into account Foster's well-documented intelligence. such a 
profound understanding seems unlikely. Instead the account takes on an allegorical 
significance with the intention of illustrating the purity and profundity of Foster's feminist 
credentials. 
A variation on this anecdote appears in an interview Foster gave to Intervie\\ 
magazine to coincide with the American release of Little Man Tate (1991). Foster sa"s, '*N/I,, 
mom told me every day of my life, 'Oh aren't you lucky to be a woman, because you can be 
anything that you want. ' Well, that's not true. But I'm glad I was raised that xva,.. Mv mother 
wasn't. "" Although this statement reveals Foster to be more cautious about the possibilities 
open to women, it once again shows her to be the product of a feminist upbringing and bN 
implication a believer ("I'm glad I was raised that way") in one of its fundamental principles: 
equality between men and women. One might speculate that Foster was keen to revive the 
anecdote here since the purpose of this interview was to legitimise her as a female director, or 
more precisely a female "auteur". This is an issue I will return to when I consider hoxý this 
legitimisation as auteur was achieved. 
As befits a female/feminist icon Foster is frequently viewed as an exceptional 
woman: one who is set apart from and, it is often implied, superior to other women. For 
instance, the aforementioned article in Interview is entitled **Jodie Foster: The One And 
Only. " Similarly Hilary DeVries writes that Foster is 
On her own 
- 
that is to say without benefit of a powerful director husband (like 
Geena Davis and Renny Harlin) or a powerful producer boyfriend (like Barbra 
Streisand and her ex, Jon Peters) or a powerful director-producer brother like Penn,, 
13 Ingrid Sischy. "Jodie Foster: The One and Onlý. - Interview Oct. 1991: 84. 
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and Garry Marshall)- Foster is attempting ý, ýhat fe, ýk 
... 
Hollyýýood actresses have ever 
accomplished: to become a major player in the film business 
... 
on her own terms [. ]" 
This concentration on her difference could be interpreted as evidence of a common tendencv I 
to view stars as individuals who are set apart from others by virtue of their talent,, looks. 
lifestyle and so on: those who Richard Dyer refers to as "superlatives". Yet it is also 
indicative of a desire to make her stand as an example of what a woman in general. and a 
female star in particular, can and/or should be. 15 
Foster is often seen as an actress who avoids the "usual" pitfalls faced by wometi 
working in Hollywood. That is, those which revolve principally around the exploitation 
(whether through choice or coercion) of one's sexuality, both on and off-screen. As Suzanna 
Andrews remarks,, she has "avoided the female-star trap by using strategies employed by the 
most respected male stars. Forget posing nude for magazine covers 
... 
Foster has focused on 
power issues". 16 Without actually naming names, Andrews places Foster in opposition to 
female stars such as Sharon Stone who is well-known for having posed for Playboy. The 
implication being, of course, that she is superior to these other actresses because she has 
never purchased power using sex as her currency. Rather, power has become her currency. 
For Andrews Foster is more than just an actress, she is also a business woman and a 
Hollywood player. This is further emphasised by the fact that this article appears in Working 
Woman, which sells itself as a serious business magazine for "high level executives and 
entrepreneurs", rather than a typical woman's magazine which focuses on topics such as 
fashion and lifestyle. 17 Foster often casts herself in opposition to other female stars, although 
not hi precisely the same terms as the Working Woman article referenced above. She is 
quoted in Empire as saying, "I've had my shot at being glamorous. I did the magazine covers 
" Hilary De Vries, 
-Command Performance, " Los Angeles Times Magazine. II Dec. 1994: 16. Los Angeles 
Times Online Archives 27 Jan. 1999 <http: //pqasb. pqarchiver. com/latimes-> 
IS Dý er 49. 
16 Suzanna Andrevvs. "Calling The Shots: How Foster Went from Superstar to Super-Executive. - Working 
Woman, No\. 1995: 
17 The Writer's Guidelines page on the Working NN, oman website describes the market the magazine is aimed at 
Working Woman 12 Feb. 2000 
-http:, x\\\\\. \\orking\\-oman. coniaboutus'guidelines. html>. 
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and Maverick. So what? What do I have to prove? That I look like Sharon Stone? "" Foster 
does not mention sexuality here (although by mentioning Stone ýN hose image is synonymous 
with sex she strongly implies it) but does suggest that she is different from actresses ýý hose 
careers hinge primarily on their looks. Since she herself admits to haN Ing played the glamour 
game, it is problematic to read this statement as an explicit criticism of these other actresses. 
However Foster does appear to speak as someone who has left considerations of appearance 
behind in order to move on to more important matters, such as the consolidation of her 
position as CEO of her own production company, Egg Pictures. This argument is given 
additional weight when we consider that the publication of the Empire article coincided ýý ith 
the British release of Nell (an Egg production) in which Foster plays a woman untouched by 
civilisation, and as a result completely unaware of her physical appearance. 
There is a tendency in material about Foster to represent her as someone who, off- 
screen at least, takes little interest in her physical appearance. James Kaplan ýý rites that she is 
"perhaps the only person in the building not making a fashion statement"; Michael 
Shnayerson informs us that her "her face looks delicate but plain without makeup, 
and 
... 
she's shunned Armani for... jeans": and Jonathan Van Meter states that her appearance 
is such that "[p]assed on the street she would go unnoticed". 19 These descriptions can be 
partially explained in terms of the tendency identified by Richard Dyer to vieNN stars as 
"ordinary people who live more expensively than the rest of us but are not essentiali-N 
transformed by th iS.,, 2' They should also be considered in the context of circulating ideas 
about lesbian identity which have become attached to Foster's image. That is, the media texts 
surrounding Foster (although not those endorsed by her or her publicity machine) are 
obsessed with discussing the true nature of Foster's sexuality, and her tomboyish appearance 
becomes another marker of that sexuality. Descriptions like these also serve as markers of her 
'8 Rachelle Unreich. "The Golden Girl. " Empire Apr. 1995: 66 
19 James Kaplan. Michael Shnaverson. "Jodie Rules. " VanitN FaIr. May 1994, Jodie Foster \Xebsite 3 Feb. 2000 
<http: /, '\\ \\ N\. tcp. com/-mary/\ anityfa. htm>. Jonathan Van Meter. -The Boss, " Guardian 2 Mar. 199 1. Weekend 
ed.: 4. 
20 Dver 49. 
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integrity, both as an actress and as a woman. Her lack of interest in her looks supposedly 
indicates that she is female star whose fame does not rest on her face or bodý, but on her 
talent alone. As B. Ruby Rich states, she is someone who "became resistant to the artifice,, of 
glamour and the siren song of artificial femininity. She became her o%%n \%oman. instead of 
theirs [Hollywood' Si., -)21 
Rich's reading is problematic since it fails to acknowledge that Foster's image is al, 
--, 
o 
that of the glamorous Hollywood actress who is made-up, coiffured, and dressed-to-kill in a 
revealing evening gown. Rich does acknowledge that this image revolves around issues of 
sexuality, but this is held to be completely divorced from the kind of supposedly exploitative, 
Hollywood "cheesecake" images that I refer to above. An image which focuses on female 
sexuality (sometimes strong, sometimes weak) is not believed to be the same as one \\hich 
plays on a star's sexual attractiveness. " 
Clearly Foster's post-Little Man Tate status as auteur has not led her to jettison the 
part of her image that is the glamorous and alluring Hollywood star. She appears on the coN er 
of the first issue of Premiere Women In Hollryood Special in 1993, and there is a photo of 
her on the editorial page. The black and white cover shot features a perfectly made-up Foster 
with hair teased into old-fashioned movie-star waves. The inside photo depicts her in a 
Katherine Hepburnesque forties film star pose: she is dressed in a white suit slouching 
nonchalantly against a wall, her make-up and hair done in the style of that era (see appendix 
D, fig. 1). Similarly in a Premiere cover shot and photo shoot from 1997 Foster adopts a 
number of glamorous, sexy poses: on the cover she is naked except for the modesty provided 
by a scarf and her hands, and inside she wears slinky dresses and a fur coat. 23 
Admittedly the photo inside the Premiere Women In HollyLvood Special is more 
complicated than I have suggested. Foster stands in the left of the picture, and to her right is a 
floor standing movie light which throws a shadow over her head. The inclusion of this prop 
21 Rich. "Never a Victim" 5 1. 
22 Rich. "NeN cr a Victim" 5-5. 
23, Holk Millea. "The ý\'oman Who Fell to Earth. " Premiere Jul. 1997: 53-60. 
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in the photo can be seen as a reference to the fact that Foster is no longerjust an actress. but 
also someone involved in the business of movie making. The accompanying caption supports 
this idea: "Woman of the year: Producer-director-actress Jodie Foster. the brains behind Egg 
,, 
24 Pictures, looks to the future 
. 
This is not the only occasion where photographs of Foster represent her status as a 
Hollywood "hyphenate". In the Interview article Foster is, as Judith Mayne identifies. 
pictured as both a Dorothy Arzner-esque director, and in poses which recall a number of 
legendary Hollywood stars (Lauren Bacall, Katherine Hepburn, Marlene Dietrich and Greta 
25 Garbo) 
. 
Both Christina Lane and Mayne have argued that this article dix ides Foster's roles 
as actor and director into separate photographs. Lane writes, "Foster's image often gets 
polarized in the media, as though she cannot be represented as an actress and a director at the 
,, 
26 
same time. She interprets this polarisation as evidence of the ambiguity of Foster's star 
image, which is empowering because it allows her to duck reductive classification. Mayne 
reads the polarisation of roles as an indication that both acting and directing are centred 
around performance, which ties in with the central idea put forward by these chapters: that 
directors can be usefully examined using theories put forward by star studies. 
However it would be erroneous to suggest that the roles of actor and director are 
always polarised in representations of Foster. In the Premiere Women In Hol k \ý ood photo 
Foster is depicted as both actress and Hollywood businesswoman. Similarlý in the lnterý iev, 
article some of the images actually blur rather than define the boundaries between star and 
director. On the magazine's cover she looks like a cross between an Arzner-esque director 
(beret, mannish suit, movie cameras to the side of her) and an old fashioned movie star 
(pearls, blouse, glamorous hair and make up). In another photo she looks like an off-cluty 
movie star from the forties (hair waved over one eye, dressed in a polo neck), but with a 
24 Susan I. vne, "t Incommon Women and Others, " Premiere Women In Hollywood Special 1993: 10. 
25 Mayne. Directed By Dorothy Arzner 174. 
26 11 Christina Lane. -The Liminal Iconography of Jodie Foster, " Journal of Popular Film and Tele\'s'on Jan. 1995 
The Author's Jodie Foster Website 4 NoN 
. 
1999 <http: /, '\\-NN, \\. geocit, es. com/Holl\ \N ood/set 241 - firninal- 
icon. html>. 
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director's megaphone to her mouth (see appendix D). 27 In these images, ýýhich deliberatel-\ 
play on and with the visual signifiers of star and director, Foster proves that she does not 
have to be either star or director, but wants to be, and more importantly has the po%\ er to be. 
both 
. 
28 The word "power" is used here deliberately to indicate that her input into such imaoe- 
making is considerable. For example Foster has a long association v. ith IntervieNy. dating 
back to April 1980 when she and her mother were interviewed for an article by Andy 
29 Warhol 
. 
She was interviewed for the magazine again in November 1995. this time by Hol I\ 
Hunter,, coinciding with the release of her second film as director, Home For The Holidavs 
(1995). This leads us to assume that Interview is one of Foster's preferred magazines to give 
interviews to, and not just any interviews but, in the case of those from 1991 and 1995, ones 
which take place at crucial points in her career as a Hollywood "hyphenate". 
From Actress to Auteur: Managing the Star Image. 
Having discussed Foster's status as a female icon,, I will now examine the methods 
employed to transform her from star into star-auteur. As B. Ruby Rich notes, Foster's 
directorial debut Little Man Tate was met with the kind of reaction most first time directors 
(male or female) can only dream about. Among the enormous amount of press attention 
Foster received were two cover stories in Time and Interview which not only looked 
favourably upon her career shift, but spoke of her artistry with something akin to reverence. 30 
In Time, as Rich Points out, Richard Corliss encourages us to make a comparison between 
Foster and Louis Malle when he reveals that Malle is one of her favourite directors. He 
27 See appendix D, fig. 2-7, xN hich can be compared with the Dorothy Arzner pictures (fig. 8-10). the photos of 
Greta Garbo (fig. II and 12) and Lauren Bacall (fig. 13) in the same appendix. 
28 That she should want to be a Hollywood -hyphenate" is not surprising considering the power such a position 
can bring. Foster also appears on the cover of the I oth Anniversary issue of Premiere Oct. 1997 along with Mel 
Gibson and Kevin Costner. under the heading. "The New Visionaries. Actor-directors Gibson, Foster, and Costner 
on taking control in Hollywood. - Perhaps Foster wished to create the impression that, after Costner's Best 
Director Oscar for Dances With Wolves (1990) and Mel Gibson's Best Director A\kard for Braveheart (1995). it 
was on Iy a question of time before she would join them. 
29 See Buddy Foster and Leon Wagener. Foster Child: Jodie Foster, an Intimate Biograph\ (London: 
. 
-\rro\N 
Books, 1998) 129. 
30 Rich, "Nc\ er a Victim" 58. 
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quotes Malle as saying of Tate, "I would be very happy and proud to ha-, e made the film that 
,, 
31 
she did. 
In the Interview article another director (this time Dorothy Arzner) is mobilised in 
the quest to establish Foster as a great artist. As Judith Mayne points out, the photos of Foster 
32 which accompany this article deliberately allude to Dorothy Arzner's image 
. 
In the cover 
shot and the first two photos, Foster is dressed in a beret and a severel, -, - tailored trouser suit 
reminiscent of the kind of clothing Arzner is usually pictured wearing. These pictures show 
Foster surrounded by the technical effects of filmmaking (cameras and lenses) as Arzner was 
in so many of her publicity stills (see appendix D, fig. 2-4, which can be compared against 
appendix D, fig. 8-10). The overall styling of these images (clothes, hair, make-up, props), 
and particularly the way in which they are lit (harsh contrast between light and shadoNN) 
combine to suggest an earlier period of cinematic history (the thirties to forties) ýN hich 
references the period in which Arzner directed most of her filMS. 
33 The choice of Arzner as 
reference point is vital in Foster's quest for legitimacy since she is a Hollywood female 
director who has been given extensive, and mostly celebratory, critical attention by feminist 
film theorists. By incorporating Arzner's image into her own Foster situates herself as the 
latest in a long line of pioneering female filmmakers, and casts herself as a new female 
4(auteur" (for this is how Arzner is frequently viewed by feminist film critics). She also 
manages to side step her connection with mainstream cinema by positioning herself as a 
female director who, like Arzner, challenges the dominant system from ,, ý ithin. 
In the aforementioned articles Jodie Foster's decision to move into directing is 
viewed as a logical step, a natural progression which fits neatly with the trajecton, of her 
career so far. Unlike Penny Marshall, whose career shift to director is frequently met ýý ith 
disbelief and even scorn, Foster has primarily been written about as a woman who was 
destined to direct: a contrast which the quotations at the beginning of the these studies of 
3' Richard Corliss. "A Screen Gem Tums Director, " Time 14 Oct. 199 1. Jodie Foster Website 15 Apr. 2000 
<http: //\k \N \N. tcp. com/-mary/oct9 I. htm>. 
32 Mayne, Directed by Dorothy Arzner 174. 
33 She made twelve of her seventeen films bemeen 1930 and 1943. 
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Foster and Marshall are designed to illustrate. This "destined-to-direct" theme come,, across 
in Sischy's declaration that Foster is "a bom director", and in the title of Corliss' article -A 
Director is Born", which is an interesting conflation of the phrases"'a star is bom" and "a 
born director". The first phrase is transformed by substituting the word "star- for the %Nord 
"director", emphasising Foster's smooth transition from Hollywood star to star-director. The 
second transformation indicates that this transition is natural and inevitable. rather than 
34 forced: the birth metaphor proving that this is indeed the case 
. 
Foster encourages interviewers to regard her as a "born director" when she informs 
them that she wanted to direct from a young age. She tells Interview, **I'x-e NN anted to direct 
for as long as I can remember, from maybe when I was eight or nine years old"; and DGA 
-35 Magazine, I knew I wanted to be a director when I was six years old. Foster's xýords here 
have the same mythic quality as they do when she tells the "feminist realisation" anecdote 
discussed earlier. It is intriguing that the age at which she realised she wanted to be a director 
alters from one telling to the next. It is also unlikely that even a child star fully immersed in 
the world of the film industry could come to such a conclusion at the age of six. 
One reason for this easy transition from star to auteur is that Foster. once again 
unlike Marshall,, has always been viewed as an intellectual. Articles about Foster never fall to 
mention that she was a precociously intelligent child who could speak and read from a vcr,, 
early age; that she attended Yale; and that she can speak fluent French. On the evidence of 
interviews she has given Foster is clearly keen to promote this side of her image, relating for 
example how her mother was always taking her "to see foreign movies, and she spent 
everything she could to get us to go to art things. It wasn't about money. It was about 
culture. -36 
As I have already indicated, most commentators see Foster as more than a mere 
actress. She is a role model and artist, rather than just a decorative object and a speaker of 
34 Slschv 79. 
35 Sischy 79, SteNens. 
36 Sischy 81. 
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someone else's lines. In this they are encouraged by Foster's on-record opinion of hersel C. She 
has put into circulation the idea that acting does not take a great deal of technical ski I I. and 
thatjust being an actress could never be fulfilling enough for her. She tells Vanit,. Fair that 
acting is "an unschooled skill 
... 
and it doesn't require an ounce of enerp, on mN part to do it. " 
She has also commented, "I never wanted to be an actress, I just always xNas one, and I haN e 
so much more to contribute than just being an actress. " Foster's words suggest that she N iex\ s 
acting as a non-intellectual craft (one based on instinct rather than one you can learn), and 
consequently as an "intellectual" woman she chooses to consider it objectivek as somediing 
at which she excels but which does not provide a sufficient challenge to her abilities. 37 
Frequently the media texts surrounding directors include information designed to 
provide them with an aura of intellectual legitimacy. For example, Charles Maland describes 
the efforts made to establish Charlie Chaplin as an intellectual and an artist, rather than a 
vulgar comedian and superficial film star. 38 Similarly Robert E. Kapsis writes that from the 
beginning of his career, promotional materials about Brian De Palma "highlighted his elite 
background and precociousness 
... 
His studio biographies 
... 
listed his two prestigious 
educational degrees". Promotional materials for Foster's Little Man Tate and Home For The 
Holidays employ similar tactics. 
In the "About the Filmmakers" section of the production notes of Home For The 
Holidays we learn that Foster is "multi-lingual", "looped her own dialogue in French" for 
Claude Chabrol's The Blood Of Others, and "graduated with honors from Yale University" 
Two of the techniques employed in the marketing of Little Man Tate also underline the 
director's interest in all things academic. There was a tie-in with "Think Link"' which is part 
of the Library of Congress "Invent America! " programme: a competition designed to 
encourage school children to reach their full creative potential. The film also had a college 
screening programme on thirty American university campuses, which once again shares 
3 37 Shnayerson, De Vries, "Command Performance". 
38 Charles J. Maland, Chaplin And American Culture: The Evolution of a Star Image (New JerseN: Princeton 
University Press, 1989) 18-28. 
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common ground with tactics used to promote the films of Brian De Palma. Kapsis states that 
Columbia were keen to capitalise on De Palma's growing reputation among college audiences 
as one of a group of American "New Wave" directors, and accordingly included an article 
entitled "Brian De Palma 
- 
Big Man on Campus" in an advertising booklet for his film 
Obsession (1976) 
. 
39 Viewed in this light the screenings of Tate on college campuses might be 
seen to have the following aims: to promote the film as having appeal to young intellectuals: 
to act as a reminder that Foster herself has an academic background-, and perhaps even to 
promote the idea that Foster (having made a film that wears its French NeýN WaN e influences 
on its sleeve) is the latest director to follow in the tradition of European directors NN lio found 
recognition with those in search of something offbeat and novel (many of them students) in 
the sixties. 
As well as emphasising her intellectual prowess, interviews with Foster find her 
eager to speak about her love of French New Wave cinema. In Corliss' article she states that 
Louis Malle's Murmur of the Heart (197 1) is one of her favourite films, as ýN el I as beino an 
influence on Little Man Tate,, and reveals that she wanted Tate to have "a French film sense. " 
She also tells Interview,, "This film [Tate] is very American, but there are things about it that 
I think are European 
... 
because my favorite movies are films like Murmur of the Heart, The 
400 Blows,, and Breathless. v14O 
The directors of the three films Foster references (Frangois Truffaut, Jean-Luc 
Godard and Louis Malle) are all closely associated with the French New Wave. As The 
Oxford Histo! 3ý Of World Cinema tells us, Truffaut spearheaded the movement along with 
colleagues from Cahiers du Cinema (including Jean-Luc Godard). Louis Malle had little 
association with the Cahiers group, but is still frequently associated with the New Wave. " 
Foster recites these names like a mantra to those writing about her directorial debut. tempting 
39 Robert E. Kapsis, Hitchcock: The Making of a Reputation (Chicago: The Unk ersitý of Chicago Press. 1992) 
196. 
40 Corliss, Sischy 79. 
4' Geoffrey NoN\ ell-Smith. ed., The Oxford Histon, Of World Cinema (Oxford: Oxford Uni\ ers, t\ Press. 1996) 
577-80. 
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us to conclude that she is actively seeking to situate herself as the next in a line of 
acknowledged European auteurs, and notjust any auteurs but actuafl.,, folloNvIng in the 
footsteps of those who first conceptualised auteur theorý. There is a parallel here ýN Ith 
something Robert E. Kapsis has written about Alfred Hitchcock. Kapsis states that Hitchcock 
asked Salvador Dali to design a dream sequence for Spellbound (1944) because, at that time. 
Dali was popular amongst high-culture critics. Hitchcock, he argues, must ha,, e felt that 
Dali's reputation would encourage these critics to see the film and help enhance his ovn 
reputation 
. 
4' Like Hitchcock Foster draws upon the reputations of others (Truffaut. Godard, 
Malle, Arzner) in order to demonstrate how she wishes to be "read" as a director. Such name 
dropping, along with her pre-established reputation as a "serious" actor, is designed to 
transform her into an instant auteur. 
In conjunction with her propensity to talk about New Wave cinema, Foster -the 
director" also likes to give the impression that she is an artistically rather than commercial I,, 
motivated, independent filmmaker. She has said, "I'm not a studio director and I don't think I 
ever will be 
... 
My movies have to be personal, and that's not something that's inherenflý 
valued in the studio system... I'd just rather I ive in the independent world. -43 She has also 
stated that the producer of Tate, Scott Rudin, is "the person that exemplifies ever-Nthing that 
is negative and everything that's a clich6 about Hollywood. For him it's just about acquiring 
elements. I'm a filmmaker. , 44 That Foster, one of the most famous and bankable female stars 
in Hollywood, should choose to distance herself from the mainstream in this way is ironic. 
but not entirely surprising. If she wants to be "read" as a daring young auteur in the manner 
of her favourite French directors then she cannot be seen to be too accepting of the 
established system. It may not be entirely inaccurate to view Foster as an -'independent" 
filmmaker (she is head of own production company, and has had the power to greenlight her 
own films) but it is rather misleading: Little Man Tate was made by Orion, and Egg Nvas set 
42 Kapsis 25. 
43 Andre\N s 34. 44 SchnaN erson. 
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up in conjunction with PolyGram. These facts highlight the problems inherent in using, 
terms like "independent" or "mainstream", the boundaries of "hich are becomino 
increasingly blurred. When she refers to herself as an -independent" filmmaker Foster 
glosses over such difficulties and capitalises on the image which the label -independent- 
gives both her and her films (arty, intellectual, innovative), rather than concerning herself 
with how valid that term may be. 
Aside from establishing an artistic distance between herself and HollyNýood. Foster*s 
labelling of her work as "independent" has the advantage of making her into a female director 
who is ready-made for positive attention from feminist film criticism. Unlike Marshall. 
whose work is perceived to belong to the cinematic mainstream and who has neý'er tried to 
argue to the contrary, Foster's cinematic past as a female role model and her neNý status as 
auteur encourage critics to see her as a woman who has worked within the dominant sN stem 
but has not allowed it to work on her: she has exploited it for her own ends rather than being 
exploited by it. 
Of course it is not only the comments Foster makes, and the way she is pictured 
which promote her as an auteur. As Robert Kapsis identifies in his research on Hitchcock's 
star image, film festivals, retrospectives, and awards are all potential opportunities to 
showcase and sanction a director's "greatness", and hopefully to influence the opinions of 
those critics and commentators who matter. 46 
Foster has received awards such as the American Society of Cinematographers 
Governor's Award 1996, and the American Cinematheque Award 1999, which ha\ e nearly 
always been won by male directors. These function as a public recognition of her artistry as a 
filmmaker. The former is a periodic award given to "filmmakers who have made 
extraordinary contributions to advancing the art of filmmaking. " Regarding the decision to 
45 In the press release (21 Oct. 1992) released by PolyGrarn announcing their three year agreement N% ith E22 
Pictures, Foster is quoted as saying. "I see this partnership as a unique and exciting opportunit,, to combine my 
experience N% ithin the studio s\ stem and m\ commitment to an independent spirit in film-mak-ing. " Pok gram 4 
NoN. 1999 <http: //\\-N\ \\. po Iý gram. corn /i nternational/ne\\ s info pressreleases, 1-ilm/19921102192>. No longer 
mailable on the web. 
46 Kapsis 70-114. 
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give the award to Foster, ASC president Victor Kemper stated that Foster N% as chosen 
because she "is a role model and a source of inspiration for everýv filmmaker N%Ith unfulfi I led 
dreams. "" The latter award is defined by the organisation's website as one ýN hich Is 
"presented to an extraordinary artist currently making a significant contribution to the art of 
the moving picture. " This website also reproduces the text of a press release about TNI's 
filming of the presentation ceremony for that award. it tells us that American C'nernatheqUe 
is a "non-profit, viewer-supported film exhibition organization dedicated to the celebration of 
the moving-picture in all formats. 5548 We can surmise from these descriptions that both of the 
above are prestigious Industry awards which have honoured Foster vvith recognition from her 
peers. The Cinematheque award ceremony was attended by a host of Hollywood insiders 
such as Jonathan Demme and Anthony Hopkins, and one of the industry's bibles, the 
Holly)vood Reporter, produced a special tribute issue to mark the occasion. Both aNýards are 
also rather highbrow: on their own admission they are designed to reward what they see as an 
individual's artistry in the cinematic field. Crucially they are not only given to actors. but 
also to directors, producers, screenwriters etc., which proves that at this stage in her career 
Foster is not only being recognised as a star, but also as a filmmaker: something \\hich can 
only consolidate her quest to be viewed as an auteur. One might speculate that she ý\ III 
probably mention her receipt of these awards in future promotional materials, just as she Ii sts 
the numerous awards and nominations she has won as an actress in the production notes for 
Home For The HolLdays. 
In addition to awards Foster has shown that she is aware of the reputation enhancing 
possibilities of film festivals. Tate was shown at the Telluride Film Festival in 1991, and 
Home For The HolLdqys was shown at Berlin in 1996. Berlin is an internationally respected 
festival, and Telluride is one of the smallest American film festivals, with a reputation for 
47 Information about the award, and quotation from Kemper. taken from Carl DiOrio, "Foster Shines in ASC 
Eyes. - Hollywood Reporte 
, 
12 Feb. 1996. Hollywood Reporter Online ArchiN es 30 Dcc. 1998 
<http: /Av\N NN. hol lywoodreporter. com/search. asp>. Italics mine. 
48 American Cinematheque I Mar. 2000 
<http: ýý/; \\\\N\. americancinematheque. com/ball/1999MPBJodieFoster. htm>. 
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being independentlY minded. The Telluride website states that the aim of the festiý al is to 
celebrate "the art of film" with "a sympathetic gathering of film aficionadoý, ", instead of "a 
series of screenings for the press" or "a film market" 
. 
49 Foster is also pictured in the April 
2000 edition of Premiere at another festival known for its celebration of independent 
filmmaking, Sundance: she is there to promote a film she has produced (Waking the Dead ). 50 
Foster is clearly someone who knows the festival circuit well and, according to HilarY 
DeVries,, she also likes to make people aware that she knows about it too. DeVries xý rites, **if 
you're not careful, Foster will segue 
... 
into the subject of film festivals and how much she 
loves them". 51 During the Telluride festival Foster received a career tribute and ýý as on a 
panel of women directors 
. 
52 In this way Telluride was a perfect opportunity for Foster to 
receive credit for her career thus far; to showcase the results of her tum to directin-, 
-,: to be 
viewed and considered alongside other women directors; and to imply, although not state 
directly, that her work has feminist sympathies. Incidentally, the year Tate was released also 
saw Foster speak at the New York Women in Film Christmas Luncheon where she praised 
,, 
53 feminism as "the greatest kind of humanism I know. 
The last point I wish to make about the construction of Jodie Foster as auteur 
revolves around the way in which she has exploited a critical tendency (commori m most 
writing on stars) to conflate the roles the star plays, or in this case the events of the films she 
directs, with his or her "real" life, to aid her quest for auteur status. B. Ruby Rich argues that 
Richard Corliss quite clearly confuses Foster "with her characters ýN hile a child actor" and 
ý4 ý154 projects this fantasy displacement on to the woman director and her film product 
. 
Rich 
fails to acknowledge that on various occasions Foster actually encourages this kind of 
confusion. For example Fred Schruers writes, "Even as she begins to deny the film's [Little 
49 Telluride Film Festival I Mar. 2000 <http: //wNN-NN. telluridefilmfestival. com>. 
50 James Horn and Sean M. Smith, -Bound For Glory. " Premiere Apr. 2000: 8 1. 
51 Hilary De Vries, '"She's Always Been Out There, - Los Angeles Times 6 Oct. 1991. Calendar Sec.. -. I-o,, 
-cles Times Online Archives. 
27 Jan. 1999 <http: //pqasb. pqarchiN-er. com/1atimes-*--. Anp 
52 See Chris Willman. "Feminist Slant at Telluride Film Festival, " Los Angeles Times 5 Sept. 1991. Calendar Sec.: 
F 1. Los Angeles Times Online Archives 2 Feb. 1999 <http: //pqasb. pqarchi\ er. com/latinie, -. 
53 Doris Tournarkine. '"Record NYWIF Crowd Hears Foster. " Hollywood Reporte 
-20 Dec. 1991. Holl\\kood 
Reporter Online Archives 3 Jan. 1999 <http: /, www. HoI lywood reporter. co m/searc h. asp>. 
54 Rich, 
-Ncý er a Victim" 58. 
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Man Tate's] autobiographical aspect, Foster reconsiders: , Mý relationship ýý ith my mom 
definitely plays in how I perceive relationships in general. Single parents have to he 
everything' [. ]ý, 
55 Foster also tells the Guardian that although Tate is not exactil, 
"autobiographical", it has to do with the "ten philosophies I've accumulated in the past 25 
years. " She remarks that Tate has "the single parent theme... And there's the theme that runs 
through all of work 
... 
That is that I tend to deal with mundane heroes. " Although Foster 
denies her work is truly autobiographical she simultaneously hints at that ýerv fact bý, tell ing, I- 
us that it explores themes which are personally significant. The mention of the -single parent 
theme" is particularly noteworthy since it brings to mind Foster's ýý ell-documented 
experience of growing up in a single parent family. 
On another occasion Foster apparently evades the interviewer's suggestion that \ý e 
might be tempted to make autobiographical connections between her life and the life of the 
characters portrayed in Tate. Yet on closer examination it becomes clear that she does not 
actually deny these connections could be drawn, and in fact tempts us to do that ver-v thing 
She remarks that "every single character" in Tate is "a side of me", but clarifies this xý Ith, 
-56 
"that doesn't mean that this is the story of my life 
.A little later she 
draws a comparison 
between the character she plays in Tate (Dede) and her mother. Brandy: 
I was raised with a tremendous amount of confidence 
... 
My mother ývasn't. There's a 
whole legacy and history of women who weren't. There's a whole legacy of Dede 
Tate's who were probably cast out of their family when they got pregnant ... Dede 
wanted to do a lot of stuff, but she wasn't really good enough. And the one place 
57 
where she doesn't have to be bitter is with her child. 
Foster's mother serves here as one example of a generation of women who, unlike 
her, ý, ýere 
raised without the benefits of feminism. Foster casts Dede as a woman whose 
life is similark 
filled with limited choices and missed opportunities, but who is able to 
feel a sense of 
55 Fred Schruers. 
56 Si schy 8 1. 
57 Sischy 84. 
"A Kind of Redemption. " Premiere N/lar. 1991: 55. 
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achievement through her child: a comment which acts as a tantalising echo of the relationship 
between Brandy Foster and her gifted and successful daughter. 
Finally in an interview with DGA MajZazine (the magazine of the Director's Guild of 
America) Foster strongly suggests that her characters be read autobiographical I,,. She savs 
that she read the script of Tate and knew "I could spend my whole life making this movie. It 
had a lot to say about the questions I had about myself Like that character I NN as definitely a 
different child". It is significant that she makes this revelation in a magazine which is 
primarily designed to appeal to industry insiders, and more specifically to other directors, 
rather than to a mass-market since it proves that she wishes her peers to vieýý her as an 
auteur. Foster demands that we make an explicit connection between her own childhood and 
that of the child prodigy (Fred Tate) depicted in her film, thus fulfilling one of the essential 
criteria of an auteurist work: that the director manages to put his or her personal stamp, be it 
58 thematically, formally or otherwise, on the film(s) in question 
. 
Robert E. Kapsis argues that auteurist critics traditionally look for values such as 
"hidden meanings, personal vision 
... 
and thematic and stylistic consistency" as the markers of 
an auteur's work . 
59The 
way Foster talks about the characters in Tate can usefully be read in 
light of this comment. She hints at "hidden meanings" when she invites us to compare the 
lives of the characters in that film with her "real" life outside them. In terms of the -thematic" 
consistency part of the equation I would point to the way in which Foster has dmý n upon her 
image as a tough, female role model, as played out on-screen as an actress, and off-screen as 
the product of a feminist upbringing, and used it to infon-n her secondary career as a director. 
That is, her new role as director,, and the characters she depicts as a filmmaker, are inevitably 
interpreted in the light of her original "image", helping to provide a sense of continuity 
between the two stages of her career. 
Writing on Hitchcock, Kapsis remarks that in order to ensure a film's success in the 
marketplace a filmmaker with a well-established reputation must take into account or 
'8 Stevens. 
'9 Kapsis I 10. 
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"manage" that reputation every time they make a new film, especialiv if that film de% iates 
considerably from what audiences have come to expect of them 
. 
60 In Foster's case the moý-e 
to directing from acting can potentially be interpreted as unexpected and strange. In order to 
make it logical and familiar Foster draws on her past reputation as a signpost. mapping out 
the thematic connections between star and director, director and characters, actor and parts 
played, and celluloid life on screen and "real" life off screen so that we are encouraged to 
play connect the dots with her career. In the course of this process she invents herself as an 
auteur before the fact, bypassing the usual requirement for a cinematic body of ýNork in NNliich 
the auteur's thematic and stylistic preoccupations are revealed. Instead she takes advantage of 
her status as hyphenate to capitalise on a pre-existing star image in xkhich the -themes" 
(strength, feminism, female victimhood etc. ) of her work, as played out on and off screen, 
have already been identified. 
As Richard Dyer points out, the notion that star and director are able to mutualk 
bring something out in each other informs much auteurist criticism. He quotes from VT 
Perkins who argues that a director is able to make "the familiar personalitý, of the actor" fit 
with his or her cinematic concerns by the judicious exploitation of that star's image 
. 
61 1 
mention this because it offers another perspective on this study of Foster as Hol k wood 
hyphenate. That is, she is able to exploit herself as star in order to maximise the impact of her 
role as director. She can use her "familiar personality", which already means something to 
the outside world, to lend substance to her work as an auteur. In the case of Tate she is also 
able to exercise unprecedented power over her on-screen star image because she actualk gets 
to direct herself This led her to comment on one occasion that "I'm my favorite director. """ 
Control, Power, and Contradiction 
Without a doubt Foster is an actress who has considerable control over her own star image. 
60 Kapsis 42. 
61 Dver 177. 
(52 De Vries. 
-Command Performance". 
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For instance she was able to exploit her star-power in order to gain the opportunity to direct 
Tate. According to Hilary De Vries, Foster signed on to star in the film onl. -ý NN hen Orion 
63 promised her she could direct itas well. In this way it can be argued of Foster. as Kapsis 
has done of Hitchcock, that she was able to use her fame as a kind of "capital" which al IoNN ed 
64 her to buy more fame, or more accurately fame of a different sort 
. 
In other Nwrds her status 
as established Hollywood star aided her transition to star-auteur, giving her more autonomy 
than a female filmmaker who has no "star currency" to her name. 
Charles Maland has argued that Chaplin was able to exercise control o-ver his star 
image because he owned the means of production, and wrote, directed and produced his own 
65 
work 
. 
Rachel Abramowitz notes that Foster's deal with PolyGram gave the star"'a state-of- 
the-art production company, $110 million in financing, and the authority to green-light six 
pictures over the next three years 
... 
PolyGram would have no creative control... [and] Foster 
had the unheard-of right to chose her own distributor. " This deal meant that Foster, like 
Chaplin, effectively owned the means of production for that delimited period, possessing the 
freedom to choose her own material, and to act in whatever capacity she so desired (\, ý, hether 
as producer, star, director, or writer). This was an unusual position for a Holly"'Vood star since 
most of them have to make do with what Abramowitz refers to as "vanity deals": the studio 
offers the star facilities for their production company, such as office space. and in return 
ensures that they will continue to act in their films. Thus for the duration of the PolyGram 
deal Foster had gained real control over her star image because she had the power to 
represent herself cinematically (either on-screen or off it) however she saw fit. 66 
This is not to imply that an examination of Foster's control over her image begins 
and ends with the Po1yGram deal. It must also be understood in terms of her awareness that 
"Jodie Foster the star" exists as a saleable product in the celluloid marketplace. She once told 
63 De Vries, '*She's,, AA INN a\ s Been Out There". 
04 Kapsis 69. 
65 Maland 279. 
66 Rachel Abramowitz, Is That A Gun In Your Pocket'? Womcri's Experience of Po\ýer in HoIIN\\ood (\c%\ York: 
Random House, 2000) 361-2. 
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Vanity Fair, "I'm in the best position I can be in, because I have a talent. a commoditv I can 
sell, that I can ram down people's throats. " On another occasion she freely admitted that 
Jodie Foster "the child actre ss-turned 
-I vy- League superachiever ýN ith an ansNý er for 
everything" is an image rather than the real her, commenting that it is mereIN "the side of me 
that I show journal iStS. "'6' To a great extent Foster determines ho, ýN and ýý here th Is 
"commodity" appears in the media. Veronica Lee states that Foster does little press except 
interviews with selected magazines and newspapers who give her copy and picture 
approval 
. 
6' An article in the, Sunday Times supports this claim when it reports that one of 
Hollywood's most powerful publicists, Pat Kingsley, who "not only gets to decide which 
journalists can interview her stars, but also controls what they can write about", is the \\oman 
who represents Foster. 
69 
The word "control" constantly appears in interviews with, and articles about Foster. 
Martha Sherrill writes,, "Control. She needs it and she fights it. Acting involves surrender, 
and Foster hates to surrender. " Similarly Mark Harris states that "Foster is the first to admit 
that much about her grows from a simple concept: she likes control. " In tenns of her status as 
filmmaker this concept is expressed in some of the comments she makes about directing, such 
as telling DGA Magazine that she is "famous for printing one take on everything. - Or 
commenting that she loved directing because it "has to do with the responsibility of being at 
the controls. " Such statements position directing as a natural outlet for her abilities since it 
70 
allows her to fully exercise that control on set 
. 
The titles of articles about Foster frequently make reference to her status as boss. For 
example, Mark Harris's "Jodie Foster. Meet The New Boss, " Jonathan Van Meter's "The 
67 Mark Harris, 
-Jodie Foster: Meet the New Boss, " Entertainment Weekly 2 Apr. 1993. Entertainment Weekly 
Online Archives I Mar. 2000 
<http: //\N, \N \N,. e\N. com/ew/archiN, e/0,179& 1 j9188j0jJodie%2bFoster%2bMeet0 o2 bThe%2bNe\N ' o2 b Boss, 
OO. html>, Shnaýerson. Italics mine. 
68 Veronica Lee, "Bossy Little Thing, " Guardian 6 Dec. 1996: 7. 
69 Christopher Goodwin, "The Fame Game, " Sunday Times 30 Apr. 2000, Stý le sec., Sunda", Times Online 
Archives 17 Dec. 2000 <http: //\N \N \ý,. sunday-times. co. uk/news/pages/resources, library I. n. html>. 
70 Martha Sherrill. 
-The Reign of Jodie Foster: Offscreen She's In Charge. On Camera, She*s Learried not to Be. 
Washinaton Post 25 Dec. 1994: G 1. Washington Post Online Archives 10 Jan. 2001 
-littp: //\k, \ký\\. \\ashingtonpost. com/Nvp-ad\ archi\es>. - Harris; Sischý 84. 
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Boss, " and Veronica Lee's "Bossy Little Thing. " Lee's title is actually a nickname of 
Foster's (often shortened to B. L. T) which she is said to love so much that she had it 
embroidered on her crew jacket whilst making Tate. Thus it is logical to conclude that Foster 
is both happy to be seen as "the boss", and willing to admit that being in this position is apt to 
lead to bossiness. " The acknowledgement of Foster as boss is anotherv, a-,, of demonstratin-i! 
her control, while her admission that she might be perceived as bossy simultaneousl-\ and 
paradoxically works to play down that control in a humorous way. 72 
It is often in such contradictions that Foster the "star" is to be found. While she is 
frequently depicted as an extremely powerful woman, she is nevertheless as keen to play 
down this power as she is to emphasise it. In "Command Performance" she argues that she 
did not want to be a directorjust so more people would "have to listen to me on the 
telephone", but purely so she could "make a film that I'm proud of" Similarly she is quoted 
in Empire as saying, "I am not a power hungry person. Power is overrated. " The ironN of 
statements such as these is not lost on Suzanna Andrews, who responds to Foster* s claim that 
she has "no ambitions for power at all" with the following statement: "No, Jodie Fosterjust 
wants simple things: to green-light movies, to choose distributors, to direct, to star, to have 
complete creative control and intimidate most people in Hollywood without trying. Please, no 
power. 5573 Perhaps Foster's aim here is to encourage others to concentrate on the 
aesthetic/intellectual side of her work rather than the economic, and to stress again that she is 
first and foremost an "Independent" filmmaker/actress who has found a xvaý to work within 
the dominant system, rather than a typical "star" and genuine Hollywood player. In doing so 
she walks a tight-rope between projecting an image which shows she is a strong woman in 
control, despite the many possible pitfalls of the industry (the image of an insider who is still 
something of an outsider), and one which sees that control as having crystallised into the kind 
71 Harris, Van Meter. and Lee. For the -BLT- anecdote see Kennedy. Jodie Foster 137. 
72 One might also consider Van Meter's comments about a speech made by Jonathan Demme at a retrospect, -ve of 
his films (7). Demme says that while Foster made her official directorial debut \\ ith Tate, she had practiced for it 
during the Silence of the Lambs bý gi\ ing him ad\ ice. The fact that Foster is said to find his words amusing 
suggests once again that she is not unhappy with being thought of as bossN. 
73 De Vries, "Command Performance". Unreich 66, AndreN\s 90. 
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of power position around which Hollywood is structured (the image of an outsider who has 
become an insider). 
Ironically enough, especially given Marshall's "feminine" star image which I discuss 
in the next chapter, there is evidence to suggest that Foster's image is starting to lose some of 
its tomboyish edge and become more "feminine". In an interview with Foster Melina Gerosa 
states that there are several things we might not know about Jodie Foster: "Her toenails are 
painted fire-engine red. She goes to the movies to cry. She still writes letters to her first love. 
And she doesn't always know where she's going. " In other words Foster the supposed no- 
nonsense "tough girl" is, in reality, a woman who likes to be glamorous, loves to express her 
emotions, believes in romance, and has her weaknesses: she doesn't "'know xý liere she*s 
going" both literally (as in she gets lost when driving) and, it is implied, figuratiN ely. In 
support of these claims Foster comments, "Every time I see men and women ballroom 
dancing, I start weeping uncontrollably. It's romantic" 
. 
74 At the time this intervieNý was 
published Foster's "strong woman and Hollywood player" image had not undergone any 
significant shift, and was still a major feature of articles about her. Perhaps the image she 
presents in this article is significantly different than usual because it is designed to appeal to a 
female and/or "feminine" market: one that is not specifically business-orientated in the \ýaý 
that Working Woman is,, but geared towards domestic, fashion and beauty issues. Moreover 
the interviewer of a "woman's" magazine is arguably more likely to ask Foster questions 
about these kind of topics than a film-orientated or industry publication, although it is equally 
important to realise that Foster's usual reluctance to discuss any issues relating to 
relationships suggests that it is she, rather than the interviewer. who has been instrumental in 
putting these topics up for discussion here. 
In two articles following the birth of her son Foster's image (as a career-orientated 
woman) undergoes a significant shift. She is quoted as saying, I need to be less 
74 Melina Gerosa, "Jodie Loses Her Cool: Hollywood's Pre-eminent Ice Princess Warms Up. -. Ladies Home 
Journal Feb. 1995, Northern Light Special Collections Documents 12 Nov. 1999 <http-. llibrarý. northertihght. com, 
SL I 9970922040038119. html>. 
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responsible 
... 
I was born with the Protestant work ethic. But motherhood has changed m,,., life 
drastically 
... 
Before, part of me felt I had to be deeply ambitious, but Yve lost that now"5 
and "I don't know whether Charlie has made me a better actress, but I have changed my 
priorities 
... 
My focus is on him 
... 
I have time for the creative side of my job but not the 
business side 
- 
the image thing 
- 
not anymore. 5ý76 As if to emphasise this nexN maternal Foster 
the second article by Ivan Waterman includes a picture of the actress in her role as go\ erness 
in Anna and The Kigg, surrounded by the royal children. The caption reads -Mother Figure" 
The first article by Andrew Duncan also sees Foster admit that she has weaknesses hi the 
same way as she did in Ladies Home Journal: " 'I now realise a lot of the ambition I felt \ý as 
pressure from society, not myself' So behind the cool fagade, she's neurotic and 
dysfunctional? 'Yeah all that, ' she laughs... 'We're all neurotics in some xNav. -" 
Waterman's article is especially revealing on the subject of the star image, since not onk 
does Foster admit that the "image thing" is the part of herjob that she is happy to let slide for 
the meantime,, but she also mounts a direct challenge to the image most people ha,, e of her: 
an image that, as we have seen, she herself helped to create. She denies that she is fit to be a 
role-model (the defining word "female" is implied but left unsaid), and insists that she is in 
reality neither an unapproachable nor overly serious person. Rather, she says. this is the 
impression given by her "image" whereas in truth she is actually very different: "I still find it 
hard to believe that anyone would put me as a role model 
... 
It's all about image. People 
imagine I am this deadly serious person. Well in some respects I am but I like to amuse and 
be amused 
... 
I am a mass of contradictions[. ]" 
It is intriguing (although not surprising) that Foster apparently knows so much about 
the nature of the star image, even down to telling us that she is, like every star, a --mass of 
contradictions". Her words certainly lend credibility to the claim that she is not simply being 
75 Andrew Duncan, -Motherhood Has Changed My Life Drasticallv I Love It and Want More Children. - Radio 
iiýmes, 31 Dec. 1999 
-7 Jan. 2000: 6 7,, IN an Waterman, *'Ha,, ing a Babý Has Changed Mý Life: Now It's Just the Two of Us Againsi the World. - 
Sunday Mirror 12 Dec. 1999: 44.45. 
77 Duncan 6-8. 
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created by the media which surrounds Hollywood cinema, but activel-, taking a critical part in 
that creation herself. As if to prove this, despite her apparent urge to present a ne%ý matemal 
image, Foster also remembers to stress her credentials as an independent rather than 
mainstream actress/fi Im maker, as well as to reassert her position as a capable. intellectual 
woman, both on and off-screen: "I always play the intelligent protagonist because that is me. 
I am not weak 
... 
I am not a bimbo or airhead 
... 
I wanted to play Anna for that reason.... I don* t 
,, 
78 
make movies to rip people off and open restaurants. 
There could be several possible motivating factors behind Foster's decision to stress 
the "matemal" in this way, apart from the obvious one that her image must change to 
accommodate new events in her personal life. It is very probably a means of ensuring that she 
retains control over the way the birth of her son is represented in the media, and in the 
process deflects unwelcome speculation and gossip about her private life, such as the identit-\ 
of the baby's father. It is also perhaps another way to guarantee that she is viewed as a 
normal, every day woman (as natural and down-to-earth) rather than a Hollywood star. For 
example, she mentions that she has become a "daytime TV soap addict" since the birth of her 
baby: a comment which is seemingly intended to prove how ordinary she is, although in this 
case with a specifically female/feminine twist. However this new aspect of her image could 
function as a way to avoid being pigeonholed as a certain type of person: a means of keeping 
both the public and the industry guessing. Viewed in this manner it is simply another of the 
varying and contradictory elements that make up her star image and which, to paraphrase 
Richard Dyer, both she as star and we as "spectator" must rationalise and negotiate. " 
However it is also vital to remember that the portrayal of "Foster the mother" in Waterman's 
article is also exemplary of the way in large sections of the media portray women generally. I- 
That is, as individuals who fulfil specific, discrete roles in their lives which do not fit 
logically or comfortably together. They are mothers or career women, married or single, and 
if these categorisations do become mixed-up (mothers and career women. or single mothers) 
78 Waterman 45 
, 79 See D\ er's discussion of Jane Fonda, 72-98. 
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this is often represented as being a problem. Waterman writes that Hol ly\ý ood \\ as 
"astonished" when Foster announced she was expecting a bab. v because "[t]here ýý as nothin-, 
-, 
in her past that indicated that she was a natural parent. Most people assumed she \ý as still 
dealing with her hang-ups about men". According to Waterman, Foster's image as a driven 
career-woman (as well as the fact that she is without a husband or boyfriend) means that she 
it is difficult to view her as a "natural" parent (whatever that is). For those -astonished- 
onlookers the roles of "unmarried and female Hollywood player" and "mother" do not go 
together naturally. A fact which suggests that although the extent of Foster's control over her 
image may be considerable and unusual for a woman, it is not total. She may haN ea poNN erful 
publicist and a formidable reputation, but in the final analysis she is unable to completek 
escape the cultural imperative to delimit and categorise women's lives. Perhaps it is in order 
to counter such urges that she has fought, and continues to fight so fiercely to hang onto that 
80 
control wherever she can 
. 
In conclusion,, Richard Dyer has argued that star images are contradictory and I 
81 
Foster's is no exception. In Hilary De Vries' words,, Foster is "maddeningly contrary". She 
functions simultaneously as the serious, non frivolous woman who is also a star and sex 
symbol; the "independent" auteur who is also a Hollywood heavy weight-, and the mini mogul 
who denies that she ever thinks about power. Unlike Penny Marshall, whose image 
has its 
own contradictions, the inconsistencies within Foster's image have proved no obvious 
bar to 
feminist critical attention and affirmation. The -strong woman" element of the image works 
to unite these contradictions, resulting in a -Jodie Foster'" who is attractive 
for feminism in a 
way that "Penny Marshall" is not. 
" Waten-nan 45.44. 
Dver 72. DeVries. --command Performance". 
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Chapter Six 
A Tale of Two Star Images Part Two: A Case Study of Pen nN NI a i-sliall. H()11\N% ood's 
New Ida Lupino 
"[Wlhy was it 'Laverne, ' of all people 
... 
who became the first woman, as N-t-ell as the first 
actress, to direct a hundred-million-dollar-grossing movie? "' 
Lawrence Crown has written of Penny Marshall as follows: 
Penny was defined most often by what she was not 
... 
[N]ot a secure person. not a 
happy person 
... 
The same held true for her on set 
- 
not a forceful person, not 
particularly a vocal person when it came to her opinions about how a scene should 
go, not even very informed about the technical processes of filmmaking... In sum she 
was not a leader on the set in the conventional jodhpurs-and-riding-crop sense. 2 
Crown's statement is crucial for the following examination of Marshall's star image since it 
suggests that her image is based not on the personal qualities that she exhibits. but on the 
traits she lacks. That is, it articulates the negatives rather than celebrating the positi\ es. 
Taken as such, Marshall's image is almost the exact opposite of Jodie Foster's. Whereas 
Foster's directorial persona is centred around her ability to lead others, her profess ional ism. 
and the sheer extent of her cinematic knowledge and experience (as actor, intellectual and 
cinephile), Marshall is usually represented as a director who is inept, lacking in confidence, 
unable to cope with the pressures of the job, and who only knows how to make sentimental 
and simplistic films for the masses. 
Marshall is typically viewed as a female director who, thanks primarily to her 
perceived lack of commitment to women's issues, holds little interest for feminist film 
criticism. At its most basic level this unwillingness to subject both Marshall and her films to 
' Lamence Crown. Penny Marshall: An Unauthorised Biography of the Director and_C-omedienne (Los Anuclcý". 
Renaissance Books, 1999) \vii. 
2 Cromi 134. 
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rigorous feminist analysis is evidenced in the refusal of almost all feminist film theorists to 
write about her. So much so in fact that she remains an almost in\ isible figure. This 
omission is curious since she is one of the most successful female directors in HolIN-xNood. 
She has worked with a number of A-list stars (Robert DeNiro, Robin Williams, Tom Hanks. 
Madonna,, Whitney Houston), and made history as the first woman to direct a film výhich 
grossed more than a hundred million dollars at the North American box-office (Rýw (1988)). 
In this chapter I argue that the nature of her star image is partially responsible for this 
omission. To a great extent this image is constructed around stereotypes of femininiv.., 
(passivity, insecurity, sentimentality) which are traditionally anathema to feminist thmking: a 
fact which might explain why Marshall continues to be passed over for analysis. As a 
mainstream director who lacks the art-school edginess and background in independent 
filmmaking of a Bigelow, or the cultural and intellectual "legitimacy" of a Foster, she is 
perhaps more difficult to situate within a feminist canon of filmmakers. Yet it should also be 
stressed that the "femininity" of Marshall's image is, paradoxically, encouraged b,, both 
those within and outside the industry who believe she is an incompetent and sentimental 
filmmaker, and by Marshall herself, who admits to playing upon her feminiii W, \\ l1eii it might 
be beneficial. This is an issue I return to in greater depth later in this chapter. 
"No matter how many movies I direct, I'll always be Laverne. " Penný, 
Marshall's Early Star Image 
To a great extent Marshall's star image is still based upon a character she last pla\ed 
on television almost two decades ago. As James Ryan has said, "Marshall is very conscious 
of the fact that most people outside of Hollywood still associate her with the dizn, Laveme 
In the course of niN research for this thesis I found virtuallN no academic material on either 
Marshall or her fi 
While I ackno\\ ledge that there is a general scarcity of such material on women directors working in 
the 
mainstream film industry (hence the motivation for my work), it is noteworthý that Marshall is hardly e\ er 
mentioned in those works which do discuss them. 
4 Quoted in Ban-y Koltno\\. "F\ en as a Successful Film Director, -La\ eme* Still Shops at K-Mart. - San 
D'icLO 
Union-Tribune 13 Dec. 1996: E 12. San Diego Union-Tribune OnlineArchi\ es 3 Sept. 2000 <http: pqash. 
pqarchi\ er. co ni 1) sand ie, 
-, 
o"index. html>. 
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character in the 'Happy Days* spin-off, 'Laverne and Shirley. "' Barr-,,, Koltno%N finds it hard 
to believe that the woman giving the orders on the set of The Preacher's Wife (1996) is reallý 
the same woman who once played Laverne De Fazio: "One would not imagine that a dozen 
grown men would actually listen intently and respectfully to the voice of La\ eme 
... 
But t1i is 
is Hollywood, and in Hollywood, even a Laverne can become a big-shot director. "' Similarlý, 
Peggy Orenstein reports that Madonna christened Marshall's style of filmmaking on A 
League Of Their Own (1992) as "the Laverne style of directing": a phrase \\ hich indicates 
that the ditzy nature of the Laverne character has been transferred onto Penn., v Marshall the 
director, who is persistently referred to as a filmmaker who works in a haphazard rather than 
an organised manner. ' 
Lawrence Crown claims that despite its public popularity and longe,, Jt\, Laverne and 
Shirley was typically dismissed by critics while it was on the air for being too -Ioxý -bro%ý ", 
and is still ignored today by its omission from most books which list American situation 
comedies. ' Whereas Jodie Foster's acting roles (which are held to depict strong, intelligent 
women much like Foster herself) have lent credibility to her quest to become a "serious" 
director, Marshall's one and only star role, in which she played a female cloýý n (and I use the 
word "clowii" to indicate that Laveme and Shirley's brand of comedy is not seen as 
intellectual), has had a detrimental effect on her credibility as a director and Hollywood 
player. As the quote which begins this chapter demonstrates (as does Stephen Hunter's 
question "How on earth did she go from whiny, adenoidal Laverne to the person ýýho gets to 
yell 'Action'T', and James Ryan's comment, "Yes, you heard right, 'La,, erne' is knoýN n in 
Hollywood as someone with clout") Marshal VLaveme's new position in the industry is so 
unlikely, so unexpected, that it must be constantly questioned and negotiated-9 
5 James RN an. "Penw, Marshall, Seriously. - BPI Entertainment News Wire. 
Dec. 1990. Northern Light Special 
Collection Documents 12 July 2000 <http: //Iibrarý-. northemli 9 ht. corn/ 
AG19980701210000832. html>. 
6 Koltnow. 
7 Peggy Orenstein, "Mak- ing It In The Mýkjors. - New York Times Magazine 24 May 1992: 2 5. 
8 Crown 50-74. 
9 Stephen Hunter. --Penný Marshall: All She Can Be. " Baltimore Sun 3 June 1994. Feature, ý sec.: I 
D. Baltimore 
Sun Online Archives 5 Mar. 2000 <http: / \\\\\\. sunspot. net search>, Ryan. 
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During the period which Laverne and Shirley was on the air (1976-1983) %larsliall 
received a great deal of attention in the popular American press. For instance an intemet fan 
site for the programme lists articles appearing in such varied publications as Star %lagaziiie. 
TV Week, People Weekly, TV Guide, and Photoplqy. 'o One issue ýýhich is raised tirne and 
again in this material is the question of Marshall's insecurity. She is quoted as making 
comments such as, "I'm insecure mostly because of my looks 
... 
I'm constantl,, seeking 
approval. I hate bad reviews". Her then father-in-law Carl Reiner also remarks, -Rob [Reiner] 
always told me she was funny and talented, but I never saw it because she's so quiet. - This 
insecurity was obviously a substantial part of Marshall's star image at the time since one TV 
Favourites article comments that "In the past Penny's insecurity has surfaced in her 
newspaper publicity interviews. "" 
I draw attention to the issue of Marshall's insecurity here since it is an aspect of her 
"personality" that articles and interviews have continued to draw attention to throughout her 
career. In a 1992 article Penny Orenstein writes that "Marshall's insecurity is as legendary as 
other director's egos, and everyone who works with her comments on it. " To back- this up she 
quotes James Brooks (producer of Marshall's second film aiýg) who reveals that Marshall 
sent him dailies from the film every day, and kept apologising for letting him doýN n. 1ý Te 
issue of insecurity is further complicated by the fact that Marshall actuall-, supports this 
reading of her character when she presents herself as someone who is a bundle of neuroses: 
possibly with the intention of using this aspect of her star image as a kind of defence 
mechanism against criticism. It is also worth suggesting (even though it is impossible to 
prove) that the continuing perception of Marshall as a personal]\ and professional]\ insecure 
figure has a knock-on effect on her standing within the industry. For, as John Izod has stated. 
10 See the "Laverne and Shirley Magazine Merchandise Page, " The Ultimate Laverne and Shirle\ Fansite on thýý 
Net 5 Mar. 2000 <http:, //\ý\N, \N-. cindý-NNilliams. dabsol. co. uk/lands/indexna\. htm>. 
11 Burt PrelutskN. "It May be Called 'Laverne and ShirleN' but For Penny Marshall It's All in the Famik. " IV 
Guide 22 MaN 1976. The Ultimate Laverne and Shirley Fansite on the Net 5 Mar. 2000 <http: // 
cindyx\ illiams. dabsol. co. uk/lands/archi\, e. htm>. -Focus On Penný Taverne* Nlarshall. - TV Fa\ouritc, ý circa 19-6. 
no. 2. The Ultimate Laverne and Shirle,, Fansite on the Net 5 Mar. 2000 <http: 7 ww\ý - cindywilliarns. dabsol. 
co. uk/lands/archl\ e. htm>- 
12 Orenstein 25. 
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Confidence, or the talent for arousing it in others is a saleable commodity in Ho I I-% ýNood. " 
Arguably Hollywood is an industry which places a tremendous amount of importance on 
surface impressions, on one's image, and notjust in relation to stars. The industrN is not so I 
much about who you are but more about who people think you are. In the xN ords of a trade 
reporter quoted in Reel Power, "People in this town are very conscious of their image"". 
Consequently one is tempted to speculate that the personal qualities, such as insecurit, \. 
which are widely attributed to Marshall result in a "weak" star-image as opposed to the 
(4strong" one, based on a supposedly tough and gritty personality, enjoyed bý Jodie Foster. 
Moreover, the relative strength of each directW s star image could play a vital part in the \\a\ 
her films are received. Richard Corliss states that in "the wrong hands" (that is, not Foster's) 
Little Man Tate "could get pretty twee and reductive; give the kid a disease, and N mi have a 
TV movie of the week. " However an endorsement of the film by Louis Malle, and the 
acknowledgement of Foster's intellectual abilities and prestigious cinematic background 
(working with "superfine American directors" such as Scorsese for example) are enough to 
ensure that Corliss views Tate as something far superior. On the other hand it is hard to find a 
single critic who makes similar kinds of "allowances" for Marshall. Her films are seen to liN e 
down to generic expectations rather than transcending them. 15 
Many of the articles about Marshall written at the time of Laverne and Shirley also 
emphasise her role as Rob Reiner's wife. 16 Most of them are eager to report that the pair are 
married, and indeed one article actually begins with the words "Penny Marshall, in private 
life the wife of a popular television star (Rob Reiner)". as if this were the most important fact 
about her. 17 Another article narrates Marshall's route to marriage: it begins by informing us I 
of Penny's mother's wish that her daughter marry a nice Jewish boy, moves on to her 
13 John lzod. Hollywood and The Box Office 1895-1986 (London: Macmillan Press. 1988) 172. 
14 Mark Litwak, Reel Power (Los Angeles: Silman-James Press. 1986) 296. 
15 Richard Corliss, "A Screen Gem Turns Director. " Time 14 Oct. 1991. Jodie Foster Website I ý; Apr. 2000 
<http: /, INN \ý NN. tcp. com/-mary/oct9 l. htm>. 
16 At the time Reiner, N\ ho has also made a career change to directing, \\as a tele\ ision celebrit\, playing Archie 
Bunker's son-in-la\\ on All in the Famllv. 
17 
"Focus on Penny 'LaN erne" Marshall. " TV Favourites no. 2. circa 1976. The Ultimate La\ erne and Shlrle\ 
Fansite on the Net 
_5 Mar. 2000 <http: 
'if\\ cindý \\ill iams. dabsol. co. uk Iands/archi\e. htm>. 
17 33 
marriage to, and subsequent divorce from, a football player she met at college. and ends %% 101 
her 
-idyllic" marriage to Rob Reiner. The article (which is imbued with the spirit of romance) 
informs us that Reiner "saw that Penny was vulnerable, warm, insecure and loving-in short. a 
beautiful combination of qualities that made for a dynamite person. whom he eventuall" 
chose to make his wife. " 18 it is worth noting here thatjust as Marshall's own comments feed 
her image as an insecure woman, so some of the things she said about her relationship NN Ith 
Reiner suggested that she should be defined as an extension of him. She has been quoted as 
saying that her insecurity meant that she was constantly "asking Rob if he likes me. if I'm 
nice, if I'm happy" 19 ; and that when he gave her critical advice on her acting she thought 
hates me. The marriage is over. He won't come home tonight. - 20 
This aspect of Marshall's early star image which establishes her as someone's xý ife 
rather than a star in her own right is symptomatic of a tendency to define her by her 
relationships to men. If she is not being referred to as Reiner's wife, then she is diSCUssed as 
Carl Reiner's daughter-in-law, or Garry Marshall's little sister. This suggests that she is a 
woman who, in stark contrast to Foster, is not self reliant but dependent on the assistance of 
powerful men within the entertainment industry. Although her star image became Untangled 
from Reiner's when the Couple divorced, the fact that she has a famous and influential 
brother in Garry Marshall has continued to form a central part of that image. 21A recent 
article in the Los Angeles Daily News which discusses Marshall's frustration at continuallý' 
failing to get directing projects off the ground relates that -Penny's brother, Garry, has been 
trying to get her and her 'Laverne & Shirley' co-star Cindy Williams back before the cameras 
in a big-screen version of the vintage sitcom. " A comment which puts her into the position 
'8 
"Penn), Marshall's Swinging Past, " The Ultimate Laverne and Shirley Fansite on the Net 5 %lar. 2000 
-http: //\\\\\ý. citid\, \\ illiams. dabsol. co. uk/lands/archi\, e. htm>. 
19 Prelutsky. 
20 
"Focus on Penn\ 'LaN erne' Marshall". 
21 Incidentally their split was considered newsworthy enough to make the cover of People 28 Apr. 1990. Penný 
Marshall \\as pictured alone along \\ ith the headline, "Penny Marshall. Laverne fights the lonely life after her split 
from husband Rob (Meathead) Reiner. " This tells us is that not only ý\ ere both actors best known in the public C\ k: 
by the names of the characters the\ pla)Ied on television (La\ erne and Meathead), but that she \\as so identified 
with her husband in the public c\C that their di\ orce. and her subsequent struggle to deal \\ Ith befflL, alone. \\&, 
considered of sufficient interest to grace the front page of one of America*s most \Nelkknown and \\ idek -read 
entertainment magazines. 
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where her brother is working to move her career forNýard- The tendency to ý ieýN Marshal I, 
and indeed during the Laverne and Shirla period for her to seeminLI\ vieýý herself. as 
"somebody's wife" is an aspect of her star image I will return to later ýý hen I consider the 
possibility that it (along with the fact that Laverne and Shirley was set in the fifties) has had 
an impact on the way both she and her films are interpreted by critics as products of a pre- 
ferninist era. 
22 
Goodbye Laverne, Hello Hollywood: Penny Marshall as Director 
At this point I want to move away from my discussion of Marshall's early star image 
and turn my attention to the nature of her star image since she became a director. One of the 
most common ways of writing about her is as a figure who is constantly under pressure. 
Numerous articles draw attention to the fact that she is a chain-smoker, which as an 
individual detail might seem trivial but when viewed in the light of other comments made 
about her takes on greater significance. Marshall's smoking is represented less as a simple 
habit, and more as a crutch: an antidote to a highly stressful profession. Thus Sean Mitchell 
writes, "She reclines not in grandeur but in collapse 
... 
She has got a chain of Marlboros going 
- 
she cannot talk on the phone without one 
- 
and wonders aloud how she planned to quit 
smoking with a $29 million movie about to open. " Similarly Lawrence Crowii describes an 
incident which occurred when the director was co-hosting Rosie O'Donell's shoýN. O'Donell 
asked her if she was ever going to give up smoking, and she replied that she NA'as constantly 
trying but always went back to it when she was making a filM. 
23 In this way Marshall "the 
stressed-out smoker" functions as just another symbol of "Marshall the stressed-out director": 
a woman whose smoking indicates she is not entirely happy or "natural" in that job. Or as 
Matthew Gilbert puts it, "You don't picture this chainsmoking word-swallower taking the 
22 Marilyn Beck and Stac\ Jenel Smith, "Frustrated Director Marshall Plans a Return to Acting. - I-o,, Angeles 
aily News 26 Feb. 1999, L. A. Life sec., Northern Light Special Collections Documents 12 Feb. 2000 
<http: /, I ibrar\. northern I ight. com /BM 19990304020054599. html>. 
23 Sean Mitchell. "Backpedaling to Fame. " Los Angeles Times 16 Dec. 1990. Home ed.. Calendar sec.: 5, Los 
Anp, eles Times Online Archives 27 Jan. 1999 <http: /, pqasb. pqarchi\er. com latimes>. Cro\\n 91. 
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helm of a chaotic movie set". By contrast Jonathan Van Meter assures us that 'je]ý-en NN Ith 
the nerves and cigarettes directing, being the boss, seems to be a comfortable place for 
Foster. , 24 
Far from being unique to Marshall the image of the "stressed-out movie director- is 
something of a media staple. One only has to think of the way in which James Cameron has 
been envisaged as an megaphone-wielding tyrant who dealt xN ith the strain of directing 
Titanic (1997) by shouting at everyone. Or, in a variation on that image, the xN ax iii %Nhich I 
Woody Allen is so often presented (and to an extent presents himself) as an anxious, 
eccentric character who plays out his real life neuroses on-screen 
. 
25 Howexer in Marshall's 
case this "stressed-out" image is interpreted differently than it is for someone like Alien. She. 
like Allen, has made the neurotic but loveable loser character a big part of her star image (she 
is fond of deadpan humour in interviews, enjoys bemoaning her problems and/or ailments, 
and likes to make jokes at her own expense), bUt in her case the "loser" image also extends to 
her perceived incompetence as a director. 26 In other words Allen's "neurotic" nature is not 
seen to affect his ability to direct (he has been widely acclaimed as a great filmmaker and 
auteur), whereas it has been implied that Marshall's well-publicised "neuroses" are the 
raison-d'&re behind her supposedly disorganised and irrational directorial stN le. When Pegg, N 
Orenstein dubs Marshall's erratic style of directing "[d]irection by doubt", and Madonna 
calls it "the Laverne style of directing" they both see a causal link between Penny/Laverne 
the professional worrier and Marshall the flaky director. Elliott Abbott, the producer of A 
League of Their Own and executive producer of Awakenings (1990), even invites a more 
direct comparison between Allen and Marshall when he comments that it was Allen*s film 
2' MattheNN Gilbert, "The Awakening of Penny Marshall, " Boston Globe 6 Jan. 1991: 36, Boston Globe Online 
Archives 14 Jan. 2001 <http: //\N, \\, \ý. boston. com/globe/search/>-, Jonathan Van Meter. -The Boss. " Guardian 2-3 
Mar. 199 1. Weekend sec.: 6. 
25 For example. James Cameron was represented as exactly this kind of director \N hen he \\as satirised as James 
Macaroon by Adrian Edmondson in the BBC's French and Saunders Christmas Special 1998. See French and 
Saunders 2 Jan. 2001<http: //NN, \%-\ý. frenchandsaunders. com/sho\Ns> for more details. 
26 Matthew Gilbert remarks that. "No one makes fun of Penny Marshall as \\ el I as Penny Marshall. I ler \% hiny. 
e self-depreciating humor buoys c\ erý\ incomplete sentence sh mumbles whether she's talking about directin-L, hcr 
new mo\ ie 
... 
or musing on her endless dental problems. " 
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crew who worked on flýig, and "I'll tell you they were sceptical-it was a little %%ack,, to them, 
all the takes she did. -)27 
If Jodie Foster's image is typically that of the consummate profes,, ional. a xNoman 
who is always in control, then Penny Marshall is, by contrast, represented as a x% ornan %% ho 
has a haphazard and even unprofessional approach to directing. Some commentators have 
even hinted at a degree of laziness on her part. Orenstein argues that the director is "a 
chronically reluctant dynamo: she seems to stumble accidentally to the heights of success, 
then retreats into inertia 
. 
)"28Likewise Lawrence Crown suggests that the woman NN-ho c uld 
once have been described as "the slacker as celebrity" (alwaN s tired, fond of \ý hining, and the 
antithesis of the Hollywood workaholic) has subsequentlýt "become the verý person ification 
of the slacker as director. Not in subject matter, certainly. but in persona and attitude. "- 
Crown acknowledges that Marshall's image as "slacker director" stems not onk from the 
way she is described by others, but also from tile way she presents herself publicl). which 
makes it problematic to suggest that this accusation is simply a result of disrespect on 
Crown's part. Nevertheless by labelling Marshall in this way he overlooks the realltý of 
directing a big budget Hollywood movie, which typically requires long hours, stamina and 
hard work. Indeed it is part of the contradictory nature of Marshall's star image that she is 
viewed simultaneously as a stressed out neurotic and a laissez faire "slacker": the onlý logical 
connection between the two aspects being that they are both negative personal ity traits. 
The tone of Crown's biography is mostly sympathetic towards his subject. although 
some comments are rather more disparaging than celebratory. The -slacker" remark is 
preceded in the text by the comment that Marshall is not a verý- prolific director - the 
implication being that the blame for this must lie squarely with her: -[N]ow that she's 
become a film director, its apparent that she hasn't cared to work all that much, 
directing on 
average, a movie only once every few years. (Woody Allen and Steven Spielberg. by 
27 Orenstein 25. Elliot Abbot. quoted in Orenstein 2-5. 
28 Orenstein '15 
, 29 Cromi 133. 
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contrast, can be reliably expected to direct at least one movie each year... CroN%n fails 
to acknowledge the possibility that Marshall may have wanted to direct on a more regular 
basis, but was prevented from doing so by circumstances beyond her control. According to 
the Los Angeles Daily News, which informs us that Penny would love to be directin2 but has 
had trouble getting projects off the ground since The Preacher's Wife (1996), this is indeed 
the case 
. 
31 In fact Marshall made six films between the years 1986 and 1996 (txvo of which 
made more than one hundred million dollars at the box office), and has onlý entered a period 
of inactivity in the years since then. The unfavourable comparison xNith Allen and Spielberg 
is also unfair and misleading. Both directors have considerably more freedom to develop the 
projects they want to make thanks to the high esteem (based on artistic and/or financial 
grounds) in which the industry holds them. Spielberg, as one of the owners of DreamWorks 
SKG, even has the power to greenlight his own movies. 
Elsewhere in his biography Crown introduces another recurring theme in the Penn,, 
Marshall image: that she really doesn't understand the mechanics of directing or the 
craftsmanship involved in being a great director 
- 
hence her tendency to shoot too MLICII 
footage and construct the film in the editing process, rather than having it planned out 
properly beforehand. Crown writes: 
In contrast to classic auteurs like Alfred Hitchcock 
- 
who was famous for 
storyboarding every shot in every movie well in advance 
... 
Penny's directing st,,, Ie 
was the ultimate in slacker filmmaking 
... 
She filmed the way she learned in TV, with 
multiple cameras covering the action from every conceivable angle and assembling 
massive rough cuts. Awakenings ran five hours in assemblage. At one time 
12 
Renaissance Man was almost four-and-a-quarter hours long. 
It is curious that Crown should attribute Marshall's careless filmmaking style to the 
experience she gained directing for television (she directed episodes of Laverne and Shirley) 
30 Crown 77. Italics mine. 
Beck and Smith. 
32 Crown 135-6. 
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since it is often acknowledged that the medium is a useful place for directors to learn their 
craft because it teaches them how to work within tight budgets and schedules. In fact one 
might argue that directing for television is the antithesis of "slacker" directing since there k 
no question of being indecisive and wasting time when there are weekly episodes to be 
13 filmed. 
Crown's assessment of Marshall is seemingly shared (or at least hinted at) by others 
within the industry, who range from journalists to producers, stars to studio spokesmen. Tom 
Hanks is quoted in an article about the making of A League of Their Own as folloýN s: 
"They'd say, 'Penny, there's two and a half hours of dailies tonight... They shot so imich 
footage. " While the mysterious "they" might not relate directly to Marshall, the association of 
the films she helms with an excessive and wasteful technique is evident in Hanks' \Nords. 
Elliot Abbot has also referred to her tendency to do multiple takes on Big wheii lie remarks 
that, "Penny doesn't feet she's terribly talented... She will always take a long time to make a 
movie because she never thinks she's gotten it. " During an interview with Marshall, Rosie 
O'Donnell actually comments, "you never bring a movie in under four hours". and goes on to 
ask her exactly how many feet of film she shot on A League of Their Own, mentioning that 
Kodak presented Marshall with a case of champagne during the last week of shooting 
because she had used so much film. 34 
It is surprising to say the least that Abbott, the producer of two of Marshall's films, 
would make such an uncomplimentary statement about a colleague he has worked so closely 
with, although apparently this is not an isolated incident. Jim Hillier notes that a Columbia- 
TriStar spokesman commented officially on anticipated problems between Madonna and A 
League of Their Own's then star, Debra Winger, in the following manner: 
33 See, for example, Ste\ en Spielberg's assessment of the early work he did directing for tele\ ision. 
in John Baxter. 
Steven Spielberg: The Unauthorised Biogrqphy (London: HarperCollins. 1997) 65. 
34 Tom Hanks quoted in Nancy Griffin. -Clean Up Women. " Premiere Julý 1992: 82: Elliot ; \bbott quoted in 
Orenstein 25, Rosie O'Donnell. -Intervie\\ with Penn), Marshall. " Prergnjiýere Women In HollvW00d "T621,11 99-. 
Premiere Online 10 No\. 1997 <http: //"\N \\ \\. premieremag. com featpres \VIf 1, niarshall, marshall 2. html>. Article 
no longer a-vailable on the internet. 
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Penny Marshall is sweet, but she's a lightweight. She never has her picture figured 
out when she directs. She just figures it all out in post-production. Would you %Nant to
put her together with Debra Winger and Madonna? That's hoýý the guys at Columbia 
saw it-women areftail and have to be treated with kid gloý es. except the hitche, s. 
Penny Marshall might survive with one shark in the tank, but ýN ith txN o? - 
Not only is such a statement unbelievably sexist in the way that it divides %\ onien into t\\ o 
groups (nice but ineffectual ladies, and hard-nosed bitches), and questions their abilitN to 
control a difficult situation, but it is also (as Hillier goes on to argue) unlikelY to be made 
about a male director, especially by a member of the studio for which he is making a film. 
Comments such as these,, especially since they are made by Hollywood insiders, utidoubtedl. v 
affect the way Marshall is perceived within the industry. When colleagues of Marshall's go 
on-the-record with statements that question her capabilities as a filmmaker, her image as a 
director who is ill-at-ease in her profession immediately becomes more credible. As evidence 
that this image of Marshall has become wel I-establ i shed with Hollywood one onlý, has to 
point to the 1994 Premiere "Power List". She is ranked at number forty five, and in the 
paragraph that accompanies this ranking the magazine reports that her "weaknesses" as a 
director are that she "[s]hoots tons of coverage and then can't make up her mind in the 
editing room; [and] long postproductions. " Compare this with the paragraph on Foster 
(ranked at number thirty eight) in the same list: she is described as -Woman of the 90s-, and 
her "weaknesses" are merely that she may be "too earnest" where Hollywood is concerned. 
This is hardly a biting criticism, and might even be read as a compliment. 
36 
Tell ingly the perception of a director who shoots a lot of footage and takes a long 
time in post-production is not always negative. Take Stanley Kubrick's last film. Eyes Wide 
Shut ( 1999). In Empire Adam Smith reports that the film took two and a half " ears to shoot 
(the longest shoot ever bankrolled by a major studio), although Kubrick had origlnallý 
estimated it would take eighteen weeks. He also writes that the director had a 
fondness for 
Jim Ifillier. The New Hollywood (London: Studio Vista. 1992) 129-30. Italics mine. 
36 
-The Power List. - Premiere Ma\ 1994: 92-109. 
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repeated takes, sometimes more than fifty at a time. Yet Smith"s piece persuades us that such 
excess is indicative of brilliance rather than incompetence. He refers to Kubrick as --cinema's 
most meticulous genius"; and quotes the film's producer Jan Harlan as den,, ing Kubrick's 
methods should be interpreted as wasteful: "[A]s if Warner Brothers cared hoN% much filin he 
exposes. -37 
It would be na*fve (although tempting) to explain this disparity in the assessment of 
two director's filmic methods by virtue of the difference in their genders. After all. Kubrick 
has the status of a cinematic icon (a status which became untouchable when he died soon 
after the film's completion), and Marshall does not. Kubrick's films are considered b\ most 
critics to be cinematic masterpieces, while Marshall's are categorised as standard generic 
fare. Hollywood's surrounding media thrives on the publicity generated by what are 
perceived to be problematic shoots, and in this it does not discriminate on the basis of gciider. 
James Cameron's Titanic was grist for the rumour mill for a long period prior to its release 
Oournalists had hours of fun thinking up puns involving sinking), and indeed the fact that 
Kubrick's film took so long to make did not go unnoticed by the press. Nevertheless it is 
worth mentioning the vastly different attitudes of individuals both inside and outside 
Hollywood to each director's filmmaking techniques. It is curious that one producer. and the 
studio he represents, should seem unconcerned about the escalating cost and duration of 
Kubrick's film, and the eccentric methods he employs, while another producer should refer to 
his director's propensity for multiple takes as "wacky", and chide her for taking so long to 
make a film. Why on the one hand does spending a lot of time equal craftsmanship and 
attention to detail, and on the other add up to inefficiency? What is the secret formula that 
gives a director such leeway? Is it the establishment of a body of work, financial success, 
critical approval, a sustained career? Why have female directors apparently not, ý et 
discovered this secret? The criticism of Marshall for being too slow (and with it the implied 
concerns that she is going over, or will go over budget) is strange given that the films she has 
37 Adam Smith. 
-The FN es Haw It. " Empire Oct. 1999: 90-7. 
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directed are not the mega-budget films one would expect to be the most common cause of 
such anxieties (all her films have had a budget of less than fifty million dollars). It is alo 
possible to cite evidence which demonstrates that she is not a "slow" filmmaker at all. In 1-0, 
Angeles Times Marshall reveals that Disney moved the release of Renaissance Man (1994) 
up by six weeks, forcing her to work at such a pace that she put herself in the hospital ýN Ith 
38 
chest pain S. 
Aside from being represented as a director who is inefficient and unprofessional, 
Marshall is sometimes referred to as someone who is naturally passiý e. Tom Hanks 
comments that although she could drive him mad with all the takes she did, her **passi\ e 
personality" on set was a distinct advantage because it -gives a collectlýe feeling... instead of 
the idea that the director is God 
. 
"')39The logical conclusion of this idea of Marshall as passi%e 
bystander rather than active creator of her films is a tendency to credit others xý ith the SUccess 
of those films, although curiously the adverse does not seem to apply when it comes to 
apportioning blame for what critics perceive as the less positive aspects of those films. As 
Crown points out, it is possible to discern a trend in reviews of Marshall's movies ýN here the 
cast are usually complimented and the director (and often the script) disparaged. Cro\ý n 
reveals that Hanks was the individual involved in League who was singled out for some of 
the most vociferous praise: a level of praise he had also received for an earlier Marshall- 
directed film, Big. In this way Marshall's role in shaping the performance of her actors is 
downplayed in favour of the recognition of the star as author of his or her oNN n performance. 
which is perhaps not entirely surprising given Hanks' status as an Oscar-ý, ý inning actor. or 
indeed that of League's female lead, Geena Davis, who is a celebrated actress and Oscar 
winner herself However it is easier to overlook the cinematic contribution of a director ýý ho 
has an artistically poor star image. 40 In an interview with Rosie O'Donnell Marshall actuallý 
Judy Brennan, "Penny Marshall. Heartilý, - Los Angeles Times 7 Aug. 1994. Home ed.. Calendarsec.: 24. Los 
Angeles Times Online Archixes 27 Jan. 1999 <http: //pqasb. pqarchiver. coiii latimes>. 
31) Orenstein 25. 
40 Crown 97. It is possible to argue that Niarshall \\as instrumental in shaping Hanks' career since 
Big (1988) Is 
\\ idelý considered to be his break-through movie. 
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comments on this issue,, implying that she felt the situation was unfair. O'Donell saN s. "When 
a movie does incredibly well, like League Of Their Own... ". and Marshall chimes in. "And 
somebody else gets the credit 
... 
Tom [Hanks] got the credit. "" 
This transferral of credit should also be considered in relation to persistent 
suggestions (dating from her acting days) that Marshall has only achieved success thanks to 
her family connections. For example, at the time of Laverne and Shirley Burt Prelutski., ýN rites, 
Penny happens to be the daughter of the show's producer, Tony Marshall, and sister 
of the executive producer, Garry Marshall 
... 
For good measure, Penny is the xN ife of 
Rob Reiner 
... 
and the daughter-in-law of Carl Reiner 
... 
When you look at it that NN aý, 
she could be taken for one of those princesses of yore who used to be married oft- to 
the prince of a neighboring kingdom in order to solidify relationships between tk\ o 
great monarchies. 
42 
Crown also comments that some reviewers of Bi were keen to note that Marshall was the L519 
sister of an established filmmaker. 43 In this way she is not being read as the instigator of her 
own achievements, but rather as the beneficiary of someone else's: once again she is 
conceptualised as passive (the receiver, the collaborator, the secondary figure) rather than 
active (the producer, the author, the principal creator). In Prelutsky's statement Marshall is 
conceived of as little more than a token of exchange between two patriarchal entertainment 
dynasties. 
"Penny's from a generation where a boy was the key to your life... It's a long haul to 
say 'No 
... 
I'm the key to my life. ' Penny has a problem with that. " 
... 
44 
Penny Marshall, Feminism, and Femininity 
Penny Marshall's popular image can be cited as one possible explanation for the ýNay 
she is treated by critics who are compelled to search for evidence of feminist commitment in 
41 O'Donnell. 
42 Prelutsky. 
43 Cromi 105. 
44 Garry Marshall quoted in Orenstein 32 
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her work. On the rare occasions that feminist film critics do turn their attention to Marshal I 
and her films their typical reaction is not a positive one. Often she, and by extension her 
work, are viewed as the embodiment of a negative and old-fashioned -'femininitN". 
. 
Nhich 
proves deeply uncomfortable for those who desire to find feminist commitment from a female 
director, and "deeper" personal and political meanings at play in the female-directed filin. On 
observing Marshall at work, Peggy Orenstein remarks that her "whining and ýNheedhn, 
-, 
- are 
"discomfittingly stereotypical in a woman director. " She also notes that Marshall becomes 
irritated when asked whether directing League was "a consciousIN feminist act", the 
implication being (as supported by the overall tone of Orenstein's article) that it should haN e 
been. Incidentally, it is somewhat ironic that she should address the issue of League Is 
feminism given that in a previous sentence she muses that Marshall looks far less homely 
now than she did when she was an actress. Marshall's argument that she is not interested in 
"womeWs issues" alone, but is trying to present a message which applies to the lives of both 
men and women (that is, "don't be ashamed of your talent"), is criticised b,, Orenstein 
because it fails to acknowledge that the talent of the players in the "All-American Girls 
Professional Baseball League" did not remain hidden by accident, but ,N as deliberateIN 
overlooked as a part of baseball history purely because of the players' gender. 'ý 
This article also sees Orenstein criticise League for neglecting to speak to *\ý omen's 
alienation and the wrath incurred if they cut loose from traditional roles" in the same way as 
Thelma and Louise (1991). Marshall is condemned for her failure to depict characters who 
are angry at being forced to give up playing baseball and go back to dornesticitý, v, 'hen the 
men return home at the end of The Second World War. She writes. 
[T]hat wouldn't be Penny Marshall. In her movie the women willfeel better for the 
experience, even if in the end, they're forced to trade in their baseball mitts 
for oven 
mitts. And the credits will not roll until a final tear and a xN istful smile 
hax c been 
jerked from the audience. 
45 Orenstein 24. 
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Orenstein identifies what she sees as Marshall's lack of feminist commitment. and accu,, es 
her of milking her female characters for emotional impact ("the ýwmen 
,, vill feel better-. --a 
final tear 
... 
jerked from the audience"). She argues that by depicting these characters as 
content to give up their sporting dreams Marshall is guilty of betraying them. 46 Yet one could 
argue that her assessment misses the more complex nature of the film*s ending: Dottie 
Hinson (played by Geena Davis) can be read as a woman who is torn bem een her desire to 
return to conventional married life and her love of baseball; and Dottieýs sister. Kit. actualk, 
carries on playing until the demise of the league several years later. Moreover in using the 
phrase "until a final tear and a wistful smile have been jerked from the audience-. Orenstein 
demonstrates an antipathy towards sentimentality which is closely connected ý\ ith her 
abhorrence of stereotypical femininity. That is, she interprets the emotional denouenient of 
the film as symptomatic of its regressive, pre-feminist approach to women's roles and 
choices. In doing so she refers to a perceived link between sentimentality and feunininitý that 
has been identified by many critics before her. For example, in The Feminizatioq of 
American Culture Ann Douglas defends a number of nineteenth century male xN riters NN ho she 
believed fought a heroic battle against "the effete sentimental izers of culture 
- 
ýý omen 
writers. 107 Orenstein is not alone in accusing Marshall of being an overlý sentimental 
director. Indeed one might say that Marshall's films are as inextricably linked ýN Ith 
sentimentality as, say, Kathryn Bigelow's are with testosterone-fuelled violence, or Nora 
Ephron's are with romantic comedy. Joe Brown has said of League that Marshall -gums it all 
up in hokey sentiment". Lawrence Crown comments that most critics saýN AxNakenings 
biggest fault to be its excessive sentimentality. John Anderson has even coined the phrase 
"Penny Marshall syndrome" to describe a good director of middle-brow fare \\ho falters 
when things turn serious: "The music swells. So do the tears... [T]he film goes slack ýý Ith 
sentiment. " Even though Anderson does not claim that only female directors can --sLiffer- 
46 Orenstein 32. 
47 
- Fania Modleski, Feminism Without Women: Culture and Criticism in a --Postfeminist"' Agc (I. ondon: 
Routledge, 1991) 24- 
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from this syndrome, it is significant that he chooses a woman rather than a man to exemplIfy 
the "problem" of emotional excess in the cinema: in doing so he manages to lend extra 
credibility to the natural connection between femininity and sentimentality instead of 
undermining it. In short, most critics simply dismiss Marshall's work as sentimental. rather 
than examining it in the generic context of the "weepie, or melodrama. The fact that 
Marshall may have made a conscious choice to direct the kind of material ýýhich interests her 
(she tells Stephen Hunter that "I do a movie if it touches me 
... 
I love to crý in the moN ies-) is 
overlooked or ignored by the majority of critics, probably because it is not the i-ight (in 
aesthetic and/or feminist terms) kind of material to interest them. 48 
Like Orenstein, Linda Lopez McAlister has also criticised League for its feminist 
failings. She praises Marshal I for turning her attention to material which deals -, ýýIth xý omen 
and women's issues,, but her remark that this attention is "long overdue" implies that she 
believes the director to be guilty of neglecting these ferninist themes. McAlister condemns 
the director for her failure to acknowledge the lesbian players of the AAGPBL, accusing her 
of a "'bottom line on the balance sheet' mentality and moral cowardice. " Marshall comes 
Linder fire for her inability to tackle "important" feminist issues with the kind of consistenc\ 
and depth that a self-proclaimed feminist film critic like McAlister requires. I he film's 
narrative omissions are read as evidence of Marshall's feminist shortcomings, and of her 
willingness to embrace the box-office driven values of patriarchal Hollywood. There is no 
attempt on McAlister's part to contextualise these omissions, or to consider that decisions 
about which material to include or exclude may have been taken at other stages in the film's 
production, and by other people (writers, studio executives, etc. ). Instead the fault is seen to 
lie with the woman behind the camera since, for McAlister,, the mere fact of her gender 
49 dernaiids that she be held accountable 
. 
48 Joe Bro\\ n. -This 'League' Strikes Out. - Washington Post 3 Jul\ 1992, Weekend sec.: 'N21). Washington Post 
Online Archives 23 Feb. 2000<http: //w\\x\. \\ ash ingtonpost. com, \\p-ad\-/archi\es>; CroN\n. Ill. 109.1 iunter. 
"Penny Marshall" I D. 
49 Linda Lopez McA I ister. Re\. of A League of Their Own, " 4 July 1992. The Linda Lopez M cAllý, tcr. F] I ni 
Re\ ie\\ Arch i\c,, 23 Feb. 2000 <http: //\\\ýN\. infonn. umd. edu Fresý Topic \\omensStudies/filmRevie%\ý, leaLlUe-of- 
oN\n-mcalister>. I call Lopez McAlister a-self-proclaimed feminist" because she hosts a feminist radio sho\% on 
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Unlike Jodie Foster whose image has roots in second wave feminism. Pennx 
Marshall's has strong links with the "pre-feminist", mith an era (the fifties) in which %Nomen 
were supposedly defined by their femininity. " I use the word supposefflY since, as Joannne 
Hollows points out, feminist critics such as Betty Friedan can be accused of portraying 
women! 's experience in that era as monolithic, rather than recognising that the problems of 
the middle-class, "suburban wife and mother" were not the problems of all women. 
Nevertheless this image of the fifties woman is one which continues to serve as a popular 
reference point. " 
Marshal I's connection to this era comes not only from the fact that she ýý as a 
teenager in the fifties, but also from her portrayal of Laverne De Fazio (a young \ýoman 
living in fifties Milwaukee) in the seventies. Television programmes such as Happy Da,, s, 
and its spin-off show Laverne and Shirley have been interpreted as nostalgic recreations of ail 
idealised past designed to appeal to a nation undergoing intense social and political troubles: 
a nation which, as Lawrence Crown puts it, was "exhausted by current events" such as 
Vietnam and Watergate, and tired of children who spoke out in protest against their o%vn 
values and beliefs. 52 As a result Marshall becomes associated with a reactionary aesthetic, 
which might help explain why she is not a popular target for feminist analysis. Unlike other 
popular American Television sitcoms starring women, such as I Love Lucy, The Mar\ Tyler 
Moore Show, or Roseanne, feminist critics are seemingly as reluctant to write about Laveme 
and Shirley as they are to devote significant attention to either her of her 
filMS. 13 This 
reluctance seems even stranger given that several elements of Laverne and Shirleý cry out for 
WMNF-FM in Tampa, Florida called "The Women's Show. She also compiles an annual list of what she sees as 
the best feminist feature films of that year. 
50 Foster NN as born in 1962, and Marshall in 1942. 
5' Joanne Hollows, Feminism, Femininity and Popular Culture (Manchester: \lanchester Unkersitý Press. 2000) 
12. 
52 CroNN n 49. 
53 It is not possible to provide a full list of publications \Nhich undertake a feminist analysis ofwomen in American 
television because they are simply too numerous to list here. To give just three fairly recent examples, one might 
look at Bonnie J. Dow, Prime-Time Feminism: Television, Media Culture and the \Vomen*s Nloýcinent since I 9-u 
(Philadelphia: Unk ersity of Pennsý lvania Press 1996)-, Patricia Mellencamp. High Anxiety: Catastrophe. Scandal. 
Age and Comedy (Bloomington: Indiana Uni\ ersit\ Press, 1996). or Kathleen Rowe, The Unruly \ý oman: Gender 
and the Genres of Laup_hter (Austin: Unikersity of Texas Press. 1995). To find evidence to Support mý claim that 
verýy little has been \Nritten about Laverne and Shirle\ I conducted a brief search on Amazon. com. Although 
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such an analysis (which is unfortunately beyond the scope of this thesis). The series revok es 
around two working-class girls who live alone, hold down jobs, pay their own bi I Is, and %%ho 
have come to rely on each other rather than men. In short, they are ýk omen Ný ho are tile 
opposite of those middle-class, fifties suburbanites who Betty Friedan argued were defined 
only in relation to their role as housewives, wives and mothers. 
As an example of the way Marshall's image is read through her connection xN itli the 
so-called "repressive, regressive fifties" I would like to point to something Tania Modlesk-i 
has said about Ri1g. In Feminism Without Women Modleski criticises a number of eighties 
comedies such as Three Men and a Baby (1987), and Look Who's Talking (1989) for N\ hat 
she sees as their attempt to redeem fatherhood and usurp the matemal role. Against this 
background she interprets Josh's eventual return to childhood in ffig as a rejection of the 
commitment that a serious relationship with a woman requires (a literal representation of 
"Peter Pan" syndrome so to speak). Herjudgement of Marshall, whom she refers to as a 
figure who is "closely linked to America's obsession with its own imagined innocent past, the 
1950s", runs as follows: "Thus once again we see a woman presiding over her own 
marginal ization, participating in a nostalgia for a time in which human relationships are felt 
to have been relatively uncomplicated, although the cost of this simpliciv, is her own 
,, 
54 
repression. Modleski sees a link between Marshall's role as the "archetypal" fifties woman 
in Laverne and Shirley, and her making of a film which Modleski believes endorses the same 
kind of nostalgic, conservative values as that television series: the sanctjtý of the family. 
childhood innocence,, conformity, morality, female submissiveness, and so on. 
Other feminist critics argue along similar lines to Modleski. For example, Susan 
Faludi criticises what she calls the "man-boy body-swapping films'" (18 Again (1988). Like 
Father Like Son (1987), Big) of the eighties for depicting men who "seek refuge in female- 
"one can't help wishing a xwman free boyhoods". ý5 Similarly Ally Acker says of Big, Z: ý
numerous titles about I I-o\e I 
-uc\ and it's star Luci 
Ile Bal I \\ere I isted, as were several about The M ar\ T\ler 
kloore Show and Mary T\ ter Moore. I could find no titles about La\ eme and Shirley ý4 Modleski, Feminism ithout Women 76-7,97-9- 
55 Susan Faludi. Backlash: The t Indeclared War. Against Women (London: Vintage. 199-1) 169. 
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director in such a coveted position as Marshall's had chosen a fernale-coming-of-age film 
instead of adding another to an already long line of films about young men . --56 Marshall ha., s 
clearly suffered due to her association with subject matter which does not put woman at the 
centre of the narrative, but focuses instead on a boy's experience of growing-up: subject 
matter which is as a result inconsistent with what some feminist critics believe constitutes 
true feminist filmmaking. Faludi and Acker may have a point since cinematic narratiN-es 
which concentrate on the lives of girls and young women are far rarer than their masculine 
equivalents (although the balance has begun to tip the other way in recent years NN ith the I 
release of films like Little Women (1994), Now and Then (1995) and AnvýN here But Here 
(1999)). However to argue as Acker does that female directors should preferabl\ be telling 
women's stories, making "women's films", is to risk pigeonholing them in a waý N\ Ii ich, 
ironically enough, also appeals to those within the film industry who, bearing in mind the 
pitifully small numbers of certain types of female-directed Hollywood films (such as bi, 
-, - 
budget action movies and science fiction films), continue to deny women filmmakers their 
right to generic freedom. 
Playing The Fool? Evaluating Marshall's Role in the Construction of her Star Image 
Having examined how Penny Marshall's star image is constructed and understood, I no", 
want to move on to a discussion of the ways in which she can be seen to inN ite that reading of 
her seýf as well as to consider evidence which suggests that this image is as much a ruse or 
ploy as it is based in reality. 
As if to encourage those who see her as a nervous and inept filmmaker. Marshall 
often draxN, s attention to her own neuroses and inadequacies. In a Boston Globe article 
from 
1991 she admits, -I'm a fairly neurotic girl here". She also tells Rosie O'Donnell \ýhy she 
identifies vvith two of the characters in the films she has directed: Dr Malcom 
Sayer (played 
by Robin Williams) in Awakenings because, like her, he,, vas "so neurotic that [he Nvas] afraid 
Acker. Reel Women: Pioneers of the Cinema (London: Batsford. 1991) 91 
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to do anything". and Pastor Harry Biggs (Courtney B. Vance) in The Preacher's Wife 
because "[h]e can't do anything 
... 
he's lost confidence in himself And that's hoNý I feel all 
the time. " Finally, Marshall infon-ns Peggy Orenstein that, although some people have said 
she works well under pressure, "Well no I don't. " 57 The way Marshall describes herself mav 
or may not be true: as I have already suggested when I emphasised the similarities between 
Marshall's and Woody Allen's star images, there is scope to read it as a continuation of the 
world-weary but loveable pessimist image (based to a large extent on Laveme) ýNhich she 
likes to project. For instance, in the aforementioned Boston Globe article Matthe\ý Gilbert 
recognises that she is putting on her "Laveme" act when she tells him how neurotic she Is. 
This act involves talking in "the nasal Bronx accent that defined her 1976-1981 television 
portrayal of Laverne", discoursing "on her life as though it were a comedy skit-, and e% en 
drinking Laverne's trademark drink of Pepsi and mi Ik. What real ly matters, hoýN ex er, 1s that 
the description appears to be true, and as such makes for a strong contrast with Jodie Foster's 
portrayal of herself as a fearless, confident woman, completely in control of e\ erNihinu she 
does in her life, especially directing. Whereas Foster's image is linked with the acti\ e 
(ambition, determination, self-assurance) some of the things Marshall says about herself 
strongly imply passivity, and by inference conventional "femininity" 
To draw a further comparison with Foster, Marshall does not talk about directing as 
something she was born to do, or as the fulfilment of a life's ambition. Rather, she gives the 
impression that she fell into it (or perhaps was even pushed into it) by chance. She tells 
Stephen Hunter, "I wish I could say it [directing] was something I'd ýNorked my whole life to 
get and that I was really prepared for. " She is quoted by Jamie Diamond as saying, "I did not 
say, 'Please let me direct. ' I came to directing as a fluke. "; and comments in the Boston 
Globe that "[d]irecting wasn't a burning desire of mine" but rather "They made me do it"' BN 
saying "They made me do it" she is not only being flippant, but also attempting to use a joke 
to excuse any directorial shortcomings critics (particularly those NN,, ho are dubious about the 
5' Gilbert, O'Donnell: Orenstein 25. 
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abilities of a television actress turned director) might feel she has 
. 
18 When Marshall 1,, asked 
by Sean Mitchell if she feels like she is role model for women in the film business she has 
also commented, A came up in such a whole backwards way that's so different from most of 
the girls now. I mean, I didn't care, I didn't want it. I wasn't trying to get it. So I don*t have 
the anger. I didn't go beating down any doors saying, 'Accept me for this. ' I was just trNing 
to get a date. "'9 In this last statement Marshall (again in stark contrast to Foster) situates 
herself as a female actor/director from the "past", from an era when women were less 
vociferous in their demands for equality, and in the expression of their anger at Patriarchal 
oppression. In typical "Laverne" fashion she uses humour ("I was just trying to get a date") to 
turn aside the possibility that she ever thinks about the impact that gender has had on her 
career, as well as dissuade others from pinning a -ferninist- label on either her or her films. 
The sentiments Marshall expresses towards directing in these quotations echo a statement 
made more than two decades earlier by the director Ida Lupino. Lupino says, "I never 
planned to become a director. The fates and a combination of luck 
... 
were responsible. ""'' 
This comparison with Lupino is worth emphasising since both directors hax e suggested that 
they play upon their "femininity" during the directing process. 
Mary Celeste Kearney and James M. Moran argue that the notion that Lupino used a 
"feminine" suggestiveness (rather than a "masculine" directness) as a method of directing 
was one which often appeared in articles about her. This was, they imply, partially the result 
of a sexist media, but also a method which Lupino herself admitted to employing. Lupino 
remarks, 61 would never shout orders to anyone. I hate women who order men around 
professionally or personally... [On the set] I say, "Darlings 
... 
I'd love to do this. Can you do 
it? " Kearney and Moran go on to say that ten years after she made this comment LuPino, 
referring to the effectiveness of such a strategy, asked another interviewer, -You'd vý ant to 
58 Hunter. "Penn), Marshall" I D; Jamie Diamondý -Penny Marshall: 1988 the First Woman Director to Break ý 100 
million at the Box Office. "' Working Woman Nov. - Dec. 1996: 96-8. Northern Light Special 
Collection 
Documents 12 Feb. 2000 <http: /,, 'l ibrary. northern I ight. corn PCI 9970926100003193. html>; Gilbert. 
59 Mitchell 5. 
-4 60 Richard Koszarski, Hollywood Directors 1941-1976 (Oxford: Oxford Universit\ Press. 1977) 3 
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help me wouldn't you? " They argue that the director's question here -points to lack of 
awareness that her 'damsel in distress' routine might not be the onl,, alternative to being 
aggressive on the set. "6 1 This so-called "damsel in distress" method of directing is one \\h, ch 
Marshall is also judged to employ. Consider Orenstein's assertion, quoted earlier in this 
chapter, that she finds Marshall's tendency to wheedle, whine and elicit sympathy from her 
male producer on the set of A League of Their Own too stereotypically -ferninine" for 
comfort. Marshall has actually admitted in Lupino-like fashion that she sometimes employs a 
directorial strategy of "feminine" persuasiveness: "My personality is a ýýhine. It's how I use 
being female too. I touch a lot to get my way and say 
... 
Pleeease do it over here. "' Ori other 
occasions she "ferninises" the process of directing. That is, she sees the difficulties for a 
woman who does a traditionally "male" job, which supposedly requires "masculine" skills, as 
stemming from her essential "femaleness" or "femininity". Thus she talks about the 
"pressure" of directing being especially pronounced "during premenstrual days. We'd try to 
hold up flags that said, 'Cranky Today' or 'Cramp Day'. " Or she tells Sean Mitchell that the 
main problem she sees for a woman directing a film is that "girl's cry. " 63 
Annette Kuhn argues that Ida Lupino worked in a male-dominated industry 
(Hollywood) in an era when to be truly "feminine" meant "never competing (at least openlý) 
with men... In this light her pronouncements that she did not care to order men around 
-64 
... 
should perhaps be understood simply as necessary tactics for professional Sffviý, al 
Without question Marshall is working in a Hollywood which has undergone massive 
structural change since Lupino's day, and seen significant improvements for women in the 
industry. Nevertheless it is still tempting to apply Kuhn's rationale for Lupino's actions to 
Marshall. Against such reasoning is obviously the fact that the majority of women directors 
do not, for reasons of "professional survival", feel the need to demonstrate the -'softlý softlý " 
61 Mar), Celeste Kearney and James M. Moran, "Ida Lupino as Director of TeleN islon, - Queen of The 'B's: Ida 
Luohio Behind the Camera. ed. Annette Kuhn (Wiltshire: Flicks Books. 1995) 144. 
62 Orenstein 25. 
63 Acker 90. Mitchell 
6' Kuhn. "'Introduction: Intestinal Fortitude. - 8. 
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feminine approach to directing publicised by Marshall. On the other hand. the persi-stent 
inequality of female directors in the Hollywood film industr-.,, suggests that their sur-\ ival as a 
minority in such a difficult field is far from guaranteed, even once they ha\ e proved 
themselves to be financially successful. As a result it is viable to interpret %Iarshall's 
approach as one of a number of possible tactics (conscious or unconscious) which might be 
employed by women directors in order to make themselves more attractive, more palatable to 
those who could employ them. These tactics can be loosely defined as ones ýý 11 ich either play 
down their "difference" or highlight it. The former tactic would stress that women directors 
should be seen, first and foremost, simply as "directors". It would require them to sh\ axý aý 
from making films which might be termed generically "feminine" and possiblý to seek out so- 
called "masculine" material (as with Kathryn Bigelow). It would also possibly lead them to 
deny that their gender has any significant influence on their career and/or on the kind of films 
they make. The latter tactic, on the other hand,, might lead to a tendency to pursue -female", 
"feminine", or "feminist" themes on celluloid; to renounce traditional Hollywood filmmaking 
as "masculine" and/or sexist; to be seen to talk publicly about the place of women directors in 
Hollywood and the struggles they face; or (as with the hypothesis stated above) to stress 
one's femininity in order to obscure the fact that one is pursuing an atypical career for a 
woman. It is possible to argue that Marshall mixes these tactics since. on the one hand, she 
has denied that a director's gender has any real effect on his or her career: "I feel pressure 
that has nothing to do with being a girl. The job is full of pressure. I think a boy, a male. 
would have the same pressure"; and "I'm a director. I'm a woman. But to classify man- 
directors, woman-directors 
- 
can't we just say director? " Yet on the other hand, she has 
employed the language of stereotypical femininity when talking about herself. " 
In terms of evaluating whether Marshall is making strategic use of her "feminine" 
image in order to ensure that she keeps control on set without appearing too threatening or 
aggressive, the director's own words are inconclusive. According to Orenstein. \1arshall's 
65 O'Donnell, Orenstein 32. 
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"tendency to kvetch and wheedle her way through a film is part affectation"; and Marshall 
admits, "I have my own way of functioning. My personality is a ýýhine. -"" On another 
occasion she apparently negates the idea that her exhibition of "feminine" demurral is simplY 
a ruse: she denies that she ever stopped to evaluate the advice given to her as a teenager by 
her mother, namely not to appear "better" than boys since they --don't like it if you beat 
them". Instead she claims that she only ever wanted get their attention, to "bask in their glory. 
I'm okay in that position. -)-)67 With these words Marshall echoes the opinions of Lupino, 
whom Annette Kuhn says "quite unapologetically cast herself as a maWs woman" (and 
alienated a host of feminist critics as a result). So much so in fact that one of Marshall's 
colleagues, Jim Brooks, has actually commented, "She always loved men. She's a groupie at 
,, 
68 heart. That's her femininity. Of course this subservient guise might also be another 
weapon in the armoury of a woman director who does not want to appear too poýNerful or 
draw too much hostile male attention to herself 
Several commentators have endorsed the image-as-ploy theory in relation to 
Marshall. Lawrence Crown maintains that her answers to interviewers' questions typlcallý 
became "self-deprecating and diffident" after she began directing, and he proposes that bý the 
time she first began to appear as herself on the K-Mart television advertisements she "seemed 
,, 
69 
every bit as created a character as Laverne De Fazio 
. 
Colleagues who ha,, e worked 
alongside Marshall have offered similar supporting evidence. For example, Robin Williams 
has said that she is a "brilliant woman, but maybe you don't want to scare people, because 
some people can be afraid of a brilliant woman. It's a great smoke screen! That way she gets 
things done, and you don't even know they've been done! -)i, 70 James Brooks remarks that she 
is a highly "talented" woman with a-steel-trap mind", but that her-disarming manner" 
makes you forget how clever she really iS. 71 While on another occasion he has spoken of the 
66 Orenstein 25. 
67 Abramowitz. Is That A Gun? 290. 
68 Abramo\\ itz Is That A Gun? 294. 69 Crown 90,86. 
70 Abramo\\ itz. Is That A Gun'! 294. 
71 Diamond. 
-Penny Marshall" 
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misapprehension that working with Marshall is going to allow you complete freedom "to do 
your act, but she is going to do her act. She's a rock. You don't move her. ""2 Bam, 
Sonnenfield counters the assumption that she is not confident or decisive enough on set b. ý, 
stating that she is well aware that "you don't make up your mind until you are made to 
- 
in 
postproduction", and "has the self-confidence to keep shooting when ever. vone is tellinp her 
not to. ý, 
73 Finally Mike Nichols has referred to the "apparent I y-but not real I Y-confused Nva-v- 
,, 
74 
she comes up with "razor-sharp movies. 
The facts of Penny Marshall's career do not sustain the notion that she is an 
unprofessional, inept, insecure, passive and ultimately malleable director. To begin ýN Ith she 
has made two films (Big and A League of Their Own) which have earned more than one 
hundred million dollars at the box office, proving that regardless of her ability to garner 
critical success, she is able to direct films which succeed in financial terms. She also 
demonstrated an acute commercial sense when she made the lucrative decision to sell A 
League of Their Own merchandise on QVC: a decision which, as Lawrence Crown reports, 
was a movie marketing first. 75 In the case of League and also Awakenings, there is e\ idence 
to suggest that Marshall was a major factor in bringing these films to the screen, \\ hich 
indicates that she is clearly competent enough to identify material which will proý e 
successful (Awakenings garnered Oscar nominations and, as stated, League did very well at 
the box office). Crown reports that Marshall insisted that Awakenings be picked up by 
Columbia from Twentieth Century Fox where it was in turnaround, and reveals that it was 
her decision to buy the rights for League after seeing a PBS documentary on the AAGPBL. 
She was also the one who pushed for it to be made into a feature film even though Fox 
wanted to make it as a television movie. 
76 
72 AbramoNN itz. Is That A Gun? 302. 
73 Abramowitz. Is That A Gun? 302. 
74 Mitchell 5. 
75 Crow n 160. 
76 Crown 114.120. 
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Ultimately the ability to prove that Marshall's "feminine" image is more strategý 
than reality is less important than how it encourages us as (feminist) film critics to react, or 
more accurately to think about how we react. It forces us to question whether the choices N'ýe 
make about which women artists to study, and which not to study, are influenced bN our 
reactions to the persona they project, the statements they make (or do not make) regarding 
other women and/or feminism, or the kind of films they choose to direct (or produce, star in, 
write etc. ). It requires us to think beyond a mind-set which sees female directors and their 
films in purely black and white terms, categorising them as either "feminist" or "non- 
feminist", positive or negative, worthy of our attention or unworthy. Instead it forces us to 
recognise that the analysis of many, or indeed most women directors, is destined to uncover 
the ambiguities and contradictions which are inherent in both their persona (as image and 
reality) and their work, as often as it will lead us to find evidence to support a "feminist" 
reading and/or appropriation of either. This recognition should not be taken to be a claim that 
all films made by female filmmakers contain some hidden "feminist" content (whatever that 
means) which is ultimately recuperable if only the critic searches hard enough. Rather it 
demands we move beyond simple knee-jerk value-judgements and undertake to give the 
widest possible number of women directors serious critical attention, even if they do not 
choose to address "feminist" concerns. Only by doing this will it then be possible to construct 
a wide rather than a narrow picture of those directors. Such a picture will help us to 
understand the varied contexts within which these women make films (from small-scale 
independent production, to big budget studio fare, and anywhere in the grey area in between), 
and to acknowledge the diversity of the material they bring to the screen. 
As I have demonstrated, Penny Marshall's image is as much a fabrication as it is a 
reflection of reality: it does not unproblernatically represent Marshall the real person since it 
is partially composed of fictional fragments. Some are obviously so, as with the character of 
Laveme, others are less clear-cut, as with the overemphasis on "feminine" behaviours A hich 
is not supported by Marshall's career success and achievements. Like Foster her image 
has 
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shown signs of a shift in recent years, proving once again that star images are not fixed and 
stable but constantly open to alteration. In 1998 Marshall hosted the Lifetime 'WomeWs Film 
Festival, the aim of which was to showcase shorts made by first-time female directors on 
cable television. In her speech for the event she spoke of the raritN of women directors. joking I- 
that instead of being one of three, she is now one of five or six. Despite this she also 
acknowledged that there were more women directing today than there had been in the past. 
and many more who desperately wanted to do so. One article about the festix al quotes her as 
saying, "We're doing better, but we still need encouragement. " Marshall's iný olvement ý\ ith 
this event is significant since it situates her as someone who is interested in the position of 
women filmmakers in the industry, and who is willing to show that interest publicly (to go 
"on-the-record" as it were). It is also perhaps a little surprising given her earlier denials that 
being a woman director has any real effect on the films she makes, as well as her assertion 
that in filmmaking " 'Women's issue' is a turnoff altogether. " By hosting this festival 
Marshall seems eager to underline her status as woman director and, with the ,, Nord -ý\ e're", 
includes herself as part of this gender-defined group rather than shying away from 
it. 77 
As two more examples of this shift we can make a comparison between cominents 
made by Marshall in articles from 1992,1996,1998. In New York Times Magazine (1992) 
she remarks that, "As a woman I wouldn't warma do a big-budget action-movie. It doesn't 
interest me. " In 1996 she is quoted in Working Woman as saying -I don't enjoy blowing 
things up. It doesn't make me feel creative. " Yet in 1998 the Dayton Daily News reported 
that in her speech for the aforementioned Lifetime festival Marshall, having cited Mimi 
Leder's The Peacemaker and Deep Impact as examples, remarked that "[a] ýNoman can bloA 
things Lip and direct special effects just as well as a man. On Jumpin' Jack Flash, I had 
explosions, I broke glass, I had a car crash. '"'8 Marshall's position has clearly altered from her 
original assertion that stereotypically -masculine" generic material is not for her, and is also 
77 Crown 90; Bob Thomas, --Women Directors Honored, " DR-ton Daily News 9 June 1998, Lifest% Ic sec.. 
Northern Light Special Collections Documents 3 Apr. 2000 <http: //Iibrai-)I. northemlight. com/ 11\1 19 980 
611010019883. html>. Italics mine: Orenstein 24. 
78 Orenstein 32.: Diamond. -Penný Marshall 
. 
Thomas. 
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by implication inferior (not interesting or creative), into a claim that she has had experience 
of shooting such material, and a celebration of the female director's right to do so. Perhaps 
this turnaround indicates that Marshall is desperate to distance herself from the association of 
herself and her films with the dreaded "feminine", and to prove that she has more range as a 
director than many people think. If so her actions can be compared to the xNay Foster 
apparently desires to soften the edges of her wel, I-establ i shed tough-girl image bý publicising 
a more "feminine" side to her character. As Marshall has said, although there may be a lot of 
Laverne in her character "[flhere's a lot of this director person in me. too. " Perhaps it is the 
necessity of convincing other people (who have viewed her new career ýN ith scepticism, 
cynicism, or disinterest) of this fact that has driven her to play down the aspects 
of her image and speak more openly about her status as a woman director. '9 
Conclusion 
Despite the fact that both Jodie Foster and Penny Marshall were already in 
possession of star images when they turned to directing, Foster's transition from star to 
director, although it has not been without problems (despite her powerful position in the 
industry she too has found it difficult to sustain her directing career), has certainly been 
viewed as more successful by film theorists (feminist and non-feminist alike) and the ýN ider 
media. Marshall's films have earned more money at the box-office than Foster's, but she has 
not experienced the kind of rapturous critical reaction that greeted Foster's birth as an 
44 80 
auteur", nor been granted the same (or arguably any) degree of artistic respect. Why, then, 
does Foster make a more "natural" and acceptable star-director than Marshall? 
79 Koltno\N. 
'0 In saying this I am not claiming that Foster's efforts as a director were universallý praised bý critics and media 
commentators, or that she has encountered no problems in that role. Indeed it should be noted that despite starting 
her directing career at the beginning on the nineties she has to date directed onlý three films (the third being the as 
\ et uncompleted Flora Plum ). and has enjoyed onk limited success at the box-office with the two films that have 
been released. Of course her limited productivity as a director must be vie\Ned in light of the fact that she also 
works as an actress and producer. However it is also worth emphasising the point that e\ en one of the most 
powerful women in Hollý wood has not found the profession of directing to be easý. 'Neverthe less. it is in part the 
widespread acknowledgement of this po\Ner (played out on and off-screen) which helps Foster to be taken more 
seriousk, as a director than Marshall. 
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Without question it is partly due to the fact that Foster's films fulfil auteurist 
preoccupations far more easily than Marshall's "mainstream" ones. Unlike Foster, Marshall 
does not strive to be seen as a great cinematic artist, preferring to label her stý le and tastes as 
popular or mass-market in nature. For example, she tells Peggy Orenstein that she likes 
44corny" material and has no interest in making intellectual films: "I go see mox les... [and] I 
get intimidated by what they're saying and there's all these artsy parts that go right past me. " 
Similarly she answers a critics' comment that her and her brother Garry's films are good at 
capturing the mood of the American nation with, " It could just be simplicity. Not to put 
down the nation,. but it could just be general feelings that most people share about a subject. I 
mean my brother and I 
... 
are very basic. " Not only does this mean that Marshall's work is 
unlikely to appeal to, or be accepted by, high-brow or auteurist critics, but also that it is less 
likely to appeal to feminist critics as well. As Andreas Huyssen argues, mass culture has 
historically been associated with an inferior "femininity" and, as I have shown both here and 
elsewhere in this thesis,, "femininity" continues to be a problematic issue for many 
feminists. 81 
In addition Foster's original star image has proved itself to be more conduck e to re- 
shaping than Marshal I's. Whereas Foster has fairly comfortably evolved into a Hol ood 
hyphenate (star-director-producer), Marshall's progress has been hampered by the fact that. 
,, 
82 
to use her own words, -[n]o matter how many movies I direct, I'll always be Laverne 
. 
In 
an industry that continues to value (in artistic rather than financial terms) quality drama over 
comedy, it is not really surprising that a two times Oscar-winning actress who becomes a 
director is taken more seriously than a television actress who played the clown. 83 
In spite of the fact that Foster and Marshall's work as filmmakers has been recek ed 
so differently, when it comes to the nature of their star-images theN, do share things in 
common. Both womenýs star-images are, as star theory leads us to expect. contradictorý . In 
" Orenstein 32.. Carol Caldwell. "The Marshall Plan, " Interx ie\\ Jan. 1991: 18 
82 Koltnow. 
83 1 make this claim on the basis that Oscars and Golden Globes for Best Picture (arguably the best gauge ofthe 
kind of films many Hollý \\ ood insiders consider to ha\ e artistic merit) are almost never given to comedý films. 
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both cases many of these contradictions are at heart made up of oscillations between ýN hat 
can usefully be termed the "feminine" and the "feminist". Foster is presented as a woman 
who is both pin-up girl and tomboy, glamorous film star and serious filmmaker. career 
woman and mother figure. Marshall is simultaneously an unprofessional hack and an astute 
business woman, a neurotic loser and a Hollywood player, a believer that one's gender has no 
bearing on being a director and a tacit supporter of the female filmmaker's rights. There is 
enough evidence to suggest that both women have an active role to play in shaping their own 
images and playing with these contradictions, rather than merelý adhering to images that 
others have shaped for them. In addition they have both hinted that they have feminist 
sympathies (Foster with her praise of feminism at the WIF Christmas Luncheon, and 
Marshall in her role as host at the Lifetime Women's Film Festival), but as far as I am axý are 
neither woman has ever publicly referred to either herself or her films as feminist. In fact at 
various times they have both tried to avoid being seen as feminist directors. Rachel 
Abramowitz reveals that having formed her production company Egg Pictures Foster stated, 
"The one thing we are not is a 'woman's movie studio. "' She also notes that Marshall ý, vas 
less than impressed when Geena Davis labelled League a "feminist" film in intervie\\ s. 84 
Perhaps the essential difference between Foster and Marshall lies not in the fact that 
they possess diametrically opposed views of what it is to be a woman director in Hol 1ýý ood. 
but rather in the way that they package themselves as women directors. On the subject of hoxk 
to remain an employed and employable director Tamar Hoffs has said, -You haý e to package 
yourself in such a way to be inviting. , 85 In Foster's case the strengths of her image relative to 
Marshall's almost certainly helps make her a more "inviting" prospect as a director. The 
biographical facts and real-life anecdotes which surround Foster, as well as the numerous 
well-respected roles she has played as an actress, add up to form the image of an already 
respected star who can carry that credibility over into the next stage of her Hollywood career. 
Marshall, on the other hand, is at a distinct disadvantage since the more modest (in industry I 
84 Abramowitz, Is That A Gun? 362.417. 
85 Litwak 204. 
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terms) package that is her star image means she has had to work for that credibility almost 
from scratch. Her image is also less credible and inviting than Foster's in feminist terms. 
Each woman's image exists at a different location on what I will term the "timeline of 
feminism". That is, while Foster's image is partially that of a child of Second 'Wave 
feminism, growing up to believe she can do anything and then going on to prove it, 
Marshall's ostensibly has its roots in the pre-feminist era. Consequently -ý, Nhereas Foster and 
her films are widely perceived to illustrate the ways in which women have moved for-ýN ard, 
and are celebrated accordingly, Marshall and her work have been viewed as embarrassing 
reminders of an earlier, regressive era. Both women's images can also be seen to exist at 
opposite ends of a feminist scale of women directors which is seemingly designed to award 
them "marks out of ten" for feminist content and commitment. Or to put it another way, if 
Foster is contemporary feminist film theory's equivalent of the much praised Dorothy Arzner, 
then Marshall is surely its version of the much-maligned Ida Lupino. 
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Chapter Seven 
Dealing With Difference: An Examination of Some Critical Responses to Kathn-n 
Bigelow's Blue Steel (1990) and Strange Days C1995), and a Meditation on Bigelow's 
Response to Criticism 
This chapter draws on critical reactions to two films directed by Kathryn Bigelow (Blue Steel 
and Strange Dqys) to illustrate a number of different and frequenfly conflicting strategies that 
are employed in understanding the woman director and her work. I have chosen to 
concentrate on Bigelow because her virtually unique status as a woman director making 
action movies in Hollywood has ensured that critics have found much to say about her. Since 
she consistently makes films which deal with what many believe to be "unfeminine" material. 
particularly sex and violence, it is not surprising that reactions to Bigelow's work are Lisuall,, 
extreme in either their praise or condemnation. 
As the critical responses to Strange Dqys prove, the pressure to categorise Bigelow is 
often intense. Comments made by Tom Shone in a review of Strange Days illustrate this 
anxiety well. He asks "What kind of a director is Bigelow? " And answers -a female one 
obviously", but qualifies this with "although it's not so obvious from her films". The 
implication here is undoubtedly that it should be. Shone's problem is that he is faced ýN ith a 
woman director who is not doing the obvious, not fulfilling expectations based on gender. He 
consequently dismisses her work with the statement that she is making mere testosterone- 
charged "blockbusters for the boys". In other words he refuses to reconcile the discrepanc,, 
between the female director and her unusual (meaning not identifiably "female" and/or not 
typically "feminine") films, and instead consigns Bigelow to the masculine mainstream. I 
In the following chapter I have examined the ways in which critics have either 
endeavoured to make Bigelow's work fit preconceptions about NN hat is artisticalIN and 
politically correct for the woman director, or decided that her films do not fit such 
1 Tom Shone. "Dazed and Confused. " Sunday Times 3 Mar. 1996. CD-RONI ed. 
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expectations and condemned them for it. The critical strategies used to make sense of 
Bigelow and her work take one of three approaches: they either celebrate her and her films as 
-masculine" and assimilate them both into a male cinematic canon: or the. \ reject these films. 
and by extension Bigelow, as "unfeminine" or anti-feminist because they replicate the 
narrative structures and ideological values of the system within ýNhich they are produced. 
which may also lead to attempts to re-feminise these films and their director: or conversel-,, 
they herald one or both of them as feminist because of the way Bigelow's work acts as an 
intervention into so-called "masculine" genres, and thus overturns the structures of dominant 
cinema. I conclude by referring to comments Bigelow has made about her films in order to 
identify the strategies she herself uses to deal with the aforementioned criticism. 
I start my examination by pointing to the ways in which both Bigelow and her films are 
positioned as masculine. Kim Newman and Ian Freer claim that-Kathryn BigeloNN's 
dedication to the boys-own balls-out action genre has been proven 
... 
by her movies", ýN 1i Ile 
according to the New York Times, "One thing is certain about the furiously talented Ms. 
Bigelow. No one will ever say she directs like a girl. i, -)2 Bigelow has also been compared to 
well-established "auteur" figures such as Brian De Palma and Martin Scorsese, which helps 
to ease her into place amongst a pre-established pantheon of male directors and, b\ 
transforming her into an honorary man, explains away her unusual status as ýýoman director 
3 
making "men's" movies. It is possible to draw a parallel here with comments in Rozsika and 
Pollock's book Old Mistresses. The authors quote a nineteenth century art critic who 
declared that the "woman of genius does not exist but when she does she is a man. " As a 
2 Kim Newman and Ian Freer, "Dream Weavers: Fifty Directors You Need to See, " Empire May 1997: 95. 
Comment from the New York Times quoted in Karla Peterson. "Director Joins Boys' Club 
- 
and it Only Costs Her 
Compassion, " San Diego Union-Tribune 19 Oct. 1995: 3, San Diego Union-Tribune Online ArchIN es 3 Sept. 2000 
<http: //pqasb. pqarchiý'er. com/sandiego/index. html>. 
3 For example, Edward Pressman (the producer of Blue Steel) is said to have --compared his disco% ery ot'BigeloN% 
to that of aý oung Brian DePalma 
... 
and Terence Malick". Quoted in Clarke Taý lor. -13lack Leather Director in a 
Business World, " Los Angeles Times 9 Oct. 1988, Home ed., Calendar sec.: 28. Kathl: yn Bigelow %Nebsitc 12 \L)\. 
1999 <http: //\\ NN-\\. kathrýynbigelow. com/ articles/latimes. html>. Similarl\ Da,, e Gardetta comments that -it's as if 
her camera has burst out of a flaming house where directors like Peckinpah and Scorsese. Sam Raimi and James 
Cameron... have resided. " In "A Mind's E\e for Mayhem: Director Kathryn Bigelow. Pulling the 
. 
-\udience into 
the Picture, " Washington Post 17 Oct. 1995: C 1. Washington Post Online Archives 10 Ni'ov. 1999 <http: // 
\ý\\NN. N\, ashingtonpost. com/wp-adN archiNes>. 
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result they note that for many commentators, such as for example Charles Baudelaire. the 
only way to praise a female artist was to say that "she paints like a man". ' 
Even those critics who are aware of the need to posit Bigelow and her films as 
masculine cannot always stop themselves from employing similar methods. In an inter-N ie,, v 
with Bigelow Jim Shelley notes that the press "call her Dirty Harriet 
-a sort of female 
version of Clint Eastwood's Magnum wielding macho man. But this doesn't tell us much 
about her 
-just about how conservative or na*fve the media can be. " Yet he also falls back on 
the use of masculine imagery (albeit more subtle) to describe Bigelow. commenting that she I 
16rides into town fielding questions and complaints about violence". This descrIption 
establishes Bigelow as a tough, cowboy figure who turns up readN to fight for the good name 
of her films; the type of character who ironically enough Clint Eastwood has played in man,, 
westems. 
5 
As I have already indicated few female directors working in Hollywood haN e 
worked with the same kind of generic material as Bigelow. For example, if vý e glance at the 
sample of directors I used for examination of women's career paths into the industry in 
chapter two (see Appendix A, Table 1) there are, excluding Bigelow's films, onlý mo out of 
the eighty-six studio films listed which could be classified as big-budget action pictures (The 
Peacemaker and Deep Impact), two which contain science fiction and horror elements (The 
Ghost in the Machine and Tank Girl), and one which could be classified as a crime movie or 
policier (IMPLIlse). The remaining films fall loosely under the rubric of comedy (such as the 
films of Amy Heckerling and Penelope Spheeris) and drama, including particularly costume 
dramas and literary adaptations (for example Little Women and Oscar and Lucinda), and (for 
want of a better word) "emotional" dramas, such as "love stories" (like Sleepless in Seattle or 
Children of a Lesser God) and melodramas (such as The Doctor or Angie). On the strength of 
this evidence Bigelow is generically speaking not a typical female director. Thus it is almost 
inevitable that critics will compare her against existing masculine role models and/or fall 
' Rozsika Parker and Griselda Pollock. Old Mistresses: Women. Art and Ideology (London: Routleduc. 1981) 8. 
5Jim ShelleN, 
-LA is Buming. " Guardian 23 Dec. 1995. Weekend sec.. CD-RON/I ed. 
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back on masculine terminology to describe her. However this kind of reaction often indicates 
an eagerness to ensure that her difference is assimilated. Faced ý, vith a set of films that are 
unusual when viewed in light of the fact that a woman directed them, one \ýay of makino 
them less threatening and more understandable is to situate them as continuations of a 
masculine tradition, thus removing the director's gender from the equation. 
It is useful to draw a comparison here with a comment Judith Mayne makes about 
Dorothy Arzner. She writes that Arzner has been referred to as "one of the bo. vs- and asks, 
"What does it mean to describe Arzner as "one of the boys"? 
... 
Problematical I\, it assumes 
that "one of the boys" is not really a woman, and therefore not treated I ike a \ý oinan in her 
career. ,6 The idea that a woman director can be "one of the boys" is also suggested in the 
kind of language which is used to describe Bigelow. Consider the titles of the folloxN ing 
articles: "Hollywood's Macho Woman"; and "Director Joins Boys' Club 
- 
and It Only Costs 
Her Compassion. "' By making Bigelow, or indeed any female director, into "one of the bo,, s" 
her difference is explained away, and potentially difficult questions (such as "Wh,, are so f6N 
women making big-budget Hollywood films? ") are more easily evaded. As the second title 
suggests, this masculinisation of the female director provides critics who deem Bigelo\ý"s 
artistic choices (for instance the depiction of violence and rape) unsuitable for a woman ýN Ith 
an explanation for her behaviour: she is emulating the work of male directors rather than 
producing "feminine" or "feminist" work of her own. Conversely these titles also reveal a 
determination to ensure that Bigelow's difference is not entirely elided, that her 
"masculinity" is somehow ferninised (a point I will return to later in this chapter). Hence she 
is a "macho ivoman- rather than just "macho". and she joins rather than belongs to a "boy's 
club", illustrating that she is not a natural member of that club, but rather a female outsider 
whose "masculine" work has allowed her to gain membership. 
Some critics do not utilise the perceived masculinity of Bigelow and her films as a 
means of evading the director's gender, but as evidence of her reluctance to allmA gender to 
6 Judith Nla)ne. Directed By Doroth,, Arzner (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana Universitý Press. 1994) 64. 
7 Mark Salisbury, -Hollywood's Macho Woman, " Guardian 21 NoN. 1991: 27. Italics %line. Petersmi 3. 
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clearly influence her work: something which they apparentIN feel a ýNoman director must do. 
Bigelow is criticised for failing to divest her films of ýNhat are ý iewed as traditional (and 
implicitly patriarchal) Hollywood structures and conventions. Jim Shelle\ ýýrites that. 
"Strange D! Iys looks like the work of one of independent cinema's most 
... 
challengin-gy talents 
who believed she was subverting some of Hollywood's most closely-held and ýNell- 
established conventions,, when in fact, all along, it was the other way round. She tried to 
change the nature of Hollywood 
... 
but has in the end simply succumbed to it. " Arguing along 
the same lines, but in this case about Blue Steel,, Rita Kempley complains that BigeloxN 
"knows the only way to get an action film made about a woman is to turn her into a man. 
The female characters in Bigelow's films have also been criticised for either replicating male 
character types, or being identical to the female stereotypes found in mainstream cinema. 
Kathi Maio complains that Megan in Blue Steel is modelled "after the male stereotype of the 
crackpot vigilante with a personal score to settle"; and Geoff Brown argues that Faith in 
Strange Days is nothing more than a "wanton sexpot". 9 These critics do not interpret 
Bigelow's engagement with the studio system in general, and traditionally "masculine" 
genres in particular, as evidence of a director who wants to stretch the boundaries of popular 
cinema. Instead they view her as a filmmaker whose potential has been diluted bý it. They are 
disappointed that instead of the kind of films they expect a woman to be making (sensitive to 
women's representation on screen and/or "feminist" in intent) they are left ýN ith ones which 
offer "just another damsel-in-di stress" or 'just another stalk W slash sex-murder. "lo Despite 
the fact that Bigelow has received significant attention from feminist film critics for her 
innovative approach to popular filmmaking (she is widely celebrated as a female director 
who does not take her genres "straight up" but rather with a classification defying t, ýN ist). she 
has also been castigated for producing work which is exploitative rather than innovatix e. and 
' Shelley. Rita Kempley, "Rambo in Pantyhose: 'Blue Steel'Not A Kindler, Gentler Yarn. " Washinaton Post 16 
Mar. 1990, Srtyle sec.: B 1. Washington Post Online Archives 20 Nov. 1999 <http: /, 'wNN xN. Nvashingtonpost. com. /%vp- 
adv/archive, ý; -ý * 9 Kathi Maio, Popcorn and Sexual Politics (California: The Crossing Press, 1991) 105, Geoff Brown. "The ', Ick- 
Squid We're Owed" Times 29 Feb. 1996, CD-ROM ed.: 37. 
10 Maio 105, Anne Billson. -With Runný Eggs for Brains, " Sunday Telegraph 3 Mar. 1996. Weekend sec.. CD- 
ROM ed., Arts sec 
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commercially rather than artistically motivated. " Kathi Maio argues that the filming of Jamie 
Lee Curtis' body in Blue Steel is exploitative, citing the obligatory sex scene bem een Curtis* 
character Megan and one of her male colleagues as evidence of this. Similarl% Anne Billson 
compares the rape scene in Strange Days to the kind of thing "one used to see in cheap 
exploitation films in the time before feminism and political correctness decreed that film 
directors be more sensitive. " 
12 
The charge of commercialism is one which has been levelled at Bigelow since the 
making of Blue Steel. Rita Kempley calls that film "a mean and unsavory celebration of 
misplaced misogyny milked for dollars"; and Philip Strick argues that with her next film. 
Point Break, Bigelow "stepped aside from the fascinatingly ambiguous feminism of Blue 
Steel to deliver a dose of macho claptrap 
... 
The painterly Bigelow, whose contemplati% e 
lacunae for The Loveless evoked critical references to Edward Hopper, noxN seems fully 
wedded to the urgent hustle of executive producer, James Cameron. " Like, ývise Derek 
Malcom complains that Strange Days 
contains the kind of violence 
... 
that one doesn't expect from Bigelow, if onIN because 
there seems so little purpose to it beyond the cheap thrills of a dystopian, genre-bending 
thriller... [O]ne regrets the uses to which Bigelow's skills as a film-maker are noýN 
being put. Both The Loveless and Near Dark... [which were] made independentl\ for 
virtually nothing, were original and imaginative 
... 
They didn't just look stunning. 13 
These remarks share a sense of disapproval and regret at what is seen as evidence of a 
talented woman director who is moving further and further away from the -Independent- or 
ý4 arthouse" films of her early career (which had something of value to say), and nearer to a 
financially motivated and heavily compromised career in Hollywood. Tellingly Strick and 
'' For a discussion of Bigelow's approach to genre see Needeý a Islam, - *I Wanted To Shoot People. ' Genre. 
Gender and Action in the Films of Kathr\ n Bigelow. - Kiss Me Deadly: Feminism and Cinema for the Moment, ed. 
Laleen Jayaman (Sydnev Power, 1995) 91-12 5 -. Christina Lane, Feminist Holl\ \ý ood: From Born in Flames to 
Point Break (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2000) 99-123, and Yxonne Tasker. Spectacular Bodies: 
Genre, Genre and the Action Cinema (London: Routledge. 1993) 153-166. 
12 Maio 105-6. Billson, -With Runny Eggs for Brains". 
13 Kempleý. Philip Strick, Re\. of Point Break. Sight and Sound August 1991: 48. Derek Malcom. -Thrilled to 
Bits, " Guardian 29 Feb. 1996. CD-RONI ed.: 8. 
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Malcom apparently view this shift as one which is not entirely of Bigelow's o%ý n choosing. 
By commenting that she is "fully wedded" to the "urgent hustle" of James Cameron Strick 
slyly references the fact that Bigelow and Cameron were once married, and implies that this 
aspect of her personal life may have had an effect on her filmmaking. Malcom's choice of 
phrase "the uses to which Bigelow's skills as a film-maker are now being put" evokes a sense 
of a director who has no real control over the material she works on, but is rather trapped in a 
system (Hollywood) which has led her to misuse her talents. 
Malcom and Strick's comments also hint at a belief that the NNoman director should be 
making "Art" not money: something which can only happen outside of an industrýy that is 
conceptualised here as one which produces films which have nothing of ý'alue to offer beyond 
their visually "stunning" surfaces. This is a view which can be found in feminist film theorý 
(particularly, although not exclusively, in older examples) which distrusts the mainstream 
film industry and posits the "art" or "independent" films as the best vehicle for feminist 
expression. The realities of working within a commercial system like Hollywood (such as the 
need to turn a profit and the necessity of artistic compromise) might be understood b,, these 
critics, but the system itself is viewed as something which must eventually be transformed to 
fulfil the quest for a truly feminist cinema which is more than pure entertainment. As AIIN, 
Acker has written, "The day to look forward to is the one when women directors ýý iII be able 
to focus on how the content of their pieces affects the world, instead of if they'll ever get a 
chance to direct again. " 
14 
The link between these criticisms of Bigelow and her work is that they are all negative 
reactions to a woman director who refuses to live up to gender based expectations. By 
choosing to work within rather than outside Hollywood, to embrace rather than avoid generic 
cinema; to work with what is deemed "masculine" rather than "feminine" material; and to 
side step rather than espouse feminist politics Bigelow does what is unexpected for a N\oman 
director. Added to the fact that she is one of only a few women who so obviously and 
of the Cinema 1896 to the Present (Batsford 1991) 91 14 
. 
\IIvAcker. Reel Women: Pioneer, 
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consistently thwart expectations in this way (she has referred to herself as **at,,,, pIcaI- and --an 
endangered species") she becomes an obvious target for criticism. 
This criticism, which is exacerbated by the directoCs unusual status in Holl. ,,, \\ ood. 
arguably reached its peak with the outcry which surrounded the inclusion of a rape scene in 
Strange Days. Of course given the fact that rape is such an emotive feminist issue (Jacinda 
Read has called it "perhaps the quintessential feminist issue") one would expect such a scene 
to evoke some strong reactions. However what may not have been expected xN as that these 
reactions would be so widespread, with the film's depiction of rape and violence becoming 
either a key theme in or else the focal point of the majority of reviews. Writing on The 
Accused and Thelma and Louise Jacinda Read argues that the depiction of rape in these films 
was commented on by the majority of reviewers in ways which did not refer directlý to 
feminist debates about rape, but which drew on them in a kind of "common-sense" fashion 
nevertheless. In other words on the evidence of the reviews Read studied she conciLides that 
the "feminist" issue of rape has passed out of the sphere of feminist discussion and into the 
wider media. Moreover,, Read claims,, in the case of The Accused the discourses surrounding 
rape have been mobilised to serve the political agendas of the New Right: narnelý an appeal 
to "popular morality", and particularly an attack on those "liberal institutions" \\ hich put the 
rights of criminals before those of victims. I mention Read's arguments here because the\ 
encourage us to account for the repeated references to rape in rev iem, s of Strange Day's in a 
similar fashion. Strange Dqys finds itself under attack on so many different critical fronts not 
only because its subject matter (rape) engenders feminist comment, but also because it 
disturbs conservative thinking about the female artist's "natural" relation to violent and/or 
sexual material: that is, the idea that her work should never treat this material explicitly or 
graphically, especially if it does so within the context of entertainment rather than to make an 
obvious feminist statement. 16 For many critics Stranae Davs was one challenge to their 
15 Shelley. 
16 Jacinda Read. -Popular Film/Popular Feminism: The Critical Reception of the Rape-Revenge F, lm. *'-Scope 12 
Jan. 2001 <http: /, '\N \\ \N-. nottingham. ac. uk/ filiii'lioumal/articles/popular_feminism. htm>. 
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expectations too far: a woman director filming scenes of sexual violence against %vomen %%as 
so alien, so freakish that it could not be tolerated. To take just txN o of many possible examples 
which illustrate the critical revulsion which greeted the film, Ryan GilbeN sa,, s that Bi, 
-, 
elox% 
"rubs our face in the dirt forcing us to experience rape and murder through the perspective of 
the perpetrator. It's an ugly film about ugly emotions"; and Alison Mayes comments that it is 
"a sick scene which is filmed from the exact point of view of the rapist-murderer 
... 
No 
Canadian will be able to watch this in-your-face horror without thinking of the innocent 
victims of Paul Bernardo. Had I not been required to review Strange Days I would ha\ e 
walked out of the theatre. " 
17 
The common factor which unites so many of the negative critical reactions to the rape 
scene is their overreaction: one reviewer even compared Strange Dqys to a "snuff film". 
Jamie Portman relates that Bigelow was told by one critic that she was irresponsible for 
making a film which could encourage violence against women. Joan Smith describes hox\ 
Paul Gambaccini told listeners to his radio programme (Kaleidoscgpe) that he had refused to 
interview Bigelow about Strange Days because the rape scene had shocked him to the extent 
that he would only be capable of insulting the director. Finally Derek Malcom proclaims that 
the film is "probably the most violent film ever directed in Hollywood by a woman. **" It is 
difficult to imagine comments like those made by Gambaccini and Malcom being applied to 
the work of a male director. After all the statement "the most violent film ever directed in 
Hollywood by a man" would have little impact since male filmmakers who depict sex and/or 
violence on celluloid are far too commonplace to single out. Which is not to imply that men 
who explore these issues aesthetically are never admonished for it. Ongoing debates about 
violence in the media which (as the aforementioned Alison Mayes quote proves) escalate to 
17 Ryan GilbeN, "Ryan GilbeN on Film, " Independent 27 Oct. 1995, CD-ROM ed.: 23: Alison \Iaý es quoted in 
Jamie Portman, 
-Strange Days for a Female Director Under Attack for her Stý le, " Vancouver Sun 25 Oct. 1995. 
KathanBigelowwebsite20NoN. 1999 <http: //%Ný\NN\. kathrynbigelow. com/articIesý\sun. html>. The man 
mentioned in this quote, Paul Bernardo. is a Canadian serial rapist and murderer. 
18 Edward Guthmann, **Virtual Realit\ Run Amok in 'Strange' Thriller, " San Francisco Chronicle II Oct. 1995. 
San Francisco Chronicle Online Archives 16 Sept. 2000 <http: //WWN\. sfgate. com; 'cv-i- 
bin/article. cgi? file=/chronicle/ archiN el I 995/10/13/DD I 9605. DTL>; Portman, Joan Smith. "Speaking Up for 
Corpses, " Screen Violence. ed. Karl French (London: Bloomsbury. 1997) 196. Derek %lalcom. "Festival of 
Shocks, " Guardian 4 Sept. 1995. CD-ROM ed.: 46. 
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fever pitch whenever a new murder case receives press coverage makes this an impossibiliv.. 
Yet it appears that men's exploration of these issues is culturallN acceptable in a NNay that 
worneWs is not. As Joan Smith points out, Gambaccini's decision not to intenle-ýv Bi2elow 
was unprecedented, leaving us to assume that he found earlier male-directed films contaitlin-, 
-, 
scenes of (sexual) violence acceptable enough to at least discuss. Because Bi-uelow is a 
woman director an added sense of betrayal comes with this criticism of her xN ork: the 
implication being that as a woman she should know better than to depict violence against 
women in such a graphic way. The feeling of betrayal is also shared by Karla Peterson vvho 
states that with the rape and murder in Strange Days Bigelow has sacrificed -another NNomeii 
to Hollywood's thrill machine" and that "[a]s a woman" she "shouldn't haN e pulled the rape 
card out for one more shocking play. " A woman is supposed to "know better**. and thus it 
logically follows that female directors who tackle material of a violent and/or sexual nature 
are judged more harshly than their male equivalents. ' 9 
The view that female filmmakers who make violent films are somehow xNorse than male 
directors who work with similar material is one which permeates the criticism of Bigelo%%'s 
films. David Denby has argued that Blue Steel is "worse than any macho folly" becaUse it 
"turns uniforms, violence and guns into fetish objects. " Similarly. Jim Shelley claims that the 
rape scene in Strange Dqys is "more brutal and disturbing than other heavily-criticised rape 
scenes by male directors such as Sergio Leone (Once Upon A Time In The West) or Martin 
Scorsese (Cape Fear)". Leaving aside whether we agree with Denby's assessment of Blue 
Steel, it is a comment which could, if one were so inclined, easily be applied to numerous 
other examples of the crime movie genre (virtually all of them directed by men). Shelley's 
comment is equally erroneous, placing Strange D@ys as it does at the extreme end of a kind of 
sliding-scale of cinematic rape scenes, without either stopping to consider the specifics of 
such scenes (point of view, context, narrative function etc. ) or offering any real argument as 
to xN hy Bigelow's scene is worse than the others. What NN e have instead feels like nothimi 
19 Peterson. 
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more than a knee-jerk reaction. Faced with a female director ýýho ventures into what the\ see 
as "unfeminine" territory, both these critics respond by overreacting. claiming that Bigelow's 
films are more disturbing than anything which has gone before because it allows them to 
view her as an exception, an aberration, rather than being forced to reconcile her depiction of 
sex and violence with her status as a woman director. 20 
Feminist author Sarah Dunant, on the other hand, does contextualise her condemnation 
of "Kathryn Bigelow's viciously voyeuristic rape scene" when she argues that her decision to 
include a graphic rape scene in her novel Transgressions (1997) was motivated by her desire 
to respond to the way male violence is typically represented in popular culture. HoNNever it is 
telling that the only example she gives of these popular representations is Strange Dq3Lsý: no 
other text which deals with rape, apart from her own, is mentioned in the article. B" singling 
Strange Qýqys out in this manner Dunant also appears to be saying that Bigeloýý's rape scene 
is worse than a man's,, as well as ensuring that when considered alongside Strange Dqys her 
own work (which she notes has already been condemned as exploitative) does not stir up the 
same heated controversy as Bigelow's. For further compelling proof that the ý, N, oman director 
who depicts rape is judged more harshly than a man one only has to consider that 
screenwriter James Cameron's part in creating the scene was almost total IN, overlooked by 
reviewers. Cameron's screenplay describes the rape scene in exactly the same detail as it is 
depicted on screen, but he evidently makes a less compelling target for criticism than the 
transgressive female director. 21 
The violent reaction to the rape scene is more understandable when we remember that 
films are often referred to as having either male or female appeal (hence the use of phrases 
like "chick flick" or "guy movie"). As an extension of this belief female directors are 
assumed to be more suited to making fernale-therned or "feminine" films (an argument which 
is supported by the previously cited fact that so few women directors work in traditionalk 
20 David Denb\ quoted in Elissa Van Poznak, "Steel Magnolia. " Elle Dec. 1990, U. K. ed.: 73, Shelley. 
21 Sarah Dunant. 
--Rape: My Side of the Storý 
." 
Obscr\ er I June 1997. Review sec.. CD-RO\l ed.: 1. James 
Cameron, StranRe Days (London: Penguin. 1995) 94- 100. 
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"male genres" such as action. science fiction or the western). the fatall. 
-v fla\%ed logic bein-,, 
presumably that they are best at directing the material that Hollywood imagines the', 
themselves would pay to see. How else are we to account for the fact that directors like 
Bigelow who try to break out of the constraints of such categorisation are constantly asked 
the question -What's a woman like you doing making a film like thi S? -. 2 -' Perhaps the sense of 
uneasiness surrounding women who explore violence in their films might also stem from the 
fact that women are commonly represented in the cinema as the victims of x iolence rather 
than commentators on it or perpetrators of it. The male director who depicts ý iolence (like the 
male character who demonstrates violence) is nothing out of the ordinar-ý, \\ hereas the 
woman director who does the same is unusual enough to provoke discussion and usual ly 
scandal. Or as the director Penelope Spheeris puts it, "Women are not supposed to deal NN ith 
violence. We're only supposed to 
... 
deal with delicate, motherly, feminine things. I think a lot 
of people are outraged because I've had violent scenes in my films. That'sjust because I'm a 
,, 
23 
woman. 
By making the choice to explore violence on film the woman director calls into 
question the stereotyping of material as either "masculine" or "feminine". She inoves a, ýý aý 
from what is expected of her, what has been deemed "natural" for her sex (the emotional, the 
romantic, the passive), and into a realm which has been designated as "masculine" (the 
violent, the aggressive, the active). The reaction to Strange Dqys proves that such a move is 
often interpreted as an unforgivable transgression, perhaps because it threatens to illustrate 
that the tagging of films as "masculine" or "feminine" is arbitrary rather than logical. and 
expose the way in which seemingly innocuous notions about gender and genre can actually 
work to deny women directors the same artistic freedom as their male counterparts. 
22 For example, Elissa Van Poznak saN s that she looked at Bigelow on the set of Blue Steel and wanted to ask 
what's "a nice girl from northern California 
... 
doing in a dirty genre like this. "(73) Similarly Jamie Portman notes 
that having seen Blue Steel a group of universit), joumalists asked Bigelow '*N\'hat was a woman doing makinL, a 
bloodN violent movie like this anyway"" 
2 
-3, Quoted in Janis Cole and Holly Dale, Calling The Shots: Profiles of Women Filmmakers (Ontario: QuaM Press. 
1993)22-5. 
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Some critics who either cannot accept the supposed "masculinivy, " of Bigelow's films. 
or who are at least keen to play it down, have attempted to recuperate them by a process of 
re-feminisation. They argue that despite the macho elements of her films there is ultimately a 
"feminine" sensibility at work behind them. Thus Jim Shelley claims that theý are -all 
unbelievably sentimental romances in which love invariably saves the day. " Similark in an 
article in the Chicago Tribune on Point Break we are told that the director 
has something that her male colleagues in the action field do not 
-a willingness to lose 
control, to surrender voluptuously to the flow of image and sound. Most male action 
directors remain obsessed with technique 
- 
with the perfection of a special effect or the 
precision of a storyboard composition 
- 
as a way of asserting and maintaining their 
authority over the spectacle. But Bigelow with no macho ego on the I Ine, actiý ely 
courts chaos, creating a sense of runaway energy 
... 
Whereas male directors are still 
playing with toys 
... 
Bigelow has tapped into something primal and strong. She is a 
sensualist of genius in this most sensual of medi UMS. 
24 
The type of language used here is revealing: phrases like "lose control", "surrender 
voluptuously" and "she is a sensualist" create a picture of a director whose style is disordered 
and chaotic,, and who is influenced by the senses and the emotions rather than considerations 
of an intellectual nature. In spite of the fact that this statement is obviously meant as a 
compliment rather than a criticism, and that the author does say Bigelow -active4v courts 
chaos", the language used here can be interpreted as equating femaleness (the woman 
director) with passivity ("lose control", -surrender", "courts chaos", -runaway"); and 
maleness (the male director) with activity (""obsessed with technique", "perfection- 
"precision", "asserting and maintaining their authority over the spectacle"). It also brings to 
mind the kind of language employed to discuss other women working in an the artistic 
sphere. Parker and Pollack quote from John Jackson Jarves who has said that female 
sculptors "by ntaure are 
... 
prompted in the treatment of sculpture to motives of fanc% and 
24 Shelle\. DaNe Kehr, "'Point Break' Director Turns Pulp Into Art. " Chicajzo Tribune 7 Ju Iv 1991: C. Kathr-Nn 
Bigelow website 20 NoN. 1999 <http: i, '\\ \\ N\. kathr\, nbigelo\\. com/articies chi3. html>. 
14 
ý! 25 sentiment rather than realistic portraiture or absolute creatiýe imagination 
. 
Cruciallý the 
assertion that Bigelow is an action director less concerned than her felloNý males vý ith 
technical aspects of the filmmaking process, such as special effects and storyboarding, is 
disproved by Dave Gardetta in the Washington Post. He writes that BigeloNý is --still knoxNn 
today as something of a tech-head, disappearing for months down a hole to storyboard a film, 
,, 
26 
sketching out the individual shots. 
By painting Bigelow as a passive and emotional figure this piece bestows on her 
qualities traditionally associated with femininity and marks her out as "different": she is 
constructed as the exceptional figure in an egocentric, effects-driven, all-male action 
directors club. This difference is interpreted as something which makes her a better director 
than her male contemporaries, but it also consigns her to a position of marginality by refusing I. - 
to see her as just another director making blockbuster action movies in Hol hy'ýN ood. Instead I 
her gender is used to set her apart, ensuring that the gulf between male and female directors is 
widened rather than closed. Not surprisingly, this is a state of affairs which Bigelo, 
-N. in 
common with many other women directors, finds extremely unhelpful. 
In addition to critics who employ a strategy of referninisation in order to make 
Bige ow's films more palatable, there are also those who aim to position her ýN ork xN ithin an 
avant-garde and/or feminist canon. Often this aim is pitched as a recuperation of her films 
from their status as products of a commercially motivated, formulaic system (Hollýwood) 
into examples of a subversive (feminist) aesthetic at work. Hence the concentration on 
Bigelow's status as "artist" rather than mere director-for-hire that xve find in so much of the 
material written about her and her films: a status which is aided and abetted by the fact that 
she studied art at the prestigious Whitney Museum and worked with Art and Language (a 
British based group of conceptual artists) before becoming a director. Lizzie Francke argues 
that the she reveals "her art-school background in truly arresting images"; and Ian Nathan 
comments on her -dazzling artistic vision. In this case real art. Prior to shaking down the 
25 Parker and Pollock 10. 2t) Gardetta Cl. 
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boys in the film game, Bigelow was a painter". In fact, as Jamie Portman points out. "[e]% en 
Bigelow's harshest critics concede that her fine-arts background has made her a brilliant 
stylist. " Take, for instance, Ryan Gilbey's assessment that Strange Days -stinks 
- 
morally. 
ethically, dramatically. Every way, in fact, except artistically. an area in ý\hich it excels 
,, 
27 beyond imagination 
. 
By emphasising Bigelow's artistic credentials these critics attempt to create a distance 
between her and the mainstream film industry within which she works. Since Bigeloxý comes 
to popular cinema from a "highbrow" or intellectual cultural field this helps to gi,, e her an 
added legitimacy. It also allows commentators with anti-Hollywood tendencies to come to 
terms with the fact that she is a woman working within the dominant system rather than 
outside it. They are able to view her as someone who is merely exploiting the conventions of 
popular cinema to showcase her aesthetic brilliance rather than allowing them to dull her 
creativity. As one critic said of Point Break, "The material probably isn't what BigeloNN 
would create for herself 
- 
it is resolutely male-oriented... [Y]et she is able to bring out some 
28 
astonishing,, highly expressive qualities in it. Her sensibility turns pulp into art" 
. 
The idea that Bigelow is a director who transcends the popular material ýý, ith ý\ Iiich she 
works is not only commented upon by critics but encouraged by those who are responsible 
for marketing her films. In the Strange Qpys Production Notes all the films she has made are 
described in ways which makes it clear that they are more than merely genre films - they are 
also exercises in cinematic artistry. For instance The Loveless (1982) is described as a 
"thinking man's motorcycle movie" and Blue Steel is a film which created -reverberations far 
beyond its nerve-racking suspense or symphonic gunplay. ", 9 The Production Notes also make 
a point of ernphasising both Bigelow's artistic and cinematic credentials by telling us about 
her career as an artist, as well as dropping in information such as the fact that MOMA (xN hich 
27 Lizzle Francke. "Virtual Fears, " Sight and Sound December 1995: 6, Ian Nathan. **No Retreat. No Surrender. -
Empire Apr. 1996: 78, Portman. Ryan Gilbey. Rev. of Strange Days. - Premiere Mar. 1996. UK. ed.: 17. 
28 Kehr C. Italics mine. 
29 Strange Days production notes taken from Hollywood. com 3 Jan. 2001 
http: //xN, \ý\N. holiN, \\-ood. coiii/\ideogilide mo\ ies/strange'text/index. html>. No Longer a\ailable on the internet. 
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Janet Staiger has said is concerned with the promotion of "art cinema") honoured her %% ith a 
career retrospective after the release of Near Dark (1987) 
. 
30 Bigelow. as they PLA it, i-,, a 
filmmaker who -combines cinema and art, bringing a signature -visual stý]e to her %Nork. " 
These comments suggest that even those individuals who promote "mainstream" films 
believe that to be a worthy director one must surpass the conventions of popular citlema. 
Robert E. Kapsis points out that the way in which Brian De Palma's films ýN ere marketed 
proves that even in the late eighties "specializing exclusively in thrillers or other popular 
genres" was "still not considered a sufficient career path for a director seeking artistic 
respectability. " On the evidence of the. Strange Davs production notes it seems that this 
observation still holds true. Viewed in this context critics who are keen to "rescue" Bigelox\ 
from the popular so to speak actually have their views endorsed by the director's publicaN 
machine. 
31 
Predictably enough for a director who, as I will argue, uses linguistic ambiguity to 
deflect criticism, Bigelow's own take on her status as filmmaker and artist is far from clear- 
cut. Yvonne Tasker argues that Bigelow has never presented herself as a director \ý ho makes 
"art", and this mainly appears to be true. For example, Bigelow states that the reason she 
decided to move out of the art world was because it is "elitist" and "requires information 
going in", whereas film "requires nothing but time. " In an article by Jamie Diamond she is 
quoted as saying that there is a need for filmmakers to use an "accessible format" if tlie\ want 
to succeed in the marketplace, and also argues that "Movies are meant to entertain. " 
However, in an interview with Jamie Diamond in the New York Times Bigelow claims. "the 
only thing I was determined to do, ever since I was a child, was to make art". leaving us 
unsure as to whether she extends this desire to her work as a filmmaker or not. Similark, in 
an interview with Entertainment Weekly she maintains that -You need to deli\ er on the level 
,, 
Films: Studies in the Historical Reception of American Cinema (Princeton. 30 Janet Staiger, Interpreting ew 
. 
Icrse\,: Princeton Universit) Pressý 1992) 189. 
31 Robert E. Kapsis. Hitchcock: The Making of a Reputation (Chicago: The Uni\ erst\ of Chicago Pres-s. 1992) 
214. 
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of entertainment while maintaining an integrity. A movie can give ýou insight. share an 
observation. It's not just something to eat popcorn by. -` 
One group for whom the "search for art" in Bigelow's work is seeminglý so important 
are feminist film critics. The most rational explanation for this could be that manN of these 
critics still hold on to the idea that the independent or arthouse film is the best place for a 
woman director's voice to be heard. While it is true that Hollywood may not be perceived as 
quite the same enemy that it once was, the very lack of critical attention paid to a number of 
women directors working in the mainstream would suggest that it is still far from becoming, a 
friend. It is interesting, then, that Bigelow (primarily I would argue because of her artistic 
background and her unusual position vis-A-vis genre) is one female director who has been 
discussed at some length by feminist critics. 
Several critics focus on what they see as the deconstructive nature of Bigelow's films, 
using this as evidence of a feminist sensibility underpinning the director's work. Cora Kaplan 
comments that Blue Steel is an "explicitly deconstructivist and analytic project embedded in 
a mass-market film". 33 Likewise Lizzie Francke argues that Bigelow is a director ýN ho 
chooses "to unstitch (rather than render seamless) cinema's narratives. "" Bigelow's filins are 
read here as intellectual exercises (rather than entertainment vehicles) which aim to expose 
the patriarchal bias of dominant cinema. One way in which this is achieved, critics argue, is 
by picking apart generic conventions. For example Cynthia Fuchs states that Blue Steel 
-35 
"targets masculinist generic conventions with a kind of brilliance 
. 
For all these critics 
Bigelow's work is able to transcend its conditions of production thanks to its self-conscious 
12 Yvonne Tasker. 
-Bigger Than Life, " Sight and Sound May 1999: 14. Jay Carr. '"Like, It's 1999: KathrA n 
Bigelow Makes a 'Wak-e-Up Call' about the Coming of the Millenium, " Boston Globe 8 Oct. 1995. Arts and Film 
sec.: B28, Boston Globe Online Archives 12 Oct. 2000 <http: //%N, xN-xN-. boston. corri/vlobe,, 'search>, Jamie Diamond 
"Get Real, " Premiere Women in Hollywood Special 1996: 117,118. Jamie Diamond, -Kathrýn Bigelow Pushes 
the Potentialitý Envelope, " New York Times 22 Oct. 1995. Kath! jn Bigelow Nvebsite 12 NoN. 1999 
<http: /Aý %ý NN. kathD, nbigelow. com/articles/grist. html>.. Maitland McDonaugh, -Guns and Poses, '". Entertainment 
Weekly 16 Mar. 1990. Entertainment Weekly O. nline Archives 22 Nov. 1999 
-http: /i'NN \\ \\. cNN. com/ew/archive/0,1798,11 4055JOIKathr),, nO/o2bBigelo%N-, 00. html>. 
Quoted in Shellcý. 
Francke. "Virtual Fears" 6. 
35 Cý nthia Fuchs, rev. of Blue Steel. Uni N ersity ot'N4qjjland's Women's Studies Film Review Arch iýe 
-10 June 2000 <http: // \\ inform. u md. edu/EdRes/Top i c'Women s Stud i es/ Fi ImRe\ ie\\ s blue-steel-fuchs>. 
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and iconoclastic approach to its generic source material. Scenes in Bigelow's films which 
might be interpreted as highly conventional in a generic sense are \ iewed instead as -ferninist 
,, 
36 
commentary on such conventions. Thus, Lizzie Francke argues that the rape scene in 
Strange Days is a comment on, and a reaction to, a cinematic history which is littered %ý ith 
the bodies of murdered women: 
[W]e look into Iris' dead eyes and see reflected not just the girl's hooded executor 
... 
but 
the many dead eyes of cinema's victims, from Janet Leigh onwards. By refusing to 
partake of the playback experience, it is Mace, the woman, who sees more clearIN NN hat 
it is all about, and with whom the moral centre of Strange Days can ultimately be 
31 found 
. 
This interpretation of a woman director's film as a deconstructivist project is not 
confined to Bigelow. In an article on Dorothy Arzner Pam Cook argues that Arzner's films, 
although "produced within the constraints of a studio system heavily determined bý economic 
and ideological factors", are able to utilise a number of formal strategies to problematise the 
"dominant ideology of classic Hollywood cinema. " Cook lists such strategies as an episodic 
narrative which interrupts "the smooth forward-flow of a narrative which NN ould , ix e an 
impression of Reality", and leads to a situation where "each scene demands to be read in 
itself for the meanings it creates"; as well as the play on the female stereotypes (such as 
"Vamp" and "Straight Girl") to be found in classical Hollywood cinema: '*B,,, demonstrating 
that the fixed female stereotypes are actually a focus on contradictions for women her films 
cause reverberations within sexist ideology which disturbs our place within 
it.,, 38 
By concentrating on the ways in which the films of women directors (such as Bigelow 
and Arzner) break down the nouns of patriarchal cinema, feminist critics adhere to the belief 
that these women remain apart from the industry in which they work. They rationalise the 
fact that there are female filmmakers who choose to make films from . vithin the so-called 
36 Fuchs, re\. of Blue Steel. 37 Francke. "Virtual Fears" 8. 
'8 Pam Cook-, 
-, Approaching the Work of Dorothy Arzner. " Feminism and Film Thegy, ed. Constance Penlcý 
(London and New York: Routledge, BFI. 1988) 46.50,54. 
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"mainstream", and to be influenced by its aesthetic norms and production practices. b. v 
suggesting that these women's ultimate aim is the destruction of the s.,, -stem from Nvitliln. It 
may be true that directors such as Bigelow have an interest in exposing the patriarchal bias of 
the dominant cinema,, but it should not be cast as their only or "real" aim as directors. Such a 
view ignores the possibility that women might prefer to make films which are pitched at a 
mass audience; that they might want to make films which have a supposedlý "masculine- 
content (namely sex and violence) rather than those which set out to demonstrate NN hY such 
content is damaging; and that they might not have the goal of presenting the \N orld \N Ith a 
piece of ground breaking feminist art in mind when they go to work in the morning. 
Despite attempts to rationalise the role of the woman director in the dominant film 
industry such as those described above, some critics continue to express concern at the 
effects that working within that industry might have on female directors. For example 
Needeya Islam states that Blue Steel "exposes the difficulty of critically challenging, generic 
expectations when to be effective requires the maintenance of some of the genre's most 
,, 
39 
problematic terms. Joan Smith is unable to praise the positive and "feminist" aspects of 
Strange DAYS- without simultaneously making it clear that the film is not an example of great 
"Art". She qualifies her reading of Strange Dqys as a film which challenges "gender 
stereotypes" by stating that this "is not to argue that [it] is a great movie". 'o E\ en Christina 
Lane who acknowledges that Bigelow's work does not have to be "feminist" to make it 
valuable for ferninist study, leaves Strange Days to one side as a problem in her analysis of 
the director's films. She is uncomfortable with its exploration of "male voyeurism-, and 
states that it "does not engage in generic tensions as obviously as other Bigelow films. " That 
is, the exploitation of "generic tensions" which she has previously stated helps Bigeloxý to 
address "discourses of power, specifically gender politics. " Clearly for critics who think like 
this, a wholesale feminist recuperation of the work of a director such as BigeloxN is impeded 
Islam 113. 
40 Joan Smith 198-9. 
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by the fact that she must utilise the very cinematic conventions that a truly feminist cinema 
would leave behind. 
41 
In order to bring the first section of this chapter to a close and to lead us into the final 
section it would be useful to consider Bigelow's placing of herself within the feminist debate. 
Not that her acquiescence is required in labelling either her or her films as feminist. Indeed 
Needeya Islam argues that while Bigelow's films do not "manifestly and self-consciousk - 
explore "the question of the feminine", and Bigelow does not "posit herself as a feminist 
filmmaker". ) her work nevertheless "marks the nexus of female authorship and the ýNorkings 
,, 
42 
of cinematic forms in a mainstream context. Yet if we look at Joan Smith's defence of 
Strange Days it is intriguing to note that Bigelow has utilised an almost identical defence 
herself Smith supports the inclusion of the rape scene, and arguably recuperates it into the 
feminist canon, by insisting that it is "groundbreaking and transgressive" because it 
"imposes 
... 
not just collusion with the rapist but the sensation of female terror on that half of 
the audience which is used to regarding it from a safe distance. For women, this sense of 
horrified empathy at the cinema is depressingly routine; for men, it is startlingly unusual. " 
She also praises the film for its subversion of gender stereotypes: "[T]he men are Iong-haired 
and dishevelled while the female lead, Angela Bassett... is resourceful and resilient. Bassett 
grows in stature as the male characters 
... 
fall apart. 43 In an interview with Jamie Diamond 
Bigelow echoes Smith's defence of the rape scene, although without giving it an obvious 
feminist spin. She says, "When you watch from a distance, there's safety involved. When the 
distance is eclipsed, you create a huge tension because there's a potential for participation. " 
Similarly, as Yvonne Tasker points out, Bigelow has also -spoken of the contrast bemeen 
Lenny's strong female cohort Mace and Lenny's own vulnerability in terms of subý erting a 
formula, claiming that this 'would not be something I would pursue if the situation were 
reversed... it'd be generic. ""' Although Bigelow. unlike Joan Smith, does not formulate her 
41 Lane, "Feminist Holk wood" 122-3. 
42 Islam 101. 
Joan Smith 198.199. 
44 Jamie Diamond, 
-Kathryn BigeloýN Pushes the Potentialltý I nvelope-, Tasker. "Bigger Than Life" 14 
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arguments in feminist terms, it is fascinating that they are so very similar. Perhaps Bigeloýý I 
wants to open up the possibi I ity of a feminist reading of her work \ýithout eNer commit-wig 
herself to being a feminist director, and thus potentially narrowing down her creative options. 
If she keeps people guessing as to the feminist nature, or otherwise, of her filais she can 
ensure that (to use her own words) her material "can't be easily codified. It's not going to slip 
into a slot". 
45 
Faced with so many differing, as well as conflicting, strategies for understanding her 
films it is not surprising that Bigelow can be seen to employ various strategies of her own as 
a response. If we consider her reaction to claims that the violence in Strange Dqys, and in 
particular the rape scene, is damaging and gratuitous we can see a number of defensk e 
strategies at work. One of these sees Bigelow using the frequently cited argument that 
violence on celluloid is merely a reflection of violence in society rather than a cause of it. She 
tells the. Boston Globe that "violence is a fact of our lives, a part of the social context in 
which we live. "; and the Washington Post that - the film has held a mirror up to socict\. And 
you can't fault the mirror, it's just a mirror. , 46 Elsewhere Bigelow defends Strange Daý s on 
purely artistic grounds, arguing that the rape scene demanded an approach which \N as as 
powerful as the shower scene in Hitchcock's Psycho: I don't think there's been something as 
radically intense as losing your main character ten minutes into the movie in that horrIfic vaý, 
- 
it left an indelible impression. If I was going to be faithful to the script I needed to create 
something as intense. " Meanwhile on another occasion she counters the accusation that her 
depiction of a woman's rape and murder is potentially voyeuristic by arguing that "Lenny's 
clients are 
... 
men who need to be fed this kind of intense voyeuristic experience. By 
inference, I'd have to say, areWt we lucky, us women, that these voý euristic fantasies are not 
usually fantasies shared by women? -48 In this statement Bigelow uses what could be termed a 
45 Patrick Z. McGavin, "One Director's Reality Check: Bigelow Confronts Life's Horrors. " Chicago Tribune 15 
Oct. 1995: 76. Kath! jn Bigelow %vebsite 13 NoN. 1999 <http: //'\N-NN-N\-. kathrytibigelo\k-. com articIes'chi4. html>. 
46 Carr B28, Gardetta C 1. 
47 Nathan, "No Retreat". 
'8 Quoted in Jamie Diamond. "Kathr\ n Bigelow Pushes the Potentialitý En\ elope-: Lenny i's the male lead of the 
film who makes his li\ ing from illegallý selling 'clips' of other peoples experiences (which have been rccorded 
direct from their cerebral cortex in order let the person \\ho watches feel \\hat they \\ere feeling) to \ariow, chientý,. 
feminist justification for her work. She claims that the voyeuristic fantasies explored i in 
Strange Days are those enjoyed by men, and sets herself up as a female observer of. and 
commentator on, those fantasies. By using the phrase -us women" she makes her gender 
overt in a way that we might not expect someone who frequently denies that has anv 
-2ender 
bearing on her work to do. Her assertion that the fantasies depicted in the film are not shared 
by women is not actually supported by Strange Dqys itself. Lenny's ex-giriffiend Faith is Z-1 
shown to be a willing participant in a "clip" which stages her own rape and murder. However 
it is not surprising that she chooses not to mention this since one can imagine (giN en the NvaN 
the rape scene was treated) the additional controversy that such a comment N\ ould raise. 
Despite her unwillingness to be pigeonholed as a "feminist director", the iiitensitN of some of 
the attacks against her film make it almost inevitable that Bigelow will occasionally fall back 
oil a "feminist" response to deflect criticism. Sometimes such a response is the onl\ one 
possible. 
Considering the seemingly endless desire to force both Bigelow and her films into 
whichever category is deemed convenient it comes as no great shock to learn that the 
director's strategies for dealing with existing and potential criticism frequently work to 
contradict one another. In an interview with Ana Maria Bahiana Bigelow mo\ es between a 
position which hints that her work (in this case Blue Steel) is underpinned by some kind of 
"feminist" intent, and one which refuses to acknowledge that gender might have any bearing 
on the films she, or indeed any woman director, makes. Thus, she states that Blue Steel 
began with the idea of doing a woman action film. Not only has no woman ever done 
aii action thriller,, no woman has ever been at the centre of one as the central character. 
Obviously I was fascinated by that, because I'm a ivoman watching al I those action 
films and there's always a man at the centre. 49 
This assertion cannot easily be taken as a claim that Bigelow is a feminist director making 
feminist films, but it is certainly suggestive of a female director for ýNhorn gender is an 
49 Ana Maria Batuiana. *Intervic\\ with Kathryn Bigelow, " Cinema Papers Jan. 1992.33. Italics nime. 
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important issue. Bigelow's statement reveals a desire to redress a balance in the male- 
dominated genre of the "action thriller" both by virtue of the fact that she is a woman director 
making this sort of film, and by placing a female character at the centre of it. BV Using the 
words "because I'm a woman" she strongly indicates that her gender does have some bearing 
on the way she herself views films, and consequently might also contribute to her decision to 
alter traditional generic structures in her work. The vague nature of BigeloýN's NN ords here 
imply a reluctance or refusal to be categorised. Indeed considering the disparate genres she 
has worked into her films it could be said that this resistance to classification is something of 
a theme in her career. Consequently attempts by critics to categorise her work are often met 
with resistance. In an interview with Bigelow Clarke Taylor states that she "resisted anah, sis 
of her work, especially its categorization in the action/violence genre[. ]" He then quotes her 
as saying, "If I'm part of the action genre, then, well, I'm proud of that, and I love good 
action films. But I don't focus my work in this way. -ýý'When Bigelow states that the driving 
force behind the making of Blue Steel. was her wish to make a "woman action film" (rather 
than say "a feminist action film" or "a women's action film") she leaves us unsure of, ývhat 
that is exactly. Does she mean an action film for women? An action film by a ýNonian? An 
action film about a woman? Such a description could suggest all, any, or none of these things. 
Perhaps that is precisely the point. By leaving things unclear she is able to avoid a situation 
where unwanted labels (such as "feminist" or "women's filmmaker") are attached to either 
herself or the films she makes. 
This reluctance to make gender an issue is stated more directly in the interview with 
Bahiana when Bigelow comments that she doesn't think -there's a feminine way of 
expressing violence or dealing with it. There's only just the filmmaker's approach. I don"t 
think it's geiider specific. Violence is violence. Survival is survival. I don't think there's a 
feminine eye or a feminine voice. " In saying this she confuses rather than clarifies the issue. 
leaving us unsure of hoxN to read her work. This can be interpreted as a deliberate strateg,, 
50 Clarke Taylor. 
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used by Bigelow in order to avoid one of the major pitfalls open to female directors 
- 
being 
pigeonholed as someone who naturally deals with "women ý s- material. That is. primarIIN 
those films which embody female, feminist, or feminine concerns (often putting one or more 
female characters at the centre of the narrative), and which are marketed to N\ omen. As 
female directors like Bigelow are surely aware, Hollywood has a tendenc. v to v-vpecast female 
directors, and indeed other "minority" directors as well, by assigning them to the materIal 
which "naturally" fits their gendered (for example, soft, emotional films). or racial identity 
(for example, films about guns, gangs and the ghetto). This tendency is eý idenced in a 
complaint which is frequently made by women directors that having achieý ed success in an 
acceptably "fem in ine" genre, this is then seen as the only material xýith \Nhich tile\ could ever 
be successful. To quote Amy Heckerling, "Every time you do something people Nwuld like to 
say, 'Oh, you do that, so let's put you in that slot. "' 51 
When we examine some of the things Bigelow has said about her films it becomes clear 
that she is someone who is constantly contradicting herself Take for example this quote from 
Monthly Film Bulletin: 
With Blue Steel I wanted to do a 'woman's action film', putting a woman at the centre 
of a movie predominantly occupied by men. I was interested in creating a person at the 
centre of an action film who represents an Everyman that both women and men could 
identify with. At our initial screening 
... 
some men at the press conference commented 
that they found themselves for the first time in their lives identifying ýN ith a woman. I 
found this very interesting because finally the notion of self-preservation is universal. I 
wanted to create a strong, capable person who just happened to be a woman [. ] 52 
The first part of this statement reveals the motivating factor behind Blue Steel to be a ý, N sh to 
put a woman character at the centre of a male dominated genre (the action film), and implies 
an interest in exploring how a female lead would work to change or problematise the 
traditional structures of that kind of film. However the subsequent comment that this central 
" Batuiana 34. 
52 In "Walk on the Wild Side, " Monthly Film Bulletin Nov. 1990: 31 2-3. 
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character (Megan) functions not as man or woman but as a kind of '-Eý er-., man" works to 
contradict what has just been said. If Megan's gender is ultimatelý irrelevant, if she just 
"happened to be a woman", then her gender can not also be the fulcrum around, ýNhich the 
film revolves. Bigelow seems to be arguing that Megan, who is caught in a chain of e\ ents 
which put her life in danger, fights to save herself in a way which transcends gender. making 
her a character who in the final analysis could be either man or woman. To add to the 
ambiguity events within Blue Steel actually work to undermine this. For instance. the filt-n is 
not only keen to stress Megan's "femininity" with visual signposts (as evidenced by a shot 
which shows her buttoning up her cop's uniform over a lacy bra). but also relies on the fact of 
her gender to drive the narrative: she becomes the target of a psychopath named Eugene's 
sexual obsession. It is the incongruity of a woman doing a "man's job", of femininity mixed 
with masculinity, that Eugene finds so exciting. 
This is not to imply that the lack of a clearly defined "femininity" or-ferninism"witliin 
Kathryn Bigelow's work marks it as an inferior and disappointing example of a woman 
director's abilities. Rather than interpret the contradictions in both her films and xý hat she 
says about them as evidence of a director who is unsure of what she is doing, and ý\ ho is 
caught in a system (Hollywood) which drowns out her artistic voice with its oN\ ii more 
powerful one, I would argue that these contradictions are a strategy in themsel-ves. BN this I 
mean that Bigelow is faced with a situation where the films she makes are consistently 
examined in the light of her gender, and she is forced either to deny it has any influence on 
her work and risk censure for letting down the feminist side, or to acknowledge it as a 
motivating factor and be pigeonholed as a woman director dealing with -women's issues". In 
order to avoid this situation Bigelow moves between a number of different positions ýN hen 
explaining her work, thus ensuring that she avoids being trapped indefinitely inside any of the 
descriptive categories laid out for women directors. 
In conclusion, I would like to draw a comparison between the xNay critics N iexN BigeloxN 
and her films and comments Liam Kennedy has made about the career of Susan Sontag 
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because they are useful in summarising some of the prejudices ýý hich inform critical reactions 
to Bigelow. Kennedy claims that Sontag's association with the Neýý York intellectuals in the 
sixties was problematic because "this grouping was established and maintained as a *bov's 
club'... bar the symbolic position of 'The Dark Lady of American Letters'- a position long 
held by Mary McCarthy and since allotted to Sontag. " The idea that one N\oman artist in a 
particular field can be singled out as unusual or special because she is not like other women 
artists (in Bigelow's case because she makes "masculine" films), and thus granted exclusiN e 
membership to a "men-only" club where she is treated as an exotic oddity, is one xN h ich 
underlies some of the comments critics make about Bigelow. As I have argued, this idea is 
sometimes used in a complimentary fashion when reviewers praise her for daring to be 
different from other women directors, but paradoxically it also functions to explain aýN a\ her 
difference as a woman in a man's world, and to reconcile some of the tensions that are caused 
by her being there. I would also venture that this conception of Bigelow as an exciting 
aberration amongst female filmmakers is one of the things which encourages critics to be so 
outspoken about the rape scene in Strange Days: her atypical status combined xN A her 
depiction of taboo subject matter made great copy for reviewers who were eager to make an 
impact. 53 
Kennedy also argues that throughout Sontag's career "her gender has been spotlighted 
iii ways which obfuscate and diminish her intellectual achievements 
-a famous example is 
Jonathan Miller's perverse effort to praise her as 'probably the most intelligent woman in 
America'. - On the evidence of the critical reactions I have discussed in this chapter this 
statement is equally applicable to Bigelow. The issue of her gender is raised so often in 
discussions of her work that in some instances it actually overshadows recognition of her 
abilities as a director, or at least diverts attention away from the content of her ýNork. 
Intriguingly Miller's comment about Sontag also has parallels NNith Derek Malcom's 
11 probably the most violent film ever directed in Hollywood by a woman" remark. That is. 
Liam Kennedy. Susan Sontag: Mind as Passion (Manchester and Ne\\ York: Manchester Univers tý Press. 
1995) 15. 
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both MiI ler and Malcom j udge the women in question by separate criteria than theý %N ould 
men. Thus Sontag is not simply referred to as probably one of the most intelligent people in 
America but one of the most intelligent women, which immediatel.,, consigns her to second- 
class status as an intellectual who is not good enough to be critically evaluated alongside her 
male peers. Similarly Bigelow's exploration of violence on screen must be judged in the 
context of other women's work, and ultimately condemned because it is not like it. rather 
than considered within a non gender specific context of the role of violence in film history. ý' 
In light of these kind of critical prejudices it is hardly surprising to discover that 
Bigelow is loathe to give a direct answer to the question of whether gender has an-N 
significant influence on her activities as a director. She may hint that it does, and imply that 
there may be some kind of "feminist" intent behind her work, but at other times she simpl\ 
denies it: "Film-making is not gender specific. " In my opinion Bigelow's preferred stratep 
for dealing with the threat of unwelcome categorisation is to meet it with deliberate 
evasiveness and the promotion of textual ambiguity. Moreover, this is probably one of the 
most logical strategies for a woman director to employ when faced with critics NN ho cannot 
look beyond her gender either to praise or condemn her. As Bigelow has said in answer to the 
question "What's the biggest obstacle you face as a female director? " "Questions about being 
a female director! ýý55 
5' Liam Kennedy 13. 
55 Sarah Grism ood. "The Unflinching Wornan, " E\ eiiing Standard 26 Oct. 1995. KathD, n Bigelow website I 
No\. 1999 <http: i, \\ \\ \ý,. kathrynbigelo\\. com/articies, P-rist. html>, InterN ie\N, \\ lth Kathryn Bigelow. 
Hollywood 
Online. KathDIn Bigelow \ý ebsite 12 Nov. 1999 <http: 'kathr\ nbigelo\ý. conl articles/hol. html>. 
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Chapter Eight 
Bettys, Bodies., Dumb Blondes 
... 
and Jane Austen: Chartinp_ the Reception of Clueless 
(1995)l 
Tom Shone has asked, "is Clueless actually about anything? 352 On the e\ idence of the \ aried 
critical responses to the film it is clearly "about" many things, depending on xN here one's 
personal and interpretative biases lie. The reactions it has provoked sometimes exist in 
harmony with one another and at other times are contradictory, proving Janet Staiger's 
assertion that neither a text nor the interpretation of it are ever entirely coherent. ' It is not rný 
intention to "read" Clueless (1995), whether as a "feminist" film, "non-feminist" film or 
anything else, but to interpret the ways in which others (reviewers, academics, fans and so oil) 
have "read" it. As Staiger has quite rightly pointed out, critics who seek to account for the 
ways in which films have been interpreted can never avoid becoming a part of the 
.4 interpretative process themselves However there is no reason why this method of stud,, ing 
film should not prove extremely fruitful, provided we are careful to avoid a Situation ý\ here 
we consider but then disregard all previous readings of a film, and surreptitious I"r present our 
own as the "right" one; or where we treat certain readings as being more credible than others 
(for example, when we only look at "Iligh-brow" writings on cinema). The impossibility of 
absolute critical objectivity does not invalidate reception studies, but rather offers us another 
way of looking at film which moves beyond the quest to pin down textual meaning. 
Unlike reviews of films such as The Accused (1988), Thelma and Louise. (1991), and 
to an extent Strange Days (1995), reviews of Clueless do not engage explicitiý with feminist 
debates. There is nothing in them which compares to the kind of heated critical d, scussion 
1 
-'Betty'", meaning a beautiful woman. is one of the slang words used in Clueless. 
2 Tom Shone. "Spirit of the Age. " Sunday Times 2-1 Oct. 1995, CD-ROM ed.: 7, 
Janet Staiger, InteEpreting Films: Studies in the Historical Reception of American Cinema (Princeton. 'NeN% 
Jersey: Princeton UniN ersitv Press. 1992) 28.18. 
Staiger Interpreting. Films 9. 
For a discussion of the ways in \-N hich feminist debates about rapýý are drawn upon by re\ le\ý ers of The 
. 
ý\ccuscd 
and Thelma and Louise see Jacinda Read, "Popular I'llni'Popular Feminism: The Critical Reception of the Rape- 
Revenge Film. " Sco e 12 Jan. 2001 <http: /, '\\-N%N\ý. nottingliam. ac. tiLt-ilm/lournal/articies popular feminism. htin>. T_ 
-- See also Sharon Willis. -Hardware and Hardbodies. Wfiat Do Women Want? A Reading of Thelma and Louise.  
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which surrounded those other films. One reason for this is probablý because Clueless does not 
explore "flash-point" feminist issues such as rape, making it a less obvious target for 
sustained feminist analysis. Instead the way it foregrounds supposedly trivial "feminine" 
concerns, such as romance and fashion, within the frequently devalued genre of teen coined, 
-,, 
may have foreclosed the possibility of taking it seriously for some critics. either --ferninist" or 
otherwise. This is not to imply that reviews of, and articles about. Clueless do not raise issues 
pertinent to feminism. Indeed a number of the recurrent themes seized upon bý critics have 
been shaped in some way by ongoing discussions within feminist and/or feminist film theorv. 
even if this debt goes unacknowledged. Many of the derogatory comments made about the 
film's central character,, Cher, and her "feminine" interests (clothes, makeovers, boys) can be 
traced to established thinking about the so-called "post-feminist" (young) woman. She is an 
individual who Charlotte Brunsdon describes as "neither trapped in femininit-N (pre-feminist). 
nor rejecting of it (feminist)"), but rather someone who draws upon it as she sees fit. The 
problem is, as Brunsdon explains, that this self-conscious use of femininity appears to some 
observers to be the same as a return to pre-feminist values, and a wholesale rejection of 
feminism. ' Hence comments such as those made by Charlotte Raven in an article abOLIt the 
"new femininity" which she argues goes hand in hand with the"new feminism": 
[N]o amount of poetry and drippy hymns of praise will persuade an intelligent female 
that it [femininity] isn't, in essence, a prison. The only problem being, that for everN 
one of those you come across, there's a thousand mindless harpies bleating on about 
their Prada dresses and even, God preserve them. their blow ob techniques. And those i 
are ju st the fem ini sts. ' 
Some critical material written about the film is also concerned Nvith other issues pertinent to 
feminism such as those surrounding the media's representation of the female body. or more 
Film Theorv Goes To The Movies. eds. Jim Collins. Hilarý, Radner and. Ava Preacher Collins (London: Routlatue 
1993) 120-8. 
6Charlotte Brunsclon. Screen Tastes: Soap Opera to Satellite Dishes (London and Nex% York: Routlcd, 
-, 
c. 1997) 80, 
7 Charlotte Ra\ en. -Boobs, Boys and High Heels. " Modern ReN-ie%% Feb. 1998: 16. 
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particularly the way it focuses on the bodies of teenage girls; as well as the role of fantasN and 
desire in "women's genres". 
Barbara Klinger has argued that textual meanings are not inherent in a te. \t but are 
"negotiated by exter-nal agencies" such as film reviews which are -set ýN ithin a particular 
historical landscape. " 8 In other words reviewers do not write in a vacuum but are influenced 
by the dominant cultural, aesthetic and political values of the period (whether it be to accept 
or challenge those values) in which their writings are conceived. I am obviously unable to 
chart Clueless' reception over a long period of time in the same way as Janet Staiger does 
with Birth of A Nation (1915) or Barbara Klinger does with the films of Douglas Sirk, but I 
still feel that the term "historical landscape" is appropriate in this case. The historical 
landscape against which reviews of Clueless are set is made up of ongoing debates about 
feminism and femininity (most commonly expressed as worries about the demise of feminism 
and the emergence of post-feminism in the eighties and nineties), as well as another 
manifestation of the high/low culture debate which has dogged Hollywood filmmaking since 
its inception. In this instance the debate takes two forms: a discussion about the \ alue of the 
teen movie, or generic filmmaking in general; and the suitability of Clueless (based as it is on 
Jane Austen's Emma) to wear the Austen mantle. 9 
This chapter identifies the issues surrounding Clueless which were raised as 
significant by its viewers as well as offering possible explanations as to why these particular 
topics were singled-out. It also considers what these choices might say about those x,,, ho make 
them. To this end I have studied a number of reviews and articles about the film, its star 
(Alicia Silverstone), and its director (Amy Heckerling). This material was taken from a ýN ide 
range of British and American sources, ranging from the "popular" to the more "high-brovv- 
end of the media spectrum. In the interest of gaining the most complete picture I looked not 
only at film books and magazines, but also entertainment and general magazines. ne\ýspapers, 
r (Ind, anapolis- 8 Barbara Klinger. Melodrama and Meaning: FlistoDý, Culture, and the Films of Douglas Si k 
Indiana University Pres,,. 1994) x\ i. 
See Staiger, InteEpreting Films 139-1531 
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and websites. The latter are particularly important since I was anxious to include readings of 
Clueless which do not come from sanctioned "critics" but from amateurs 
, Nho are slmplý film 
fans. I hope this inclusion will go some way towards addressing the oft-neglected 
, olcc of the 
cinematic audience who employ their own interpretative strategies when \ ie'. ý ing films. ZI!, 
although it is obviously no substitute for the kind of sustained audience research that I ha\ e 
neither time nor space for here. 'O As I shall demonstrate, these \ý ebsites also proved 
invaluable in ascertaining the way some teenage girls (arguably the film's primary tarcret 
audience) read Clueless. 
In an essay on the reception of The Silence of the Lambs (199 1) Janet Staiger 
identifies the way in which debates about the film soon crystallised into a set of proposals 
which revolved around the use of homosexual stereotypes; the irresponsibilit-, of that usage I 
(given the negative way gays are still perceived) on the part of the filmmakers, and the 
praiseworthy image of a strong woman that Jodie Foster portrays through the character of 
Clarice Starling. She then argues that this "event" (that is, the film's reception) can be further 
understood by identifying the various "reading strategies" critics employ in making sense of 
the film. I mention this because two of Staiger's "strategies" (the construction of binarý- 
oppositions, such as high and low or good and bad, and the extensive use of metaphor and 
analogy) are in evidence in critical interpretations of Clueless, and thus serve as a useful 
reference point for the following study. " 
For ease of reference I have divided the issues thrown up by readings of Clueless into 
two main areas: debates about whether the film belongs to or transcends its "low" cultural 
status (and thus edges towards "high" culture). and debates which might loosek,, be grouped 
together under the heading of "post-feminism". Within the first category this debate can be 
further divided into critical arguments about whether Clueless is or is not satire; \N hether or 
10 The kind of research carried out. for example. by Jackie Stacey in Star Gazing: Hollywood Cinema and Female 
Spectatorship (London: Routledge. 1994) and Helen Taylor in Scarlett's Women: Gone \N ith The Wind ýtnd Its 
Female Fans (New Bruns\\ ick. Ne\ý Jerse\: Rutgers Uni\ ersitN Press. 1989). 
11 Janet Staiger. 
--Taboos and Totems: Cultural Meanings of The Silence of the Lambs, " Film Theor\ Goes to the 
Movies 142-5. 
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not it deserves its connection with the work of Jane Austen. whether it priý lleges style oýer 
substance; and how far it adheres to its generic structure (the teen movie). The second 
category involves looking at critical discussions about the film's heroine, Cher such as -Is slie 
a confident, bright young woman or a narcissistic bimbo? ", and about her bodN and the body 
of the actress (Silverstone) who plays her: what range of comments are made about her 
physical appearance, her sexuality, and the way fashion is used in the film? Obviouslý these 
are not the only issues which concerned those who wrote about Clueless, but they did occur 
with enough regularity to make them especially noteworthy. 
High or Low Culture? Determining the Aesthetic Location of Clueless 
Reviewers on both sides of the Atlantic often use the term "satire" in their discussion 
of Clueless. In some cases the film is established as modem satire with, for example, Amanda 
Lipman referring to it as "a satirical moral tale"; and Peter Stack calling it a --deficious satire 
of ditzy shopping-mall material girls". 12 Other critics remain unconvinced, arguino that the 
film never reaches such artistic heights. Thus for Anne Billson Clueless is as "social 
satire 
... 
about as biting as a marshmallow; " Tom Shone notes that while the film is -being 
touted as wounding satire... it attempts nothing so misguided. Taking potshots at airheads is 
about as fruitless an activity as punching air", and Geoff Brown maintains that it -settles for 
frivolity, not satire. "" 
On the evidence of such divergent opinions there is arguably some confusion as to 
what exactly constitutes "satire". This is probably to be expected given that the term itself is, 
in the words of the. Encyclopaedia Britannica Online, "protean" and -imprecise". Even the 
Roman poets Horace and Juvenal, whose verse satires are credited with the fon-nal 
12 See Amanda Lipman. rev. of Clueless, Sight and Sound Oct. 1995: 46, Peter Stack, - *Clueless' Knows a Lot 
About Teen Spoof- San Francisco Chronicle 19 JuIv 1995: EI. San Francisco Chronicle Online Archives- 16 Jan. 
2001 <http: //NN-\N\N,. sfgate. com/cgi-bin/article. cgi? file=/chronicle/archi\e, /1995, '07/19 DD64_593. DTI, >. 
13 
., 
\nne Billson. 
-In With Babies, Out With Cat. " Sunday Telegraph 22 Oct. 1995. Arts sec.. CD-Rom ed., Shone, 
-Spirit of the 7. Geoff Brown. -Sent Down for Gross Decenc\. " Tinics 19 Oct. 1995, CD-RO\l ed.: 3,5- 
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construction of the genre, differed fundamentally in the way the,, used satire. Broadiv 
speaking, while Horace opted for a comic style which commented empathetically on human 
foolishness, Juvenal's tragic satire was far more savage in tone. 14 Some revieNýers of Clueless 
appear to be aware of this duality and consequently the need for qualification xN heii 
employing the term. For instance Hugo Davenport writes that the film is a "light-hearted satire 
on the perils of adolescence"; Leah Rozen says it is "a frisky, frivolous, funw, satire", and 
Kenneth Turan calls it a "sweet-natured satire": comments which situate the film as an 
offshoot of comic rather than tragic satire. 15 On the other hand, those critics NN ho argue that 
Clueless is not satire apparently do so in response to what they perceive as a lack of real (as 
in forceful, bitter and wounding) satire within the film. Perhaps for these revieýý ers the 
Juvenalian or tragic form of satire is the measure of serious "Art": something v.. -hich is quite 
incompatible with a popular teen comedy/romance like Clueless. Stackjudges the film to 
work successfully as satire because he believes it lampoons the very people (shallo,, N 
American teenagers) that most examples of its genre treat so reverentially. In other words it is 
aesthetically viable because it surpasses rather than fulfils our generic expectations. 
It is possible that reviewers of Clueless mention satire with such regular, tN because of 
the way the film draws upon Jane Austen's Emma as source material. Austen's novels were 
published at the beginning of the nineteenth century, somewhat after the late 
seventeenth/early eighteenth-century vogue for the form had faded, but she has still been 
identified as a satirical writer. For example Basil Willey notes that satire survived after its 
"relative demise" with writers like Austen. " Amanda Lipman clearly shares this view of 
Austen as satirist when she writes that the film echoes "the lady novelist's refined but 
" 
"Satire. " EncN, c I opaed ia Britannica Online 30 Oct. 2000 <http: //NN, N\N-. britannica. com>. 
15S Sec Hugo Davenport. "She's Glad to be Feý. - Telegraph 20 Oct. 1995. CD-ROM ed., Leah Rozen. 'VIueleý,,,, -. a 
[lip High School Romp. " People 31 July 1995. People Online Movie Review Database 16 Jan. 
-1001 
<http: //people. aol. com/people/mo\ ie 
- 
re\ iewsý 95,, clueless. html>. Kenneth Turan. -Smart Times at Beverly I lills 
Iligh in 
-Clueless', " Los Angeles Times 19 July 1995. Calendar sec.: Fl. Los Angeles_Times Online Archkes 16 
Jan. 2001 <http:,, pqasb. pqarchi\er. com/latimes>- 
16 Basil \Villcý. Fhe Eighteenth Centu; 3, Background (Middlesex: Penguin. 1962) 108. 
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stringent satire. " 17 Thus the subject of satire is a corollary to critics' references to the 
connection between Heckerling's Clueless and Austen's Emma. 
As with the "satire debate" reviewers are primarily split into two opposing camps \ is- 
A-vis their opinions about the film's use of Emma: those who feel that Clueless is ýNorth\ of a 
comparison with its source, and those who believe that such a comparison is at best erroneOLIS. 
and at worst a travesty. In the first camp Bryan Appleyard argues that the -rituallsed and 
enclosed world" presented in Emma has much in common with the -formalitv of the teena, 
-, 
e 
world" represented in Clueless; and Tom Shone notes that despite the almost inevitable outcry 
from Austen aficionados,, Clueless' "tone of gentle mockery" is close enough to Emma that "it 
doesn't feel like sacrilege. " Other reviewers, however, remain unconvinced. Richard Corliss 
maintains that "the touchstone of Clueless is less Emma than Hammacher Schlemmer. The 
movie is about conspicuous consumption: wanting, having, and wearing, in stN le. " B,, this I 
understand Corliss to mean that Heckerling's film is not really an adaptation of Austen's 
novel (not "Art" as such), but rather acts as a celluloid shop window (hence the Hammacher 
Schlemmer reference) to showcase products which are consumed by the teenage characters 
within the film, and hopefully also by the teenage audience at whom the film is targeted. 
Quentin Curtis is more scathing when he refers to the idea that Clueless is based on Emma as 
a "scurrilous rumour", claiming that Heckerling's film "plays so fast and loose with its august 
original as to make the comparison worthless. " Clueless, Curtis concludes, -Is petty"" while 
Austen is "universal. "" 
The most vociferous objections about Clueless' adaptation of Emma did not come 
from reviewers but from Austen scholars. The SundLay Telegraph published an article bý 
Catherine Milner which made reference to these experts' dislike of Heckerling's film. Their 
dissatisfaction was actually part of a wider debate among Austen scholars about the success or 
17 Lipman. 
18 Bryan Appleyard. "Can You Bu) It at the Mail? " Independent 24 Oct. 1995. CD-ROM ed.: 19. Slione. ` ý, plrit of 
the Age" 7. Richard Corliss. -To Live and BU\ in L. A.. " Time 31 Jul% 1995. Time Online Archi\ es 2 ýept- 2001 
-littp: /ý/\N\\\\. time. coni/tinic/magaziiie/archi\es>. Quentin Curtis. "Deliver [is from Hollý\\ood Dads. " 
Independent On Sunda\. 22 Oct. 1995, CD-ROM ed.: 84. 
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failure of various adaptations of the author's novels which came out of a rene,. val of interest in 
her work in the mid nineties. Milner reports that both Clueless and another American film. 
Emma (1996), have been described as "tawdry" and "appalling" bý Austen scholar Deidre Le 
Faye, and "disowned" by Tom Carpenter, one of the Austen trustees. Carpenter is quoted as 
saying, "These films are not Jane Austen. " This comment clearly articulates his desire to 
police the boundaries between what is and is not a true representation of Austen*s work, as 
well as who is and is not entitled to adapt it. On the evidence of this article those who are not 
entitled is simply another way of saying "Americans". Hence Le Faye's comment that 
American film producers should stick to writing their own material instead of borrowim, from 
classic novelists. In another article in the Sundgy Times Tom Carpenter praises the BBC's 
adaptation of Pride and Prejudice for its "comedy" and "high drama", which suggests that he 
is not anti-adaptations per se, but rather approves only of those which stick faithfullý to the 
text and which are carried out by an institution with a well-established tradition of making 
" quality" costume dramas. 19 
Considering the number of critics who pick up on the connection between Clueless 
and Emma it is surprising to learn that Paramount did not make this a central part of its 
advertising campaign. As Matt Wolf says, "While other film adaptations of novels trumpet 
their literary sources, Austen's 1816 novel is nowhere to be found in the credits for Clueless. " 
Amy Heckerling backs this up when she states that "it was very much not a selling point. 1120 
The most likely reason for this was probably to avoid alienating sections of a young audience 
who might be put off seeing a film based on a literary classic. Other promotional strategies 
employed by Paramount suggest that the studio saw Clueless' target audience as teenagers 
who would be prompted into seeing the film because it was contemporary, funn, N, related in 
some way to their lives, full of good music, had attractive stars, and equally attractiýe 
consumer goods. For example the film's poster shows three beautiful, fashionably-dressed 
19 Le Fave quoted in Catherine Milner. -Americans are Clueless about Jane. 
-\usten. " Sunday TelegEqph I Sept. 
1995, CD-ROM ed. Roland White, -Austen Maestro: Jane Austen, " Sunday Times 15 Oct. 199,. CD-R0\1 ed.. 
sec. 9: 3. 
20 Matt Wolf, 
-Jane Austen Goes Shopping. " ILimes 19 Oct. 199-5. CD-RON I ed.: 3 
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teenage girls holding mobile phones, and has a tag line which reads -Sex. Clothes. Popularit,.,.. 
Whatever. " (See appendix E, fig. 1). In addition, as the studio's vice chairman BaM, London 
states in the Hollywood Reporter, one of the film's principle marketing strategies N%as -done 
with MTV, which is a sister company of Paramount". The premiere of Clueless was held at 
the Malibu Beach House for MTV, and was subsequently shown on MTV alonu ýN ith a music 
video and a series of segments based around Alicia Silverstone's character speciall" created 
by Amy Heckerling. In this way the film was linked through its publicity to Californian 
44glamour", summer fun on the beach,, hanging out with your friends, and listening to music. 
Yet perhaps this is not the whole marketing story. Ty Burr claims that \Nhile Clueless 
may never have cited its Regency source material in the credits, "the movie's publicists doled 
the connection out like chum to the "grown-up" media, since they were the only ones who 
would, like,, care. 1-)22 In an interview with Matt Wolf, Heckerling mentions that Emma xN as her 
inspiration, and suggests that it was the use of the novel as her "structural tree" ýNhich alloýNed 
the film to move beyond the usual pitfalls of teen comedy: "You say 'teen comed,, " and you 
think,, OK, what should it be: a bunch of sex at parties, or that the girl gets the boý at the end? 
It has to say something, and Emma lays it all out so wonderful ly. "2' The frequency Ný Ith \ý 11 Ich 
reviewers on both sides of the Atlantic identify Clueless' use of Emma does suggest that the 
studio was intentionally promoting the connection somewhere along the line. Moreover if this 
was a promotional strategy aimed specifically at film critics it is reasonable to conclude that 
the makers of C lueless were themselves addressing the high/low culture debate -,, N h ich informs 
so much of the criticism of popular cinema. By making a distinction in their marketing 
between what they believe a teenage audience wants from a film. and what established film 
critics consider makes a film worthy, the filmmakers reveal doubts as to whether that which is 
commercial (in this case the frequently derided teen movie) can co-exist easil,, NN ith that I 
21 
-MTV a Beachhead for 'Clueless' Marketing. - Hollywood Reporter 26 Julý 199-5. Hollywood Reporter Online 
Archives 30 Dec. 1998 <http: //\N-NN'\\. hollý woodreporter. com/ search. asp>- 
22 Ty Burr. "Let There Be Lite. " Entertainment Weekk 24 July 1998, Entertainment Weekly Online Archi\e, ý 29 
Oct. 2000 <http: /ý \\. evý,. com/ew/archi\ e, O. 1798.113522101 Leto o2bThereo o2bBeo/o2bLite, 00. html>. 
23 Wo If 3-5. 
" 
which is recognised as artistically valid. Hence the studio's need to negotiate a compromise 
which, if it cannot entirely bridge the perceived gap between "Art" and Clueless. can at least 
attempt to attract audiences from both sides of the culture divide. 
Having looked at reviews of Clueless in order to ascertain the'ýva\ critics feel about 
teen movies,, it appears that the filmmaker's doubts which I speculate upon above are not 
entirely unfounded. When reviewers praise Clueless for being superior to the typical teen 
movie, or argue that it is not as good as other teen films which have managed to transcend 
their generic status, they are also making a value judgement about the genre as a xN hole. 
Namely that the teen movie is only aesthetically valuable when it appears in a much altered. 
usually ironic form (as a "Teen Movie" rather than a teen movie). and/or ý\ lien it has 
something "serious" to say. Susan Corrigan argues that Clueless is better than most 
Hollywood teen films because it is "slick, cynical and filled to the rafters ýkith the kind of 
panethnic plasti-teens who live only in adverts for spot creams". Neil Chue Hing maintains 
that it is not "just another dumb teen movie" but "transcends to a higher plane of 
enlightenment"; and Glenn Kenny writes that since "the teen comedy has aINN aN s been one of 
Hollywood's more disreputable genres" it is "ironic 
... 
that 
... 
Amy Heckerling signals her 
artistic rebirth with the just-out-on-video Clueless". Meanwhile Hugo Davenport argues that it 
"lacks the bracing venom of 
.. 
Heathers"; and Cynthia Fuchs states that -[a]s -teen movies" 
go, Clueless is obviously, self-consciously, lightweight: there are no suicides, no class or 
money angst 
... 
no racial confl iCtS,,. 
24 
In some critics' minds the debate about whether Clueless is or is not a typical (that is, 
worthless) teen movie is closely connected with Amy Heckerling's status as the director of an 
earlier teen film, Fast Times At Ridgemont High (1982). In the years since its release Fast 
Times has come to be defined as a cult classic. John Hard informs us that the fi Im ýN as named 
24 Susan Corrigan. "Pretty and Vacant. " Observer 15 Oct. 1995, CD-ROM ed.: 6; Chue HIng. rev. of 
Clueless. The Edinburgh University Film Society 'Nebsite 5 Nov. 2000 
<http: //\\\\\\,. eusa. ed. ac. uk/societies/filmsoc, 'filmsý clueless. html>, Glenn Kenný. **High School Confident. - 
Entertainment Weeklv 8 Dec. 1995, Entertainment WeekIN, Online Archi\es 29 Oct. 2000 
<htip:, Davenport, "', he*s arch i\ c/0.1798.1116811 101HighO o2bSchoolO o2bConfident, 00. html 
. 
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as one of the top hundred comedies in an American Film Institute poll. and it appears in an 
Empire A to Z of cult films where it is referred to as "[p]ossibly the teen movie of the 80s'*. It I 
is clear from reviews of Clueless that many critics view Fast Times in a similarIN referential 
way. Kenneth Turan refers to the film as "the hip "Fast Times at Ridgemont High"'. Susan 
Wloszczyna calls it "a docu-sharp youth barometer"; Susan Corrigan argues that it was -the 
first Hollywood film to effectively lampoon teenagers in their natural habitat" and -ýN as full 
of classic moments"; and Glenn Kenny says that with Fast Times Heckerling helped redefine 
the teen movie, making a film which was so "far from the generic ideal" that --it xN as actually 
ý-) 25 good 
. 
As a result of the high esteem in which many critics hold Fast Times, there is a 
tendency to use it as a yardstick against which to measure all of Heckerling's other Nýork. One 
might say it has become the lens through which every other Heckerling film is viewed. 
Several commentators argue that the film is something approximating a return to the form of 
Fast Times after her involvement with the Look Who's Talking films (Look Who's Talki 
(1989), Look Who's Talking Too (199 1)) which they believe deserve to be treated Ný Ith 
derision. John Lyttle writes that Clueless may "do what was previously considered impossible 
and actually revive the director Amy Heckerling's career after all those Look Who's Talking 
sequels. Harking back to her best work- 1982's 
... 
cult hit, Fast Times At Ridgemont High 
- 
the 
pictureýs commercial take-off has put her back in the bankable category. " Similarly David 
Hunter argues that it is "a welcome change of pace for the filmmaker after *Look Who's 
Talking'... A return to the controlled chaos of 'Fast Times at Ridgemont High"'; and Derek 
Malcom expresses surprise at the "deft, dramatic tricks" Heckerling pulls in Clueless given 
that she "committed the mortal sin of Look Who's Talking, even if Fast Times at Ridgemont 
Glad to be FeC. Cynthia Fuchs. rev. of Clueless, The UniNersit\ of MaDjand's Women's Studies Film Re\ ie\ý 
Archivc 20 June 2000 <http: /, '\\, N\-\\. inform. urrid. edu/Ed Res Topic WomensStudies l'ilmRev, eNNs clueless-fuchs->. 
25 Adam Smith. '-, 
-, 
Xltar'd States. " Empire Apr. 1998: 95; John Harti. - 'Loser' Recalls 'TheApartment' Without its 
Richness. " Seattle Times 21 July 2000, Arts and Entertainment sec., Seattle Times Online Archi\es 16 '-', cpt. 2000 
<http: //archiNes. seattletimes. nNvsource. coiiil'\\eb'liidex. html>. 
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High 
... 
was a lot better. , 21 Other critics use the -brilliance- of Fast Times as a reason to berate 
Heckerling for not only the Look Who's Talking films, but Clueless as well. Sean %leans 
complains that there is "no bite, no focus" to Clueless "which is a sad surprise, considering 
how effectively Fleckerling dissected high school life in her debut film,. Fast Times at 
Ridgemont High. "; and Marc Savlov sees it as a return "to clo. N IngbY similar territor, v in what 
is essentially a mediocre Nineties updating" of "the brilliant, seminal Fast Times at 
Ridgemont High". For Means and Savlov Heckerling's greatest crime is her perceiýed failure 
to live up to her reputation as saviour of the teen movie genre. 27 
In their books on Charlie Chaplin and Alfred Hitchcock, Charles Maland and Robert 
E. Kapsis refer to the existence of an aesthetic contract between a filmmaker and his or her 
audience which is subject to renegotiation every time they release a new film. Maland notes 
that publicity for Chaplin's Modem Times (1936) sought to play down the political elements 
of the film so as not to alienate audiences who knew Chaplin in his earliest incarnation as 
"The Little Tramp", and therefore expected his work to provide the usual entertaining blend 
of comedy and pathos. Similarly Kapsis writes that Hitchcock's Psycho (1960) probably 
offended reviewers initially because it was such a radical departure from the -predictable 
blend of suspense, romance, and humour" they had come to expect from a Hitchcock film. 28 
On the evidence of critical writings on Clueless Heckerling's aesthetic contract, drawn up 
when she made Fast Times, established her as a director of "valid" teen movies. That is, those 
which work on a deeper level than superficial entertainment because they are seen to go 
beyond the usual "constraints" of the genre, and actually delve into the more serious issues of 
teenage life (such as underage sex and teen pregnancy). If we consider an article which 
26 John Lyttle. "The Business, " Independent 5 Aug. 1995, CD-ROM: 4: David Hunter, -Clueless. - Hollywood 
Reporte 17 Julý 1995, Hollywood Reporter Online Archives 30 Dec. 1998 <http: //NN,,, NAý. hollý ýwodreporterxom 
ssearch. asp>, Derek Malcom, "Nine Months? Nein Danke, " Guardian 19 Oct. 1995, CD-ROM: II- 
27 Sean Means, "Satire? As If " Film. com 29 Oct. 2000 <http: //wNN, NN,. film. com /film-reN ieýý 1995 8457ý27, default- 
reN ie\N-. html>. Marc SaN lov. reN. of Clueless, Austin Chronicle 21 July 1995. Austin Chronicle Online. -Vchi\ es 29 
Oct. 2000 <http: //\\, \\N\. auschron. com/film/pages/movies/732. html>. 
28 Charles J. Maland, Chaplin and American Culture: The Evolution of a Star Image (Princeton. \'e\\ Jerseý: 
Princeton Universit\ Press. 1989) 148.149. 
Robert E. Kapsis, Hitchcock: The Making of a Reputation (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press. 1992) 42. 
63. 
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appeared in the Village Voice (a free New York paper "hich I \vould argue treats film as a 
serious art form rather than popular entertainment) it is safe to assume that she Is still thoLi-ght 
of in that way: "[A]fter raising the teen movie bar for ensemble boclý horror In Fast Times at 
Ridgemont High and for deceptively giddy-girly comedy in Clueless, standard-bearerA im. 
Hecker] ing-broad comic humanist 
... 
returns with 
... 
Loser. ýý29 Consequently N\ hen Heckerling 
made a string of apparently "straight", rather than ironic, "mainstream" comedies after this 
critical ly-acclaimed debut, it seemed to many observers that she had torn up this aesthetic 
contract and written out a new one without warning. 
In this context it is hardly surprising that so many reviewers understood Clueless as 
an indication that Heckerling had decided to honour the Fast Times contract and do xN hat \\as 
expected of her. The general acceptance of Clueless as if not a truly great work of "Art", then 
an indication that directors can continue to push the boundaries of genre and, bý implication, 
narrow the gap between "popular" and "high" culture, led to a situation where that film 
became a new benchmark against which Heckerling's next film (Lose ) would be judged. In 
other words, some reviews of Loser (2000) criticise the film on the basis of its di\ ergence 
from Clueless, which in the intervening five years has started to be acknowledged as 
something of a cinematic classic. John Hard refers to Clueless as "the drollest teen comedy of 
the past decade". Then, having acknowledged that Heckerling has termed Loser "the anti- 
'ClUeless"' (which in itself suggests that Heckerling is aware of the need to renegotiate the 
aesthetic contract whenever she makes a film), he informs us that we should not -expect a lot 
of laughs" from her new film. While Loser is "being sold as a teen comedy, it doesn't find all 
that much hurnour in the humiliation and relative poverty of its central characters. " Mack 
Bates is similarly complimentary towards Clueless when he calls it a "scathingly 
2 
hilarious 
... 
whiplash-smart parody of those young and unrelentingl,, Ir hip members of the 
envied 'in' crowd". He is also just as disappointed with Loser, saying that he can't beliex ea 
29 
. 
1cssica Winter, -Get a Clue. " Village Voice 10-16 May 2000, Village Voice Online ArchiNes 21 Oct. 2000 
<http: //\\ \\ \\. N, illagevoice. com/'ISSLieSýr'oo I 9/NN inter. shtml>. 
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director with Heckerling's track record -chose to make this muddled mess". He even imagines 
what the girls from Clueless would say if asked to see Loser: "It sounds like a reallv bad after- 
school special. " It is significant that he should choose this comparison given that the 
school special" refers to an issue-based television programme. shown in the afternoon and 
targeted specifically at young people. As such it is considered to exist at the bottom of the 
teen genre pile, whereas films like Fast Times and Clueless are held to represent the apev" 
The last critical debate I wish to draw attention to in this section is the question of 
whether Clueless is a film of style or substance. For many commentators it is cleark a film 
which has little of importance to "say". Reviewers draw attention to what tile% see as 
Clueless' lack of plot, referring to it as "plotless and borderline brainless". -light on plot"; 
having "a plot as skimpy as one of Silverstone's teeny costumes", and a plot so small -\ou 
could write [it] on the back of a Gucci receipt. " It is significant that two of these comments 
find a metaphor for the insignificance of the plot in the film's use of fashion (referencing tile 
sexy clothes worn by Cher/Silverstone, and the numerous designer outfits showcased on 
screen), which is itself often viewed as extremely trivial. This metaphor implies that the film 
may look good and have style (like a pretty girl wearing a designer dress) but has no 
substance. 
31 
Continuing this theme Joe Brown writes that Heckerling's movies are not about the 
('story" but " all about the details"; and Richard Corliss compares Clueless to "a restaurant 
where you go for the food and go back for the atmosphere. "'-) In other words a place , ýhch 
puts more emphasis on appearance than it does on what it sells. It is significant that he uses 
the analogy of the restaurant since food-related metaphors are a recurrent motif in these 
reviews. For Ann Billson the film "slips down like a vanilla milkshake"; James Berardinelli 
30 1 lartl. Mack Bates. "Saving Graces Can't Save 'Loser' from Keeping its Name, " Milwaukee Journal Sent 
i 
inel 21 
Juk 2000, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel Online Archives 29 Oct. 2000 <hapfNýwNýjsonline. com enter nioý icý, 
re\ icN\ s/j u 100/m. loser21072000. asp>. 
31 Hunter, rev. of-Clueless". Hal Hinson. High Comedy, - Washington Post 19 Jul) 1995. Stý le ýcc. ý 
D 1. Washington Post Online ArchiN es 26 Oct. 1998 <http: ýý \\ N\ \N 
-washingtonpost. com. \\ p-adN 
/archives>: Joe 
Brown. 
-Sik erstone's SassN Clueless. " Washington Post 21 July 1995. Weekend sec.: N 38, Washington Post 
Online Archives 26 Oct. 1998 <http: /, NN \N N\. Nvashingtonpost. corn/\\ p-adv. archk es-; Shone. -Spirit ofthe 
- 
\, ge" 
Brown, '"Sikerstone's Sassy Clueless- N38. Corliss. "To Live and Buy-. 
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considers it to be "the cinematic equivalent of cotton candy: certainlý not unpleasant, but not 
especially satisfýing"; Glenny Kenny defines Silverstoneýs performance as "souffl&airv". and 
Owen Gleiberman comments that watching the film is like"biting into a tamale and finding it 
filled with Marshmallow F lUff 
. 
5ý33 It is revealing that these critics choose 'junk-food" 
metaphors to describe Clueless since they give the impression that, like such food, the film is 
sweet and tempting, but ultimately without substance, and lacking in artistic (instead of 
nutritional) value. 
Once again these debates relate to the idea of the division between high and low 
culture. Whereas the critics referred to above consign the film to the side of low culture, 
which is also the "natural" location ofjunk-food since this is often perceived as being food- It, 
for-the-masses, one young female reviewer writes that Clueless is as "delicious" as --a pint of 
Ben and Jerry's" ice cream: a statement which equates the film with the enjoyable experience 
of eating her favourite comfort food. She does not require that Clueless provide her ýý ith a 
certain kind of sanctioned intellectual sustenance (as with Berardinelli and KennN ); It's 
content does not ultimately disappoint her in the way it does Gleiberman, nor does it "slip 
down" un-tasted (as with Billson). Rather it is there to be savoured. This assessment of the 
film suggests that (not surprisingly) some spectators (particularly teenage girls) maN have 
little or no interest in where Clueless should be placed along the spectrum of high-lo\ý culture, 
and instead value it by a completely different set of standards: an issue I return to when I 
consider the role of fashion and the body in critical debates about the film. " 
For some reviewers, Clueless's generic status as teen movie, and more specificallý as 
a romantic teen comedy, acts as a block to serious analysis. For two critics it even results in 
the assertion that it is watched and instantly forgotten: Peter Stack argues that it is '-s III,,. 
throwaway summer entertainment. By the time you skip out of the theater, \ oLi *ve had a great 
Billson, An 'With Babies". James Berardinelli. rev. of Clueless, ReelViews 12 NlaN 2001 <http: l nio% ic- 
reN ieNN 
-s. colosstis. net/movies/c, 'clueless. 
html>, Kenný. ONý en Gleiberman, "The Kids in the % lall, - Entertainment 
Wcckk 28 Jul\ 1995. Ivntertainment Weekly Online Archkes 29 Oct. 2000 <http: //\\\ý\\. e\\. com/e\%-/archi\, e/ 
0,1798,1115805101 Kids' o2blno o2bThe0o2hNIaIl-00-html>. 
34 Danielle, re\. of Clueless. - Girls On 29 Oct. 2000 <http:, \\\\\\. girlson. com>. 
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time but can't remember a single reason why. " While Tom Shone claims that it Is not really 
about anything "unless you count the question of whether or not its possible to ha% e too many 
clothes. It's callow and catty, and the moment it's over you've already started to put it behind 
you. " Stack's words reveal that he draws a clear distinction between film as ""entertainment" 
(in this case a "silly" summer film) and film as "Art", believing that the former is slmplý there 
for fun ("you skip out the theater"), while the latter is there for our edification. Shone's 
comment refers once again to the fashion theme of the film. and in the process implies that 
Clueless' artistic "insignificance" is a result of its concentration on the fripperies of 
femininity (clothes), as well as its very "feminine" tone (that is, its cattiness). This is a trait 
nearly always attributed to women rather than men, and I understand it to be a\ei led 
reference by Shone to the film's focus on the "shallow" obsessions of teenage girls (such as 
the quest for popularity and the need to belong to the right high school clique) ýý h ich has 
produced a film he believes is only surface deep. Shone's equation of the "shallow" nature of 
the film's female protagonists with what he perceives to be the shallowness of the film can 
also be linked to divided critical opinions as to the extent of Cher's intelligence Miich, as I 
argue in the second section, are often directly related to the question of ý, Nhether the film itself 
is intelligent or not. 
35 
To summarise, all the "Clueless is... " or "Clueless isnt... " ( that is, satire, Austen, 
the typical teen movie, style or substance) constructions that I have discussed are in essence 
critical debates over the film's cultural and aesthetic value. They reveal an almost obsessive 
need to categorise texts as either high or low culture, good or bad art. They also articulate 
what is seemingly a widespread, although by no means universal, cultural bias against the 
popular Hollywood film in general, and the teen movie in particular. Even some of the 
reviews which praise the film do so while simultaneously downgrading its generic status: it is 
worth watching because it is better than most teen movies. which effectivek translates as '"It's 
not really a teen movie. " 
35 Stack FL Shone. -Spirit of the Age" 7. 
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This cultural bias is best illustrated when critics express hoýý surprised theý are that 
the film is quite good. Kenneth Turan writes that Clueless possesses an "'unexpected 
smartness" and "turns out to have more to it than anyone could anticipate"; Peter Stack notes 
that its jokes are "surprisingly inventive" and its "verbal" nature is a "curious del I-ght", Toni 
Shone says a film about "rich, spoiled, American teenagers" has -no right to be one of the 
funniest American comedies of the year"; and Derek Malcom writes that it is *'surprising .. that 
Heckerling is able to pull such "deft, dramatic tricks" in her characterisation giN en that she 
"committed the mortal sin of Look Who's Talking". Evidently when those critics who 
envisage genre films as existing on a sliding scale of value have to view a teen comed-% their 
expectations are already pitched low. Thanks in part to its mainly youth-orientated ad,. eiiising 
strategies, Clueless has (for critics predisposed to agree with such a problernatic assumption) 
all the hallmarks of a piece of straight forward, generic Hollywood filmmaking. Moreoý er 
Heckerling's reputation (thanks to Fast Times) as an auteur of sorts has, for rnaný critics, beeil 
damaged after the release of the Look Who's Talking films, resulting in a situation ýxhere 
their expectations about a "Heckerling film" have shifted dramatically. As Kapsis states 
, 
"One factor important in the historical reception of films is the biographical legend or public 
reputation of the arti St.,, 
36 Consequently when Heckerling directs Clueless, and revisits the 
cinematic material which originally granted her iconic status as a director, some reý iewers are 
compelled to mention Fast Times as a point of comparison, and to interpret this neýN film as 
37 
evidence that Heckerling's artistic reputation might be reparable 
. 
On the evidence of a considerable number of the reviews and articles studied here, 
many film critics continue to view the gulf between "art" and "popular"film not as a fine, 
blurry line but as a deep chasm. For instance Derek Malcom states that "if you don't expect 
too much" from Clueless ( the implication being because it is only a piece of generic 
Hollywood cinerna) "you'll certainly get more than you bargained for"; and Tom Shone's 
36 Kapsis 11. 
37 See Turan F 1. Stack E 1. Fuchs. reN. of Clueless. 
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claims that the film is justified in using Emma as its source material because that is "part of 
the trade-off between high culture and low that makes up much of the film's comedý. - 
Shone's statement can be interpreted as just another way of saying that Clueless is more 
acceptable than a "straight" genre film because it makes its references to hi-2h and. more 
importantly, to low culture "knowingly". It tips a post-modem m, ink at its audience. and in the 
process earns itself a certain artistic legitimacy. Finally, it is Richard Corliss N\ho articulates 
this belief in the great divide between "high" and "low" cinema best when he writes that, "No 
one lately has said a good movie must also be a good fijM. ý, 
38 Reviewerswho make these kind 
of judgements prove Barbara Klinger's assertion that the critic's primary function is to act as 
a "public tastemaker" who "[a]mong other things 
... 
distinguishes legitimate from illegitimate 
art and proper from improper modes of aesthetic appropriation. " In this way fleckerling's 
work (like Kathryn Bigelow's) can frequently only be acknowledged as legitimate or semi- 
legitimate "Art" by stressing the way in which she self-consciously uses the conventions of 
generic film in order to reveal their creative limitations, thus convincing critics that although 
she is making films from inside the dominant system she remains aestheticallý apart frorn it as 
weli., 
9 
Just What Kind Of Girl Are You? Clueless and the "New Femininity" 
In Material Girls Suzanna Danuta Walters describes the -new" or post-feminist \Noman of the 
late eighties/early nineties as follows: "[A] woman whose essence is neatly encapsulated by 
reference to fashion (feminine clothing), body parts (breasts), and reproductive institutions 
(inotherhood). - For Walter's this media-invented and completely non-threatening ideal of 
womanhood is divisive in feminist terms because she stands out in sharp contrast to real 
women ý, ýhose lives began to change for the better under feminism. Or to put it another \\ aý. 
this "new NNoman-, who willingly embraces the stereotypical trappings of -fermninitý--. is the 
- 
18 Corliss. ** Fo Live and Buy". Italics mine. 
Klinger 70. 
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inevitable by-product of an antiferninist backlash which seeks to push ý% omen back into their 
-proper" place as well-groomed wives and mothers rather than liberated career ý\omen. " I do 
not refer to Walter's arguments with the intention of instigating a debate on the rights and 
wrongs of post-feminism and the "backlash theory". Rather I wish to dra\ý attention to the 
possibility that many of the critics writing about Clueless (feminist and non-feminist alike) are 
aware of ongoing debates about post-feminism, and thus reference them (whether consciousl, \
or subconsciously, directly or indirectly) in their articles. The fact that Susan Faludi's 
Backlash became an international best-seller proves that the issues surrounding post-feminism 
became extremely topical in the early nineties. " Moreover some of the publicity for Clueless 
could be interpreted as setting a "post-feminist" agenda. Both the image and the tag line oil 
the film's poster (which I have already discussed above) are suggestive of two of the themes 
which Walters argues inforrn the stereotype of the post-feminist women: fashion and the 
display of the female body. The rituals of (teenage) "femininity" are also stronglý referenced 
in the film's promotional material. For example Cher's Guide For The Totally Clueless (a free 
promotional leaflet available at a screening of the film in Britain) includes Cher's advice 
about make-overs, boys, and shopping for clothes (see appendix E, fig. I and 3 ). 42 
Most reviewers of Clucless demonstrate little interest in addressing the feminist 
issues thrown up by the film. Only a handful of critics actually use the word "feminism" in 
their reviews. Amanda Lipman argues that the film makes a "nod to feminism" by 
transforming Cher into a more sympathetic character than the Emma of Austen's novel. Peter 
Stack notes that one character, Dionne, responds to her boyfriend's stereotypically macho 
behaviour with "tirades of feminist righteousness". Finally Joe Brown refers to Cher as a 
40 Suzanna Danuta Walters, Material Girls: Making Sense of Feminist Cultural Theo! y (Berkeleý. Los Angeles. 
London: The UniN ersitv of California Press. 1995) 117.118,119. 
41 Susan Faludi, Backlash: The Undeclared War Against Women (London: Vintage, 1992). As further proof of the 
\ýaý in which Faludi's book entered the public consciousness, particulark in America. one can point to the way in 
which it is referenced in Nora Ephron's Sleepless In Seattle (1993). The film's heroine. Annie, is discussing 
relationships \\ ith her male colleagues. One of them cites the infamous statistic which sa) s that a wornen over a 
certain age are more likely to get hit by a meteorite than they are to get married. Annie retorts that this is not true. 
and adds that practically a whole book has been written about how the statistic is untrue. This refers to Faludi's 
discussion of the myths of the post-feminist backlash - one of which being the "man shortage** which affects 
single women (21-45). 
42 This was a\ ailable at a screening of the film in October 1995 at the UCI cinema in Solihull. 
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'. 'post-post-feminist airhead". The fact that Brown actually uses the word ""post-ferninist" 
backs up my assertion that some critics are aware of the topical debates in feminist studies 
that the film might be said to touch on. Nor is he the only critic to describe Cher as a post- 
feminist character. Hal Hinson may not use the actual term, but his judgement of Cher 
undeniably alludes to the so-called "new woman": "She is the epitome of the shallow, status- 
and-style-obsessed modern girl, dressed to the hilt in computer-coordinated outfits". ' Yet if 
so few critics discuss feminism directly, how can I convincingly argue that it is an issue which 
informs a considerable number of critical debates surrounding the film? In ansxýering this 
question it is vital to point out what is perhaps a glaringly obvious concept. but one which 
bears repetition here: an issue does not have to be referred to explicitIN for it to be the 
conceptual foundation of a critical argument. As I demonstrate, a number of debates \\ h 1ch are 
repeated across reviews of Clueless are in essence debates about the role and relevance of 
contemporary feminism. They are concerned with, or at least infon-ned by, such interrelated 
topics as the anti-feminist backlash, post-feminism and the "new fernininity". as -vNel I as 
women's views (as directors, actors, characters, viewers) about them. 
As if to agree with Hinson's evaluation of Cher as the shallow post-femiiiist girl made 
flesh, numerous reviews describe her as I ittle more than a braindead bimbo. To take just three 
examples, Owen Gleiberman refers to her as "the beautiful and vacuous young heroine" ý, vho 
has a "vacant, gum-snapping personality"; Ann Billson calls her a "braindead character"; and 
Hinson states that she "hasn't a care in the world or a thought in her pretty blond head. "" 
Janet Staiger has written that one of the reasons Jodie Foster may have been criticised by gay 
activists for her role in Silence of the Lambs is because of the way "strong women" are 
popularly stereotyped as "lesbian". Following similar logic it is plausible to suggest that the 
character of Cher (played as she is by the beautiful, blonde actress Alicia Silverstone) is 
viewed through the popular cultural stereotype which associates blondeness and beaut., with 
4, 
' Lipman 46, Stack E 1, Brown, -Silverstone's Sassy Clueless N38, Hinson D 1. Italics mine. 
44 0, ýA ell Gleiberman. --The Kids in the Mall. " Entertainment Weekl\ 28 July 1995. Entertainment \\'eekl\ Online 
Archives 29 Oct. 2000 
-littp: //\\\\\\. e\\. com/c\\, archi\e 0.1798,1115805,101 KidsOo2b I nlo2bThe0o-, bMall, 00-html>- 
Billson 
-In With Babies". Stack El. Hinson DI. 
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stupidity: Hinson implies as much when he uses the phrase "her pretty blond head". '4 So 
much so, in fact, that Silverstone (aided and abetted by her publicit" machine) takes steps to 
ensure that she is not confused with the frivolous character she plays in the film. 
In an interview with Beverley D'Silva, Silverstone answers a question ýNhich asks if 
she is anything like Cher as follows: 
"Oh no, I'm not I ike Cher at all, " she says with horror at the comparison. "I ý\ as not wel I 
put together at school. I wore thick glasses and had my hair scraped back. I never ý\ ent on 
dates. I was the class nerd 
... 
[At Beverly Hills High] 
... 
The kids were all quite rich and 
shallow 
... 
But I was only interested in my acting class and I didn't fit in. 46 
She goes on to claim that she is "so un-fashion-conscious, ifs not true", and expresses alarm 
at the thought of actually wearing Cher's "skimpy little dresses" in real life: *-When I 
-, 
o out I 
don't want any skin showing. A big suit, something slightly macho. I like to be covered up. " 
Silverstone is clearly anxious to distance herself from Cher, and prove that there is more to 
her than simply good looks. As the subtitle of D'Silva's article proclaims. she -already has 
her own production company" and is "certainly no dizzy blonde". Silverstone rejects what she 
sees as the "trappings" of conventional femininity (shopping, make-up, skimpy clothes). as a 
prerequisite to being taken seriously as an actress, a Hollywood player and an intelligent 
woman. In the same way that Jodie Foster favours a rather androgynous look in order to 
underline that, both literally and metaphorically, she means business (see chapters four and 
five), she expresses a sartorial preference for a "big suit, something slightly macho. " 
Silverstone is clearly wary of femininity, possibly because on some level she subscribes to the 
idea that feminism and femininity are largely incompatible, and if she is wary it is almost 
inevitable that some reviewers will be too. 
This interpretation of Cher as stupid is by no means universal. A feNv critics are 
compelled to defend her by claiming that she is far more intelligent than she seems. Adam 
'5 Staiger, 
-Taboos and voterns" 153. 
46 Be\ erle\ D'Sil\ a. --More Than a Material Girl: Alicia Sil\ erstone. " Sunday Times 22 Oct. 1995. Stý le sec.: 8. 
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Mars-Jones writes that we soon "realise that Cher is not only nice but cleNer": and DaN id 
Elliot comments that Cher is "kind of a ditz, but not an airhead reall%. Cher is a bright tootsie 
with some air holes in her mind". Her most vociferous defender, however. is Philip French 
who sees her as sharp and witty social observer, and consequently urges us to "resist the 
patronising temptation to write off Cher as a selfish airhead. ýý47 
Critical opinion about the worthiness of Clueless' heroine is cleark as dix ided as it is 
about the aesthetic value of the film itself. Many reviewers (such as Ann Billson and Quentin 
Curtis) view her as a shallow, self-absorbed, spoilt young woman, whose life is devoid of atiý 
real meaning. As Hinson puts it, "For Cher, the world outside the galleria barely exists". By 
contrast, others (such as Lizzie Francke) see her as a young women who should be praised for 
her self-confidence rather than condemned for her narcissism. In the words of Roger Ebert. 
her self-absorbed nature is not an entirely negative attribute because "she isn't aý ictim, and 
48 
we get the idea she will grow up tough and clever, like her dad". It is intriguing that critics 
should charge Cher with narcissism given that it is a quality that has often been identified 
with femininity. To quote Jackie Stacey, "Narcissism has had derogatory connotations in a 
number of ways within psychoanalytic and other cultural discourses because of its association 
with femininity". '9 For these critics the rituals and practices of femininity (and in this case 
teenage femininity) are little more than exercises in self-indulgence. To refer once again to 
Hinson's phrase, it is the world "outside the galleria" (away from shopping. trý ing on clothes, 
and gossiping with female friends) which matters. Critics such as Hinson adhere to the school 
of thought which views typically "feminine" subcultures as less valuable than their masculine 
equivalents. In fact, as Joanne Hollows points out, (masculine) youth subcultures are "often 
47 Adam N/lars-Jones. "A Peach and a Lemon, " Independent 19 Oct. 1995, CD-ROM ed.: 11. DaN id Elliot. 
"Fashion Conscious: Clue to Next Teen Star Found in 'Clueless'. " San-Diego Union-Tribune 20 Jul% 1995. San 
Diego Union-Tribune Online Archives 10 Sept. 2000 <http: //pqasb. pqarchiver. com/sandiei, 
-o inde\. html>; Philip 
French, "Epistles at Dawn. " Observer 22 Oct. 1995, CD-ROM ed.: 13. 
48 Billson, "In With Babies". Curtis. "Deliver Us". Hinson, Lizzie Francke. "Teen Movies: %,, loney. %lake-up and 
Moralit%. " Guardian 21 Oct. 1995, CD-ROM: 30. Roger Ebert, reN. of Clueless, Chicago Sun-Times 19 July 1995. 
Chicago Sunjimes Online Roger Ebert Archives 2 Feb 2000 <http: /Av\ý NN. suntimes. com'ebert lebert-reN ic\\ s 
1995/07/988626. html>. 
41) Stacey, Star Gazing 208. 
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defined and given coherence by a rejection of the feminine. "'O In short. %ýhile men are 
permitted to be both self-indulgent (because their subcultural, practices are. thanks to their 
gender, inherently valid) and self-confident, women have to "earn" the right to these 
behaviours. Hence the reasoning behind Glenn Kenny's statement that. thank's to her many 
talents, "Silverstone's Cher almost convinces us that her self-love is earned. "ý' 
Staying on the subject of "feminine" subcultures, Clueless is a film which pays a 
great deal of attention to fashion: as I have already argued, the studio saw it as one of the keN 
selling points of the film. From the opening scene, in which Cher chooses an outfit ýý 1th the 
aid of her computerised wardrobe, the film is a blur of teenage styles, and a shoNvcase for 
numerous designer labels. Amruta Slee notes that Clueless (which the American media called 
the "fashion movie of the year") used clothes by designers such as Anna Sui, Dolce and 
Gabbana,, and Donna Karan, to name but a few. Some of these designer names NN ere also 
advertised within promotional materials for Clueless, and in the film itself- Cher's Guide For 
The Totally Clueless contains a photo of Cher carrying bags from designer clothes shops, and 
one scene in the film shows Cher walking down Rodeo Drive past shops like Tiffan) and Co. 
Cartier,, and Christian Dior. 52 
Traditionally the realm of fashion has been approached with hostility by feminists. 
Elizabeth Wilson argues that, within feminism, fashionable clothes are "conventional 1, ý 
perceived as expressions of subordination". This belief stems from what Charlotte Brunsdon 
identifies as the anti-consumption stance of many seventies feminists, whose ideas about 
identity were "marked by notions of sincerity, expression, truth-telling": what we might ten-n 
the -natural- as opposed to the artificial or contrived. According to this logic self-adornment 
detracts from a "naturally" beautiful womanhood, which needs or wants none of the material 
accoutrements of a patriarchal ly-constructed "femininity". " These notions have subsequentlý 
So Joanne Hollows, Feminism, Feminini! y and Popular Culture (Manchester: Manchester UnIN ersitý Press. 2000) 
166. 
51 Kenny. Italics mine. 
52 Arnruta Slec. 
-Absolutelý Clueless. - Sunday Times 30 July 1995, Stý le sec.: 3. 
53 Elizabeth Wilson. Adorned In Dreams: Fashion and Modernity (London: Virago. 1985) 13. Brunsdon 85. 
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been challenged. Mavis Bayton, for example, notes that even women who reject so-called 
"feminine" clothing and make-up are still making a statement ýýhich is constructed around 
dress and style. 54 Yet fashion is still viewed with suspicion by some feminists. Susan Faludi 
devotes a chapter of Backlash to the way in which eighties couturiers tried to replace the 
practical "dress-for-success" clothes favoured by women with Neovictorian frills and 
flounces. In addition Joanne Hollows notes that in recent years the fashion ýý orld has been 
charged with promoting anorexia by some feminists as a result of its creation of trends like 
the "waif look. "" 
Although none of the reviews of Clueless make what can be described as a sustained 
"feminist" attack on the film's use of fashion, it is still possible to uncover elements of 
feminist (or feminist-inspired) criticism of the way in which Cher/Silverstone's bodý is 
flaunted in the film, which is also linked to criticism of the highly-fashionable. but also 
high ly-reveal ing outfits she wears. Some critics apparently view fashion with an element of 
distaste,, or at least refuse to take its role in the film seriously, even if their objections are not 
motivated by a feminist politics. Both Joe Brown and Tom Shone imply that the film's 
interest in fashion is indicative of its low cultural and aesthetic value. In Brovm's ýýords, the 
plot is as "skimpy as one of Silverstone's teeny costumes"; and for Shone, CILieless is not 
actually about anything "unless you count the question of whether or not it is possible to have 
too many clothes. " Meanwhile Owen Gleiberman criticises the characters for putting too 
much focus on appearance. He trivialises the film by calling it an "Alicia Silverstone fashion 
show", and comments that it is full of bitchy "upscale '90s Valley Girls who worship at the I 
altar of the shopping mall". He also complains that its "meandering plot" has "something to 
do with Cher doing nice things for people 
- 
if they're wearing the right clothes. that 
iS,,. 56 
There are some critics who give the film's use of fashion serious consideration, but 
they are not specialist film journalists. Consequently one of the film's key themes is relegated 
54 Mavis Bayton. 
-Temmist Musical Practice: Problems and Contradictions. "' Rock and Popular Music: l'olitics. 
Policies, Institutions. TonN Bennett et at. eds. (London: Routledge. 1993) 182. 
55 Faludi 203-236, Hollows 139-40. 
56 Brown, "Sil\erstone*s Sassy Clueless" N38. Shone. "Spirit of the Age" 7; Gleiberman. 
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to discussion in a completely separate, and arguably what is perceiý ed as a less prestigious, 
sphere. Two female journalists (Amruta Slee and Tamsin Blanchard) ýý rote pieces on C 
-Iueless 
for the fashion sections of the Sunday Times and the Independent, xýhile a third (Anna 
Maxted) wrote a piece for the "Real Life" section of the Independent On Sunday. Aside from 
these articles, there are a couple of film journalists who mention fashion in a more positi\ e 
and more considered,, or at least less hostile way. David Hunter might not consider the film to 
be a great work of art, but he does praise the efforts of the costume designer for --the N ast 
array of crazy get-ups and cool threads. " Similarly Lizzie Francke writes that fashion has a 
dual function in Clueless, acting as both a witty commentary on the teenage obsession x\ ith 
wearing designer labels, and a showcase for these clothes: "Clueless's Cher wouldn't just 
want any old cashmere sweaters. They would have to have a label... It's like the doxN iiside of 
the mercurial, designer-obsessed 1980s never happened, as the film has its tart take on such 
consuming desires but sneakily allows you to buy into them too. " A few reviewers, such as 
Joe Brown, Kenneth Turan and David Elliot also recognise that the film's relationship ýN itli 
fashion extends to the way it treats other characters apart from Cher and her friends. The\ 
suggest that the look of the male characters is also highly stylised. However considering the 
critical reactions to Clueless as a whole, evaluations such as these are the exception rather 
than the rule. " 
Although it is important to realise that film reviews (which by their nature are usually 
short in length) are only able to give limited attention to individual themes, it is equally 
intriguing (especially considering the way the filmmakers continuously draw attention to the 
subject in the marketing) that so few reviewers should choose to acknowledge the, ýNay fashion 
ftinctions in the film. Janet Staiger has argued that an important part of evaluating the 
reception of a film is to recognise "what the readings did not consider'" as well as NN hat theý 
57 Slee. Tamsin Blanchard. "Sixth-formers, Pull Your Designer Socks Up. " Independent 3 Oct. 199ý, 1 ashion sec.: 
12-13. Anna Maxted. Life: Clueless in Selfridges, " Independent On Sunday 5N. OV. 1995. Real Life 
sec.: 5. David Hunter, rev. of Clueless. Francke. -Teen Movies" 30; Brown. "SliNerstone"s Sass\ Clueless" \38: 
Turan I. A. Elliot. 
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did. 58 In Clueless' case one must not only point to the relative lack of critical interest in 
discussing fashion, but also to the absence of critical readings \vhich consider the theme in 
certain ways. Although Brown, Turan and Elliot do apparentbý' recognise fashion as one of the 
key themes of the film, and consequently comment on the way both men and ýýomen are 
dressed, there are no reviews which comment on the way the male characters' fashiot-i choices 
make them look "sexually" in the same way that several critics discuss the re% eal ing nature of 
Cher/Silverstone's outfits. 
Little thought was given by reviewers to the way in which the use of fashion in 
Clueless might be designed to appeal to a young female audience, and as such ýN ould need to 
be assessed in a manner that bypassed considerations of an artistic or intellectual nature. FeNN 
critics recognised, or at least saw any value in, the way in which the fashion elements of the 
film held interest for teenage girls. It is only Francke's piece, the articles by Slee, Blanchard 
and Maxted (which recognise the way Clueless has shaped teenage fashion trends), and also 
an article by Susan Corrigan in which she argues that the film's display of aspirational 
designer fashions is one of the things teenage girls find so appealing, which touch on this 
y identifN the subject. '9 Yet in four online film reviews actually written by young women tile, 
clothes worn by Cher as one of the things they I ike best about Clueless. The rev ieNý s appear 
on SmartGirl,, a "website by girls, for girls" in which those aged twelve to menty can submit 
their own film reviews. Ashley (aged twelve) writes, "The best thing about the movie that I 
liked is the way they dress. I think [that] is really cool! And how Cher has all of those cool 
clothes! " Elyse (twelve) says "I like the talk about fashion, make-up, and boys. " Louisa 
(fifteen) comments that the best thing about the film is "The way it's so girly. It covers sex, I 
make-up, looks, boys, and most importantly, shopping! "; and Day (fourteen) ý, N rites that 
"[Watching the film] puts me in a 'Cher mood. ' It makes me wanna whip out a plaid 
skirt 
... 
and wear knee socks, all totally in fashion of course! """ 
58 Staiger, "Taboos and Totems" 144. 
59 BroxNn. "Silverstone's Sass), Clueless" N38. Turan Fl. Elliot, Slee 3. Blanchard 12-13. Maxted 
-5. 
Corrigan 6. 
bo AshleN. reN. of Clueless, Smart Girl 5 Nov. 2000 
<http: jý\N\\\\. smartgIrl. compages movIes/cluelessashle\. html>, Elyse. rev. of Clueless, Smart Girt 29 Oct 
2000 
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What reasons might there be for this critical neglect in examining the role of female 
spectatorship vis-A-vis fashion within Clueless? In her book about fashion and the cinema 
Stella Bruzzi refers to the assumption that the on-screen selling of a dress bý a female film 
star is analogous to "the selling of the body it adorns". Consequently -the look directed at the 
clothes on display" is allied with "the look directed at the body, and 
... 
this desiring look is 
male. " She reveals that one of her primary objectives in writing the book is therefore to raise 
the possibility that women "might not dress with men in mind at all, but rather that xN omen's 
fashion 
... 
is an exclusory dialogue between a female image and a female spectatorship. - In 
answer to the question, then, many critics make the assumption Bruzzi describes. and 
consequently overlook the place of female desire in the equation. Cher's dress is interpreted 
as a means of displaying her body to its best advantage, and that display is read as a purek 
sexual one designed to appeal to men. Yet as I shall demonstrate, comments made by other 
reviewers have the effect of undermining such a reading. 61 
As if to prove Stella Bruzzi's comment that "[a] woman (and a female film character) 
is more likely to be 'read' through the way she looks than her male equivalent", critics of the 
film demonstrate an almost obsessive need to mention Cher/Silverstone's body. and to make 
reference to her physical ity/sexuality. Peter Stack writes that Silverstone has becorne famous 
for her "winning smile and perilously brief miniskirts. " Owen Gleiberman says that she 
"dresses in skirts so short they'd shame Madonna". Hal Hinson calls her a "cool morsel of 
teen sex appeal"; and Geoff Brown uses an old standby when he refers to her as a "blonde 
bombshell" 
Many reviewers also use what can be termed "Lolita" metaphors in their descriptions 
of Cher/Silverstone. Gleiberman argues that she "has the most ripely precocious baby-doll 
allure since the nymphet glory days of Tuesday Weld. "; and notes that "In a red Alaia evening 
gown, she's a shapely dazzler, ready to star in Basic Instinct U. " Joe BroxN n, on the other 
<http: ',, NNNNýN. smartgirl. coi-n/pages/movies/cluelesselx-se. htmi>, Louisa, rex. of Clueless. Smart Girt 29 Oct 2000 
<http:, /, /NN ýN NN. smartgirl. com/pages/movies'cluelessiouisa. html>. Day. rev. of Clueless 5 Nov. 2000 
<http: HxN NN \N. smartgirl. com/pages/mov ies, c I ueday. html>. 
61 Stella Bruzzi, Undressing Cinema: Clothing and Identity in the Movies (London: Routledge. 199) 20. \i\. 
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hand, drools over " those 'Lolita' looks" and terms her - playful. pouty. baby-voiced 
jailbait 
... 
a baby Marilyn. " Both of these descriptions include references to \oung, se\ually 
attractive girls, who are especially appealing to older men. 62 The reference to Lolita crops up 
frequently in the reviews, usually in connection with Silverstone's role in her first film The 
Crush (1993) in which she played a teenager obsessed with an older man. She is described as 
"Lolita-esque", "a psycho-lolita", and "[d]ressed in her plaid schoolgirl minis. she's a naughty 
Lolita fantasy". The last comment, however, is not made in relation to her role in The Crush, 
but about the character of Cher. This critic has evidently taken the role Silverstone plaN ed hi 
the earlier film, and transferred it onto her role in Clueless: the schoolgirl c lothes she \\ears as 
Cher become emblematic of her perceived status as an under-age male fantasy. 63 
On one level these descriptions of Cher/Silverstone are perhaps to be expected, given 
that the "film-star-as-sex-symbol" is one of the most common (and oldest) constructions of 
stardom within Hollywood. The fact that Silverstone is repeatedly mentioned as beiiig the 
most memorable thing in the film, and referred to as a beautiful, bright, neýN star in the 
making (both by male and female critics) helps explain why she should be singled-out for 
such fervent attention. Nevertheless other commentators also display a sense of \ý ariness at 
this kind of attention: a wariness which is hinted at by Silverstone who, having explained that 
she has an anti-nudity clause in her contract, balks at the idea that her body might function as 
the selling-point of a film: I will not be told it's my body that will sell a film. ""' 
Amongst reviewers this wariness is expressed by raising the issues of under age sex 
and paedophilia. Predictably enough some of the complaints about Clueless' attitude towards 
teenagers and sex come from the conservative, religious media. Christian Spotlight On The 
Movies berates the film for its "sexual innuendo" and the way it disparages -virgmW,., 
- I 
Similarly, Ian Katz informs us that's film review line gave the film an -0- or "morally 
62 Bruzzi 126. Stack El. Gleiberman. Hinson DI. Geoff Brown 35. Brown, -Silverstone's Sassy Clueless" N'38. 
Italics mine. The phrase -baby-doll" is linked to a 1956 Tennessee Williams screenplaý of the same name. in 
NNhich (much like the plot of Vladimir NabokoN's 195-5 noNel Lolita) an older man is obsessed by his teena-c 
bride. 
63 
, 
Angie Errigo, reN. ofClueless. Empire Oct. 1995.45. Fuchs, rev. of Clueless. Gleiberrnan. 
64 D'SiIN a, "More Than a Material Girl" 8. 
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offensive" rating -because of its acceptance of sexual activity bemeen teenagers. " HoxNe%er 
such criticism is not confined to these groups. In the Deseret News Chris Hicks %, ý-rites that the 
film's "cavalier" suggestion "that casual sex is perfectly acceptable for 15-vear-olds" is 
4'extremely irresponsible. " He also questions whether a teen film should "encourage romance 
between step-siblings" (Cher's love-interest, Josh, is also her slightlýy-olcler step-brother ). 65 
Hicks's concern is magnified by two critics who mention what theY see as the film* s 
possible inclusion of an incest/paedophilia theme. Susan Wloszczyna claims that --the 
romantic resolution [of the film] fails to satisfy (actually, its Soon-Yi-ish icky). " Using the 
same real-life comparison, Owen Gleiberman (who is ironically also one of the critics who 
praises Cher/Silverstone's youthful good looks) argues that the ending of Clueless -makes 
you wonder if Heckerling is warming up for The Soon-Yi Previn Sto! y. " Such extrerne 
reactions are curious given that the age difference between Cher and her step-brother Josh is 
only a few years, and that between Woody Allen and Soon-Yi (the daughter of his long time 
girlfriend Mia Farrow who is now his wife) is several decades. However it might make more 
66 
sense when considered in the light of two pieces of background information 
. 
Firstly, the release of Clueless coincided with the release of Kids (1995) ýNhich also 
explored the sex lives of young teenagers. Kids met with a considerable amount of 
controversy from critics who felt it was voyeuristic and treated its young stars in a sexually 
exploitative manner. Libby Gelman-Waxner references this controversy ýý lien she says the 
film belongs to a new fad of "pedophile chic". Since these two films were contemporaneous 
with one another, were perceived as dealing with similar issues, and both elicited a few 
hostile critical reactions (although Kids met with far greater hostility), it is possible that some 
critics were tempted to draw parallels between them. Indeed Gelman-Waxner's artic e is 
written as a comparison between the two films, and in it she claims that both depict morally 
65 Lisa Vitello. re\. of Clueless, - Christian Spotlight On The Movies 21 Oct. 2000 <http: //,, -, -\N, \\ - christianans\ý ers. 
net/spotlight/mo\, icsý/pre2OOO/rvu-clueless. html>; Ian Katz, "Films For Jesus, " Guardian 7 Dec. 1995. CD-ROM 
ed. (32 sec.: 12.. Chris Hicks, re\. of Clueless. Deseret News 19 Jul\ 199-5. Deseret News Online Archi\ es 29 ()Ct. 
2000 <http: //N\\\\\. desne\ks. com/mo\ ieSrl\ ie\\-/I, l 2-57.341.00. html>. 
66 Susan Wloszcz\, na- "Silverstone Shimmers in Cle\er 'Clueless', " USA Today 19 July 1995: DI. ý's. \ roda\ 
Online Archives 2 Jan. 2001 <http: //pqasb. pqarchi\-er. com USAToday>, Gleiberman. 
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empty teens who are "obsessed with cheap sex". In a seminar at the AFI Am% Hecker1mg, %%as 
actually asked by one audience member to comment on Kids because. as she savN- it. -both 
films essentially treat the same subject. q-)67 Secondly, Alicia Silverstone's role in The Crush. as 
well as an earlier part in an Aerosmith video, had already helped establish her as a 
Lolitaesque figure. This element of her star-image was already formed NNhen she came to 
make Clueless, and inevitably became a point of reference in the reception of this nev, film. 
As Barbara Klinger points out, the presence of a star is one of the elements that potentially 
has an affect on reception: "Whether through the publicity of sexuality, consumer items, 
or 
... 
stars, the intertextual network surrounding films and spectators adds a significant 
dimension to viewing that is not driven by film dynam iCS.,, 
68 
As my discussion of the SmartGirl reviews indicates, comments about 
Cher/Silverstone's appearance are not only of the "Lolita" variety, and not necessarllý, 
couched in sexual terms. Several female critics make reference to how beautiful and appealing 
they find this new star. Susan Wlosczyna notes that she has "a star-is-bom luster", and calls 
her a cross between "Meg Ryan" and "a new-bom chick". In Beverley D'Silva's \\ords, 
"Silverstone does cute by the bucketload" like "a baby Meg Ryan". Ann Billson finds her 
"adorable", Libby Gelman-Waxner, "irresistible", and for Corrigan she is a -cute 
-C. iý69 ing, who say's of her lead: --She's shopaholi In this they share the opinion of Amy Heckerli 
so beautiful and you just watch it [the Aerosmith video] and you go, what's this little girl 
going to do next. I just loved her. , 70 By reference to the SmartGirl reviews and the fashion 
articles written about Clueless,, I have demonstrated that Cher/Silverstone appeals to teenage 
girls. By saying that they like what she wears, and in some cases actually emulating her stý le, 
these girls prove that she holds a strong attraction for thern. One only has to look at a recent 
survey carried out by the website Razzberly (a discussion site for female teenagers NN h ch is 
67 Libby Gelman-Waxner. "Wild in the Malls, " Premiere Oct. 1995: 46.: Am), Heckerling, "The -Harold Lloý d 
Master Seminar, " at the AFL- AFI Online 20 June 2000 <http: // Nv\Ný, \. afionline. org/ harold I lo\d, heckerling 
index. html>, 
6' Klinger 118. 
69 W1o,.,, /c/. %na DL D*Silva, "More Than a Material Girl- 8. Billson, An With Babies". Gelman-W&xner 48. 
Corrigan 6. 
70 lieckerling. 
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part of the woman 
-orientated Chickclick web ring) which asked teen girls to name their 
favourite films to see that it is still popular amongst this demographic: four out of thirtY nine 
respondents named it as one of their all-time favourite films. " 
Jackie Stacey, who has carried out extensive research into the nature of female 
spectatorship, writes that "forrns of intense intimacy and attachment ývlthin feminine CUlture. 
potentially separate from individual women's connections to men through heterosexual ity and 
marriage, are 
... 
central to understanding the role of consumption within female spectatorship. - 
In the case of these young and adult women's feelings about Cher/Silverstone I use the NNord 
"consumption" not only in the literal sense to refer to the way In which female spectators 
(usually teen girls) want what Cher has (clothes, popularity), but also figuratively as an 
indication of the way in which they "consume" her with their eyes, and deri,, e satisfaction 
from looking at her as well as from the way she looks. Stacey illustrates that this feminine 
fascination with the woman-on-screen can take many forms, each of which offer different 
kinds of pleasure for the spectator: adoration, devotion and worship (which articulate the 
strong emotional bond the spectator feels she has with the star, which may or may not be 
homoerotic in nature); transcendence (which embodies the fantasy of taking on the stars 
identity); and aspiration/inspiration (wanting to look and act I ike the star, and to haN e the 
72 things she has). In short all these ways of seeing raise the possibility of ýý, hat Stacey refers to 
in an earlier article as an "active feminine desire", and a female audience xN hich experiences a 
pleasure-in- looking which "cannot simply be reduced to a masculine heterosexual 
73 
equivalent", but which is also not necessarily lesbian in nature 
. 
Stacey's "asp iration/in sp iration" category speaks to the connection between "looking, 
desiring and buying" that she judges to have evolved with the "emergence of the department 
71 Surve\ taken from Razzbenj 5 Nov. 2000 <http: //razzberry. chickclick. com, '_ hanging_out/- mo\ ics_and_ 
t\ /ta\, orite_ movie// Default. asp? pp=4 I>. 72 Stacey, Star Gazin 212.138-159. 
71, Jackie Stacc\, '"Desperate]), Seeking Difference. " The Sexual Subject: A Screen Reader in Sexuality. eds. John 
Caughic and Annetie Kuhn (London: Routledge. 1992) 249 
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store" and the "beginning of consumer culture". " In Clueless's case this connection flas 
apparently been understood and exploited by the film's marketing team ýNho ha\e fi I led both 
the screen and the promotional materials with attractive consumer durables (designer clotfleý,. 
mobile phones, music, cars), the majority of which are designed to have special appeal to 
young women. It has also been understood by those critics who recognise that the film 
functions as a celluloid fashion show. Susan Corrigan notes that Silverstone has **a body 
seemingly built to wear the endless combinations of designer gear that are the film's real focal 
point. " David Elliot and Jonathan Bernstein hint at this more subtly ,, N, hen theN refer to 
Cher/Silverstone as "this doll" and a "beautifully accoutred, still shrink-xý rapped toy doll". , 
Their use of the word "doll" is significant since not only does it refer to the idea of womaii-as- 
object (like a plastic Barbie doll), but also the way in which the doll is traditionallý a 
plaything for a little girl. In this latter reading Cher/Silverstone becomes a kind of on-screen 
dress-up doll made-flesh for teenage girls. By calling Cher/Silverstone a "doll" Bernstein and 
Elliot articulate one of the contradictions inherent in female stardom that Stacey has 
identified: her body functions simultaneously as "both sexual spectacle and the site of 
consumption. " It is arguably a contradiction which is at the heart of the split between those 
critics who read Cher/Silverstone as a sex-object and male fantasy. and those for whom she 
embodies other pleasures and desires. In fact one reviewer who states that she did not like the 
film because of the damaging "message" it sends out to women, actually uses the doll 
reference herself. She writes, "Repeat after me. 'Women are not Barbie dolls! 
These alternative readings of Cher's body illustrate that, in Stacey*s words, ýý omen do 
have "agency as consumers". They are not simply passive spectator/consumers ýN ho look at 
77 
the star on-screen in order to learn how to become the ideal object of the male gaze 
. 
As Joe 
Brown says, Boys may "flock to anything with Silverstone in it" but girls are also "hungry for 
74 StaceN Star Gazin 178. 
-S , Corrigan 6, Elliot, Jonathan Bernstein, Pretty In Pink: The Golden Age of Teenap-e MoN ies (NeýN York: St. 
Martin's Griffin, 1997) 22 1. 
76 Staccý Star Gazinp, 206: -ClueFull-, rev. of Clueless.. Smart Girl 5 Nov. 2000 <http: / NN %% w.smartgIrl. com' 
pages/movies/cluelessclue. html>. 77 Stacey Star Gazin 185. 
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anything that even remotely resembles their lives. "" Corrigan has rlghtl-ý argued that Cluele,., 
would probably not have succeed by appealing exclusively to male desires: -Sikerstone 
... 
[isl I 
surely enough to cause a stampede of pubescent boys, rockets in pockets, to the box office. 
but little boys' desires alone do not good box-office make 
.,, 
79That it did manage to reach out 
to female audiences is not only clear from the various comments made b,, female spectators 
mentioned above, but also from the fact that, after its release, some critics subsequentIN 
categorised it as a "woman's film". In Jami Bernard's Chick Flicks, ývhich lists films that haNe 
made "a special connection with a female audience", Clueless is included in the -Funily 
Girls" section of the book. The website Karmavore also includes the film in its list of 
"Enlightening Films for Women". 80 Moreover the makers of Clueless had obviouslý realised 
how popular the film was with women by the time it of its American video release, since it 
featured in a K-Mart/Paramount video promotional advert which was specificalk designed to 
appeal to women. The advert reads "Accessorize Your Evening", and shows five ý ideos 
(Clueless, The First Wives Club, Sabrina, Harriet The Spy, and The Evening Sta ), all of 
which are perceived to have appeal to women of various ages. In order to emphasise their 
"feminine" appeal further these videos are arranged against a background of fabric, roses, a 
perfume bottle, and jewellery (see appendix E, fig. 4). 81 
In relation to the issue of consumption I should also draw attention to critics who 
touch on the idea that Clueless can be read as a fantasy. Jackie Stacey writes that the display 
of commodities, either in the shop window or on-screen, offers the female shopper or 
spectator "pleasure in looking, contemplation and theJantas. v transformation of the se4f and 
her surroundings through consumption. " In this way the act of coveting and/or purchasing 
goods displayed by and on the body of the female star, as well as the act of --consuming"' the 
female star by buying a cinema ticket which allows you to look at her, are inextricabh, linked 
78 Joe Bro\Nn, rev. of Clueless. 
'9 Corrigan 6. 
80 N Jami Bemard. Chick Flicks: A Movie Lo\ er's Guide to the Nlo\ ies Women 
-1-ove 
(, e\\ Jerse\: Citade Pr 
1997) xii.. 102-3: "Enlightening Films For Women" Karmavore 7 Jan. 2001 <http: ' ýýNN%%. karmawrexoni 
gogirls. asp>. 
81 Advert in Premiere Women In HollN wood Special 1998: 15. 
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with the process of fantasising about the ways in ýN hich you (as female audience member) and 
she (as a celluloid image) might be brought closer together. Or to put it another %%av. these are 
fantasies about the process by which her "reality" can become your realit% 
Susan Corrigan recognises this process at work in Clueless when she argues that it is 
the "hyper-reality" of the film that makes it so appealing. A deliberate gap exists between 
real-life as experienced by a teenage girl and Cher's "hyper-real" life, but it is this realitN gap 
(in which fantasies are allowed free-reign) that proves so attractive to spectators. She xý rites. 
"[I]n reality, most American high-school girls" may "tread the well-worn path to The Gap 
instead of cruising Rodeo Drive". Yet this does not mean that they do not xN ant to iniagine 
what such a shopping trip would be like, or how it might feel to be someone else for ninety 
minutes. 83 Danielle in the Girls On review of Clueless implies as much when she saý s that 
"This is no documentary on the plight of teens around the world: CLUELESS is like a pint of 
Ben and Jerry's: delicious. " As does Trixie, a reviewer for SmartGirl, who saý s NN hat she I ike,, 
most about the film is the way "Cher has all those riches that no normal middle class person 
,, 
84 like me could have ever. Lizzie, Francke voices a similar opinion to Corrigan's \ý hen she 
states that the film takes teenagers out of their "natural habitat", such as down-market malls, 
clubs, and diners, and middle-class schools, and "puts them on Rodeo Drive instead. " Gone is 
the "brooding adolescent existential angst", and in its place is a "glossy dream ýN orld in ýN hich 
everyone is in the big-time money 
... 
It's like the downside of the 
... 
designer-obsessed 1980s 
never happened 
... 
[T]he film has its tart take on such consuming desires but sneakily allows 
you to buy into them, too. 
85 
Both Corrigan and Francke interpret the perfect world of the film as a deliberate 
conceit. They view it as a glossy fantasy designed to facilitate our pleasure, allowing us to 
82 Stacev, Star Gazin 178. 
Corrigan 6. 
84 Danielle, Trixie. reN. of Clueless. Smart Girl 5 Nov. 2000 <http: //Ný, \N-NN. smartgirl-com pages movies 
cluelesstrix. htnil-. 
85 Francke, "Teen Movies- 30. 
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"buy into 
... 
desires" (both material and emotional) without ever haN ing to pa,,, for them. rather 
than merely another generic example of Hollywood's poor grip on real it),. 
Cynthia Fuchs is more wary about the film's play with fantasy. She comments that 
"there's not much going on" in Clueless that's subversive or remarkable (except perhaps that 
it's so watchable,, which it may have no business being). " She also remarks that -As "teen 
movies" go" it's "obviously, self-consciously lightweight: there are no suicides, no N Iolence, 
no generational battles (no mothers in sight, either). There's no class or moneN angst... no 
racial conflicts 
... 
no sexual crises 
... 
The world of the film is ideal, shimmering. stable. " tý 
Fuchs's first comment sets up an opposition between the capacity of a film to make a serious 
(political) statement (something which subverts the status quo), and its status as 
entertainment. Her bracketed remark suggests that she feels compromised by her enjoyment of 
a film which she, as a feminist reviewer, views as ambiguous in its feminist intentions: an 
ambiguity which she hints at in the second quote when she points to the film's omission of a 
maternal character. Fuchs implies that something which does not provide a clear -message" 
has no right to be pleasurable viewing as well. Her second statement suggests that she is 
uncomfortable with the way the film fails to reflect the "real life" of the majority of its (teen) 
audience: it offers no "serious" issues for discussion, only a mediated vie\\ of "reah t\ -. 86 Her 
reaction finds a parallel in comments feminist critics have made about Thelma and Louise. 
Sharon Willis points out that some feminist reviewers were concerned with the issue of that 
film's "plausibility", criticising it for its failure to "work as a feminist parable or 
prescription", and consequently overlooking the pleasures produced by the "play between 
plausibility and fantasy" that were a vital part of the narrative. 87Fuchs is clearly aware of the 
way in which Clueless is desi ned to function as fantasy (she uses the words "obviously" and 9 
86 Fuchs, rev. of CI ueless. I refer to Fuchs as a "feminist revieNNer- because she writes reNiews for The Unkersity 
of Maryland's Women Studies Page on the web which concentrate primarily on films made bý. or of interest to. 
\vomen. MoreoN er, her co-film re\ iewer on this page, Linda Lopez McAlister, hosts a radio show in Florida called 
"The ýVomen's Show". and also issues an annual "Best Feminist Feature Films" list. 
87 \N,, iliiS 122-3. 
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self-consciously"), but she also proves that the question of whether fantas\ is inherenti-, 
regressive or potentially liberating remains a bone of contention for feminist critics. 
It seems to me that the issue of fantasy is yet another manifestation of the higli IoNN 
cultural debates which preoccupy so many reviewers of Clueless. The question of whether 
"women"s films" (and some feminists would be inclined to read, although not necessarily to 
endorse, Clueless as a "woman's film" because it has a female director and a female lead 
character) should serve as an outlet for fantasy or endorse reality is. on one IeN el. a 
specifically feminist version of the debate over the worth of mass culture. It asks ývhether the 
pastimes that have traditionally proved popular with many women (such as buying clothes. 
reading romantic novels and women's magazines, watching soap operas and melodramas) and 
which, according to feminist critics like len Ang, Janice Radway, Helen Ta. vlor, Elizabeth 
Wilson, and Jackie Stacey have also afforded them the pleasurable (although not necessarily 
88 
progressive) opportunity to fantasise, can ever be wholly embraced by feminism. Are these 
popular women's genres recuperable? Or are they the cultural remnants of a male-authored 
femininity that should have been discarded long ago? Just as the wider world of film criticism 
is seemingly preoccupied with the need to find, and then mark a line between, that \ý hich 
belongs to the popular, the every day, the mass, and that which transcends it. so feminist film 
criticism continues to squabble over the location of the celluloid border between those 
"feminist" films which are intellectual, political, or iconoclastic enough to move the cause of 
women forward, and those (often denounced as too "feminine") which simpl\ hold us back. 
Like the critics who compare Clueless to generic junk-food, feminist criticism struggles ýý ith 
the issue of whether films that feed female fantasies can ever be more than simply emotional 
jun 
-food. 
Whether they are about satire, Austen or Cher's clothes, the critical debates under 
discussion here eventually relate in some way to the issue of high versus IoNN culture. and seek 
88 See len Ang. Watching Dallas: Soap Opera and the Melodramatic Imagination (London: Methuen. 1988). Janice t, Radway. Reading the Romance (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1984). Helen Taý lor. Elizabeth 
Wilson, Adorned In Dreams (London: Virago). Jackie Stace\, Star Gazin 
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to determine which of these categories Clueless rightfully belongs to. Those critics %ý ho do 
not see the film's exploration of "feminine" themes as a problem are far more likek to belie% e 
that it has certain values (such as its subcultural value) which function independently of it., 
artistic values. That is, many of the teenage girls who liked Clue-less did so because it 
represented aspects of their own lives on screen and/or the way they NNould like their lives to 
be (their fantasies). Critics who found it possible to take the "feminine" character of Cher 
seriously, crediting her with intelligence rather than dismissing her as a bimbo, were also 
those who credited the film with intelligence as well. The logic being that if they \\ere able to 
accept Cher's interests (shopping, socialising, fashion) as those of a girl x\ ho is bright and 
thoughtful, then the way the film concentrates on those interests does not preclude it froni also 
being based on a Jane Austen novel, or employing satirical techniques. 
On the other side of the critical debate, one reason why reviewers of Clueless see 
femininity as a "problem" is probably because of its link with low or mass culture. As Barbara 
Klinger has stated, many critics 
still refuse the "vulgar" enjoyments suspected of soap operas. This refusal 
functions to divorce the critic from an image of a mindless, hedonistic crowd he or 
she has actually manufactured in order to definitively secure the righteous logic of 
good taste. It is also 
... 
perpetuates negative notions of female taste and subjectiý'ity. I 
Critiques of mass culture seem always to invoke a disdainful image of the feminine to 
represent the depths of the corruption of the peop e. 89 
In Clueless' case the "mindless crowd" would refer primarily to the teenage girls who make 
up the film's target audience, and whose importance as spectators is undervalued by all save 
the studio who sees them as a viable market. It would also apply to the teenage girls depicted 
in the film \\hose "frivolous" interests are supposedly proof of their shallow nature. Even 
some of those critics who said they liked Clueless did so because theý- believed it \\as a film 
89 Klinger 96. 
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which broke with rather than conformed to the established generic patterns of the teen mo% ie. 
In their opinion it encouraged the spectator to laugh at rather than with the characters it 
depicted. which suggested that the filmmakers had put a critical distance between themselves 
and their subject, and made it easier for them to do the same. Or to put it another wav theN 
liked the film because it fulfilled their need for a buffer zone between high and loxN culture. 
Another reason why femininity in Clueless is constructed as a problem is because it is 
set against feminist (or fem in i st- inspired) worries that femininity is inextricablN linked to 
post-feminism and the anti-feminist backlash. The film revolves around the essential tension 
inherent within post-feminism that has been identified by Charlotte Brunsclon. Brunsdon 
argues that feminists have found the post-feminist girl "difficult" because she does not reject 
"the conventional aspects of femininity. "90 In other words she personifies the fear that the 
post-feminist woman is really just the pre-feminist one in disguise. This tension informs the 
writings of those reviewers who worry about the way Cher/Silverstone looks, and those Nvho 
deride the film's use of fashion. It is also to be found in the comments of teen girls \ý ho 
dislike the way Clueless represents women, such as the already quoted SmartGirl reý ie%%ei, 
who feels the film depicts women as "Barbie dolls". Finally it is also a tension ýýhich runs 
through Alicia Silverstone's comments that she is not at all like Cher because she isn't 
interested in fashion and hates to show off her body. In fact one might argue that it lies at the 
very heart of Silverstone's image, which is caught between the inescapable fact that playing 
characters like Cher will inevitably lead to being viewed as a sex symbol (especially since that 
is one of the ways in which she can be marketed), and her denial that she either is or wants to 
be seen as anything so regressive: "I never once, in any of rnýý work, never am I trý'ing to be 
sexy. It's just being... [My image is] not a girl trying to be sexy. It's just a girl going through 
life. 
90 Brunsdon 4. 
91 Kristen O'Neill, 
-Love Me So Naughty. - Premiere Aug. 1995: 7-5-6. 
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Not even Amy Heckerling is immune to the critical obsession o,,, -er what it and is not 
"high" or "low" culture. On two occasions she shows herself to be aware of this diý ide, but 
intriguingly implies that her own work should belong to the -low" side. She tells Matt ýý olf 
that "My favourite movies are A Face in the Crowd, The Sweet Smell of Success, Reserýoir 
Qq&s, Mean Streets. I like to watch those, but as far as what I'm able to create goes, they are 
much sillier, lighter pieces. " Similarly in her seminar for the AFL she expresses disbelief that 
a film "about teen girls called Clueless')', which at various points she refers to as "light and 
fluffy" and "silly", "would ever be taken so seri OUSIY.,, 
92 Of course by interpreting her words 
in this way one could easily be charged with possessing the same prejudices about **high" and 
"low" films that this chapter has identified. Heckerling might not actually be saying that her 
work is less valuable than these other films, merely very different in style and toile. 
Nevertheless her use of words such as "light" and "silly" is extremely suggestive since. as %% e 
have seen, they are the kind of words used by reviewers who attack the film for its frivolit\ 
and lack of aesthetic value. Perhaps Heckerling talks about her work in this AAaý to avoid 
being forever seen as the woman who made Fast Times, the woman who changed the genre of 
the teen movie. It is a way of rejecting the expectation that, as a woman director, she shoul(l 
want to make films of great political and cinematic significance which treat genre from an 
overtly critical perspective, rather than pursuing more commercial projects. As she says in an 
interview with Janis Cole and Holly Dale, "I feel this desperation to hop away from where 
they want you to go 
... 
I don't want to make a movie that a bunch of critics say is great, but it 
makes no money 
... 
I want to make movies that people stand in line for 
... 
And I don't work 
independently. " Seen in this light Heckerling's comments about the films she makes can be 
interpreted as a restating of the aesthetic contract she feels she has established with her 
audience (which is different in content from the one some critics believe she has drawn up) 
92 Wolf 35, Heckerling. 
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which promises them light-hearted pieces of entertainment rather than political tracts or 
meditations on the state of generic cinema. 93 
In conclusion this chapter gives an overview of the wide range of critical readinus of a 
text (Clueless) using an extensive number of reviews, articles and promotional materials 
written about it. Although this list of readings is not exhaustive it does identify recurring 
patterns within responses to the film, and manages to distil these patterns into mo keý. and 
interconnected, groups: debates which are motivated by the urge to locate Clueless 
aesthetically and those which are driven to determine how it relates to questions about gender, 
feminism and femininity (or to use shorthand, post-feminism). It is feasible to argue that \\ li Ile 
these critical concerns may not be exhaustive they are certainly representative. Influenced by 
the work of critics such as Janet Staiger I have argued that critical readings are influenced by 
a number of contextual factors (such as in Clueless' case the way in which the film is 
promoted, the nature of its target audience, the low cultural status afforded young ýý omen and 
their interests, and the reputation of the filmmaker) which not only help define the topics for 
discussion, but are also consumed by the reviewer in order to feed his or her personal 
prejudices (such as those about the value of popular film and the nature of "fernininio, "). It 
has never been my intention to argue for a "right" reading of the film, nor to prove ýý hy the 
film is or is not feminist. Instead I have aimed to provide a snapshot of the v, ays in v, liich 
Clueless was interpreted, and the possible reasoning behind such interpretations. in order to 
better understand the issues raised in the reception of a woman director's film. To use 
Christine Gledhill's words, I have drawn Clueless into "a female or feminist orbit" not to 
argue that it is an inherently progressive or reactionary text, but to mak[e] it producti,, e for 
-94 feminist debate and practice 
. 
93 Janis Cole and Holk Dale, Calling The Shots: Profiles Of Women Filmmakers (Ontario: The QuaM' Pres,,. 
1993) 115.117. 
9' Quoted in Christina Lane, Feminist Hollywood: From Bom in Flames to Point Break (Detroit: WaN ne Statc 
University Press. 2000) 26. 
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Conclusion 
The objective behind this thesis was to address a subject which has recei-ved insufficient 
attention in feminist film criticism: the woman director who works at the heart of the 
Hollywood film industry. I set out to question the idea that only female filmmakers who work 
in the "independent" field are worthy of serious feminist analysis, as well as to mo\ e aýN a\ 
from the tendency to privilege (and often recuperate as "feminist") only those -mainstream- 
directors who are seen to keep one foot fin-nly planted in the realm of "alternative"cinerna 
even while the other rests tentatively in Hollywood. In other words: those directors who keep 
the Hollywood film industry at a "safe" distance. My research makes no such judgements, but 
instead devotes attention to those female directors who make commercial studio films 
whether they possess an independent or avant-garde cinematic heritage or not. I have no 
interest in labelling directors or their films as "feminist" since I believe that this is one of the 
main reasons why certain female filmmakers have been overlooked by feminist theorists. 
In the scramble to discover where the feminism of a work or artist lies the female 
director who appears not to engage directly with feminist and/or female issues can find 
herself left to one side as a "problem" that has no obvious "feminist" solution. Yet if ýNe stop 
looking for these solutions and accept instead that the study of female creativit" wi II always I 
present us with dilemmas and ambiguities, we can find new ways to think about this 
creativity as well as new female creators to discuss. Since my research eliminates the need to 
"solve" the woman director's work it refrains from interpreting or reading the texts of 
"mainstream" female filmmakers. Rather it sets out to contextualise both the woman director 
and her films by considering her as theoretical construction, historical entity, and image for 
consumption; and the films in the contexts of production, promotion and reception. 
Chapter one resisted the death of the cinematic author, but also acknowledged that 
authorship, or rather its cinematic variation "auteur theory", needs to be examined b, v and 
renegotiated for feminist film theory. The woman director's relation to auteur theorN is 
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without question ambiguous. On the one hand there is no obvious place for her ýN ithiti 
auteurism because the auteur is traditionally conceptualised as male. On the other hand 
despite the multiple flaws in auteurist thinking the idea of the auteur still has meanitig in the 
film industry, and thus it may benefit the female director, both critically and commercialk. to 
be viewed as an auteur. Consequently from the outset of this thesis I demonstrated that tile 
woman director typifies the paradoxical and plural relationship between women and cinema. 
She is not adequately defined by masculine models but equally unable to reject them 
completely for fear of affirming her marginality. 
Chapter two looked at the various routes into Hollywood filmmaking for female 
directors and explored the issue of mentorship as it relates to those women. As with auteur 
theory I argued that the concept of mentorship is a problematic one for the woman director. 
and by extension the feminist film theorist. It has the potential to diminish her artistic talents 
if the mentor (usually male) receives credit for her achievements. Yet women directors 
cannot afford to reject it entirely since it is one of the mainstays of the film industry: it does 
notjUst help women to gain job opportunities in Hollywood but everyone else as well. In 
other words it is not a gendered concept as such but, because most mentors are men, is 
effected by gender issues. By examining women's entrance into the Hollywood film industry 
historically and considering the ways in which that industry functions to exclude xý omen, I 
was able to articulate women's precarious position as filmmakers and move the thesis into its 
next contextually motivated gear. 
Chapter three focused on a particular case study, the marketing of Mimi Leder's The 
Peacemaker and Deep Impact, in order to prove that those in charge of film marketinq have a 
tendency to use a director's gender as a promotional tool. This kind of marketing brings both 
dangers and rewards for the female filmmaker. It can help tu get her noticed as a director but 
also potentially limits her creative options by typecasting her as essentially a or 
"feminist" filmmaker. It uses her uniqueness as, in Leder's case, a ýNoman director making 
o vi 
. 
that action films in Hollywood to target a -fernale" niche audience x thout acknowledging 
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such a strategy makes stereotypical assumptions about womenýs (and men*s) cinematic 
preferences which may or may not reflect reality. Once again the female director finds herself 
in a paradoxical position. Mimi Leder is made visible in the Holl,,, 
-wood marketplace thanks 
to her gender but this visibility also has the potential to lead to a kind of "invisibilitN" in the 
form of greater marginality. 
Chapter four was the entrance point into my studies of the female director as -star- 
This chapter asserted the validity of star theory for my thesis by insisting that the "look" 
which is so important to the Hollywood star also has a bearing on the way in ýNhich off- 
screen women, such as directors, are represented and read by the media discourses ýý hich 
surround the industry, as well as by the industry itself I used the idea of androgý'ny to 
symbolise the indeten-ninate position of "mainstream" women directors who are not whollý 
outside Hollywood (feminine) and yet not entirely inside it (masculine) either. Rather theY 
inhabit an "androgynous" boundary location from which they negotiate the terms of their 
access into the Hollywood "boy's club". 
Chapters five and six were an extension of chapter four, and once again I emploý ed 
case studies of individual female directors, Jodie Foster and Penny Marshall, to develop iny 
arguments. These chapters worked in conjunction with one another to provide two 
contrasting examples of a woman director's star image. Foster's image was shoNAn to be the 
one which has proved more attractive for feminist film critics, and Foster herself was shown 
to be more successful than Marshall at managing the inevitable contradictions of that star 
image. Despite the differences in Foster and Marshall's star images, however, I also 
identified common elements between them. Both women employ various tactics to avoid 
being defined in terms of their gender while simultaneously exploiting their femaleness as 
one raw material from which to fashion their star images. That is, they have both on 
occasions refused the tag "woman director" despite the fact that Foster has been knoýN to 
represent herself as something akin to a feminist role model, and Marshall has emphasised 
her "femininity" as a director. Like chapters three and four, these chapters also reveal that the 
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way in which the director and her films are packaged is one of the most important factors in 
determining the way in which she and they are received. whether by industry executiN es. 
journalists, reviewers, film critics or audiences. 
Chapter seven was the next logical step in my project to contextualise the %Noman 
director: the consideration of the reception of female-directed films. I considered the nature 
of critical responses to Kathryn Bigelow's Blue Steel (1990) and Strange Days (1995) as 
. 
Nell 
as her reply to these responses, and the tactics she uses to try and evade being labelled as a 
"feminist" or "woman's" director. This chapter proved that the female director's gender can 
be utilised by critics to isolate her as a pleasing novelty or, because her films depict scenes of 
a violent and/or sexual nature,, a disgusting (and sometimes it is implied equally exciting) 
aberration,, which means that the real reasons behind her visibility as a woman making 
"masculine" films in Hollywood (namely inequality within the industry) are obscured. In 
other words it was my contention that the controversy which surrounds Bigelo\\ is generated 
because she is a woman director rather than because her films are truly shocking and 
reprehensible. 
Finally, chapter eight was a more sustained analysis of the female-directed film as, to 
use Janet Staiger's term, an "event". it identified two main critical debates which recur across 
reviews of Amy Heckerling's Clueless (1995): the struggle to identify the film as a ýý ork 
which belongs either to the realm of "high" or "low" culture. and the quest to determine its 
relation to feminism, or more particularly post-feminism. Thus the critical debates discussed 
here are another variation on two of the underlying themes of this thesis. The "high" versus 
"low" culture debate points to the fact that I am considering the work of female directors who 
make popular films from within the "mainstream" film industry, and thus taking serious]y as 
a subject for feminist analysis (although not rescuing as --ferninist") those directors \\ Iiich 
feminist film theory (which has traditionally privileged the work of "independent" or a\ ant- 
garde "feminist" filmmakers) has frequently neglected. The feminist or post-feminist debate 
is another variation of the obsession (shared by those both inside and outside the film 
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industry) with pinning down the woman director and her work on issues of gender. and fixing 
them in feminist terms. This is an obsession which my work does not share because I did not 
begin my thesis by choosing a theoretical context (feminist or otherwise) in ýýhich to place 
the woman director and her films, but rather with the desire to identify and comment upon the 
various contextual factors which have a bearing on the way she and they are understood: this 
has been a descriptive project rather than a prescriptive one. 
Having completed my research, one of the most striking aspects is how little has 
changed since women first sat in the Hollywood director's chair all those decades ago. In 
many ways directing is still "no job for a lady". The numbers of women directing 
44mainstream" films has seen no dramatic increases, and true statistical equality remains 
maddeningly out of reach, as indeed it does for all "minority" groups within the industr. N. The 
same sexist stereotypes and gender-based assumptions which Dorothy Arzner was subject to 
continue to surround the woman who directs in contemporary Hollywood, even though tlieý 
may sometimes (although by no means always) be expressed in more subtle ways. Second 
wave feminism may have argued for women's capability to do "men's" jobs, but this has not 
translated into widespread and sustained success for female directors working in HollyNvood. 
I have shown that women are still not viewed as "natural" directors, or evenjust -directors". 
They are always "women" and then "directors", and if they are women of colour their racial 
or ethnic identity as well as their gender might also be used as prefix to the term director. 
Labelling female filmmakers in this way has developed into a kind of lazy shorthand which 
helps Hollywood executives, entertainment journalists, film reviewers, film theorists and so 
on to account for the feminine interloper whose presence within this predominantly white 
male world is still strange enough to merit attention. Unlike their male colleagues. women 
directors have to be constantly mediated, negotiated, and moulded until they, as square pegs. 
fit into the round holes of the film industry. My research has concerned itself xvith the terrns 
of this negotiation by revealing how and why directing was and still is "no job for a ladN 
and illustrating some of the ways in which women directors have dealt NNith this reality. 
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Yet I do not wish to leave this project on a wholly depressing note. The ýN-oman 
director's access to Hollywood may be limited and fraught with difficulties but she is still 
there, and as such her interaction with the mainstream industry serves as another rich and 
fruitful area for feminist film theory to explore. As my research has illustrated this interaction 
also has the valuable effect of identifying those topics which would benefit from further 
analysis by feminist theorists, such as the role of women directors in the television industrý. 
the experiences of minority directors, or the place of female executives, producers, editors, 
and so on in Hollywood. A determination to undertake such explorations is not simplýý 
important for the development of feminist film theory, it is actually indispensable if we are to 
truly understand women's complicated relationship to cinema in all its possible permutations. 
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NB For the purpose of this chart, and for the sake of consistenc\. I am counting films produced and or 
distributed by New Line and Miramax within the "studio films; category only -if theý were made post 
New Line's 1993 merger with The Turner Broadcasting Corporation, or Miramax's 199-3 mer, 
-, 
er %ý ith 
Disney. This is not a perfect categorisation, but it will serve here- although it also acts as a reminder of just how indistinct the boundaries between "mainstream" and "Independent" haý e become. 
The information for this chart was drawn from various sources including 
Rachel Abramowitz, Is That A Gun In Your Pocket? Women's Experience Of Polver In Hollvivood, 
(New York: Random House, 2000). 
Ally Acker, Reel Women: Pioneers of the Cinema, (London: Batsford, 199 1). 
Janis Cole and Holly Dale, Calling The Shots. Profiles Of Women Filmmakers, (Ontario: The Quarrý 
Press, 1993). 
Roger C orman, How I Made A Hundred Films In Hollywood And %rever LostA Dinie, (New ý'ork: Da 
Capo Press, 1998). 
Lawrence Crown, Penny Marshall. An Unauthorized Biography of the Director and Comedienne (Los 
Angeles: Renaissance Books, 1999). 
John Andrew Gallagher, "Interview with Susan Seidelman, " Film Directors On Directing. John Andre%% 
Gallagher (Greenwood Press, 1989), 221-239. 
Allister Harry, "Boyz, Guns and Macho Values Are Out. Girls Guts and Family Values Are Ill, " ThL, 
Guardian, Screen, August 7,1998: 12-13. 
Jim Hillier, The New Hollywood (London: Studio Vista, 1992). 
Christina Lane, Feminist Hollywood From Born in Flames to Point Break, (Detroit: %k aý ne State 
University Press, 2000). 
Miranda Sawyer, "Back To The Drawing Board, " Empire, July 1995: 90-99. 
The Internet Movie Database, <www. uk. imdb. com>. 
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